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1.0 SUITING AND INGRESS

YOUNG I didn't notice any problems associated with suiting and ingress. Cabin Closeout was nominal throughout. As everyone knows, it is very difficult to reach the dump handle to dump the cabin for the purge, but you can do it with your elbow. That's the way I did it. The other thing that made me nervous about ingress was the way Troy Stuart leaned over the abort handle. I know the pyros are not armed, but man, we should caution the suit technicians to stay away from that kind of stuff.

SLAYTON Speaking of Troy reminds me that we do need to get a comment from Charlie here on the suiting; whether he had some difficulty, based on your first goaround.

YOUNG Yes. On the day of launch, he said the legs of his were tight. And, everybody just sort of poo-pooed that.

SLAYTON We can talk about that later.

YOUNG Suit circuit check was good; ingress and cabin closeout were nominal. In fact, we were about 20 minutes ahead the whole time through the launch.
2.0 STATUS CHECKS AND COUNTDOWN

YOUNG Ground communications and countdown were nominal; launch preparation was nominal; systems preparation was nominal.
Crew Station Controls and Displays: I think there's a couple of things we can say here. One is that we knew that the H₂ tank 1 pressure read-out was oscillating, didn't we?

MATTINGLY Yes. They told us that. We had a caution and warning on it.

YOUNG They told us that. But the other thing that we didn't know was that the SPS pressure - the fuel pressure was what - 7 psi low? Due to a transducer.

MATTINGLY I've got all those numbers written down. Apparently the problem with the SPS pressure was something that they had known about and it was not something that we ever discussed. The problem that Charlie saw was that the Delta-P on the pad was greater than 20.

DUKE That's right.

YOUNG When we were sitting there, we were sitting with an abort condition for LOI. We had a greater-than-20 Delta-P laying there on the pad.

MATTINGLY And they came back and said that's the way it is because there is a shift in there.
And then some other thing had failed and nobody told us anything about that. Some ground reference thing had failed and I guess it could have been our fault and they asked us if we wanted a final briefing on the actual systems, how they were operating, and I asked Dave Ballard if there was anything we ought to know about and he said not that he knew of. So I said, let's not do it then because we're kind of busy and I don't want to unnecessarily fill squares.

We talked to Don Arabian about it and he was sending us all the preflight problem tracking lists and I read every one of those reports.

It wasn't in there.

There was a transducer shift, I remember, and it was a telemetry transducer shift. That was the way it was described, and it was something that the MOCR had calibrated and that was all taken care of and whether this was the same problem or whether it was an additional problem, I don't know.

The point being, I think we could have had that problem all worked out before we ever left the ground with the mission rules and everything for LOI instead of going through a couple of days of LOI mission rules and coming up to LOI with an SPS light and that kind of thing. The bad feature about an SPS
light, is — that's not the only thing you can get an SPS warning light for.

MATTINGLY That's right. It negates the value of the SPS pressure light because you've masked it by having it on all the time.

YOUNG For future design, we ought to be able to reset lights if there's more than one variable going to them. For example, when you get a fuel cell light, there's five things going into a fuel cell.

Charlie just walked into the room and he's going to say something about his suitin. His legs were too short. When we walked out of the suit room you said your legs were too short and I said, "Charlie."

DUKE Well, I was really kidding a little bit. They really felt a little tight, but I asked for them to be tight because Clyde said that they would stretch and sure enough they did. On the surface, they felt fine.

YOUNG I'll tell you that fastener didn't stretch much.

DUKE That was the zipper problem it turned out, not a suit fit problem. I had the same problem with John's on PDI day that he had with mine the day before. When you pull the restraint zipper together, it doesn't lie flat in the middle of the back.
DUKE (CONT'D)  It gives a sort of series of W's, and when you try to pull it across there it takes three hands to really do it.

YOUNG  Charlie, yours just wasn't making on the first day. It was coming close. It really was nervous. I thought every EVA would be the last because I didn't know whether I'd make the restraint zipper every time.

DUKE  The fit was fine, though, after we got out on the surface and got pressurized.

YOUNG  Yes. The tighter you can get it, the better off you're going to be when you put that 3.5 psi in there.

DUKE  But sure enough, preflight, going out, they felt a little tight to me. But I'd asked for it, so I couldn't complain.

MATTINGLY  Had you changed it since the last time you wore it?

YOUNG  No. Well, the problem we got into there, and maybe we could have avoided it, is that, a couple of times preflight with the flight suits, Charlie and I zipped each other just to see how hard that would be. We ran about four or five suited exercises where we donned the suits in the evening and worked for a couple of hours inside the building where the QC guys could watch the suits, and the first couple of times we tried
YOUNG (CONT'D)  zipping them. Maybe it's the last time you want to do the zipping, after all the adjustments have been made.

DUKE  On every adjustment of the flight suit, when we got to the middle of the back, Troy had a tough time getting that restraint zipper, because of that W in the back.

YOUNG  I really recommend that there ought to be some way to adjust that thing down so that when the two guys are alone one guy can do it, because you need to be able to pull it together like that and you need to be able to stretch it out like that which takes four hands, only you got about two. You know what I mean? You need to be able to pull the thing together to get the teeth closed. You could probably do it with some kind of restraint that pulls the two pieces together, like a tie-down ring. I am not telling them how to fix it, but I think it's a solvable problem. You really do want that thing tight because you're in a good suit when it is tight.

DUKE  Concerning the SPS fuel and oxidizer Delta-P; I couldn't believe it when I looked up there and it was out of limits. It was 7 psi low.

YOUNG  Was that what it was?
Yes. It was about 165 or 163, and it normally runs around 175, because I've always seen it right in the green band.

How about the oxidizer?

The oxidizer was in limits. At that time, it was okay. It looked like it was riding a little high, but it was still in the green band.

Didn't you have a greater-than-20 Delta-P?

Yes. Right then, we had a greater-than-20 Delta-P which the rules say you don't burn. So we asked them about it and that was the first we heard that we had a bias shift on the fuel side.

It's one of those communications problems, I'm sure, but we ought to solve it.

But they apparently knew about it.

I don't think the ground, the MOCR guys, knew about it.

No, they didn't.

They were caught by surprise. They were doing a lot of scurrying there also just like we were.

Apparently so.
YOUNG (CONT'D) Okay. Distinction of Sounds in Launch Vehicle Sequence, Countdown to Lift-off. I didn't hear any sounds, did you?

MATTINGLY I was surprised at how quiet everything was.

DUKE I didn't hear any valves or any valves opening or anything like that.

YOUNG No, I think it's nominal. I didn't hear any on Apollo 10, either.

MATTINGLY Not a thing; I was really surprised.
3.0 POWERED FLIGHT

YOUNG S-IC Ignition.

DUKE Wow!

YOUNG Wow is right. There goes a train that is leaving. Lift-off - you can tell lift-off because everything is moving.

DUKE It is like an elevator slowly lifting off. But, at ignition, I had the lateral frequency of something or other. It just kept shaking at the same frequency throughout the whole S-IC burn.

You felt yourself going faster and faster and faster. I had the feeling it was a runaway freight train on a crooked track, swaying from side to side. That was all the way through the first stage.

MATTINGLY Are you saying that the frequency changed?

DUKE No, the frequency stayed the same. But, my impression was the g's made it feel like we were going faster and faster and faster.

YOUNG My impression was unlike a fixed-base simulator, you sensed the yaw, roll, and pitch programs; but, the rate changes are negligible.
DUKE I didn't sense any of that.

MATTINGLY I didn't sense lift-off except for the lights. I didn't sense the program. To me, it was just like fixed-base simulator with the vibration on top of it.

DUKE I felt the slow acceleration.

YOUNG Some guys sense lift-off and some guys don't. Cabin pressure - Did you notice that relieving on time?

DUKE Yes, I heard it, as a matter of fact.

MATTINGLY I thought the simulation of that was very realistic.

YOUNG It really was. Dynamic pressure noise builds right up to max Q. That thing is making some kind of racket. Engine gimbal and retro motion - I didn't notice it. S-IC inboard and outboard ECO - At inboard cut-off, we got this minor damped unloadings and when the outboard engines cut-off, we got at least four times as much.

MATTINGLY I was well braced for it. I'm sure glad I was. That really gets your attention!

YOUNG I mean to tell you it does. I was holding on to the bottom of the T-handle, at that point, because I sure didn't want to do the wrong thing.
DUKE  It's a good idea to brace yourself. And, I was surprised
with the debris that I caught out of my left eye as it came
by the hatch window from the staging.

YOUNG  Hey, that's another thing that you remarked on.

MATTINGLY  Yes. That amazing.

YOUNG  The debris was going right along with us.

MATTINGLY  It was passing us. I don't understand that.

DUKE  I think that was from retrofire.

MATTINGLY  No, sir. This was during the powered flight steady state.
There were particles; I looked out John's window and particles
were going past us in the same direction. I kept looking at
that; there's no way. But, it did it. I don't remember it
on the S-I; but, I remember it on the S-II and the S-IV.

SLAYTON  This wasn't during the staging sequence?

MATTINGLY  No, sir. This was steady state, powered flight well after
staging; and, I don't know where they came from. I don't
know what they were, but they were there.

YOUNG  S-II ignition was nominal. I got a feeling it took a little
longer to get those lights out.
DUKE I did, too.

YOUNG For some reason we noticed the PU shift on the S-II, which was at a different time than nominal. Maybe 3 or 4 seconds early. I don't remember just when. It may be in the onboard tape.

MATTINGLY I think it's on the tape because we commented on it. But, it was several seconds early.

YOUNG Different. The launch escape tower and booster protective cover jettison. That was on time and you can see the whole works go off. I didn't see it on Apollo 10, but I sure saw it this time.

DUKE It was great. Every pyro event was just beautiful. You could hear it, feel it, and see it.

YOUNG S-II engine cut-off was on time and nominal.

DUKE I thought the S-II was very smooth and very quiet. I had the sensation of very low acceleration or g's and no noise at all that I could tell. I felt like we were almost floating at that time.

YOUNG Well, it was low g's. S-II/S-IVB separation was nominal. The S-IVB ignition was nominal. Communications - We didn't have
YOUNG (CONT'D)
a bit of problem with communications throughout the flight.
Controls and displays told us just what we wanted to know.
Crew comfort was okay.

DUKE On control and displays, I might add a comment here that pre-
lift-off, when we did that gimbal motor check, it was more
apparent on the fuel cells than the battery buses. But, in
flight, it was more apparent on the battery buses than in the
fuel cells. When you started them at 6 minutes. I don't
know why that is.

YOUNG The reason is we were not on full internal power during the
ground checks.

DUKE That's probably the reason.

MATTINGLY Oh, we were on full internal power.

YOUNG I thought we were.

MATTINGLY Sure we were. Once you bring the fuel cells up, we do not
have any external power coming in. I'm sure that by the time
we climbed in, we were running on fuel cells.

YOUNG Maybe so.
MATTINGLY  Maybe it's typical. Maybe gravity has something to do with the responses.

YOUNG  It's no big deal.

DUKE  Crew comfort through powered flight. Good.

YOUNG  Man, I tell you, you just hope that mother keeps running because there isn't a lot you can do if it quits. Pogo comments - We noticed a buzz on the S-II.

MATTINGLY  S-II and S-IVB both.

YOUNG  And it stopped at 9:07, I remember that; 9:05 to 9:07, it stopped. I don't remember where it started. I thought it pulsed up and then died out and then pulsed up and died out. It had an amplitude variation that would go up like that and then come back off and then go up and come back off. I couldn't tell you what frequency it was, but I imagine it was well in excess of 40 cycles per second.

MATTINGLY  I think the tape will say what time it started.

YOUNG  Yes. I bet the accelerometers in the CSM picked that up also.

MATTINGLY  That might be.

DUKE  That was probably too high a frequency for the BMAGS.
SLAYTON: Was it the same frequency on both boosters?

DUKE: Yes.

YOUNG: So, it could be an air-stage problem or it could be something coming through the SLA.

DUKE: But I wasn't concerned about it, were you?

YOUNG: Yes, but there's nothing you can do about it. I mean, if it is going to damp or not, there's nothing you can do.

DUKE: I never had the feeling it was divergent. It was just a constant buzz.

MATTINGLY: On TLI, it seemed to be increasing in amplitude; although I thought the frequency was still the same.

YOUNG: Yes. That's what I thought all the way to ECO. But, there was a buzz on the S-IVB all the way to engine cut-off. And, it was a high frequency buzz.
4.0 EARTH ORBIT AND SYSTEMS CHECKOUT

YOUNG
Evaluation of Insertion Parameters; I forget what the numbers were, but they were good. Post-Insertion Systems Configuration Checks - I'd say that was nominal.

DUKE
I thought it went very smooth, smoother than in the simulator.

YOUNG
ORDEAL. No problem to unstow. Optics Cover Jettison (Debris). Want to say something about that Ken?

MATTINGLY
Once again, I heard the sextant cover go off, but I did not hear the telescope cover go. Like everyone else that has looked through there, I looked and didn't see a thing in the telescope and I was concerned about what to do next.

In fact, we talked about it. What was the best thing to do? I didn't think the cover had gone. While we were playing around we came across a star pattern that was bright enough to see and it was an excellent telescope. There was no debris that you could see from it.

COAS and horizon check. Right where it is supposed to be at 31.7 degrees or whatever. It was right on the line.

YOUNG
Unstowage, did you have any problems with that?
MATTINGLY No, except it's so much easier in zero g than it is in one g. All those things would come out for a change.

YOUNG Where it'd take you a week in one g to flip over and get the COAS you can do it in milliseconds, with a pressure suit on in zero g.

DUKE Canaries had an antenna problem on the first time by and they dropped the uplink for awhile.

YOUNG They dropped the uplink and we missed getting a ...

DUKE Did we?

MATTINGLY Yes sir.

YOUNG It was the pyro arm one time that we missed because when they were coming up they dropped someone.

DUKE That was the second time by.

MATTINGLY I guess the first place we checked the BMAG GDC drift was during this Earth orbit period.

DUKE Right.

MATTINGLY They were running pretty high, I checked both BMAGs, I got BMAG package number 1, post-TLI and BMAG package number 2 pre-TLI and they were running like 6 degrees an hour. Just
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) roughly, approximately, in all axes. And the reason that's significant to me is that they changed during the mission.

YOUNG They were different they didn't maintain the same drift.

If you're really serious about using that thing for backup, at the time you use it you ought to know what drift you can expect out of it.

TLI Preparation, a piece of cake.

DUKE Yes, we had - they changed a few numbers on us. On the yaw and the ORDEAL, and we were - there was some concern on the APS module, but it worked throughout.

YOUNG We had all the procedures ready to go if we did have to fly it in roll. I am sure glad we didn't. Subjective Reaction to Weightlessness. It's really neat. Beats work.

DUKE For the first rest period I had that fullness in the head that a lot of people have experienced. More of a pulsing in the temples, really than a fullness in the head.

YOUNG I tried to outguess it by standing on my head for 5 minutes a night a couple of weeks before launch. Standing on your head is a heck of a lot harder. That's an overkill, but this is nice.
MATTINGLY I really think going out and flying those airplanes helped us.

YOUNG Oh, yes, I highly recommend that.

MATTINGLY And I flew every day except one. I don't know if that helped, but I bet it didn't hurt.

YOUNG Yes, rate of roll in particular, it's got to help. It tightens up your eardrums.

MATTINGLY I think that was a good thing to do.

YOUNG You ought to approach it with the idea that you're going in there and make yourself as uncomfortable as you can stand. Do rate of roll until you can't stand it anymore.
5.0 TLI THROUGH S-IVB CLOSEOUT

YOUNG TLI burn was nominal, but I agree with Ken. I think that buzz increased throughout. It seemed to ramp up. Did you get that feeling?

MATTINGLY I felt the frequency remained stable, but the amplitude was increasing.

YOUNG S-IVB performance – What a champ. What was the first mid-course?

DUKE Twelve feet per second.

MATTINGLY That was after we skipped the midcourse 1, though. It had been pointed out in memos before, but everybody knows the P15 shutdown time calculation is not going to be valid until near the end of the burn because of the changing acceleration. It appeared to me that it was off by far more in powered flight than it had ever been in the simulator.

YOUNG Hey, there was something wrong back in Earth orbit systems checkout. The problem we had there –

DUKE The TEMP IN valve.

YOUNG The TEMP IN valve, the auto position of the glycol evaporator TEMP IN valve was cycling MIN to MAX. I forgot all about that.
DUKE We put the flow on manual and adjusted it on 381; and, we
didn't touch it but a couple of times from then on.

YOUNG I'm glad that fixed it. Because if we had to do that in lunar
orbit, we would have been behind the power curve, to go down
there and tweak that thing every time it came around.

MATTINGLY That valve is exceptionally sensitive.

YOUNG Yes. We've known that all along. On Apollo 7, that was the
big thing, to go down there and do a manual adjustment of the
TEMP IN valve to get it to do its thing. It is exceptionally
sensitive.

MATTINGLY It's even more sensitive than the adjustment of the DIRECT O_2.

YOUNG Okay, but that's a systems problem. I guess somebody's going
to have to work that one. Maybe they won't do anything since
it didn't bother us. Okay, TLI burn, nominal. S-IVB perform-
ance and ECO, nominal. Maneuver to separation attitude was
nominal. During ORB RATE, we got some pictures. They're
really something. You could see all of the United States. If
the pictures come out, there will really be some pictures.

MATTINGLY The Earth was right there in the window. And centered right
in the middle of the Earth was the United States, without a
cloud over it.
DUKE All the way from the Great Lakes to Brownsville.

MATTINGLY Just as if you had drawn it and set it up so you could take a picture of it.

DUKE You couldn't see the northeast, Maine and those areas.

YOUNG That is something we should show at the press conference. That will be a good picture.

YOUNG The S-IVB maneuver to the TD and E attitude was nominal. We discussed the ramp buzz. It was too high a frequency to be characterized as a pogo. The amplitude was so low you couldn't characterize it as pogo either. It didn't seem like anything was in danger of coming apart. I was more worried about it quitting. Separation from the SLA was nominal. In fact, we saw one of the SLA panels floating away. How was the high gain antenna lockup, Charlie?

DUKE Easy. It was just as advertised.

YOUNG Formation flight? Why don't you talk about TD&E, Ken?

MATTINGLY That's got to be the simplest maneuver performed in space flight. That was exactly like the simulator. When we pitched over, the crosshairs on the COAS were almost exactly centered on the target. It was just a matter of pushing it, sitting there, and waiting for the two to come together. I made one
MATTINGLY lateral correction and one vertical correction. We didn't do another thing until contact. Whatever gas we used during TD&E we used after I hit in trying to get it recentered. They busted the 15 guys about forcing it in. I tried to center it up and that is a pretty expensive operation. It's very inefficient when you have your nose hooked to something you're trying to push. I was using the translation controller and I was really surprised. Either the friction on the probe head or something is a lot more than I expected. It was very, ineffective.

YOUNG It seemed like you used about five times the fuel that you normally use to get in there.

MATTINGLY I felt like I used 50 percent of the --

DUKE It took a long time.

YOUNG It took a long time and we never allowed any time for this. All the time we were closing in on it. When you pitched around, you were only about 60 feet out.

MATTINGLY Or less. It was nominal.

YOUNG It couldn't have been very far away. He was right there. I was three times that far away on 10. We went on in and docked. All the way in the particles were coming off the S-IVB and the
YOUNG (CONT'D) LM. I had never seen anything like it. They were really streaming off. I didn't know whether they were S-IVB particles, LM particles, or what they were at the time.

DUKE It looked to me as if they were coming right above the ascent propellant tank.

YOUNG I'm sure they will be in the film.

DUKE They were jetting off. They weren't just floating away.

YOUNG That's the way it looked to me, too.

MATTINGLY It sounds as if you saw streams of particles coming out and, I don't think that's what they were. They were just large clouds of material out there and they were coming away from the SLA. I couldn't see a source. I didn't think it was anything that you could pinpoint. It was just a lot of debris.

YOUNG Thermal coating inspection - We didn't know it, but, that's what we were doing. We were watching the thermal coating float away. CSM handling characteristics during transposition and docking.

MATTINGLY If you don't touch the controls, you're doing good.

YOUNG Extraction.

MATTINGLY That went as planned.
CONFIDENTIAL

YOUNG EMS behavior during TD&E.

DUKE You had that big drift in there at that time.

MATTINGLY It had a high drift. I didn't use it. I hadn't planned on using it, anyhow.

YOUNG Sounds at SEP, RCS, retraction, and extraction.

MATTINGLY Let me say something about the sounds of those engines. I think our impressions were different. I didn't hear any RCS sounds when I got off the S-IVB. I didn't hear any sounds during the turnaround; and, I didn't hear anything on closure until I got in real close. I would swear - I know it's not possible - but, I'd swear, I could hear the jets impinge on the LM before we docked. And you could certainly see it. Maybe I was visually seeing the skin of the LM kind of flutter and I knew that should make a noise. I heard the same noises every time we fired the engines after that. I don't know if there could be enough local atmosphere or whether you can get a reflected shock that you could hear. I don't know how it is, but, I know I could hear reflections off the LM before we docked.

YOUNG I think that is possible, Ken, with the mass going out and coming back and bouncing off your vehicle. There are a lot of particles in there.
MATTINGLY And, it was at this point that your TV monitor went out, wasn't it, John?

YOUNG Yes. The TV monitor failed for the first time. This is no big thing, because it doesn't mean you're not getting a picture. It was intermittent and they should take a look at it. The attitude control you had to do once you got docked cost some gas. You said something about the ripple fire.

MATTINGLY When we retracted I had the feeling that we had seen the two vehicles come together and I hadn't heard a latch. I was starting to get worried about what had happened. The motion looked to me as if it had stopped, and then the latches fired. It seemed as if it was very slow. Maybe they really hadn't come together. I had the feeling that those latches were very slow to fire.

YOUNG The work in the tunnel was nominal. All the latches were made and everything was nominal except latch 10. The bungee was just a hair outboard. When you looked at it, it hadn't made --

MATTINGLY Subsequent to this (we didn't see it then) when we were going into the LM, I took a look at latch 10 and the bungee, the little cap that's on the top of the spring bungee, was recessed about a half to five-eighths of an inch. This, as I understand
it, is typical of a latch that hadn't fired. When I looked
at the latch I could see clear underneath the latch and it was
not making contact with the tunnel ring at all.

This is not the kind of inspection you can make with the probe
in.

You have to have the probe out to see that.

The separation and evasive maneuver was nominal. The S-IVB
was just where they said it would be when we finally got around
to looking at it. The S-band performance was nominal.

You couldn't see anything but it slowly moved out of our field
of view.

We didn't see the dump because it had gone by then.

It did all it was supposed to do. The last time we saw it,
it was doing what it was supposed to.

This was the last time we were on schedule.

Climbing out of that suit is really something.

We had a hard time getting the suits into the suit bag because
we were trying to be careful of them. I don't know if taking
our pockets off would have helped us or not.
YOUNG  Taking the pockets off is another 10 or 15 minutes per suit. The way they put those things on, they're on there to stay. The best way to get them off is to cut them off.

MATTINGLY  The only point I'm making is that I have stowed suits in the bag in stowage exercises and it's not a big deal.

YOUNG  It's entirely different in flight and I think there are a couple of things that are different. One is the suits which we stowed here never had the pockets and all the paraphernalia straps on. The other thing is you have an old beat up suit that's a rag. You don't care if you step on it, kick it, or what you do to it but when you're on your way to the Moon, you're being ginger with those things.

MATTINGLY  The bag is just too small for the suits.

YOUNG  Here's something I feel pretty strong about. We haven't had any problems so far but I think that the crews that are going to have to take these suits off and stow them in a bag should be given a demonstration on how to properly roll up and stow an A-7LB full pressure suit by a suit technician close to launch so they don't forget what they've learned. Course, that's just another square to fill close to launch. If you damage that suit by stowing it in that bag, and I can see how you could do that because you wouldn't believe the kind of
kicking, shoving, grunting, and heaving you have to do in zero g to get that suit in there, and if you damage it, there goes your mission because you can't fix it.

MATTINGLY I think you should point out, we only stowed two suits in a three-suit bag.

YOUNG Yes. We only put two suits in there. We got three suits in there on the way back and then found out we weren't supposed to have three suits in there. We were supposed to stow one of them under the couch. And, we only put two in there on the way out. We stowed Ken's suit underneath the left couch. But, I was always concerned that maybe we had folded a suit in the wrong direction and put some undue strain on the zipper. We had zipped the zipper up, but, we hadn't zipped the pressure sealing zipper up all the way. But, we zipped the restraint zipper all the way up and we put the neck ring's dust cover over it.

MATTINGLY I think it's a shame to take a chance on the suits on your way to the Moon. I think you should make that bag bigger.

YOUNG There's about this much room between the bag and the front hatch which is not used and I don't see why they don't make that big enough so that a guy is not ruining his EVA by stowing his pressure suit. Now, maybe the CSD people will come
back and say you can't hurt those pressure suits. But if I
know Ed Smiley, I reckon he feels that way about it, probably.

Well, the other thing is, when you fold these on the ground
and you got one g helping you pull it up into a little ball.
In flight, it is whatever you could get with your arms.

The other problem is that J-mission spacecraft, with those
boxes under you, only one man can get in there to do the job
at any one time. You can't get two men in the space to push
the suit right. Well, it was of some concern to me in that
we were treating suits properly when we stowed them that first
time. We set a new world record for suit donning and doffing
in zero gravity and 1/6-gravity seven times, something I would
just as soon not have. We were behind the first day. We
didn't have enough time in the timeline to doff the suits and
stow them. We didn't have any time in there. With one man in
the middle of suit doffing, another man is handicapped because
he's helping. So, that leaves one man to mind the store.

We actually had time in the Flight Plan for doffing the suits.
We just didn't have adequate time. We had an hour or less;
and, we used almost 1 hour on the first suit.

That was one thing that put us so far behind going to bed that
night. And, when we did that ---
MATTLINGLY By the time you go to the bathroom, which there is no time for.

YOUNG -- which took us by surprise. It is something we think we should eliminate preflight.

MATTLINGLY That put us another hour and a half behind, on top of that.

YOUNG It was just the suit doffing that got to us.

MATTLINGLY I took a lot longer on the P23s.

DUKE That took a lot of time. MIN impulse took time lining up. I remember writing that comment in the Flight Plan.

YOUNG We were late starting P23s.

MATTLINGLY We were late starting because of the suit doffing.

DUKE No, we were behind because we had to get in the LM.

YOUNG Oh, yes. That's what really put us behind.

DUKE That was not in the Flight Plan. We had to take the probe and drogue out and we had to go into the LM at about 13 hours.

YOUNG I forgot all about that.

DUKE Because of the thing spewing particles.

It was during the P23s, stop the P23s and let's get in the LM.
6.0 TRANSLUNAR COAST

MATTINGLY  I never was able to use the telescope for anything, except to see the LM radar and the quad, from the time we picked the LM up until we got into lunar orbit. It was due to the tremendous number of particles that were floating around that, I guess, came from the LM. It was just like everyone talked about - if you do a sighting right after a water dump. We were continually populating the environment with these little things popping off. So the telescope - except for objects like the Earth and the Moon - is essentially useless. The sextant was beautiful. The auto optics put it in there. Everytime we made our REFSMMAT change we used the same technique of going to SCS and recording the shaft and trunnion angles. And it's a good thing because the telescope was useless. The first time we did this, the auto optics did not place the stars in the sextant field of view after we had torqued it to the new REFSMMAT. We picked them up with no loss of time because we had the shaft and trunnion available and we could crank it in and press on.

YOUNG  I had never heard of that technique before, but man I think it ought to be mandatory if you're going to coarse aline that platform translunar coast.
MATTINGLY It makes you feel comfortable to know that you're not going to get lost.

YOUNG Right. What it means is you would have to end up doing a P52 Earth/Moon probably and then going off from there. That would be a big waste of gas and time.

MATTINGLY This technique worked well. I thought that the sextant simulation was just like the real sextant. The stars looked the same, they are just as obvious. It's really a refreshing thing.

YOUNG That's really a beautiful technique. I never did that. It never occurred to me to do it. On Apollo 10, I was too sissy. I pulse torqued it all the time.

MATTINGLY The only time I pulse torqued this mission was at ground command, and darned if it didn't go to gimbal lock. I had to drive away from it.

We did get a chance to do something that people hadn't done before. That was the Sun/Earth alignment. We used the Sun filter and that works like a champ. I was really impressed. You put that Sun filter on the telescope and it's all blank until you find the Sun. Then it's a nice object and you can see the cross hairs on top of it and - the Sun's illumination.
MATTLINGLY (CONT'D) The Earth was about two-thirds full then. I didn't find it very difficult to guess where the center of the Earth would be. I probably would have gotten a better angular difference had I used something small like the Moon.

YOUNG You got a plus 07.

MATTLINGLY Which was certainly good enough to bring me up where auto optics -

YOUNG That's as good as you can get in P57 almost.

MATTLINGLY From there on, we were back in business with no lost time to speak of. The optics calibration was a little bit different from the simulator in that it was easier to calibrate prior to P23. The system was very reproducible. In fact, I thought it was broken. I made a couple of marks - things that I knew were way off base to see if it was really reading the trunnion properly, and it was. It's a very sensitive measurement and it's easy to make. Right from the beginning whenever we would put the optics into zero, or move the shaft at a high rate, it really sounded bad. Sounded like something was clattering. It seemed to move in jerks and spurts - kind of like it was on a ratchet. It got worse as the mission progressed. It never seemed to affect the performance of the optics. But it was as noisy as I've ever heard on the simulator. It was
kind of discomforting to hear that thing. If you moved it
slowly, it was all right. But you couldn't get on high speed
at all even at the beginning of the mission.

When you drove it in high speed it would go in a jerky motion.
The line would go fast for a while, then it would slow down
right in tune with this grinding noise that's in there. There
is something wrong with those optics.

It was the actual drive of the shaft that was doing it. Ini-
tially the trunnion would overshoot like a quarter of a degree.
By the time we reached lunar orbit the initial overshoot was
generally the full sweep of the sextant. If you watched the
star acquisition in the sextant you would see the star swing
back. It would bounce. It would take three or four sweeps
before it got down to keeping it within the cross hairs in
the sextant. That seemed to get progressively worse through-
out the mission. As soon as you went to MANUAL, it damped
the motion immediately. The optics drift in MANUAL, CMC and
MANUAL, RESOLVE and DIRECT. The drift is a great deal more
in RESOLVE. There was no way I could find any combination
that would not have drift in both the shaft and the trunnion.
We got into a discussion about this preflight. They said if
I went to MANUAL it would not move. But it does. I wrote
down how much it drifts in the Flight Plan.
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) The other thing on the optics is that the eyepiece back off. I think that is unforgivable.

YOUNG They float off and go somewhere.

MATTINGLY You can't afford to loose the eyepiece. This is the eyepiece that goes on the removable part.

YOUNG They did that on Apollo 10. They said they were going to glue them on so it would never happen.

MATTINGLY The jam nuts were so tight I couldn't get them loose. They weren't holding the optics in. The eyepiece screws on top of that and it's free floating. If you jam it down the little eyecup would be pointing someplace where your eye isn't.

Charlie found the telescope eyepiece floating around one night. I taped them, but it doesn't work because the tape is not very sticky.

The tape just isn't that adhesive to that metal. Later I had trouble with the focus on both the sextant and the telescope. Stu had asked me to look at the sextant image, because he said his was fuzzy. I found that I could make mine fuzzy by defocusing it. I had the feeling that I had cranked the focus down as far as it would go. I had run into the stop and it hadn't quite cleared up the image - like I needed to go another turn on the adjustment to get it focused. If you backed it off
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) a turn it got very fuzzy and it sounded to me like what Stu had described. So I screwed it all the way down and it stayed in focus because I could jam it against the end. The telescope focus was a little bit better and it wasn't jammed against the nut. I had to tape it. Even underneath the tape it backed off - it's a pretty sensitive focus. In lunar orbit, I was unable to see star patterns in the telescope at night - in the double umbra.

YOUNG Black night.

MATTINGLY You've got to be able to see them if they're there. They weren't there, and I thought we had reproduced the Apollo 15 problem. After I noticed this a couple of times I went back and played with it. I played with the focus and apparently my problem was that it has unfocused itself. When I focused it there was apparently enough concentration of light then that I could see stars. When they were out of focus, I didn't see anything. When I focused it up, the star pattern just popped out, and they were beautiful. It could easily happen. I had the thing taped and I thought it was in place. Just a small amount of movement will make it unfocus.

YOUNG We never had any problem with that on Apollo 10. We could see all kinds of star patterns up there at night.
MATTLINGLY I just made it a practice after that to always check the focus, and then it was okay. You need the telescope right now, not after 30 minutes of looking for the eyepiece.

YOUNG I don't want to tell you this but it's the truth. I went to sleep one night just before Ken did. While I was asleep the platform realigned itself into coarse aline. Ken fixed it and I never woke up. I never knew anything about it until the next day. Couldn't believe it.

MATTLINGL It was the last thing we had to do on the presleep checklist - take the voice mode off. John crawled back into the couch - floodlights were all on. I was going to look at something in the optics and I said, hey John, turn the voice mode off. There was no sound. I looked back and old John looked like a dead man. All the floodlights were on. About that time, the master alarm came on and the world turned upside down. We talked to the ground for an hour about it. We realigned the platform. John never batted an eyelash. I finally reached over and turned all the floodlights out, wrote him a note and stuck it in front of him and went to bed.

YOUNG I got up the next day and read the note. I thought, Ken has got the sickest sense of humor of any guy I've ever seen in my life. He told me the platform failed that night. He must have sat up all night thinking that up. Then I closed it up and
YOUNG (CONT'D) thought - wait until he wakes up. Boy, what a sense of humor. He's worse than me. It was true, I couldn't believe it.

(Laughter) That's funny.

MATTINGLY I think you were tired. (Laughter)

YOUNG I really slept good that first 3 or 4 hours. I really slept good.

DUKE That's really the only systems problem we had on the way out.

YOUNG Yes. That happened the second night.

DUKE The ground said expect the SPS light during that first midcourse. Sure enough the SPS light came on due to the oxidizer side being high, 210.

YOUNG Never went on again.

DUKE During the burns, the pressures were where they said they would be. It was fine during the burns. Comm worked great the whole way.

YOUNG Ground handling of comm at night was really good. I had a headset on many times and I never heard it. I think I was just asleep. They used to wake me up on Apollo 10. They never did this time. They stayed ahead of it the whole time this time.

CONFIDENTIAL
DUKE They said they lost comm with us once but they didn't wake me up.

YOUNG Passive Thermal Control. Ken gets an atta boy for that. He's the only guy to ever set up passive thermal control correctly the first time, and every time. It was beautiful.

DUKE Right on.

YOUNG It really worked good. Let's say something about LM Ingress which sort of got us off the first days timeline. When Ken was down doing the navigation sights, I was looking out his window. I was sitting there watching. All of a sudden the stuff was sorta floating off. I saw it coming out from behind this place that we tried to point out to you on the TV, when we got the TV on it. I saw this stuff's coming out like something is shooting it out of there. I was as nervous as a cat. Didn't I show it to you guys?

DUKE I saw it from my side.

YOUNG You didn't see it though, Ken?

MATTINGLY No.

YOUNG Charlie saw it. It was directional. So I figured the only thing it could be was that something was making it squirt out of there. You've got the best gage in the world when you can...
YOUNG (CONT'D) look at something and see it leaking. I wondered if there was some valve we could shut; now was the time. We went into the LM and powered up the TM, and they didn't see a thing. In fact, we turned on the RCS gages and we didn't see anything.

DUKE Nominal.

YOUNG Boy, I don't know what it is. It could have been a thruster down in there, but I don't know why it would come off directional like that. Maybe we got some pictures of that.

DUKE Later on during the flight, another panel started doing the same thing. It was shredding off paint, it was also directional, but it was not as much as that big panel.

YOUNG When we finally got down on the Moon and looked around at the LM, it looked like a shaggy dog. We've got the pictures here, hair hanging out all over.

Cislunar nav and navigational sightings cost us a hunk of time. It got Ken so far away from the cislunar navigation preliminary sightings that he really didn't see but one horizon.

MATTINGLY There was never any question in my mind about what to mark on. There's only one thing you could mark on.
It's worth a little OJT and not waste any more time on it.

The auto maneuvers never placed the spacecraft at the sub-stellar point. We took a long time, used a lot of gas on it, but it seemed to me there wasn't any reason to take a mark unless you got it in the right place. With that big stack up there, that can just take a lot of time.

The procedure that you used for recycling through P23, is that a standard procedure that everybody uses?

It's part of the flight data file.

That really saves you the gas, the ability to recycle through P23 and get right back in MARK. Ought to really be a gas saver.

Midcourse Correction (External Delta-V, EMS Delta-V, Ullage Ignition, Accuracy). - all right on the money.

The pressures were just what they told us they would be. We didn't notice the chamber pressure, like no one ever has noticed on the short burn. The Delta-V counters were right on.

Did quite a bit of UV photography on the way to the moon.

You guys really handled it good.

It was a simple sequence.
YOUNG I hope they get some good photos. There were some good pictures of Earth, that would be worth having. One time we were looking at the whole of Australia - all in the clear.

YOUNG High Gain Antenna Performance nominal the whole way.

MATTINGLY I wrote down all the notes on the electrophoresis demonstration in the experiments checklist.

YOUNG Daylight IMU Realign and Star check was nominal.

MATTINGLY The electrophoresis demonstration didn't work like I anticipated it would. We allotted an hour for it. I think we ran it three times in about 30 minutes. As soon as I pulled the closing Mylar out of the way with the knob I got a spurt of stuff that came out and hit on the face of the glass on the box. Whether that violated the integrity of the experiment I have no idea. There were bubbles in the tubes. There was one bubble in each tube. They told us, if we had bubbles, tap them out to get rid of it. I tapped them, but I couldn't get rid of the darn things. I tried shaking the box, to put some acceleration on it and get the bubble to move. I just didn't have any luck.

MATTINGLY Then, they told us after awhile, don't worry about it anymore.

YOUNG They were big bubbles too; they were as big as the end of your thumb.
MATTINGLY Well it'll be on the photographic record.

YOUNG As big as the end of a pencil, or as big as the end of this match tip.

MATTINGLY I'll buy that. It filled the tube; and it was just about a circular bubble. Hopefully the photographic record has all of the things we saw. The experiment was conducted according to the checklist. We were in PTC. They gave us something like 5 minutes to wait after we tapped it, and we didn't wait that long. We didn't because there was no motion. The bubbles were steady and weren't changing any. So, it seemed like a reasonable thing to proceed.

When you've got auto optics you've got no problems. And when you don't have auto optics, you got lots of them.

YOUNG ALFMED Experiment. Charlie's got very sensitive eyes. If he didn't get enough data, they won't ever get enough data. He was seeing three to my one.

DUKE They looked just like the experimenter had described preflight during our little briefing with him. They looked exactly like that, from white dots to fuzzy lines to straight lines, to fuzzy cloud-like haze lightning. They seemed to come in batches. Then you wouldn't see any. Then you would see three or four right in a row.
YOUNG

Well, you can tell who's the hard-headedest in the whole bunch. I'm three times as hard-headed as you are and Ken's infinitely more hard-headed than I am.

DUKE

Hopefully, it worked. The motors were driving right, things sounded right on the whole experiment. I think the experiment worked right. We sure gave them a lot of sightings.

MATTINGLY

The mechanical part of the experiment was done properly. I've played with the instrument before. It did all the right things. I'm sure the plates returned to zero when we got through. We took some photographs of the placement on Charlie's head from three different directions before and after. I think that we have it sufficiently documented, so that they can put something together with it.

YOUNG

I looks like they are out here in front of your eye. That's my subjective opinion, I can't believe that they could be back here in your head. Maybe they are.

MATTINGLY

I think it's all in your head. (Laughter)

YOUNG

No. They're real. I never noticed any difference in frequency that I could put my fingers on. It looked like one of the pictures of ions in a cloud chamber. It's weird. I went in there sceptical that I was going to see those things, because I didn't see them at all on Apollo 10.
YOUNG (CONT'D) No, I never saw any on 10 that I remember.

SLAYTON No one ever saw any until Apollo 11. Then all of a sudden, everybody started to see them.

YOUNG I can't close my eyes right now and see them. I thought it was psychological at first.

DUKE Once one catches your attention, they're there.

YOUNG I saw them on the lunar surface too.

DUKE Yes.

MATTINGLY Did you ever see them behind the Moon?

DUKE Yes.

YOUNG I don't remember.

DUKE I remember that first night sleeping. I don't know where we were in orbit, but I saw them.

MATTINGLY Did you see any when occulted from the Sun?

YOUNG I don't remember that.

MATTINGLY I'm still looking for my first one.

YOUNG I think that's beautiful. I think that's great. There's a message right there, but I don't know what it is.
YOUNG (CONT'D) Charlie could see so many, and Ken didn't see any. Whatever kind of shielding Ken's got, we better get some more of it.

MATTINGLY Send me back and see if I can see them again.

YOUNG I knew you were going to say that.

CM/IM Delta-P was nominal. I think we had a very low leak rate in the IM.

DUKE Tight IM.

YOUNG We pumped it up in accordance with the rules which changed when we were pumping it up there once. But it still worked out okay.

MATTINGLY Ultra-violet photography went according to plan. For the record, we did use a cardboard shield.

YOUNG I think we had a tight IM, because every night before we went to sleep, we pumped the cabin up to 5.7. That would give you a 0.6 or 0.7 LM/CM Delta-P. The next morning it'd be still the same CM/IM Delta-P. So, it wasn't leaking.

Removal of Probe and Drogue - Ken finally got so good at it, he was doing it in milliseconds. The fourth time was PDI day.

MATTINGLY Did you ever smell anything on the initial docking? I never did.
YOUNG I smelled the old burnt metallic smell when I was up in the tunnel.

MATTINGLY I got a definite feel for that after rendezvous.

YOUNG I got the odor when I was initially up there in the tunnel. It's a standard - don't ask me what it is - it's a standard smell.

MATTINGLY I don't know, maybe it's the probe that we're smelling.

YOUNG Maybe so.

MATTINGLY Because it was a very definite odor, and I hadn't anticipated it after rendezvous.

YOUNG Yes, maybe so. I don't think it's any big thing.

MATTINGLY Passive Thermal Control, one more time just as good as the first time.

Sounds (Service Module RCS) - I tried to tape them. So that somebody could hear them.

I couldn't get it on the tape; it was just below the threshold. I checked it once specifically during a midcourse, or maybe it was during one of our rendezvous. I think the simulation at the Cape is called - our CMS reproduction of that is probably very good in tone, but it's too loud.
YOUNG You also get the physiological cue too that you don't get in the fixed base simulator.

MATTINGLY You get a very definite sound when the engine is on and stays on. I noticed that during one of these translation maneuvers when I had a chance to listen for it, and sure enough there is a sound that goes with the translation. It's not as loud as the solenoids, but there sure is a sound that goes with it. But I tried to tape it, and I didn't get a thing.

YOUNG Well, I don't know how it helps you in the real world, but just to know that it's there would help you if you ever had a stuck thruster. But in the simulator, it would sure be a helpful cue that you had a stuck thruster. You're really in trouble with stuck thrusters, in the CMS because you never know that the thing is firing until you've run out of gas almost.

MATTINGLY But as far as motions in the CSM, I had the distinct impression that you'd have to have an awfully big rate before you would feel it. When the IM's on you know motion, because that thing heaves and bends, and creaks, and there's no question that something's happening. I think that jet monitor program is a very worthwhile thing. I sure was able to sleep a lot better knowing it was in there.
YOUNG That's that EMP that tells you when the jets are firing when you sleep.

MATTINGLY What it does, it measures when you exceed the dead band by a discrete amount. And I thought that was a super thing to have.

YOUNG Resting, Comfort, Housekeeping, and Exercise.

SLAYTON I think those things ought to be broken down in a little more detail.

MATTINGLY Why don't we take them one at a time, because there are four separate subjects there. If you add hygiene to that we'll be here the rest of the day.

Sleep, why don't we talk about that?

YOUNG We were really behind the first day because of the extra ingress in the IM, and suit doff. What goes by the board, is your eat period, when you get into a situation like that you just forget to eat because you can't. If your IM is leaking, you are not going to stop to grab a bite to eat. Or if you suspect it's leaking. And the next day we were behind for some other reason. What was it?

MATTINGLY That was the day we went to the john.

YOUNG That's right, we went to the bathroom.
All three guys went to the bathroom, and you can't do it simultaneously.

The first time it's going to run you what - 40 minutes apiece?

Yes.

To do it right. Once you get good at it, you can cut the time down considerably.

My first night's sleep was miserable. But after that I was settled down and I slept like a baby the rest of the time.

I was really surprised, my first night's sleep was good, and so were all the rest of mine, and I can't account for it because I don't remember sleeping very good at all on Apollo 10.

The first night, you commented the same as I did, that you saw every hour on the clock.

Well, after the first four I saw every hour on the clock, but I'd wake up and go back to sleep.

I woke up every hour. And that was true of every night except two of them. Only 2 nights during the mission that I think I slept straight through. And I never felt tired, I never felt like I wanted to go to sleep - that was the problem.
I'd lay there, and my eyeballs would be wide awake and my head would be thinking about things, and I guess I'm used to being physically a little tired too.

My rest period typically would run 4 to 5 hours, and sometime in there I would wake up for a half an hour and make a head run and get a drink of water, and then I'd go back to sleep and sleep the rest of the night. And I don't know why, because we weren't doing any useful work to amount to anything, I didn't need that sleep.

You can sit in a chair and not do anything and if they keep you awake for 15 or 16 hours you're going to be tired and you want to go to sleep, and it's the same thing in space flight.

You think so, huh?

Yes.

Yes, you're burning up calories just sitting in that chair.

There's a lot of mental exercise that goes into some of those things.

I was tired. I was ready to go to bed every night.
MATTINGLY You didn't have any trouble, you were able to dive under there and sack out. I just couldn't go to sleep, and had no desire to go to sleep.

YOUNG I - I think it would help for us all to have the same place, like Charlie was under the left couch. I slept on the right couch, and Ken slept in the left couch, and that was a pretty good standard place to be, because if anything came up we were right there at the EPS and the ECS and Ken had it controlled and Charlie had a place where he could get out of the way and sleep.

DUKE It was nice sleeping under that couch, I appreciate you guys letting me have it, because I really enjoyed that.

MATTINGLY I slept the last 2 nights without the sleeping bag. I felt like the only advantage to the sleeping bag was a way to stay warm. Other than that, if it was inconvenient to get it out, you had just as soon leave it stowed.

YOUNG Yes, but I really needed it to stay warm there a couple of times.

MATTINGLY We talked about it before, but I guess each of us has a different thermostat. But I felt like I was a little too warm until we got into the 60-mile orbit around the Moon.
And up to then, I felt like every night I wished it was a little cooler. And after that I needed the sleeping bag and my jacket in order to stay warm enough to sleep. I tried all the things Stu had suggested about anchoring your head and doing different things that he thought would help. Charlie put his head in the sleeping bag.

I did, and that worked great for me. I liked the bag because I felt a little pressure on the head from it, and it worked fine for me.

I tried all of that. None of those things seemed to have any effect on me.

I didn't wear the coveralls. I stayed in my long johns the whole time and was very comfortable in that. But at night it seemed to chill down low in the spacecraft down under the couch, and so I needed a sleeping bag.

One other thing on that sleeping - it sort of falls in with it. It's really controlled for this place, but I've always badmouthed that EL. --
YOUNG Hey, that's good stuff.

MATTINGLY -- as being a waste of the Government's money. But I found that that instrument panel was just perfect. I could turn the lights down so they didn't disturb anything, and all I had to do is glance at it, and I could read all the things I needed to read.

YOUNG Without waking everybody up.

MATTINGLY Without waking anybody up. It was there at instant reference - no problem focusing on it. And I really thought that stuff was super. And I thought that was really a good thing to have.

YOUNG Yes. But the thing that I think that a lot of people don't realize, that if anybody moves around in that cockpit, it wakes up the other two guys. There's a couple times there when I don't think I woke up Charlie, but every time I reached for the water gun, I know I woke up Ken. Every time he reached for it he woke me up.

DUKE That's why we got in the habit of getting a drink and taking it to bed with us. I think that's a good idea, just to keep
from reaching over there and riding around the cockpit. Seems like when you bang something you actually do it on purpose - it reverberates the whole cockpit. We were taking the urine bags to bed with us, too - in case you had to make a head run. One of the things we didn't do was wear our couch loops. Anytime any one of us would move, it would swing the couch. But if it hadn't been loose there was some distance in there where it would have banged. We had it loose so we could get in that 382 count (?). I think if we had put the strut out we might have minimized some of that, I don't know.

DUKE Maybe this is the chance to mention we need a smaller trash bag. The jett bags are just monstrous.

YOUNG And when it gets filled, it's bigger than Ken.

DUKE And there's no air rim bag, you need something about half that size that you can fill up really.

MATTINGLY Housekeeping is probably one of the biggest things. It's the thing you don't practice enough.

YOUNG It takes you a couple of days to get going at it.
MATTINGLY You've got to get into the swing of it. You need to plan way ahead to do things very slowly and take a lot of extra time so you learn the little details of housekeeping that go on. When we finally learned how to eat, we had a system where one guy would fill the bags and one guy would cut them open and mash them up. We put the trash can right in front us so that when you got through the pills were right here together. You put the pill in, drop it in the trash and get rid of things as you came across them.

DUKE That was pretty efficient. I think we were eating meals in 35 minutes or so and getting it all done.

MATTINGLY But our first meals must have been an hour and a half. We were all over the place. Charlie pointed out the trash cans - that's really true. We started out using the jett bag because that's what we were going to throw it away in. That thing is just too big. It's a real nuisance. You pick up a piece of trash - something floats by you and you pick it up. You say, I'll throw it in the trash can, but you got to go over to this big monster and wrestle with it and after it's about half full you sort of reach a static state. Every time you open it and put something in, you're going to get two pieces out. You want to collect enough to make it worthwhile to open the bag.
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) We never really felt like we used the bottoms of those things because they were so deep and hard to get into. But the idea of having a set of jaws on that thing that you could just pull open and drop something in was real convenient. And I think maybe something the size of that purse you guys had is a good intermediate trash bag. When I was by myself I was using the Volkswagen pouches in the LEB, I'd just fill up one of those until it was full. When it was full, I'd make one run to the trash can and dump it all in. And that saved me a lot of time.

YOUNG What you're really saying is that we should have used that in the first place. I don't think with three guys in there if you use the Volkswagen pouches - You can't use them for anything else.

Not only that, but every time a guy goes by he's going to hit them and the stuff will come tumbling out.

MATTINGLY I don't think that's an adequate solution, but that kind of approach sure works a lot better.

DUKE An extra TSB would be nice, because it's got the clamp on it. We could use it for an interim trash bag. It's deep enough.
MATTINGLY The amount of trash is really surprising. We ignored one of the things that kind of caught us later. We could have kept the size of the trash bag smaller, if we had thought about squeezing the air and things out of the food packages when we got through with them. What we were doing is just taking a food bag, putting a pill in it, wrapping it up and throwing it in the trash. And everyone of these things with some air in them is bigger than they were packaged initially.

DUKE I was squeezing mine down.

MATTINGLY Well, towards the end I was working real hard at mashing all the air out of them and rolling them up, which made a lot smaller bundle.

YOUNG A food package is 6 inches by 4 inches by 3 inches, vacuum packed. And after you eat it it is twice that big.

MATTINGLY By the time you throw in tissues and all the little miscellaneous things that you never think about, it's really quite a bit of trash. I jettisoned two jettison bags in the LM. One of them was as full as you could get it and the other one was probably two-thirds to three-fourths full. I have no idea what they weighed. Based on what we saw after we got back it probably was a pretty heavy burden.
YOUNG Housekeeping. We didn't allow any time in the time line for the second day when we all had to make a head run. That got us behind.

DUKE Every morning when you get up and every night when you go to bed they have a presleep and a postsleep checklist. But there's never any time allotted for the thing. There needs to be a period when you get up in the morning, you ought to have 30 minutes from wake-up until the first word you hear from the ground.

YOUNG They'd say, "Good morning, here's your Flight Plan update." Here's your Flight Plan update - where am I - and you're off and running. You know that it took us on the order of 10 to 15 minutes to prepare that crew status report, write it all down every morning. We didn't figure on that either.

MATTINGLY No one factor you can point your finger at and say, if I could eliminate this I'd buy a lot of time. It's just an accumulation of all these things. You need a chance to just go around and pick up your toys and put things away. There just wasn't any time anywhere in the Flight Plan to do that sort of thing.

YOUNG Exercise?
DUKE We did it.

YOUNG There were a couple of periods we missed.

DUKE We missed all of them the first day.

YOUNG Yes.

DUKE We wouldn't have missed the first day but we had the LM problems and the P23s.

YOUNG There was another period we missed because we were engaged in post EVA or entry stowage.

MATTINGLY Post-EVA stowage. I think I scrubbed one in lunar orbit, because it was that or go to the head. Really I didn't have any choice. In retrospect I don't know how to assess the value of exercise. The Exer-genie was the only practical thing I could think of. We gave a lot of thought preflight to how we could exercise.

YOUNG I did a bunch of big 4s and it worked pretty good. But I could tell I wasn't doing the kind of work I was doing on the ground. I subjectively could feel that.

MATTINGLY I felt better when I got through, I'll say that for it. I just had a better feeling, but I just can't believe that the
MATTINGLY (CONT'D)  amount of exercise I had justified 30 minutes. I really think I'd have been just as well off to just forget the whole thing.

DUKE  Well, I got my heartbeat up to 100 or so, but that's about the max you could do was a hundred.

YOUNG  They said I got mine up to 114 one time.

MATTINGLY  I question that, because I had just checked it. If you go out there and work up a sweat, really do exercise like you ought to, the ECS will not handle that kind of a load. The ECS is marginal. It's designed for three marshmallows laying there. It isn't designed for you to go out and do any exercise. The old Exer-genie gets hot. I guess it's not going to start any fires, but I just don't like reaching over that big heat sink.

YOUNG  It's the barrel that gets hot. That heat has got to go somewhere, I guess.

MATTINGLY  Charlie, did that thing cool off faster when you put it on the bulkhead? We should have measured that.

DUKE  We didn't measure the time, Ken.
MATTINGLY  But it was hot to touch and that barrel got pretty hot. The other thing I worried about was laying there and banging into things. Because you can't do any reasonable exercise and maintain your body position.

DUKE  You know what we should have done, I think -- put the couches in the 180 position.

MATTINGLY  You're always banging into things when you do that. Kick the optics. I found working in the center couch is the best place, I could get in there pretty well.

YOUNG  But even then, if you strapped yourself in the center couch and did a big 4, you would probably be all right, because you are restrained.

MATTINGLY  No, still kick the optics.

YOUNG  Don't want to kick the optics.

MATTINGLY  Always have one eye open for what you're doing.

YOUNG  What I'm really sorry about is that we couldn't do them in an uninterrupted fashion. I'd start my exercise period and get the ISS light on the way back. It really slows your exercise down. They've got to handle the biomed harness a little better from the ground standpoint. On occasion, they wanted
us to put it on and take it off waiting until after you got to that place in the Flight Plan before deciding what they wanted to do. Ken had just taken his off, because he was going to be off that night, but Charlie's wasn't reading right. So the ground calls up and says, okay, we're going to watch Ken's. He had just taken it off. To put it back on is 15 to 20 minutes of playing with these little sticky things in zero gravity. They just don't hang in there very good, they float all over the place. It seems to me the decision to watch somebody ought to be made long enough ahead in the Flight Plan so the guy can be expecting it, and doesn't cost us 15 minutes which we don't have.

MATTINGLY Well, we really stayed on the schedule except for that one night. As far as I'm concerned I'd keep the things on rather than go to all the Mickey Mouse of changing them.

YOUNG The thing that bothers you about the biomed is those big flat patches. If you could leave those off -

DUKE That's an individual thing, now. The sensors bothered me. I've got these little round blisters where the sensors were.

YOUNG I do too.
DUKE The big tape is itchy but the blisters came from the sensors. In my case, it was necessary for me to doff mine. My only complaint was that there was 2 minutes in the Flight Plan, LMP don biomed, CMP doff biomed. Well, you can't do it in 2 minutes. You need 20.

MATTINGLY You can do it in 15 if everything works perfectly, but you're really making a mistake to count on less than 20.

YOUNG Well, the first thing you have to do is float over and get the medical kit, which means everybody has to stop while you're doing it, or else they have to reach down and give it to you. It's not all in the same place in the medical kit. The biomedical stuff is in one side and you have to turn it over and get it out of the other side. Then you have to put the little sensors in the little boxes. Then you have to rip off the old and put on the new tapes and stick the thing on you. Doesn't sound like it takes 15 minutes, but that's what it was running us.

MATTINGLY Using those tattoos as a way of knowing how to place things is a waste of time. I used the Pen-tel. I wouldn't consider doing it any other way. I never had time to look for that stuff.
The only way I could get them on the tattoo was if Charlie helped me put them on.

I did it with a mirror and it worked fine for me.

The biomed donning and doffing schedule should be done well ahead, so that one guy hasn't taken his off when they still want to look at it. They just sort of arbitrarily came out and said Charlie's is not working, we'll watch Ken. Ken had already taken his off. We didn't want to argue with them, but we didn't have the 15 minutes available for that.

One time they called me during lunar orbit and said that I was getting a noisy signal. They wanted me to change it. I ignored it for one rev, because there wasn't any place in there to do it. They bugged me on the next rev. I had the distinct impression that if I ignored it one more rev that I was going to be talking to Chris or somebody. So I went ahead and did it, but it really frosted me. I didn't go to the Moon to change biomed sensors, and I think that sort of thing ought to be put in some kind of proper perspective. If there's a hardware malfunction or if you get a scratchy sensor or signal, there's got to be some judgment about when it's worth breaking into your time line to replace it.
Right in the presleep checklist there ought to be a check for the guy that's on biomed, a biomed sensor check. From then on, if it craps out completely, they ought to leave you alone, because they can't wake you up to do it. One night I was supposed to be on biomed the whole night. When I got up the next morning they said we didn't read your biomed. I don't know why they didn't read it, but nobody else asked me to check it before I went to sleep that night. If they really want to see it they ought to have bugged us before we went to sleep.

DUKE Sim door jett. We saw it.

MATTINGLY You can hear it.

The Apollo 15 guys said they never heard it, but I think that's because they had their helmet and gloves on.

YOUNG The other two LM checkouts were nominal.

Concerning PTC, you ought to stow the optics to get the light out of the cockpit. Everytime you go around the light comes through the telescope and lights up the whole cockpit. I knew that from Apollo 10.

MATTINGLY I'd like to give them an "atta boy" for those window shades.

YOUNG They really work - work good - that's another first.
MATTINGLY They did a good job on that.

YOUNG The gas separator on the water gun leaked pretty bad.

MATTINGLY There were two gas separators, the standard cigar separator that's been carried before, and we had the new one — the plastic the Lexan new type. I think we should have gone back and taken the gas separator off later in the flight, because we put it on when we were getting gas. That was the day before LOI or the day of LOI, I don't remember which. It was when we were getting ready for that Skylab meal when we first noticed we were getting gas in the regular food port. We put the cigar on and initially got a lot of gas. I think that was just purging the gas that was already in the cigar. After that it seemed to work pretty good. You always got more gas in the hot water than in the cold water. But once we started being a little slower about getting the water out the gas accumulation decreased, also when we started giving the water guns more time.

The only real drawback to the cigar was that if you forgot to put the little plastic cap on the bottom of it, you were going to get water, and you could really get a lot of water out of it. All you do is put that cap on there and that seems to seal it. I never saw any water come out around that cap.
But if you forgot the thing just for a few minutes, a big bowl of water could collect. I think we have some pictures of that to show what it looks like and where it goes. We'd put about three shots of water into it and nothing came out. I guess that's when Charlie noticed that the thing was cracked across the top. I guess it started to put water out of that crack.

We never got any water out of the bottom. Water did not come out the gas separator part either. It all came out of the crack. When we took it off, you could find out where the water had been because it all compressed inside there. So, we just bundled that one up into the bag and put it back in stowage and never played with it again.

I thought the gas separator worked pretty good.

We never did have a lot of trouble with gas. I would spin bags and look at it and I was getting maybe 10 percent volume.

I think 10 to 15 percent of the stuff in the bags was gas.

Cold water is a little better.

And it varied. Some bags seemed to have less gas in them than others. Don't ask me to explain that.
MATTINGLY I think there's something in the way. You pull them out and release it. It squirts an ounce in there.

YOUNG I think you're getting gas in it.

MATTINGLY I don't understand how it does but initially we were in too big a hurry. As soon as that thing would pop in, we'd pull it back out for another shot. In fact, Charlie was pushing it in there for a while. When we were doing that we had our gas problem. When we went back to taking our time and letting these things run their full course, we didn't. I think there may be something in the technique on how you use those things. Maybe you can induce some gas from the cockpit and around that little plunger if you push it too fast. After that we started getting uniform quantities of water. For a while there we were getting differences in quantity between the hot and the cold ounce. After we finally got on to it we were getting very similar quantities out of both guns. I think we were inducing a lot of that gas by pushing on those water panels.

YOUNG These are system anomalies. - the broken chlorine ampule, remember that one?
MATTINGLY There was nothing that caught my eye in putting it in or I probably wouldn't have tried it. At the time I squeezed the ampule down and stuffed it in, I didn't feel anything abnormal. When I pulled it out, it was obvious that it had broken. We had a lot of chlorine in the...

YOUNG Chlorine turns your hands white as everyone knows.

I was concerned that I had gotten some chlorine into the system so I wanted to put some buffer in. This was my mishandling of the buffer. I didn't put it in completely. I didn't jam down on the buffer ampule because I had just broken one. I was afraid to squeeze down on the ejector too hard the second time. I think Tony is right. I didn't have the plunger down tight and as soon as I opened the valve going into the port, it came back and it went out this release ports on the side. That's when we thought we had a septum nut that had come loose. In fact we really did not.

YOUNG We had a lot of water there after a while because we were mopping up at a pretty good rate.

MATTINGLY We went back and put in another buffer ampule and it all worked fine.

The urine collection is no problem because we do that for the whole mission any way.
DUKE We just forgot to time it sometimes.

YOUNG It's very difficult to time urine in the dark if you don't want to wake up your buddies.

MATTINGLY You can time it, but what are you timing?

Who knows?

YOUNG Another thing is those Gemini bags have a nonrepeatable backpressure on them and you are not going to urinate so fast to leak around the seal. You are going to slow it down and then if you urinate as fast as you want to and you have a stuck valve you have urine all over the cockpit.

YOUNG So that time is invalid. It couldn't be right.

MATTINGLY I wouldn't dare let that thing run free. You have to make sure that there are no leaks. It seems to me that the timing is just ridiculous.

YOUNG I'm not sure that you can properly time your start and stop times with a urine bag like that.

MATTINGLY I always had some question in my mind when it stopped.

YOUNG Yes.

MATTINGLY I couldn't be sure.
DUKE  I think all I got was the bag pressure from the valve.

MATTINGLY  I was just never sure.

DUKE  I had the same feeling. It was a guess with me.

YOUNG  We were unfortunate in that we had the medical requirements document in the Flight Plan. Suppose you got up in the middle of the night, everything is dark. The medical requirements document where you log the urine is in the Flight Plan and it is in the dark. You have to float over to it, break the Flight Plan loose from where you have it stowed, turn on some kind of light — which would wake everybody up — and log in the urine. If you don't, you're going to forget it.

It seems to me you're compromising more than you're getting, from an operational standpoint.

MATTINGLY  That happened to us in the daytime. The Flight Plan was always busy. Somebody was always using it for something. It was very seldom that you could stop and either log your food, or urine, or fluid, or anything. That wasn't a convenient place. I think maybe we could have broken it out and put that in a separate place. That would have solved a lot of our problems. It seemed to me that just having to do something like that ... your effort. It sounds silly to say that writing down that I had a cup of coffee and two graham crackers took up
MATTINGLY much of my time but when you have enough things to do to keep busy all day that’s just one thing that you can tell contributes nothing. It’s just a real nuisance to go through it and I really can’t explain why it is such a nuisance. But it sure was.

DUKE What we finally ended up doing was in the mornings, if we had the time — in the post-sleep checklist — to get that all done. If the ground wouldn’t talk to you at this time that would be the place to bring all that up to date.

MATTINGLY I couldn’t always remember what I had the other day. Every time you get a squirt of water, you guess how many ounces you get with each drink.

DUKE We haven’t even discussed that part.

I think the medical part of timing the urine was useless and timing the water was a pain in the rear end. We never did it. We just squirted it in our mouths and guessed how much we had.

MATTINGLY And I’m sure we overguessed.

DUKE It’s just a pain to fill those bags. Once you open them, they leaked at the end. If you didn’t want to drink it all, you had a leaky bag.
MATTINGLY I just don't think that's a good way to log normal functions. If the guys that come up with these ideas would just walk around and try to do a day's work and not let their logging interfere with them, they'd understand.

YOUNG They wouldn't drink a hell of a lot of coffee, I'll tell you that.

MATTINGLY It just gets you to the place where it's too much trouble to do it.

It's constraining. When you're doing something and all of a sudden you have to stop to urinate the next thing you don't want to have to do is reach for the Flight Plan. You may be operationally constrained at how much time you have to urinate any way.

DUKE You're right. As it turned out none of us went more than three times a day any way.

MATTINGLY Always at the wrong time.

DUKE It was locked.

MATTINGLY It was just amazing to me. It was almost a direct opposite of diuresis.
MATTINGLY: I had the distinct impression that diuresis was not water.

(DCONT'D)

DUKE: That was not my problem at all.

MATTINGLY: That's right. I agree with that.

YOUNG: Maybe we learned something by noticing that.

MATTINGLY: But it sure wasn't coming out that way.

DUKE: It wasn't. Jim Irwin said he had just one all the time and the three of us, on most days, went twice a day.

YOUNG: That's right.

DUKE: Once when I got up and once before I went to bed.

YOUNG: I think it was going out through the skin, because the cockpit was really dry.

DUKE: Our blood plasma wasn't down any more than anybody else's. It was down but it was normal to everybody else.

I don't think they're going to get much from the time ...

YOUNG: I don't think it's valid data.

DUKE: Now the 24 hours where we collected it all, at least they got a total volume measurement — that is we didn't dump it. We collected the whole bit.
YOUNG We didn't dump it.

MATTINGLY We did put them all in one overwrap cause we couldn't get three overwrap bags.

YOUNG That's all right. I mean it doesn't mix.

We talked about that before. While we're on urine, let me talk about the URA.

DUKE I think we ought to throw that off of the spacecraft.

YOUNG I never used it.

MATTINGLY Well, I tried it a couple of times because I kept thinking that there must be a better way to operate it. You just don't get enough vacuum to pull fluid in and you end up with big bubbles and puddles. It's a much bigger mess to clean up than using the bags. The big problem is you want to do everything you can to keep that stuff contained. Yours was working properly.

DUKE The trouble is once you jettison the SIM bay, you can't use that thing anyway.

MATTINGLY But my point was that for something like Skylab, it isn't going to work.
YOUNG You have periods of time a day that you can dump the urine. The rest of the time, you have to keep it. If you just happened to hit that perfect moment you're in business but the rest of the time you can't.

MATTINGLY I still contend that the way ours was operating, given a choice, if I had complete freedom to jettison at any time, I still would have used the bag because it was a lot cleaner.

When you pull that cap off there's always a big bubble that runs around and you have to be real careful to clean it all up. It just seemed to me that it was a lot cleaner and neater just to use the bag and forget it. You never had that problem with the bag.

DUKE I have no opinion. I didn't use it.

YOUNG I didn't get a chance to use it either. I never used anything but the Gemini bag. I never once had the chance to dump directly into space because we were always too busy to take the time to do it and the rest of the time we had the door off and couldn't.

MATTINGLY I tried it two or three times.
YOUNG We didn't have that problem on Apollo 10. It worked like a champ. You could go either in the bag or directly through the bag through the dump panel over the side. It worked great but we just never had that chance on the G-mission.

It's a urine collection business that is what it is.
7.0 **LOI, DOI, AND LUNAR MODULE CHECKOUT**

**MATTINGLY** The most significant thing about LOI, to start with, is the alteration of our procedures, based on EMP 509, that we put in because of the attempt to avoid any problems with transients. Coarse aligning of our platform is part of the LOI. I think, considering the fact that you only get one chance in a mission to do LOI, that we did the right thing, starting the gimbals early and all those things.

**YOUNG** Actually, I felt pretty good about that. I don't mind the ground looking over my shoulder when I can't see what is going on back there, which is the way you are for LOI.

**MATTINGLY** I thought that was a good plan. I thought the idea of the EMP was a good one, because fortunately, in preparation for the mission, we had all told the truth, and I told them what erasable programs I knew about. They told me what ones they had on the console that no one had ever heard about, and we wrote them all down and we had MIT look at them, got it all aboveboard so that these kind of things have been looked at and checked out. I felt real comfortable about it, knowing this very problem of a CDU and the way to work around it had been tested. I'd even flown this one in the simulator.
YOUNG I'll tell you what did bother me about it was the fact that they'd been having CDU problems at Downey, and nobody had ever mentioned it to us before we were on the flight. Maybe it happened at Downey after lift-off, for all I know.

MATTINGLY It may have happened last week. It may have happened on 012. I don't know where it was.

DUKE No, it was spacecraft 117. It's the Skylab vehicle.

YOUNG Okay, to make the thing go, you've got to have the feedback. When things go wrong, everybody who is going to be operating the gear should know about it.

DUKE Except for that oversight, I think they did a super job of getting things ready procedurally.

MATTINGLY The execution and preparation for the burn were absolutely nominal. The other thing that strikes me as being a surprise (and everyone said that's the way it is) is that when we lighted the thing, it started on bank A and when I brought bank B on, I got a "chug." I'm not sure that's the right word. But there was a change in propulsive force and there was a decrease in chamber pressure when I brought the second bank on. And I would guess it was about a 3-psi decrease.
YOUNG  Sort of like the reverse of a nozzle closed burner light. It sort of sagged a little and it was a sharp one. It went "clunk."

MATTINGLY  It didn't feel the recovery. It wasn't like a pop where it dropped down and picked back up. It dropped down and then subsequently, it picked back up. That was something that took me by surprise. I guess it gave us some concern during the burn. I remember considering that maybe I should turn this bank off because I felt something had gone wrong with it.

YOUNG  You said it was a 3- to 5-psi chamber pressure drop.

MATTINGLY  Yes.

DUKE  I think it was probably the helium or whatever it was in those lines between the ball valves and the injector.

MATTINGLY  The ground said that is normal. The first time you burn that thing, that's what'll happen. All I'm saying is that if that's normal, somehow in the last 6 years, I had missed all that. I don't remember anyone every saying that they could feel any difference at all when you put the second bank on. I don't think you could have missed this. I'm just surprised. The simulator certainly doesn't show anything like that.
YOUNG It is sure a noticeable thing.

MATTINGLY Other than that, the LOI was just super. The countdown clock on the CMC was just lined up with the burn time prediction from start to finish. The rates were good and stable. Everything was just as nominal and perfect as it could be, from what you could monitor.

DUKE As far as my side goes, skipping on through the sounds, I didn't have a sensation of sound, but of sight. The ball valves came open before you could feel the thrust definitely leave. Then you could feel the thrust build up. The PUGS, we left it just like it said, and didn't touch it, with the guarded switch down. It performed just perfectly, I thought. It regulated at exactly on the DSC. It was around 100 decrease where it had always been in the simulator, and then at crossover went right on up and regulated around zero. I think we ended up with something like 50 increase or 50 decrease at shutdown. But that's in the Flight Plan.

MATTINGLY Did you see anything at crossover? I saw no chamber pressure changes.

DUKE The PUGS jumps a little bit but that's all. The SPS pressures at ignition: The oxidizer side came down from 210 to 200 just
DUKE (CONT'D) as they predicted, and the fuel side went up from 165 to 170 just as they predicted. They were stable throughout the whole burn. It was just like they predicted.

YOUNG Excellent prediction. The EMS, the time, and the guidance system in the CMC were in perfect agreement.

MATTINGLY DOI, I'd say, worked exactly the same way. It was an automatic shutdown.

DUKE Right on time.

YOUNG And we had a plus 0.4 of a foot per second, which we didn't trim.

DUKE A little underburn and you trim no underburns.

YOUNG That put us in a little high orbit but that didn't bother us.

YOUNG Gravitational Effects on Spacecraft Attitude.

MATTINGLY I didn't do any maneuvering with the stack manually, to detect it. I would hope that the flight control guys with their changes, in the biasing of the attitude, in looking at the different dead bands, can tell us. They can answer that question for us. I don't think we can.
YOUNG I didn't notice any. You have to do manual pulse maneuvers and we didn't do any of that. We were all working P20s.

YOUNG SIM Experiment Prep.

MATTINGLY There's absolutely nothing you can say about the SIM preparations; just followed the checklist down, and it all happened like you'd expect. It all went fine. The only thing that I was a little surprised at was that when I released the boom tiedowns and the solar monitor door, I heard those. Or felt them. It was a very, very low sensation, but when I threw the switch, there was something that took place. Maybe I heard the door bang, but I was surprised. I didn't expect to hear anything. The gamma ray and the mass spec had written in one of the malfunctions procedures that if you don't get a boom retraction (and since this has been a previous problem), one of the first things you do is look and see if they're extended. So the first thing we did after the first extension was to go look and see where they ought to be, if they looked normal. You could see 2 feet of the boom plus the instrument. Both of them. I thought that was worthwhile, that we had learned where to look for them. They really were not where I had expected them to be. And subsequently, it paid off in knowing whether the boom had moved.
YOUNG Communications. I didn't see any problem with communications at that time.

YOUNG The PGA donning problems have already been referred to. We talked about the trouble we had when we were donning, with the restraint zipper. Scrambling in and out of that thing is no piece of cake. With the LCG, with the WMS, the FCS, and the LCG on, and getting the suit up over a guy's rear end, what you have to do is start way back where the zipper starts and then go back and pull the zipper out, because the zipper invariably gets tucked under and you just can't get the suit on until you do that. It results in taking 5 minutes longer to do it in zero gravity or one-sixth gravity than it does in one gravity. I guess I'm at a loss to understand why it doesn't get hung up that badly. The problem is that you can't push on anything in zero gravity. In one gravity, you push on a guy's rear end and pull the zipper out; and in zero gravity, if you push on that, you just keep right on going. I don't think it's any problem but it just takes more time. On activation day, we started a half hour early on everything, primarily because I had trouble with Charlie's restraint zipper. We woke up a half hour early and just leaped right into everything. We didn't eat very much. We got that out of the way in a hurry and jumped right into donning our suits.
DUKE I still believe that the reason that half hour paid off so much was that we got up and got our half hour's head start without talking to anybody, and as far as the rest of the world was concerned, we were still asleep. And I think we got more done in that half hour than we would have, had we let anybody know we were awake. I'm sure the EKG showed that we were up but nobody called us and we didn't call them, so it was a great half hour to have.

YOUNG The reason I'd like to emphasize that is that it seems to me adding an extra half hour to the Flight Plan on getting ready to go into the LM day isn't the total answer, unless you're going to let the ground let you alone.

MATTINGLY You've got to have time to do those things undisturbed. It seems that when the ground calls you on something, it takes far more time than the total amount of time it takes because they ask you to write something down. You stop what you're doing and you go get something, and you have to treat every word as being important. It just seems that when you stop and start things, it's just a waste of an awful lot of your time.

YOUNG I guess the one thing that I was concerned about that we'd forget was some piece of equipment on the CM to LM transfer
YOUNG (CONT'D) list, so we checked that and checked that. It's a fairly straight thing, but there's no single piece of equipment on there that you don't really need. So you better have them with you.

MATTINGLY The tunnel worked like a champ. Everything was in there just right, and that little procedure that Jake worked out for how you can verify that you've got all the umbilicals hooked up I think was a good plan.

YOUNG What procedure was that.

MATTINGLY You open one of the latches on each system so that it will show a barber pole, and then you put power on the probe. It lets you know that you've done your thing right. The only thing on the tunnel business that I got a little concerned about was that we were slipping behind at the end. We were ahead of almost everything until you were late on the P52 or something. I was hung up waiting for you and you were waiting for me, and I was afraid we weren't going to get the tunnel bled down to zero in time for a doff. That thing takes 20 to 30 minutes. It seems like an eternity when you're sitting there waiting for that gage to go down.

YOUNG It takes a while.
MATTIN GLY Other than that, I thought we were ahead on everything we did.

YOUNG IVT to the LM. Condition of the CSM Thermal Coating. LM Entry Status Checks.

DUKE All of that from IVT to LM down to IVT to CM is all nominal and is adequately covered in the transcript and the activation checklist.

YOUNG Except for the PGA donning, and we've already talked about that. I wouldn't change a thing either because it sure worked.

MATTINGLY One of the things I want to comment on was the pressure equalization valve in the tunnel hatch and the way it was used during LOI. We altered the nominal procedures for that equalization valve being opened pre-LOI and remaining that way. And it seemed like by the time you do the burn, you would like to have the LM pressurized so you could go in there if you needed to for an abort. It seemed more prudent to have the two vehicles isolated during dynamic flight, so we ran the valve in the closed position after equalizing first and opened it up afterwards. I think this is a reasonable mode of operation. It differs from the Flight Plan. We ran the experiment booms out right after we entered lunar orbit according to the Flight Plan, and they checked out
nominally. Subsequently, we ran the mass spec out after DOI, and on its first attempted retraction, we had no indication on board that the mass spec boom had retracted. The ground did receive a TM indication and showed an almost retracted contact, and we flew the circ burn with it in that position. The mapping camera went out nominally on the first deployment, and we operated the camera. On the first retraction, it took approximately 3-1/2 to 4 minutes to retract. This is an excessive number, and the ground played with that for the rest of the mission. When I checked the rendezvous transponder, I had obtained the CSM 113 calibration values for the transponder self-test. There was one value - test A on the transponder - which I had obtained as being 2.8 volts, and it turned out to be 2.1 in flight. All the rest matched up perfectly. The pan camera was turned on the rev after DOI. As soon as we turned the pan camera on, we got a main bus B undervoltage, and the pan camera was turned off immediately. We let the ground take a look at it. Subsequently, they determined that the pan camera was merely coincident with a whole lot of heaters coming on. Following this, we put the pan camera to operate, and the main bus B undervolt light came on. I turned it off, and while we were talking about it, we had another main B undervolt light. It came on just momentarily and by the time we could look at it, all the
MATTINGLY voltages and occurrences looked nominal. We did nothing and I never saw another undervolt light for the rest of the flight. Apparently, it really was the heaters. The other thing that bears some comment is the windows. At the time we entered lunar orbit, we had a small amount of what looked like condensation on the inside of the outer window pane on windows 1, 3, and 5. Window 5 had a small residue on the plus-X into the window, and it made a strip which had a very sharp line across it about 2 inches back from the leading edge of the window. It looked like a salt spray residue. It was there to the end of the flight, and it seemed to me that it may have gotten a little bit enhanced as the mission went on. But the thing that struck me about it was that the trailing edge was a very sharp line like it had been masked at some time in the process. I couldn't tell if it was on the inside or the outside of the outer pane, but it appeared to me to be on the outside of the outer one. But I never was completely sure.

SPEAKER During the boost phase, there was a lot of smoke flying under that protective cover. I guess that's been commented upon. I was watching and it looked like smoke trickling down the side.

YOUNG I never noticed it.
MATTINGLY  I didn't see that. I didn't see that pattern on any window except number 5. The rest of them had condensation. They had a small amount of it inside which stayed with us the whole flight. As far as the UV photography out of window 5, we didn't make any comments about it because the area that the camera was looking through looked like it was clean. All the UV photography log sheets will say that window 5 was a clean window, which it was, as best we could tell through the area where the photos were taken.

The systems people are going to have to tell us where the mass spec boom really was, since we ended up jettisoning it.

YOUNG  Yes, when we looked at it, it looked like the door was closed but it didn't look like it was all the way down. It didn't look like the door was all the way closed.

MATTINGLY  By the time you got next to it, both doors should have been partly ajar. We had both of them malfunctioning by rendezvous.

YOUNG  Do we have pictures?

DUKE  I'm not sure that'll show up.

MATTINGLY  I think it will, Charlie, if you know what to look for. You people familiar with the hardware can do that.
8.0 ACTIVATION THROUGH SEPARATION

We got this half hour head start and we were all suited up, and
we were running 20 minutes ahead of the time line and we asked
them if we could go ahead and power up. They said, sure, go
to it because we had plenty of power and everything. The
first thing that happened is that Charlie leaped in there, and
there was no grind from the yaw antenna and the high gain.

MATTEINGLY I think the only comment you can say about our part of it was
that we got tight on bleeding the tunnel down. Other than
that, I think we did everything fine on the undocking.

YOUNG Tunnel Closeout. You didn't have any trouble with that?

MATTEINGLY No problems with that. Everything worked.

YOUNG Maneuvering to Undocking. You didn't have any problem with it?

MATTEINGLY No.

YOUNG Undocking and separation were nominal. I remember when you
backed off, and you said that's as far as she's going. And I
thought, here we go again. And you hit those other things,
and we separated.
MATTINGLY Well, the idea was to let it hang on the capture latches, and we did, and it gave a bigger "clunk" than I anticipated when it got to the end of the probe. There were no dynamics at all. It was just waiting for them to stabilize, and they were just steady as a rock. It just takes a little squirt of RCS and we were gone. I thought that all worked super. Somewhere in here, we did a VHF check and we had some trouble getting together on B duplex most of the time. It turned out to have better comm on A simplex, although the VHF generally sounded super. Maybe you understand what happened. I really don't know.

DUKE It was either our B receiver or your B transmitter. They ought to be able to check the B transmitter in the spacecraft. We could isolate that. We had VHF problems before flight and they changed out both VHFs.

YOUNG It was almost unreadable at first, and then it seemed to get better.

DUKE We were clear to Ken but on our B receiver on voice ranging; and then on B simplex, it was a little garbled. It sounded like he was in the bottom of a cave. But it did get better. So it would be wise to have ASPO check that out.

YOUNG Formation Flight. Looked like you were doing a great job there.
MATTLINGLY The time line after undocking. I didn't do any formation driving around after we undocked. We went ahead with the Flight Plan, and went to do our landmark tracking and the P52 and all of those things. Everything there worked super. We did skip the transponder check.

YOUNG We skipped the transponder check because we just couldn't fit it in. It wasn't necessary anyway because we were going to go whether it worked or not. It may give you a warm feeling, but if your mission rules say you go without it, and it's something that you're tight on, to me that's the first thing that you leave out.

MATTLINGLY LM Inspection Photography. I took a couple of pictures of you as we separated, but we didn't do any maneuvers or anything. You could see the gear and I guess that was really all I was looking for. I didn't see anything hanging off anywhere. I'd like to comment on the fact that we had two comm loops, and I think that was really super. That made life so much easier because Charlie could get his pads when they were convenient for him, and I could get my pads when they were convenient for me. I don't know what it cost the MOCR guys to run two comm loops, but on our end, it was really a big help.

YOUNG It really is bad when you're trying to cough up two sets of pads during that period of time.
MATTINGLY That really helped. I can't say enough nice things about that.

Stu really pushed on that.

YOUNG Is there anything you can say about the fuel cell purge?

MATTINGLY I can say I didn't do one. Okay, we skipped the radar check.

I also skipped the COAS alinement, again, because it looked to me like I wanted to have the extra time to get ready for the circ burn. The only thing we were doing different from normal was that we were going to start it at 8 minutes, instead of 6 minutes, so that you would have time to take 509 out of the computer. I think I probably started it at about 830. I was really intent on making sure that the circ burn went on schedule. When we got to the secondary yaw gimbal check, it was unstable and diverging as soon as I touched the thumbwheels for a trim check. There was no question about it being a real live thing, because the spacecraft was wagging its tail just like the indicator, and it was diverging. I shut it down and in succession I tried it in Auto SCS, then I tried it in Rate SCS. I failed to try it in ACCEL COMMAND. I tried it in TVC. I tried it in CMC and got exactly the same response. Whenever you turned the gimbal on; it was stable. The first thing that moved the gimbal excited a diversion oscillation, whether it was in SCS or CMC.
MATTINGLY We got a change to the mission rules document about a week before launch and I was almost too mad about it to read it. Now I don't know if I was glad I read it or not. One of the things was you had to have four servo loops to do circ.

YOUNG Ken asked me about it and I said I didn't think you should burn.

MATTINGLY The thing that had bothered me about it was the point that Charlie raised later, and the only thing we had done differently was to run those gimbal motors for 20 minutes before LOI and 20 more minutes before DOI. We had always been so careful. We researched this point and we talked about it. One of the SIM problems we talked about was what do you do if your gimbal motor gets stuck on. Do you kill the bus or do you let it run? They researched it and came to what I thought was a surprising conclusion. Just let the thing run. It's unlimited in lifetime. My concern was that this might not be a random failure of the yaw gimbal, but maybe running this extra time had heated something up. I might have temporarily been a hero if I had let you go land on that rev, but if I didn't bring you home you weren't going to like me very much. That's got to be the toughest decision I had to make.

YOUNG You were not by yourself, because I didn't want you to do it either until we understood what we were doing.
MATTINGLY Let me say something about what we did after that. Again, it was one of those things where, fortunately, we'd been down this road before. We had talked in data priority about what you do if you don't do a circ burn. It was one of those things where you never could really get your heart into it because we could never figure out how you were not going to do circ. But we had talked about it and they had come up with a TPI rendezvous scheme, which didn't seem to make any sense to me because of the navigation at those ranges. So we tried it and we flew some of these things on a one-rev, no-circ, re-rendezvous. And with the kind of separation maneuver we have you can expect to be somewhere around 1200 feet separation. You just wait until you're that far apart and then brute force it. And it costs you a few percent, 5-foot-per-second DELTA-V. In retrospect, I think we probably made a mistake, because without any direction from somebody, I should have rejoined on the LM at the first opportunity.

YOUNG Yes, Ken asked me what to do and I told him I didn't know.

MATTINGLY I didn't do it, and all I can say, in retrospect, is I think I should have. At the time, I decided, well, there is still a chance we might get to land and I don't want to waste any gas that might cut into that RCS budget until we have to.
YOUNG I guess the thought that was sticking in my mind was that when we would come to that time that we would be go for PDI, and if they could figure out what was the matter, we'd go ahead and land without having to re-rendezvous. And 1200 feet wouldn't make any difference in the phasing at that point. When we came around that side we were ready to go for PDI because we had done everything that we had missed before.

MATTINGLY We knew we couldn't do PDI with me in the same orbit.

DUKE You couldn't do that.

MATTINGLY We knew that point. Let me just say that I think I should have joined up on you without any call from anybody and I didn't do that. I didn't know you couldn't do PDI with us in the same orbit. Yes, sir, because you don't have any abort targeting.

DUKE We were at least at PDI-2 now.

YOUNG I can get to that LM from any place in the sky, if it's got the DELTA-V to get there.

MATTINGLY There is no mission rule that covers this specific case. I think there ought to be.

Okay, then we came around and we didn't do anything. Then they called us and said go ahead and in our join-up just the way
we've done it. Stu had flown one and I had flown one at the Cape and they said do it just like that when your closest point of approach is at some time, which I fail to remember. And it turned out that at that time, which was supposed to be our closest point of approach, we were still opening. So I lost confidence that they really had a good handle on our relative trajectory. And they said just brute force it.

Well, I put in 3 feet per second towards you, at the time they gave us. And we started opening. We were opening at the time I put it in. I put in 3 feet per second and the opening rate increased. It turned out that the 3 feet per second was retrograde. You pointed that out and I got to thinking that that's retrograde and we're closer to apogee than to perigee, and is that really the thing to be doing? I tried to figure out a clever way to do this and let orbital mechanics work for us. I finally took it back out just to get ourselves safe. About that time we picked up the ground and I felt that the ground never really understood the question I was asking them. Did I have a good state vector? I showed a 6.3 perilune. I figured that if I had a good state vector when it started I was still safe and that's no sweat. But their numbers were showing me in a 9-mile perilune and I began to wonder if maybe I had a bad state vector to start with.

Finally, they had us brute force at the bottom. I was reluctant
MATTINGLY to brute force from anywhere. I felt that we had opened up to over a mile then and, at that point, I was ready to go and do a regular rendezvous, if they wanted to put us together; and let us use orbital mechanics instead of fighting it and still save the gas. When they told us to brute force it, I guess in my own mind I felt that we'd lost the ballgame. We were going to get back together for good. The flight guys are going to have to give us the data on how much gas it would cost. It was a pretty expensive thing. It turned out that using John's rendezvous radar, for line of sight, gave me a faster jump than I could get out the window. We just never let it get away from us. We did whatever we had to. I had wondered what it would be like getting into the dark and doing this and we quickly found out.

YOUNG He was 600 feet out and he could see us because he was in the earthshine. He could see us perfectly.

MATTINGLY You could see the outline of the LM. The tracker light is beautiful. You could see the outline and if I had known that I would get there before earthshine stopped, I would have told them to turn out the tracker light because it was so nice. I kept worrying about when earthshine was going to quit and what was out there. And throughout the entire thing, the only sensation of closure rate I had was John's reading them
out. The EMS and the radar were uncannily close together. I couldn't believe how close they were. But it was somewhat easier for John to read me the range rate than for me to have to take my stopwatch out and measure the closure rate. And there was never a sensation, even when we were right together.

We're talking about closure rates like a foot a second. It's fabulous. That's really fantastic gear.

I turned my spotlight on so I could see him. And you guys saw the spotlight, and knew it was on. I turned it on at 500 feet and we were still in earthshine and I couldn't tell it was on. So I said, well, probably earthshine is too bright. Well, then the earthshine disappeared and we were somewhere between 300 and 500 feet, I don't remember where, but the spotlight didn't do anything. We had to be inside 300 feet for the spotlight to be effective. At 300 feet, I could tell that the LM was there. I could see a shape. And then, inside of that, the old spotlight was just fine. And they finally turned the tracking light on and I could see it.

That's the old Gemini light like we used on Agena.
MATTINGLY But I was surprised that you had to be that close to get anything from it.

Stationkeeping? If flying airplanes in formation could be as simple as flying two spacecraft, the whole world would be aviators because you could kill a rate. I don't know how long we sat there without my touching a thruster. We just came up there and sat there and that was it. Stationkeeping in the dark, they asked us to dump the water and I really had no qualms about leaving the couch and going down and dumping the water. We started that in the dark and that was when you noticed that we had been dead in the water with each other. I put the dump on and that spacecraft translated away. Did you see that thing? Right out the side.

YOUNG That's a real gap of water coming out. Yes, just moved right out.

MATTINGLY Really did.

YOUNG I couldn't believe it.
MATTINGLY  Not fast, but it was unmistakable that that's what it was
doing. And didn't take much to counteract it, but that was
sure there, so I guess I'm more of a believer in FDO data now,
than I was.

YOUNG     Yes, we saw it, relatively speaking.

MATTINGLY I guess this is an appropriate time to make a comment on if
you ever have to do a night rendezvous. Docking at night is
going to be an absolute piece of cake. It just couldn't be
simpler. The rendezvous, I think, because of the absolute
lack of any sensation of motion along the line of sight.

Now, we didn't see big rates. But 5 feet a second, I'm sure
I could not have seen. And that's kind of uncomfortable in
the dark. You've got to have one of those rate systems going.
Radar preferably. And without that you don't really want to
commit to this. Because I think what will happen is you'll
be worried that you aren't closing fast enough and then all
of a sudden the angular size of that thing is just going to
grow and with that big marshmallow you'd never stop it.
YOUNG I agree with you. You'd get the little marshmallow out of the way, hopefully.

MATTINGLY Yes, that would have to be your technique. You'd have to dump. Because that big marshmallow just glides right on by.

We did our separation burn on the next rev, after we'd gotten into stationkeep and all that. And again I think we got out of sync and maybe should have done. I was trying to save gas at all costs and when they gave me the separation burn, they gave me an attitude to go to. And I got the feeling that maybe they were unhappy that I elected to burn at three axes and burn in the attitude I was in.

YOUNG I think that with the small differences you can afford not to do that. Somebody's got to keep somebody in sight.

MATTINGLY When they told us the time was coming up, we had just a few minutes and the only way to get to the attitude they gave me was to go real fast and I just felt like my obligation was to save gas at that point. I went three axes and kept you in sight. I would do it again.

YOUNG I think it's a good head, man. You don't want to run two of those things together out there.
MATTLINGLY The circ burn after that was just super nominal, didn't bring
the secondary yaw gimbal on until after the gimbal check and
then brought it on for redundancy. And we did roll 90 de-
grees so that I had the two good gimbals in the yaw in the
middle gimbal plane. I made that one change to it, which
was no problem at all. We had some residuals which were
higher than I anticipated, in fact, I got quite a bit of
attitude excursion on the burn initially. I was surprised
that it didn't run as stable as any of the other burns. And
you could see the gimbal swing and the pitch attitude. Pitch
and yaw were both moving.

YOUNG You may not have changed your weight, because of the RCS
maybe.

MATTLINGLY Well, if that's the case, I'm surprised how sensitive it is.
But we ended with some residuals as a result of this attitude
excursion.

YOUNG You had to roll to get them out.

MATTLINGLY And I got both residuals in the two axes I couldn't burn.
And I had to take one out and then roll and take the other
one out again, to keep from firing over the SIM bay. I was
just surprised at the magnitude of the residuals in all of
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) the three axes. I didn't anticipate that. After that, the rest of it was all nominal. Why don't you pick up your side?

YOUNG I wanted to say I thought Ken handled that thing beautifully. I think I'm the guy that coerced him into taking that DELTA-V out that he put in, retrograde, because I was really nervous about that. I didn't really know. I think I remember you saying 3 feet a second but I wasn't really sure and we were too close to apogee to be doing that, and I just didn't want to see the command module disappear behind one of those hills. I don't think it would have ever happened but I didn't want to see it.

MATTINGLY I'm sure if we had done it we would have been safe. My intent was that once I committed myself to that path, I didn't care how much gas it cost, I was going to finish it. But, I was worried about sagging below you, thrusting up toward you and going underneath. You talked me out of that.

YOUNG It was a good rendezvous. I don't see how you could have played it any better. The closure rate was so slow, but the inertial line of sight rates were just perfect. All the way.

MATTINGLY I guess it's worth saying that we have different impressions here, but it's my impression here that inside of half a mile
MATTINGLY (CONT'D)  

my COAS gave me better line of sight rates than the radar.  
Outside of that, your radar was good.

YOUNG  

If you correct for what the needles are telling you to do,  
you could be doing the wrong thing. It wouldn't amount to  
a hill of beans in the LM because you just take it right out  
again. On the command/service module, you would be squirting  
out gas to fix something that really didn't need to be fixed.  
You're going to fix it anyhow.

MATTINGLY  

And then you're going to take it out later.

YOUNG  

So I reverted to the COAS when we started diverging and I  
think it's the right way.

There, we were 20 minutes ahead and I figured we had that time  
line just beat to shreds. I figured we were going to be ready  
to go down to PDI minus 1.

DUKE  

Everything worked except the S-Band steerable. Eighty-two was  
'nominal except the steerable and it would not move in yaw.  
So that threw us behind on the up-links. And we had to manu-  
ally do the P27s, which impacted the P52 dock. We missed  
everything else we did on order here. Everything else was  
nominal, except for the RCS; the RCS activation we had a  
double reg failure in system A.
And the first words were, "Open the ascent feeds." Charlie didn't hear that so I opened the ascent feeds before Charlie realized what I'd done and he said, "What'd you do that for?" Because we just had a SIM that blew the whole mission when we opened the ascent feeds.

So I closed them.

So Charlie closed them and it turned out to be the right thing to do. If we'd left them open any longer we'd have probably overpressurized the APS, or gone too high on the APS pressure. People don't realize that. And then after we'd done that they called up and said don't let the APS pressure get above 180, which we hadn't even looked at.

But those were the only two problems we had, the S-Band steerable and the RCS system A.

We tried working the P27 together. Charlie would call it out and I'd punch it in, but we were getting in each other's way; so Charlie finally took the P27 and I went and pressurized the RCS. We were working the time line in parallel, something I could do on my side I would do at the same time Charlie could do on his side. I think that's the only way we stayed up on it.
The PGNCS Activation and Self Test was nominal. The Suit Loop Checkout was nominal. Everything was nominal except that yaw steerable. It was like somebody forgot to take out the "Remove before flight" pin or something. That's the way it looked to me.

The Landing Radar Self Test, we did that after undocking and that didn't work the first time.

It didn't work the second time either. We were in a communications attitude and we were at perigee and I don't know what it was but it was reading erroneous numbers. The first time it read on the tape meter, it read 8000 feet and it's supposed to read something like 494 on the range rate. It was reading totally erroneous on the range rate, and the next time, the radar self test where you set the gnomon flag and everything, was totally wrong, and then we tried it again and it read the right range rate, but the wrong altitude. And then, we got to an attitude where we weren't pointed at the ground and the thing worked like a champ.

It was locked up, but we had such a super radar, that it locked up on the ground. Because on PDI we were locked up at 50 000. So we think that's what happened.
I don't know what happened, but it sure flunked.

We didn't do the Lunar Landmark Recognition because we were behind. The MSFN Relay we never exercised. Their comm up-link was loud and clear the whole time, but I guess poor Jim had his hands full hearing us on the down-link on the omni, until we got the 210 up.

DAP Loads were nominal. The Rendezvous Radar Checkout we didn't do, we tried it one time.

Now wait a minute, this was just before undocking, John. This was the rendezvous checkout. That worked fine.

Deployment of the Landing Gear was just a clunk and it was down and there's no doubt in anybody's mind.

Undocking was nominal. Separation was nominal. Like you say, we didn't do the Landmark Recognition and the MSFN Relay.

We skipped the landmark tracking that we did after DOI. I guess that deserves a couple of words. When we get through, I'll come back to that.

I guess it was significant that we were able to get both the training landmark and the landing site on the same rev and track them both. The auto optics and all that really worked
MATTINGLY like a champ. The thing that surprised me and, I don't
know if anyone has mentioned it and I just didn't listen, but
when you look through those optics at the Moon, you're really
getting a dose of heat in your eyeball. I think you should
never do more than two landmarks together, and you really
should do only one, on any rev, because your eyes were very
sensitive to looking at that bright concentrated light. And
you could feel the heat when you put your eye to the telescope.

YOUNG Let me tell you what Ken did the day before we started all
this, into low Sun angle. He tracked landmark 16-3 the day
before, on OJT training day and how many marks did you get it -
four, five? Ten? He'd been set up to track the OJT land-
mark. He tracked that one and then without changing attitude
he put in the new landmark for the 16-3, which is right at
the landing site and tracked that son of a gun, the day be-
fore we were supposed to go down and land at the low Sun
angle. I don't know how the ground will use that data, but if
they had been able to collect that data instead of the OJT
landmark data, man, we'd been in Fat City. I don't know if
they did collect it.

MATTINGLY The reason we didn't plan to do it that way, was that when we
set up the Flight Plan originally, the landing site was going
to be in the dark on DOI and then with the month slip the
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) landing site slipped out in the daylight so that it was infeasible to do that. That was a pen-and-ink thing I wrote in because I wanted to look at the landing site early and we stuck it in there.

YOUNG My suggestion would be if the landmark is going to be in daylight at all, get the landmark at the landing site, rather than fooling around with something. Even if he doesn't get the data that will give him a chance to do some landing site recognition, which he's going to need for the next day. After he gets the data, there's one big block you could forget about worrying about.

MATTINGLY That P24 sure is a smooth running program. The auto optics did not put us on any of the targets, directly. We always had to correct them, but once you got going on it, that thing was really nice and smooth. Super easy thing to do; the only difficulty you have at low altitude is target identification.

YOUNG I'd be willing to see what your landmarks tracking did for the state vector.
9.0 SEPARATION THROUGH LUNAR MODULE TOUCHDOWN

YOUNG We're just going to talk about the lunar module. Preparation for PDI was nominal, except we didn't have any comm.

DUKE We had to go to a different attitude than we expected, to maintain high gain. We never did get to see the ground.

YOUNG DPS/PDI Burn and Performance.

DUKE I think it was nominal. The radar locked on at 50,000 feet which is amazing.

YOUNG Let me say something about that. As we were coming around the corner for PDI, we didn't have the high gain and our yawing was 20 degrees for the descent. Charlie says we were on the omnis and we couldn't get lockup for the state vector that we needed to do PDI. About 12 minutes prior to PDI, Charlie suggested that we roll right 20 degrees. We rolled right 20 degrees, and it improved the comm margins considerably. I think it's something that everybody who's going to work omnis should think about, putting the omni antenna toward the Earth as best they can to get that update, because it was 12 minutes before we got that update. I figured we were almost in another...
waveoff situation. That was a good suggestion and we did PDI from it. Off-nominal, we did it from zero yaw all the way down.

The engine worked just as advertised; throttledown came right on prediction, and the profile we started high and to the south, about 16,000 feet high as a matter of fact.

16,000 feet high?

Yes, we started about 66,000 feet.

And we were about 16,000 feet to the south also.

Right after throttledown, we were back on standard profile.

Yes, it was really beautiful.

Adequacy of Procedures and PGNS Performance during PDI was nominal.

Spacecraft Trimming and Systems Status During PDI. Nominal.

Yes, a couple of things here, John. We didn't do the COAS calibration or the LPD calibration due to being behind, thanks to the comm problems on that first rev. As it turned out, everything was perfect.
YOUNG

Yes, and as a matter of fact, for any reasonable rendezvous or any reasonable landing, the COAS calibration and the LPD calibration are just something to take up time in the timeline. Those things are done on the ground, and they're done perfectly adequately, based on our experience. And it costs you gas too, because they're 2 degrees per second maneuvers to get to them and they perturb the orbit.

DUKE

I'd just like to add a comment on it. If you consider trimming RCS maneuvers in the LM, there's no question in the real world that the thing is maneuvering. You can tell what jets are firing. You can in fact hear the jets when you have your helmet off. At 2 degrees a second in the lunar module, you can feel the rotation rate. Like Ken said yesterday, I never felt the rotation rate in the command module, but in the LM at 2 degrees a second, you can sure feel it. And no question in your mind which way you're going and which jets came on.

YOUNG

The Radar Tracking Attitude was not as planned.

DUKE

Not as planned because we were late doing the rendezvous
DUKE radar checkout. But once we got the attitudes on that
first rendezvous with Ken, the radar worked.

YOUNG That preparation for PDI was sort of off-nominal in that
we had a wait and a GO for PDI. We had — was it two revs?

DUKE It was after the no circ burn.

YOUNG It was the third rev. Six hours. Okay, so it was three
revs. During that time, we did a couple of P52s to keep
the platform warm. In addition to the one that we did, we
missed a rev of doing P52s in there somewhere. But there
weren't any torquing angles. That's really a good platform.

DUKE There was no gyro drift compensation required no PIPA
bias. In fact, we never had any update, even after sitting
on the surface for 73 hours in power backup, they didn't
change anything.

YOUNG The VHF Range was in good agreement with radar. The radar
tracking attitude was right on, but we did it on the back
side of the Moon just prior to the circ burn. The first
one that we did, somehow, I didn't get a main load block.
It was in the dark and I was pointed at the tracking light,
but it wasn't like the usual tracking light. It probably
had something to do with Ken's attitude. I just got a very
faint light out there, and I didn't have a main load block and I couldn't get a lockup. So we did another one for the rendezvous. We knew after we'd run it for an hour and a half that it was going to work.

MSFN Acquisition via PCM High and Update Pads.

We had a pretty tough time with the high bit rate, due to the loss of steerable.

Charlie, I don't know. They weren't getting lockup coming around the PDI; man, I was really sweating that when you said, roll, let's take the yaw out. And we did it and they got lockup. That was a cool move. That put the omni antenna right at the Earth. That may have been just the margin that we needed, 12 minutes prior to PDI. I thought we were in trouble then.

Me, too. I thought it was really gone. The up-link was always clear, and we didn't have any garbled transmissions. So I had no trouble with the pads. The ground kept saying that we were really noisy, really horrible. So I used a louder voice. I know on Apollo 10, we had a couple of revs of that and it's really miserable trying to get things passed back and forth.
YOUNG We sure did, didn't we, come to think of it.

DUKE The only thing I can say on Attitudes and Position is that the preflight time line that we flew until circ, we did all those attitudes and maneuvers except for the one to the landmark tracking or viewing, and we had to get a high gain lockon so we were pitched up and didn't see the landing site.

YOUNG Yes, if Ken had done the circ burn, we wouldn't have had any trouble doing PDI on that rev, so I think that the decision to cut a rev out of the time line was perfectly safe. It didn't work out and there may be other reasons why it wouldn't work out in the future, but if you think positively, there's no reason the time line itself doesn't constrain it to doing the PDI after the first rev.

DUKE Even with all our communications problems, in doing the manual updates to P27, we got a little behind there. But by the time we got to circ, we were caught up. And I agree with John. I think that the time line was adequate and I recommend it for 17, if they plan to get out first.

YOUNG One thing in favor of getting out first is you've already got your pressure suit on, and you don't have to go through all that Mickey Mouse again. Boy, I tell you, that taking
that rascal on and off, you got what I consider the worst part of your prep already done. And I think that ought to be considered as a factor in this business.

The LPD Attitudes and Accuracy (Calibration). I think the LPD was perfect. I don't have any gripe there whatsoever. When we pitched over, we were north and long and you could see that. I was just letting the LM float in there until I could see where it was going. I took out the north because according to our preflight maps, the north country was a little rougher. There were more contour lines up north than down south, so we took those out and when we got in close, we backed up a little and put in some rear updates. I don't remember how many there were. But at pitchover, you could see (just like preflight) Gator, Palmetto, and Spook, and the inverted deep shadow pattern through Stubby, Wreck, Trap, Eden Valley, and Cove right into Spook, although at 15-degrees Sun angle, it wasn't as apparent. Of course, we had already seen the landing site on two other occasions when we were flying over it because of the three-rev slip. There's just no doubt in your mind when you're at pitchover, and the first thing you see was South Ray. There was some question about whether we'd see the ray patterns at the low Sun angle, but there's no doubt
YOUNG (CONT'D)

that we were seeing the ray patterns from South Ray at pitchover, and there's no doubt, at least in my mind, as to where that machine was flying to. And it was a simple matter to redesignate to the south and back up a hair.

DUKE

We'd agreed that I was going to look out since I had two good craters on my side, and it looked just like the L and A.

YOUNG

In fact, it was working so well I was tempted to let it do the thing all by itself, but the trouble is we got down low, and I could see that we were going to land in that pothole down there. We took over, I guess at about 300 feet, and pitched forward a little, and we could see the surface all the way to the ground. Right close in there out of my window, I could see that crater down there, so I went forward a little bit and landed. I counted one-potato after we got the contact light and shut the engine down; even so, I think that we fell about 3 feet. I think we're very fortunate that the landing was so flat because I really couldn't judge the slopes. We just lucked into almost zero roll and a couple of degrees or 3 degrees pitchup, and of course we'd taken the yaw out. When we redesignated to the south, we must have had 30 degrees of yaw and took it back out. Like I say, at that Sun angle, we could see
the rocks all the way to the ground and I think that was a great help. From 200 feet on down, I never looked in the cockpit. It was just like flying the LLTV; your reference is to the ground outside. You had another thing that nobody has ever remarked about before, and that was the shadow. I really didn't have any doubt in my mind how far above the ground we were with that shadow coming down. I had no scale of reference to the holes but with the shadow out there in front of you and coming down, it really takes all the guesswork out of it. For that kind of a Sun angle, if the radar had crumpled, I don't think you'd have had a bit of trouble in just going right in and landing just like a helicopter. First, we could see the thing up all the way to the ground; second, the shadow was right there to help you with the rate of descent. When Charlie says you stopped and you're hovering, there wasn't any doubt in my mind that I was hovering. I could look out the window and see that we're hovering just like a helicopter. We were well into the dust, maybe 40 or 50 feet off the ground, when we're doing that.

Change in Appearance of Features, Distance Estimation of Landmarks. I think because we practice so much with the L and A, we had a pretty good hack on how far away we were
from things. And the only change I'd make (and I don't know how much of a change it is) is that after we got out and went up on Stone Mountain and looked back, you could see Double Spot and you could see the lunar module, and it looked as if we were maybe 70 or 80 meters further east than I said we were originally. That's just a guess because we're sitting up north on a hill and looking back, and you could see Double Spot. And the lunar module appeared to be sitting in a hole over behind Double Spot, and it's almost in a direct line from where we were on Stone Mountain. So we must have come very close to landing exactly where we were scheduled to land in the first place. And I emphasize again, the only reason for landing there was to get a spot that wasn't so hilly. Preflight, that region around Double Spot was the only flat place on the map as far as the contour lines go. I think it was a mistake.

It turned out, I think, the flattest spot that we saw on the whole traverse was up to southeast of North Ray Crater in that valley past Palmetto. It was a broad smooth valley and hardly any craters in it at all. No rocks.

No rocks at all, and on the contour map, that looks pretty bad.
But it was about where Dog Leg was mapped, in that area, back off to the right there by the traverse. I had a good feel at pitchover of exactly where we were; once we got to the ground and I looked out John's window, I felt like I could reach out and touch South Ray and Stone Mountain. They just looked that close to me. I had a tough time estimating and I knew they were 5 kilometers away and I just had a tough time estimating distances of big features, once we got on the ground.

On a clear day, the mountains are 40 miles away and it looks like you'd be there in 4 minutes. It's the same thing on the Moon. We kept going over rises and I kept thinking, here's Stone Mountain; and then we'd go over another, and it wouldn't get you there.

There were lots of ridges between us and that mountain. It wasn't apparent when we first looked out the window.

I know people have remarked on this before, but there's a lot more light in that vehicle than there is in the lunar
module simulator. I don't know why they want to keep it so
dark in there, but we didn't have any trouble reading any of
the gages. Sometimes we get in the LMS and everything is all
turned out in there, and it's just like normal light. We
never did have any trouble seeing any of the instruments. My
subjective opinion of the light produced by those utility
lights was much better than it is in the simulator.

DUKE

In the dark, we had the integral lighting up and the side
panels on, and that was about all you needed.

YOUNG

I couldn't judge slope out the window worth a hoot, and that's
the truth, even down low. The ground looks flat but I'm sure
it would look flat if it had been a 6- to 8-degree slope too.
I don't see any way around that. I've done a lot of helicopter
flying, looking at slopes and you can't judge slopes in a heli-
copter from 100 feet on down very well either. And that's the
way it is. But I don't think you'd be in any trouble if you
touched down within 10 or 15 degrees of being straight up and
down. It's going to bother you some in deploying gear off the
lunar module, but it isn't going to bother your performance.
Hovering and Blowing Dust. We did a hover for a short period of time there at about 40 feet off the ground, and the rates were practically zero and there was blowing dust.

It started at about 80 feet, John.

Yes, 80 feet. Certainly, it started there and it got a lot worse, but you could still see the rocks all the way to the ground. The surface features, even the craters and with something like that - which really surprised me. I was expecting two things: either the dust would be so bad we couldn't see anything, or there probably wouldn't be as much dust as there was. Possibly, it's the 15-degree Sun angle that did all that. Because there's certainly plenty of dust down there to blow, and there's nothing thin about that regolith around the LM.

How about that Zero Phase? I never noticed it.

First, the thing starts out as a Sun coming and that turns to a shadow. That was zero phase getting better all the time.

I was excited at that time.

Yes. When you said, here comes the shadow, that was before I had seen it. In fact, you were watching it out your window and I looked up there and I saw it, and I said, "Yeah, man,
there's no doubt," and that baby got bigger and bigger and dropped right down in front of us, and man, that's a good gage.

Was it?

Yes, we saw it in a film.

It looked just like that one in the LMS.

I don't know if you know this, Deke, they had a shadow for us, and I guess we've been using it. In fact, we'd been practicing without radar a couple of times just to see what you could do. The thrust-to-weight ratio in our lunar module is such that if you're at 100 feet and you have 20 feet a second down, if you go to full throttle, you'll have that all killed before you hit the ground. So we're looking at very high sink rate descents off-nominal with the shadow. Man, it really makes a difference when you're looking for it. A crater from 50,000 feet looks like a crater at 5 feet, that's the bad part of it. But with a shadow, as it gets bigger, you know you're getting closer.

Touchdown. Estimate of Vertical and Horizontal Velocity. It wasn't much.

When the computer said level off, we leveled off at about 40 feet off the ground. I think you had a good feel that
DUKE (CONT'D) it was leveled off. There was no question in your mind that you'd stopped coming down. I remember seeing them at about a minus 0.7.

YOUNG And then we pitched forward again. I didn't want to go back-wards at all.

DUKE But the needles were great.

YOUNG And from looking at the probes, we must have come pretty much straight down.

DUKE Every one of them had folded straight up.

YOUNG Significant Impact and Vertical Motion Sensations. When we got the contact light, I counted the one-potato and shut the engine down. The thing fell out of the sky the last 3 feet. I know it did. I don't know how much we were coming down, maybe a foot a second.

DUKE I don't remember exactly, but about 1.8, I think I saw, right before touchdown.

YOUNG Engine Shutoff and Probe Contacts Pad Cue.

DUKE Dave had the same slow descent too, and they had the same sensation that when you shut the engine down, the LM really
DUKE (CONT'D) free falls. I think a softer landing would be a 3-foot-a-second descent and allow the tailoff to cushion you as you continue down because the gravity really had us. I had a definite sensation of falling when you shut down.

YOUNG I don't see what you're talking about. If you got 3 feet a second and you fall when you shut the engine off --

DUKE If you're leveled off, 5 feet above the ground and stopped the engine, I think you'll accelerate faster than if you came down at 3 feet a second when you got contact and just kept coming at 3, then that 3 feet a second is constant. And by the time you can shut the engine down, you've already hit the ground at a 3 feet a second versus the gravity acceleration type fall.

YOUNG I'm not sure that's true.

MATTINGLY Seems like the only way that could be softer is if you're saying the engine would be running when you hit the ground.

DUKE Yes.

YOUNG You could do the same thing by waiting a little longer to shut the engine down.

DUKE That's right.
YOUNG: With all those bloody rocks around there, I don't see - we had a lot of choice. Just want to make sure you were on the ground.

DUKE: Yes, it's a definite warmth, but there's no doubt that the LM can hack it.

SLAYTON: Did you get any stroking of any of the struts?

YOUNG: I don't feel that there was because that first step was a biggy.

MATTINGLY: You were talking about if you back into that crater behind you, and that gear is only going to help you if you can stroke it, isn't that right? It seems like there's some advantage to hitting the ground hard.

YOUNG: No, Ken. I wouldn't stroke that gear, man. I'll tell you, that would really jar your teeth. I'd rather have them cut off a couple feet just to get me closer to the ground. I'm only talking about the slope.

DUKE: If you land on the upslope, the rear gear as you fall down could very well stroke.

YOUNG: If the rear strut had been over that hole, we'd have been just like the Apollo 15 guys. We would have been landing on the first 3 and the engine bed. It really dropped.
DUKE We had about 4 percent on the fuel and 6 percent on the oxidizer, and we had just gotten a descent warning light. Things never matched up the whole way down. They were running 2 to 3 percent low on the oxidizer side.

YOUNG We had 4 percent fuel and 6 percent oxidizer. That's about a minute of hover time or better.

DUKE I remember their saying descent 1, and the quantity light was on when I looked up to check the systems after shutdown. I don't remember their saying a minute, giving us any call.
The postlanding powerdown was nominal.

We had a few changes because of landing 6 hours late. They had us power down the AC bus and also the LGC DSKY breaker to save power, and all that worked just great. I thought those procedures came up in good shape. We just floated right to the checklist for those changes and then we were right on.

The trouble with pulling the mission timer is you lose a clock, and that makes the emergency lift-off times absolutely meaningless. You don't have any idea what time it is. We kept getting a block and lift-off time and I didn't know what to do with them. I didn't know what time it was.

We had no idea what GET was, but we had a Houston watch. They ought to read them to you in Houston time, then you can use your wristwatch.

What you would do in the real world if you had to do an emergency lift-off at one of those times, you had contact with the ground, you would roughly use that time to get you powered up on time and have the ground count you down to the second for the lift-off.
DUKE  But these are no-comm times.

YOUNG  That's correct.

DUKE  Then, they were worthless.

YOUNG  It seems to me if you lose your timer, you aren't going to hit it on the second - you may hit it on the minute.

DUKE  You're right. I highly recommend the procedure that we used for parking that platform in gimbal lock. And we parked that beauty for 71 hours, and we didn't even have a PIPA bias or gyro drift update. And, it just worked like a champ.

YOUNG  Venting was nominal. Landing site orientation was about as flat as you can get. Like I said, "It's more luck than skill," (laughter). I hate to admit it, but it's true. Twenty-five meters either way and we would have been on a 10-degree slope.

DUKE  It's like landing on a carrier.

YOUNG  Add 15 meters to that, and we would have been in a hole.

DUKE  I had a good feeling that we knew just about where we were when we touched down. That big ridge was on our maps and had Smoky Mountains right out my window. John had called Double Spot going by, and I could look south and see all the landmarks down there. We had a good idea we were within a couple hundred meters, anyway...
We could have almost triangulated off Stone Mountain with some kind of compass. You could have said, out there at 10:30 I see a ridge line and a crater. You could have done that and from one window you could have triangulated yourself in. There wasn't any reason to do that.

Here is a problem that was annoying to both of us. The night before, we filled the drink bags full of orange juice in the CSM; and the next morning prior to suit donning, we put them in the suit. Every time we bent our head, the microphone would get caught in the drink bag and put some orange juice into the air in zero gravity or would squirt the side of your face. Charlie really got covered up with it. It really was an annoying problem.

My valve was really bad.

Mine didn't work all the time, and I was really being careful. I'm sure it got all over us because once we got on the surface and looked up at the lunar module, the travano cover had orange juice all over it. It was in dots, less than 5 percent, but there was a lot of orange juice on the travano cover. I'm sure orange juice is something you don't want to float around on wire bundles. I think we need something to stop up that hole in zero gravity and in one-sixth gravity until you are ready to use it. Maybe a cap that fits on the end of it that
you could pull with your teeth would work. I think it's essential when you're going out for a 7- or 8-hour EVA, you have to have something in that suit to drink.

Yes, that really saved me out there.

I took my suit off and didn't put the drink bag in right for the first EVA. I didn't get anything to drink while I was out on the Moon and that was bad. I sure could have used a drink about half-way through. You do sweat a lot while you are out there. You sweat in your hands, you sweat at the back of your neck, and you sweat on your feet where you don't have water cooling. We should have one that doesn't spend its time wetting you down. And there was another problem associated with this. Before we went out the next day, Charlie had to clean the orange juice out of his microphone to get it to work. We wasn't transmitting at all.

On VOX.

He had a comm carrier with one mike gone because of a busted wire and had to suck the orange juice out of the other mike to get it to work. Now that's a pretty marginal operation (laughter).
DUKE Every time the left microphone hit that valve, the juice sort of migrated up that microphone in under my helmet, and this whole side of my head was just caked with juice.

YOUNG Charlie looked like he had been shampooing with juice.

DUKE It was really terrible.

YOUNG The whole side of his face was just one big mass of orange juice. We got it on the helmet seal between the second and third EVA. We cleaned the orange juice off the helmet seal because we couldn't get the helmets unlocked and off. I thought we were going to spend the night in the pressure suit.

DUKE It really wasn't on the O-ring; it was where the two surfaces mate together.

YOUNG Yes.

DUKE The stuff had seeped in under there.

YOUNG The vacuum dried out that thing, and left the glue there. When it was time to take the helmets off, I couldn't get Charlie's off and he couldn't get mine off. I tell you, I thought we were going to stay in the pressure suit. (Laughter) I couldn't pull the button out, and I couldn't get it to slide.
DUKE The button would come out, but I couldn't make it slide up or down.

MATTINGLY If that's the case with both of you, then is that really a case against the orange juice, or is that something else?

DUKE It's the orange juice.

YOUNG Mine was leaking, too. At least, it wasn't leaking as bad as Charlie's.

DUKE It was enough to solidify when he stepped out on the surface.

YOUNG Where you get the problem with the orange juice is during the prep. It's not bad once you get on the Moon. It's not bad because you're not bending into it all the time. While you're doing a prep, there's a lot of looking down you have to do, and every time you bend your head forward and wrap your microphone around that thing and pull back, that works. the plug and it squirts in your ear. It's already under pressure, because you have 32 ounces in there, and you're bending forward so your chest is pushing on it. It's just like a pump that pumps orange juice right in your mouth, your face, or ear.

DUKE Maybe you could design a valve like the one for Skylab.
YOUNG Design one that works. Well, I'll tell you, I really believe that by having a lot of something to drink in a pressure suit is a way to go. I think it sure helped me and Charlie out on the surface, but it certainly got to be a problem with orange juice floating around the cockpit as an electrical conductor. With it floating all over you and getting in your comm carrier, it's a problem; and then floating down in the neckring or - worse yet would be getting it on the neckring seal where you couldn't lock that helmet. In training, we had orange juice get on our neckring and the only way they could get the thing locked was to go back and take the neckring apart and clean the residue out of those locking dogs. They took the whole helmet apart and cleaned it out. That's the only way we could get it to work. That would bite you in lunar orbit, because I don't know how to do that; I don't know how you take that neckring apart.

DUKE Even with all those problems I'm glad we had something to drink.

YOUNG Yes, I am too. Now whether it has to be orange juice, I don't know. Maybe plain water would do. In fact, for the first EVA, water was what I had in mine. I drank the bag the day before. Maybe they could fortify the water with the potassium, if they insist on that being there - or maybe there would be a
pill you could put in there. I don't have any idea whether it would make any difference whether you did it or not.

They should be able to make that valve so that it doesn't leak.

They overdid it.

It does exactly what it's supposed to. The trouble is every time you catch your microphone in it and pull back it pulls the valve forward and it works just like it's supposed to, and when you let up on it, it stops. But I mean it's sort of a rock and a hard place. If the microphones came around your nose you wouldn't have this interference problem with the thing but that would be a big redesign.

I don't think it would be worth it.

I think they could make a little soft cap that you could pull off with your teeth because you sure don't want it leaking on you at zero gravity.

That was really terrible.

It could drown you. Charlie was in there with a helmet full of orange juice when we were coming down to PDI.

Was it your plan to leave the helmets on once you'd landed or go straight out for EVA?
YOUNG: No, no, we were going to take them off.

SLAYTON: So we could put a cap on there that you could take off after you take your helmet off.

YOUNG: Take it off, just prior to donning your helmet for the EVA.

Yes, with your hands.

DUKE: It's a piece of cake getting out of those suits. It sure fills up the cockpit; they seem to be fatter than all those old training suits. We stowed them back on the engine cover, but we still had enough room to do everything.

YOUNG: When I unstowed the hammock and climbed on the top of the suits, I wasn't sleeping on a hammock, I was sleeping on a bed because the suits were right underneath me. The suits were up into the hammock about 3 inches. So I wasn't suspended, I was laying on top of the pressure suits. It's kind of an unusual position because it - it gets right up under your back.

DUKE: As I reported, the first two nights I took a Seconal. It helped me. I slept really well all three nights on the lunar surface.

YOUNG: The first night I was really warm and I had taken all the gear off and hung the FCS and the WMS up to dry and slept in the sleeping bag with nothing on. I woke up in the middle of the
night and my feet were freezing. So I turned around and put the ISA over my feet and went right back to sleep. Worked like a charm. But the next couple of nights I slept in the LCG because it was really cold at night.

Chilly at night. You needed a sleeping bag. Even with the LCG on, you needed a sleeping bag. You didn't need it when you started to sleep but by the middle of the night, at least, I'd wake up in the middle of the night and I was cold and I wanted to get in that bag. The hammocks were great.

Yes, I thought so, too.

We had too much food. Dave said that they ate everything. But we couldn't have possibly eaten everything.

We did our best; we did pretty good on them. I thought we were only getting two meals a day and I thought we did eat pretty much of everything, as the log will show. I think we left out the frankfurters or something else like that.

I'd like to say "atta boy" right now for John Covington coming up with those new procedures. Since we slept first at least I think it was, John. The Lunar Surface Checklist, his part of it was just outstanding. It was reorganized in real time and we never had a feeling that we were pillar to post in that
checklist. We had to flip pages but it was all flowing well and once we got in it, it led us in right back where we were back in sync by the time we got the prep card that we used, the cue card. He had done a lot. Those things were well organized and I thought those set of procedures for the preps and posts flowed smooth as glass.

Yes, I do, too. We might as well take the prep and post all in one bunch. Every time we took the suit off - it's real handy that the thing is standing up by itself in one-sixth gravity. It's really handy for you to close the zipper up to lube the pressure zipper and get those connectors before you put the thing away for the night. On the second and third EVA, because everything was really getting dirty, and I don't know whether it's a real problem or not or an imaginary problem, we were really getting concerned about whether we were going to be able to do things like fasten the connectors. So we were taking special care to lube everything and, therefore, we ran out of lube.

We had one left for the zipper on EVA-3.

I think you should have some more lube in case you do get to a situation where as you're doing your last donning, something is not working right and you need to go back and lube it again to make sure.
DUKE No. Not only did we use the file but we used water and the towels to wipe around the outside of the connectors. And the wrist rings - it wasn't in the O-ring part that was so stiff - it was the mating surface between the suit and the sliding ring.

YOUNG Yes. That's been remarked on before. Somebody said they taped their wrist ring but that seems to be like a cluge. I think they should come up with something that keeps the dust out of the wrist ring. Maybe an overflap that you Velcro on the other side of it to keep the dust out of there because I just don't think you should have a problem donning and doffing. We really got a lot of dust and I don't see really any way out of it when you're picking up a bag on the Moon and you're holding a bag and Charlie's dumping the dirt in there, the dust goes all over the place and it's just as easy for it to go down your shirtsleeve as not. The fact is we had both dirt and rocks underneath the flap that you raise to get the glove open.
Well, to pinpoint, EVA prep, PLSS donning and checkout went great. That little beauty is just what we expected. It worked just like the procedures, followed straight through. We felt as if we were on time during the whole donning.

Yes, we didn't think we were behind anywhere.

We didn't have a clock to see.

What we had planned to do preflight was to have the mission timer running and we had our time line blocked out, so that for each sequence that took, say 20 minutes, we'd know where we were on the time line and we wouldn't have to keep bugging the ground. They wouldn't have to keep bugging us either to speed up or slow down. We didn't have to do anything over, but, on the first one, I forgot to put the drink bag in until after I got my suit on. And you cannot put the drink bag in with the suit on. Charlie put it in and I helped him stuff it down and it wasn't in good enough.

Well, it went in, but you couldn't drink out of it.

I turned my head while we were outside, pulled the valve over, got it down in here somewhere and never could get to the valve.
I had it down in my neck ring somewhere. I mean, I tried. I was down in the suit scrounging around for it, but I could never get there.

Cabin depress - We used the overhead valve and it was horrible to reach in training, but in the one-sixth gravity it was nothing; just right up there and got it. I really felt familiar with those procedures. That square filling we did really paid off, I'll tell you.

Sometimes Charlie and I could reach the valve on the PLSS and sometimes we couldn't and there didn't seem to be a reason why. But, in the main, we tried to help each other in the vehicle to turn the oxygen on and off. And as everybody has remarked, once you get the gear on the only thing you can do is get out of the spacecraft because you've run out of room to do anything else. Let me say something about donning and doffing. We used a different procedure than that in the time line in regard to coolant. We used only lunar module for cooling during donning and doffing and we only used the LCG pump. We got the other hoses out of the way and sort of semistowed. We didn't say anything about them changing those procedures in real time, but it kept us significantly more hydrated than we would have been had we been on air coolant. What we would do
is we plugged into the water and got it running through our suit, cooled the LCG down, and then climbed into the pressure suit, which took a big hunk of energy. And then immediately plugged the water in and pushed the pump in and gave it a squirt of water. At various intervals when we started to feel like we were running out of cooling we'd push the pump in for maybe 30 seconds worth, give it a squirt of water, and not use air coolant all the time that we were donning and doffing. I'm sure that's the best way to work that system because it keeps you from sweating. It keeps you from doing the kind of cooling that must dehydrate you.

SLAYTON You didn't run the pump continuously, though.

YOUNG No, I think that I'm going to recommend that they change the procedures to do it this way. I first noticed this when we were running long durations of suit runs and we only had air coolant. You really feel bad after you finish a long duration of suit run with only air coolant. If you run with water coolant you feel okay. Now I don't know why that is, but it sure is a fact. Because 5 hours of running in the suit with just air coolant you suffer the next day. Five hours of water coolant down at the Cape training you can go the next day and run another one. You don't feel like it very much but you can
do it. I think it may be a difference that if you can keep your body from sweating you sure should do it, and running that water coolant for donning and doffing was ideal, plus it had the added advantage of getting those two big long cumbersome hoses out of the way, which were right in the traffic area. That's really a son-of-a-gun when it comes to doing things like changing comm out in the lunar module and we made that change in real time because it was actually like we practiced in the mockup down at the Cape. I sure think it paid off. I think it's a better way to do it. I just don't think long-duration air coolant in the pressure suit, which we were in a lot of the time, which makes your body sweat and you have to replenish the water by drinking it. You don't always have time to think about doing that; it may be a significant factor in getting the crew back hydrated, as opposed to being dehydrated. Okay; cabin depress, beautiful.

DUKE In 2 minutes we could open the hatch just like they said.

MATTLINGLY Did you have a lot of stuff come out of the hatch equalization like we had?

DUKE No, we saw a few dust particles fly out but that was all. To do the actual depress we used the overhead valve and just left
DUKE  (CONT'D)  it open. I never noticed much floating that way. The LM was extremely clean. You know how many screws and little washers and things we found floating in the command module. I guess maybe on the whole flight we found five in the LM the whole time.

YOUNG  It was extremely clean until after first EVA, and then from then on, it was really dirty.

MATTINGLY  Yes, I was thinking more about the subsequent depresses. Did you have a lot of rocks and crud flying through there?

YOUNG  No, actually it cleaned the floor off pretty good. When I opened the door, the dirt would go "zip" right out.

SLAYTON  Do you think one-sixth g is enough to keep that stuff from going out that top hatch.

YOUNG  You know all that Velcro on the floor, it just gets caked with dirt. You can't stand on the floor. I guess it didn't hurt anything, but I know when we donned the suit, we had our jettison bag down to stand on like everybody said, but our feet and hands and our arms were all full of dust when we put the suit on. So it was all going into the suit. And it didn't seem to bother anything. You don't know how much it's
YOUNG (CONT'D)  going to bother. You don't have a feel for whether it's going to give you a problem or not. There's just no way to avoid it. The second EVA, we had in places that much dirt and dust on the floor and that's after cleaning each other real good.

DUKE  The place where most of that dirt came from in the place you can't clean was the strap-on pockets we had.

YOUNG  We got smart after EVA-1, and before we got in, we closed the flap. But the first time, I got in with that flap open, and my pocket caught on a hatch sill and when I came in with that right leg, the dust just flopped out.

You had a pocketful - you had a contingency sample right in your pocket.

Once outside we were talking to each other. I guess Charlie and I really were the only two people who really had a good handle on how the prep was going because the ground didn't have high bit rate. We felt perfectly comfortable. When our coolant became adequate Charlie talked me out of the door. I guess I had a little more trouble with the line up than you did.
It is because of the hatch. The hatch is only about three-quarters open. I can't back up any more. Once you get the hatch full open, you can get centered in the hatchway. I could do it but you couldn't.

I never had any concern about getting in or out. It was just a question of knowing what I was going to get caught on. Once I got outside I had our new LEC strap. The adjustment feature on that strap is at the top of it. We marked it preflight how we wanted it adjusted. I don't think it was adjusted that way because when I lowered the ETB to the ground, it landed on the ground, and we were trying to avoid this. We didn't want any dust on the ETB so we could keep the dust out of the cockpit. We had to adjust it on the later EVA. What I recommend is that they put the adjustment strap on the bottom so if you do land on a slope or if you land and you stroke a gear and you want to readjust the strap you can adjust it to your eye level on the ground, and not while you are hanging on the ladder with one hand.

MESA deploy was nominal and it appeared to me to shake the whole vehicle, but Charlie said he didn't notice anything.

When I got down on the Moon the environment was just as good as I thought it was going to be. The second thing I did was reach down and pick up a rock just to see if I could do it and...
sure enough that was a piece of cake. So I really thought we were going to be in business with that suit mobility. I went around to the MESA and the first thing that I noticed on the MESA was that the height was too low, but I didn't do anything about it at the time.

I loosened the TV blanket and opened it. Charlie came on outside about this time. We didn't have to move the TV to the tripod because we weren't getting TV. We deployed our antennas. It had been easy for us to deploy our antennas when we were on the surface, but once we were in one-sixth gravity the only way that I could reach up to deploy Charlie's antenna was to have him come over and grab hold of something like the ladder or the Rover and bend over so I could get my hand up to it. I just couldn't get a hand on it. That took a little more time because we had to move over to a new position. I don't think the communications would have been bad if we'd left the antennas stowed. I ended up breaking one because we forgot to restow it. I'm not so sure we shouldn't leave them stowed.

DUKE My Egress went right by the checklist - with the breakers turned off the lights and open the hatch full. I came right on out. It was even better than I expected and easier to do. I felt right at home the minute I hit the ground. I just felt right at home. Then I went over to the MESA.
My first job was to take out the drill and the core stems and I couldn't. The way the MESA was hanging you never would have gotten them out. It was almost like you were looking at it flat. Normally it sits up, but it was almost all the way down.

The MESA was supposed to be adjusted to the green line and it wasn't adjusted to that green line. It was about 18 inches lower than the green line so the MESA was lying right on the ground. Maybe this is a preflight problem. If it had been adjusted to the green line, which is where we adjusted it to, it would have been in perfect position.

It was hanging down on about a 60-degree angle. It looked like the spec high case to me. That is where the vehicle is high and you have to drop the MESA down to reach things. It looks like you should pull the black strap to adjust it because it has a pulley arrangement, and you think that is the mechanical advantage. You pull, and pull, and pull and it is locked down. The strap you want to pull is the green one up above. This strap has no mechanical advantage at all except the gravity field. We finally figured that out after about 5 minutes. We wasted 5 minutes.
I recommend that they adjust it to the green line where it belongs and that late in the EVA training program we adjust the MESA. We had been checked out on how to raise and lower the MESA height, but I forgot how to do it.

We did it a long, long time ago.

It was too far back from when we did it the first time.

Maybe in training Stoner and his people could give us various cases, instead of the flat floor case, which we always get to keep you familiar with it or put a decal on it that says pull here for adjustment. That snowed us.

It not only snowed us, it snowed the ground, too. It took them a while to figure out how to do it and there's 5 minutes down the tubes.

Inspection of the vehicle showed that none of the things had predeployed to which I may add a hearty "thank God." What had happened is that both walking hinges were open. The walking hinges were released just like on 15. We had to put those back. We didn't have any more trouble with it until we got the front wheels deployed. On Charlies's side the left rear wheel was knocked down and locked so Charlie gave that a pull, and pulled that down. When we got a little further down,
the wheel came down and locked on the forward chassis so we locked both of those. When we got it on the ground two hinge pins were a little extended. I think they were partially inserted, but we had to insert one on Charlie's side and one on my side. I don't remember which two they were but we had to insert them.

DUKE The wheels popped open just like they had done in training.

There's a gold sleeve collar arrangement that has a couple of pins in it so that when the wheels are fully out those pins lock in to hold the wheels in place. That was what was not locked. All you have to do is push on the wheel to extend that mechanism and it locks right in place.

YOUNG Other than that, the deployment was easy.

DUKE Sorry we didn't have it on TV.

YOUNG When we got it on the ground Charlie and I just picked that baby up and moved it over so we didn't have to back it up.

DUKE One thing I'd like to comment on here, is that I think they overdesigned the Velcro holding the seat down on the LRV. A 2 inch or 1 and a half inch wide piece of Velcro is wrapped around on themselves to hold the seat in place. On my side I started pulling the Velcro to try to get it off of the
outboard handhold and the seat and all I succeeded in doing is picking the vehicle up off the ground. The Velcro wouldn't come loose. Then I tried a couple of snatch loads and by snatching it I eventually got the Velcro off. It was a hard job getting that Velcro off. They really over killed that one.

SLAYTON

I gather you thought all the Velcro was difficult to work or excessive.

DUKE

Yes, I did.

YOUNG

For what we were using it for it was. Although we had a couple of cases of these inhouse devices that we will talk about later, where the Velcro was burned off. The glue that attaches the Velcro melted or something, - like on the padded bags, and on the TV sunshade. And there was something else.

DUKE

It was just like you'd expect, Deke, when you wanted the Velcro to work, it wouldn't work and when you didn't want it to work you couldn't get the son-of-a-gun off of there. If you're going to do that PLSS harness thing, you need a bigger piece of Velcro and an easier way to attach those bags, because we lost two SCB because the Velcro came loose, which allowed the bottom to flop and then it fell off. One of them ended up on the Rover, wedged in between the rear wheel and the aft pallet.
and we recovered that one but the other one with the little sample SCSC fell off and we never did see that. I was surprised we didn't see that going back, John, on the return traverse, but I never did see that thing.

Oh, I know why you never see it, it didn't fall off. When we got back, the SCSC bag was lying on the footpad of the lunar module.

Oh, it was?

Yes, it wasn't on the back of the Rover like we planned to put it. I don't think we'd have been able to use it.

Okay, IMP inspect LM and pan.

Well, I got out and looked at everything and it didn't look like the struts had stroked at all. The engine bell was in great shape and had not impacted anything. Although there was about a 50-centimeter block just to the right of the engine barrel, and it extended above the engine barrel, the bell was still off the ground and had not hit anything. I did the pan as per checklist and also added some photos that Houston wanted us to do of the peeled paint, the shredded wheat, and on inspection we had that one panel on the minus Y side above the APS propellant that we've already commented
DUKE (CONT'D) about. There was another little spot above the below quad 4 that I took a picture of, and then we took the pictures of the steerable, but I never saw anything on that steerable that would give me any hint of what was wrong.

DUKE Apparently just the servo electronics was gone on it.

YOUNG Your pictures came out good too, Charlie. It just looked like that thing was just welded down.

DUKE I was really expecting to see a "remove before flight" pin up there but there wasn't. It was perfectly clean, but it just didn't work at all in yaw. I had to go back and take a picture of the cosmic ray and I forgot to look at the decals that time, but the next time we came around and looked at them they were all black. And then later on they decided to have John move the cosmic ray.

YOUNG Okay, the far UV camera. I didn't have any problem with off loading it. I was expecting trouble from the bags. It came loose and I expected trouble picking the thing up and getting it off and I expected problems with keeping it out of the dust. I was able to get around the front of the vehicle and hold it over my head. It was easy to carry that weight around. The place that we had to mount it in the shadow was in a small subdued crater with about a 3 to 4 degree slope, and probably
it was more than that. The only way I could get the camera level was to really step down on two of the legs, push them clean down out of sight in the dirt, with the other leg sitting right on the surface. And that was the first problem I had with it. The second problem, which was a continual one was the battery cable. Even though I didn't deploy the battery too far out in the sunshine the battery cable had a mind of its own and insisted on staying about 4 inches off the ground around the camera where I was walking, even though I pulled the whole thing back in there. So, every time I walked around the camera I had to pick my feet up to avoid the battery cable and 2 or 3 times I tripped over it, but fortunately it was the battery that moved and not the camera. To move the camera in azimuth completely destroyed any leveling. As the mission went on, to move the camera in azimuth got harder and harder and finally it got so hard that every time you moved it, it would pick the camera up off the ground and destroy the level. I had to relevel it after every setting and that took a lot of time. And in some cases, because we were really in a hurry I didn't get the level where I would like to have had it, as far as being perfectly level. Adjusting the level, using the wheels, just couldn't compensate for both the slope and picking the thing up every time. From that standpoint, it was pretty
bad. There was something wrong with the azimuth - it just got stickier and stickier. It didn't work at all like on a training model or either a qual model. I don't know what it could have been. But, I would devote a reasonable amount of time to leveling the camera after each setting. I think we have probably devoted three to four times as much time as we'd allotted for each setting. I got behind in doing that. Charlie recommended that we put the UV alignment in both checklists so that either guy could do it.

I had to interfere with John's conversation with Houston to get that going. But it's a place to save time, because the LMP really doesn't have that much to do on the load up. Get the cameras configured, and the films stowed, is about all. So, it's good to have some kind of cross talk within the checklist so you don't have to interfere with the other guy. Apollo 17 probably won't have that problem with it since they don't have the UV, but sure enough something will be there, and so they really should have those TV and LRV powerup procedures in both checklists.

There's something else I don't really understand about the far UV camera setup and the alignment that we're doing in real time. Except for the geo-corona and the Earth, we
changed every target in real time, I do not understand that. After doing it for months, we changed every target in real time. There were at least two targets that they called up that were pointing and we got the alignment with this tough azimuth change and they were pointed right at the lunar module and you know, when I turned the thing around I was taking a nice picture of Charlie looking out the window. In my opinion, that's an inexcusable waste of time on the Moon, doing that kind of thing, but we did it any way. I just can't believe we're doing that. There was one setting, when we turned that son-of-a-gun around and it wasn't even clearing the ladder good. I don't understand that. I'll never understand that, but that's what we did. Golly! Changed every setting after we practiced these things for months and we specifically reviewed them and, in many cases, when we started all this business back about a year ago. About one out of four would be pointing at the lunar module and we'd say go back and research this as we don't want to be taking pictures of the lunar modules, surely. So, they had them all changed, and I figured that before we launched, we had them all down in real time and by golly if we didn't change every target. I can't imagine that 6 hours could do that to you. It would on most targets but I find it hard to believe. Plus we had to move
YOUNG (CONT'D)  

the camera after each EVA, and I don't understand that either. It was in the sunlight after the second sleep period. The bottom half of that square box the spectroscope looks out of was in the sunlight and after the second EVA, the upper 3 inches of the cassette handle was in the sunlight. Of course, that could clobber your film because if the heat goes down that cotton-picking barrel like it probably does, and heats up that film, that wipes you right out. I don't understand that either. That would be a tragedy to lose that for something like that. But we may have.

DUKE  

Everything went well on the LRV loadup until I tried to get the power connector on from the LRV to the LCRU. The flight gear is really stiff and the cable had a set in it and it was just tough for me to get that Astromate connector on. It took a lot longer than it had in training, but it finally locked in and that was really the only problem that I had on the front end of the loadup. The antennas went on slick, the TV, the GCTA, everything checked out correctly.

YOUNG  

The cables were what was stiff.

DUKE  

You'd get the connector alined and to see that you were alined, you had to put it in place and get over to the side, and when I'd do that, the cable would spring out again.
YOUNG On the back end, the old pallet just fell off the quad 3 and fell onto the LRV and went right in place and locked right in place and I don't understand it. Just a piece of cake. And the only problem I had was that on one of the penetrometer pins, the wire pulled loose so that instead of having a loop, I just had a long piece of wire. I was able to wrap the wire around my hand and pull the pin. The pin was pretty hard to pull and it was being pulled at an angle since the loop had broken. But, nevertheless, it came off. That's the only problem I had loading the LRV. Unlike the training equipment, both the shovel and the rake were easy to lock on because it tells you which way to turn the thing to lock it and how to put it on. We didn't transfer pallet number 1 at the beginning of EVA, we did it at the end.

DUKE Yeah, at the end, we did the Bio-canister. It was easy; man, that beauty came right out of there at one-sixth gravity.

YOUNG In one-sixth gravity, it comes right out and in one g, it's a son-of-a-gun. I can honestly say I had as much trouble putting the flag together in one-sixth gravity as I did in one gravity. My main concern was with the TV sitting there watching us, that we'd end up with the flag in the dirt and
us standing on it. As soon as I picked up the lower leg of the flag, I dropped it and I was in the dirt. So, I was bent over holding the flag up with one hand and I picked the thing up and put it together.

Okay, the ALSEP off load, Charlie!

Yes. It was right below eye level, both pallets.

Is that where it was in one gravity?

It looked exactly like it was the same level as in the training building. I flipped the switches for the descent ECA temp. monitoring, and the pallets just came right out with no trouble. About this time I think you were doing something with the far UV. Anyway, we got them all on the ground and put the pole together and by that time you had come back. We got the pole together and RTG tools out and dropped that down. I didn't quite get it locked on before I started changing it. I thought I'd lost the dome, but I started over again and made sure that the tool was locked in and then the dome came right off with no trouble.

Offloading of the fuel was just like we'd done it in the trainer. It wasn't red like it's painted in the training model, it was black.
YOUNG: Was it black, Charlie? I was wondering what color it was.

DUKE: I couldn't feel any heat coming off of it. One problem I had on carrying the antenna mast, it apparently looked like it was locked on the RTG side and I could not pull it up any more and it looked locked to me though there was about a quarter or a sixteenth of an inch between the little half dome and the mast. But it still looked locked, but as I was bouncing out there I had gotten to about 25 meters and the RTG package fell off. It bounced into a crater. I thought I'd blown it then because of those very fragile fins on the RTG. But, I looked at it and it hadn't been damaged at all. In fact, it was hardly dusty. I put it back on and made sure I had it locked the next time. And the only thing I can say about that to make sure that thing is locked. You don't want any gap between the post and that little half dome. If you do, the thing is not locked in. You cannot feel it snap in like the training gear snaps in. Some of the hardest work I did was carrying that beauty out to where we finally deployed it. I highly recommend that you put that thing off to the left side of the LM if you can, if your experiments will allow you to. Because on lift-off, that MESA blanket we had went sailing right straight out front just like it did on 15 and impacted about a 100 meters
out in front of the LM. It could have been another wipeout on the central station, like it almost was on 15, so that's probably a good idea to put it off to the left.

YOUNG Yes, and I don't know why that MESA blanket did that. Maybe we should take the MESA blanket off and stow it inside. I don't know which MESA blanket it was.

DUKE I don't either. So, I think you're wasting your time pulling those blankets off. If you just put the ALSEP off to the left you don't have that problem.

YOUNG There's no way it can get there.

DUKE When I got there I separated the packages and lined them up.

YOUNG There sure were a lot of rocks out at that site, and it wasn't the world's greatest ALSEP site. After practicing for months on a flat terrain, with no craters, we ended up with a lot of craters and a lot of rocks and a lot of holes. You sort of had to thread your way as to where you were going to put each piece. I'm not too sure it was a good idea to have a rock between the central station and the PSE right out there at the end of the LSM. I'm not sure how that affects the data.
DUKE They said it was all right, John.

YOUNG They said they were having thermal problems with the PSE.

DUKE Already! That's because there's dust on them.

YOUNG Yes. And, because I kept falling over the rocks as I walked by it.

DUKE That's the only flat spot I could find.

YOUNG I know, Charlie. You did a good job. I don't see how you could have done any better.

DUKE I wasn't about to carry the ALSEP all the way to Spook Crater.

YOUNG I'm glad you didn't carry it any farther. If you had, when we did the ASE deployment, we'd have been down in a big hole. We just barely missed being down in a big hole as it was. Let me say something about the cosmic ray experiment. When I deployed it, I forgot to look at the temperature decals on them. I'm sure as a result of our three revs, plus our time enroute, all those temperature decals were black before we ever got there. I can't imagine that anybody would think they could put something on the side of the lunar module and expect not to see more than 140 degrees F. It
saw 140 degrees F during translunar coast because the temperature was plus or minus 250 degrees. They could stand about 120 or 130 before the experiment is ruined. I never could understand why they were worried about thermal. When I pulled the ring, I pulled it down 3 inches and it pulled completely loose. And it was just the upper 3/32 of the hole that was visible. It was supposed to be completely gone. We got all but the 3/32s before the ring came off. On the next EVA, I moved the experiment down to the plus Y strut to keep it out of the sunshine. I still think that long before we ever got to the Moon, that thermal problems were a factor and, that experiment was gone. I don't know how you could have avoided that unless you put a lot of insulation on the detector or put it in the MESA.

Let's say something about the LRV checkout. When we first turned on the LRV we didn't have any rear steering. I don't know why because all the switches were nominal. I didn't move any switches. We were on secondary power; 15 plus or minus volts was secondary. We tried it on both of them. After loadup, when we got back in the second time, it all worked. I don't know why it didn't work the first time. I wasn't particularly concerned about the rear steering not working because we sort of planned to not use rear steering.
In fact, if the rear and front steering had gone out we planned to go in a straight line as far as we could, get out, pick the thing up and point it in the right direction and keep right on going. On that particular site that would have been hairy. We'd have been doing a lot of getting out and picking up. But I still think if we had to do it for any reasonable amount of time it would have been a lot better than walking.

The experiment came right off and the connector went off. This was something it hadn't been doing in the early part of training. It went right on. I unrolled it and took the probes out. We had one Boyd bolt stick. I had to use the tool twice on it, but, it finally came loose and broke the box apart. I thought I had a pretty good place for the heat flow. After I had deployed the probes, I went back and got the drill. I assembled the drill and the stems went on and the drill worked like a champ. I started out real fast and I think I ran into a little rock. It went right on through that rock, or whatever it was, and I had no trouble. I think I was way ahead of the time allotted to drill the hole. I had planned to use my foot to hold the stem while I took the drill power head off. That didn't work at all and I'm glad I had that new wrench. The wrench was just
ideal. I could easily put it on and hold it with my leg while I twisted the drill head off. I got all three sections in real easy and I put the probe in with the rammer. Everything worked as advertised. About that time John said there was a cable loose over here. I looked around and the dadgum thing had broken off. So, I stopped on the heat flow at that point and went to the deep core.

My feeling is that kind of thing is almost unavoidable. If the cables are way up off the ground you never knew whether you were stepping on them or not. When you are standing in one-sixth gravity with a backpack on, you're looking about 3 to 4 inches in front of your toes, unless you make a positive effort to look over at them. Every one of those cables had a memory and were all at some distance off the surface. If you want to make that whole business compatible with the suit operation when you run into the cable, it will be strong enough so that it does something like pull the central station a little so that you know you're moving something. Maybe it should be such that it can stand a tangle and trip. That cable evidently was really flimsy. Some cables allowed you to do that. I was pulling the active seismic experiment around and that cable was on there so taut that I actually moved the central station and had to go back and adjust it.
I didn't pull the PSE cable, but I had the feeling that if I had, it would have moved the central station. The RSM cable was very strong. But, that cable wasn't. I didn't know I'd done it. I had no idea. And I certainly didn't mean to.

We should have helped you from the ground some on that. You can go back and look at the color TV and we could see it. The Cap Comm was looking at the black and white set and isn't very obvious on black and white. Besides the time delay, we had the wrong flight plate up.

It's an 8-second time delay for the whole thing to get through. You can probably do a lot of damage in 8 seconds.

That's right. It probably would have been too late anyway. But, it might not have been.

It was sure a tragedy. If it had just moved the central station before it broke. I would have stopped right there and fixed it.

Everyone of those cables had a memory. Every one of them were off the ground.

A guy really can't lift his feet too high around a central station, because when he does, he kicks dirt all over the
YOUNG (CONT'D) PSE. It was a bad thing, but I still think it was incompatible with the kind of limitations that we are working with in the pressure suit. I blew it. I tripped over the whole thing, but I didn't even know that I had done it. I was completely out as far as the active seismic experiment when I looked around and saw this cable following me.

DUKE It wasn't your fault.

YOUNG It was my fault. I didn't know I did it. The PSI deployed normally. I had some misgivings about where we put it, but, we leveled it and deployed the thermal skirt. And, we padded it down so that it would be level. The last picture I saw of it shows that it is up off the ground a little bit and I don't know what to tell them about that because we sure made an effort to make sure it was flat. We did go back and check it three or four times during the mission, but it is up off the ground on one side. Maybe that will give them a thermal problem. With that rock between the PSE and the central station walking on one side or the other of that rock would tend to get a little dirt on the skirt. But, it was level and they should be getting good data. The LSM deployment was nominal in every respect, except for the problem that Charlie had deploying the curtain.
DUKE
The Sun shield flight curtain.

YOUNG
It was easy to aline it. The ASE deployment was nominal.
The way we did that was we drove the Rover out to the central
station and then drove out on a heading of 290 degrees in a
straight line for 100 meters. When I went back to reset the
UV taking the Earth pictures of the geocorona I fouled up
that procedure and had to do it all over again. Even if we
had done it right, Charlie would have been out at the site
and what we intended to do was take the Rover and run a little
recon to pick a good place, if there was such a thing. I
have the feeling that no matter what place we picked, it
would have impacted one or the other experiments because of
the blocks and because of all the craters out there. I
don't think in a reasonable time that we could have picked
a better site than we did. It's 20/10 hind sight for a
man sitting on the ground with photographs to say, well, you
should have put it over there. That's no good. We drove
the Rover on a heading of 290 degrees, turned around, and
came back. Then when we deployed the ASE. I'd say it was
within 1 foot in 100 meters of being straight down that line.
It was as the photographs show. The ASE went just like it
was supposed to. The mortar package was no trouble to
deploy or install. One of the legs on the mortar package
hung up. I couldn't extend it. I can show whoever wants to
know how that pin was hung up. If I had a pair of tweezers,
I could have gotten in there and pulled the pin. But, with
a pressure-suit glove, I couldn't get my fingers in there to
do it. So, we deployed it in the ground with three legs
extended. It was leveled with the ground on a heading of
333 degrees. Both it and the mortar package were pretty
much level. I think it will work satisfactorily. Arming
of the mortar package at the end of EVA-1 was no problem.
That was a one-time item. I have some misgivings about
being able to deploy the mortar package with any amount of
slope. Fortunately, the place where the mortar package
was sitting was almost level. And, it was the only place
around there that was. If it had of been tough regolith
like it was in a couple places, we would have never gotten
it in the ground.

Core sampling, Charlie.

The first core tube I put on the drill went right on and
locked in place like it was supposed to. I was able to push
it in maybe half of a stem length. I started drilling and
it seemed to auger in on me. It went in much too fast. I
held back on the next two. The only problem I really had
was when I tried to get the drill head off to add another stem. It seemed to be real tight and didn't want to unscrew. The drill didn't want to unscrew from the stems and that happened on all three sections. I really don't know why. I checked and it didn't look like I was gauling any of the threads. The stem threads on the stem side all looked clean and weren't gauled. When I put them stem to stem, they went together real easy. But, when I tried to get the drill head off, it was hard to get off. But, once I broke it loose, it unwound easily. I had to really make a conscious effort to make sure that the drill stem did not unscrew in the ground. It really wanted to back off. When I tried to put the wrench on it and unscrew the drill, the whole thing would turn and I really had to make an effort to stop that. It went into the ground great. Once I had it in, I did 15 seconds of clearing the flutes. While I was doing that, I tried to pull up and the thing just came right out of the ground. I pulled up 4 or 5 inches. It was coming out easy. I said, man, it is going to be a piece of cake to get this out of the ground. I took the drill off and capped the top. I stopped the flute-clearing activity and then I tried to pull it out of the ground. Boy, I couldn't budge it. I took the drill head off, capped it, and used the jack on it. The jack worked as advertised, and it brought that beauty right
DUKE (CONT'D) out of the ground. I was amazed. I had to jack it out almost 7 feet before I could pull it out of the surface with my hands.

YOUNG You said the bottom layer was white.

DUKE I don't remember the details right now. Since we lost the heat flow, they said they wanted to see if the holes had collapsed. I took the rammer and dropped it in the hole. It fell out of sight. Only the top 3 inches of the rammer were visible. It was perfectly open all the way down. Breaking it apart over in the Rover was nothing. It worked just as advertised. We propped it up and retrieved it after we had ended the EVA. I'm glad we had that extractor because the extractor works great. I had the same problem with it that I had in training. Every time you picked it up to try to set the C-clamp back down again, the bottom plate would shift on you. It wanted to walk clockwise with you. What I did was put my right foot on the plate and jack with my left hand. That worked great. It held steady then and it sped up the process.

YOUNG I tell you we weren't disappointed about this EVA. We'd been practicing with real deployments on the training gear. Every time we deployed it, we'd have some kind of problem
that nobody had ever seen before. Well, we had the same thing in flight. I think all the problems we had with the training gear oriented us for our real-time problems.

We had ALSEP deployments and that was really good training. I felt right at home with every piece of gear we had. We loaded up for the geology and I changed out the magazine on my camera. We got the bags ready to go and off we started.

Somewhere in there, the ring came off the 20-bag dispenser.

That was right at the beginning. Several small screws that hold the aluminum plate and the ring that holds the bags to the camera backed out and the whole ring fell off. This allowed the bags to still be held to the camera but to dangle such that you just couldn't reach up and pull one off. We discarded that set of bags. Luckily we didn't throw them away. We put them on the Rover and used them later on, because we almost ran out of bags. I recommend we have several sets of those 20-bag dispensers, because if you have any failure like that, it really can slow you up. The best thing to do is just discard that set of bags and get a new set. But, the way we were using them, we couldn't afford to do that.
I dropped the bags off the camera out of that place. During the first EVA, we had them taped on, remember? On the second EVA we forgot to bring the bags back in and taped them on the same for the third EVA.

I had them taped on both cameras, but the tape came up. The gray tape doesn't hold too good on that metal surface.

You need some mechanical latch to hold them on. Probably something that springs up and down. You need some way to keep them from falling off. Mine fell off on the second and third EVAs at least 10 times, and that really slows you down. Twice they fell off when I was driving the Rover. They just vibrated out. Fortunately, it fell on the seat or we would have lost a couple of 20-bag dispensers right there.

I didn't realize that I dropped them until after they were gone. It seems to me like that's simple fix. The trouble is, they fell off in training, Deke. I kept saying, "Is this flight?" Everyone said no, the flight one is really stiff and it won't do that.

I think it happened more in flight than it did in training.

The system is supposed to handle that and it didn't.
DUKE We had no trouble. After station 1, we saw Spook. We went by Spook and it was impressive. We went by Buster and Buster was a heck of a lot bigger than I had imagined; 50 meters. It was really a blocky crater. We kept going and we felt as if we'd landed a little bit west of where we were supposed to and that the distances would be shorter.

YOUNG They didn't turn out to be.

DUKE We got to a crater that --

YOUNG It was really a big crater.

DUKE -- turned out to be Halfway Crater. We weren't to Flag; then, we got back on the Rover again and started to Flag. The reason we realized that we weren't there was because the distance was only about three quarters.

YOUNG Halfway Crater looked as if it was 100 meters across.

DUKE The craters all looked bigger.

YOUNG Flag Crater is 300 meters across. What we're saying is we couldn't tell the difference between a 100- and a 300-meter crater. And, that's the truth.

DUKE I think it's the sharpness of the land and the degree of the subduing of the craters.
You know, I would have been willing to buy that for being Spook Crater. But it wasn't.

When we got to Flag, there was no question. Man, this is a big crater. It was a lot bigger than the one where we stopped first. We found the right place and found Plum. Plum was smaller than Buster. Plum and Buster were supposed to be the same size. Buster was just gigantic compared to Plum.

I expected Plum to have a bright rim around it like it has in the folders. It didn't have a bright rim around it, but when we dug down 2 inches, there was all this white material.

John took the scoop and pushed it down there and dug away on the rim of this little crater. There was about 3 centimeters of gray regolith and right under that it was just whitish white ash. It was white when we put it in the bag.

I don't know what it looks like right now but, it was white when we put it in the bag; just ash white.

Some of the other things that looked white when we got them inside were pretty black.

If that doesn't look white, I'll eat every bit.

It was sure marshmellowy when we got it.
That was one of the unique things in the navigation system on the Rover. It's superb, absolutely superb.

The map holder is worthless. You can get in there with a 16-millimeter camera, your Hasselblad, and your knee. By the time you get in, you're pushing the map holder out of the way. It's sitting there and you can't even see the maps. What I ended up doing was taking one with the headings and the topography on it - the 1/25 thousand - and I wedged it in between the 16-millimeter camera and the staff. That's a great place for the map because you can look up at it and see it. You can reach up and pull it out if you have to and just push it right back and wedge it in place. Unfortunately, our maps and photographs didn't look anything like the topography.

... no resemblance to where we were.

The Rover nav was working so good, and we could see our landmarks. So, we had no trouble navigating. We really didn't need the maps; but, where they were stowed, they were useless. If you need a map, then you better pick one that you think you will use and stick it up there on that camera and just wedge it in there. That worked great.

We couldn't handle the maps.
Say something about Rover driving out there in zero phase.

Man, I'll tell you that is really grim. I was scared to go more than 4 or 5 kilometers an hour. Going out there looking dead ahead, I couldn't see Craters. I could see the blocks all right and avoid them. But, I couldn't see craters. I couldn't see benches. I was scared to go more than 4 or 5 clicks. Maybe some times I got up to 6 or 7, but I ran through a couple of craters because I just flat missed them until I was on top of them. And, I don't recommend driving in zero phase. They keep saying they want it included in the traverse and I specifically cautioned them not to include it on the traverse. But, there is no way for us to get to Flag Crater without driving in zero phase. It sure is grim. The other direction was about twice as good. I saw my tracks on the way back. We were doing 7, 8, 9, and 10 clicks. It wasn't any good during the traverses where we were going down-Sun. I was tacking a lot of times. But, when you got to a ridge, you couldn't tell if it was a dropoff, or whether it was a smooth, shallow ridge. In a couple of cases, you couldn't see there was a ridge. I didn't care for that much. It's kind of like landing an airplane aboard ship where you're looking right into the Sun and you can't see what you're doing. You just go ahead and land it anyway. It is not
normal, but on occasion, you have to do it; but, you'd just as soon not.

We found mostly breccias out there. Sometimes they looked like tough breccias to me. General rock type and the blocks, as John said, were numerous. We had two types of regolith, a white underneath and gray. We also found some crystalline rocks out there. We did a rake and it's a great big plus for that rake. That really is a good sampling, tool.

There's no doubt that those rocks probably came down first. Then later the dust fell and covered the whole thing, because they were sure covered up.

Okay, travel to station 2. Going back, we just followed our tracks. The slopes were small in that traverse. The local slopes approached 5 to 10 degrees, I guess. We were going up and around a couple of the craters.

You know, we never encountered any of these features on the geology map. They were mapped as scarps or steep features that they said we're going to have to drive around or over or maybe we could pick up outcrop. We just never ran into those. And I think that's because those guys were reaching for and pulling out features that weren't there. I mean, I
looked for these things and sure enough if you really imagined
it, you could see something there. But, I think with that
scarfing we had, they were reaching for it. Because they sure
weren't there in the real world. If they were, they looked
like every other slope that was around there.

I think the whole way out there, we were in this series of
rays from South Ray.

You couldn't tell where one took up and the other left off.

The rock types you could classify as just angular to sub-
angular and with very little filleting around them. There
were some rocks from North Ray that had fillets developed
and I think that might be a way to tell one from another.

The - the rock from North Ray was a little more rounded and
not as sharp. We had rocks from North Ray and South Ray in
the landing site. ... only by the angularity and the old
rocks have more zapped craters and are rounded off.

You are saying that those are North Ray rocks which have
fillets? That's a hypothesis.

Yes. That's a guess. But, I would say that is the best way
to tell them apart.
DUKE I bet you five bucks that's right.

MATTINGLY I thought maybe you had traced them on the way up there.

YOUNG Of course, some of them could have been from Buster, too.

DUKE When we got to Spock, John had that LPM to do. I took the pan and went scooting on up to Buster and took a partial pan of the interior. That was really an impressive crater. We had some 3- to 5-meter blocks that covered 70 or 80 percent of the bottom of that crater. And they trended up to northeast slope and out the southwest slope of the crater. They were large meter-size blocks on the northeast rim. Around on our side, the southeast side, we didn't have anything greater than half a meter. I sampled some rocks there and did a radial sample of about half a crater in diameter and then about a crater in diameter back toward where the Rover was. We got an X-number of samples and hopefully they're the right ones. I'm not sure Buster was a secondary crater. If it was a secondary crater, it was really a big beccia in there, because it was a big crater. It was a primary crater and it had excavated into bedrock down there.
YOUNG  I think Charlie got some rocks from Buster Crater that came from the bottom.

DUKE  The rocks were very similar to the ones that we saw at North Ray. We sampled rocks out of South Ray Crater up on Stone Mountain, but the rocks down there looked very similar to the rocks up at North Ray and the rocks at Buster. So, there could be some underlying formation that goes across the whole Cayley Plain. That might prove to be totally wrong, but at least from a color inference, those black and whitish rocks were everywhere; they were everywhere, I think.

QUERY  Say something about cooling when you were driving on the Rover.

YOUNG  It is best to operate on minimum coolant, which is practically no flow at all when you're sitting on there. The rest of the time I was running between minimum and intermediate coolant. That was sure adequate for any of the work that I did the whole time, except there in the last EVA. I was on the Rover and I forgot to reset it, and minimum and intermediate seemed to be pretty good there, because I think we're getting a high Sun angle there toward the end.
DUKE One thing about the Rover, which will come up more on the next EVA, but on these local slopes that got steep, you really had no sensation of climbing a steep slope. But, you really knew it when you were going downslope, a steep one. The thing could have gradually increased to a 25-degree slope and I don't think we would have realized it.

YOUNG The pitch meter broke off almost before we started up Stone Mountain. The pitch meter face fell off. The only way you'd know it is that you'd only be making 8 kilometers an hour, you'd have the thing fire-walled. On a level, you could do $V_{\text{max}}$; and, downhill, if you took the power off, you could do as much as you wanted to if you let the thing go.

DUKE Going upslope, the pitch meter needle was working and it was pegged at the top.

MATTINGLY And what was the scale?

DUKE Twenty degrees. At one point, I looked over there and the thing was pegged at the top.

YOUNG Charlie said it was pegged and I said, "Oh, Charlie." I didn't believe him. I didn't feel as if I had a sensation...
that it was being pegged. I tell you one thing, we wouldn't have gotten out and worked on a 20-degree slope. You just can't handle it. Although, I think maybe we did when we were standing in that crater. We might have been on a 20-degree slope.

DUKE

I think so, too. Rock type change - Buster - as I said, we sampled whatever the major rock type there which was in the crater and on the rim, plus soils and all.

YOUNG

Let me say something about the LPM. The thing that surprised me was that there were no problems reading it with the Sun. We also anticipated that it would be hard to wind up; but, it was easy to wind up. The problem was to unstow it. After each deployment, it got harder and harder to pull loose and I thought on the last one that the cable might bust before we got it completely unwound. Just shows, you never know what your problem is going to be up there. It just got harder and harder to pull free. But, it was easy to wind up and it's easy to set up and easy to operate and we'd probably have made a few more readings if anybody had been interested.
DUKE That was all real time, too. We did some readings that weren't in the plan. And we dropped out some stops, which was no big deal. Let me talk about the 500-millimeter targets, John, just a little bit. I took those of Stone and the only thing that was significant about Stone was these lineations that I described and they trended southwest. It looked as if they started at the east and gradually climbed upslope and over the ridges and you could just follow them all around. They did not follow any contour lines or any of the bench lines. They seemed to transect all of that stuff. They were very closely spaced during the first EVA when I took the 500. But, later on, we looked back over there on each EVA and as the Sun changed, the spacing between these lineations changed.

YOUNG Not only that, when we got up on Stone Mountain I didn't see any lineations.

DUKE You couldn't see it.

YOUNG I don't know what that means, but they sure weren't there.

DUKE At Flag Crater in the undisturbed regolith, you could see lineations that were mostly northwest, southeast. It looked as if the regolith was loosely compacted and the particles
were standing up and the lineations were formed by the Sun shining on these particles; casting little slight shadows. I think that's really what those little lineations are. I took some pictures of that. I hope it'll show up. That was the feeling I got. If you just kicked dust over it, it'd mask it and be gone. I think maybe those things up on the mountains were the same kind of feature but on a more gross scale.

On Hadley Rille, it might have been.

But, the 500 worked great. It was a little bit more difficult to stabilize it than I thought. I used the range sight and it fired off the pictures. We could see into Stubby and we could see into the southeast wall of Stubby. You could not see the apparent flow that is on the photograph. It was not apparent to me looking at it, I thought. We got some pictures of it. That's all I can say. I jumped off at station 3 with the camera and John started off. I got into position and I squeezed the trigger on the handle, which was easier for me to do than punch the button. I could tell the camera was running by the vibration and just watched John do his thing on the Grand Prix and I think we did 2-1/2 minutes worth of film and then called it quits.
YOUNG
I didn't get up to any great speed, maybe 10 clicks at the most, but the terrain around there was too rough and too rocky for that kind of foolishness.

DUKE
It was, to do that.

YOUNG
I was driving around craters and a couple of times I did a brake out there on the turn to show them how it looked. Driving the Rover, when it brakes out, is no problem. All you have to do is cut back like you do in snow when the backend brakes out. The trouble is when you cut back, you overshot and you may end up going the other way. But, at least you're not going, you stop. You're relatively slow when you brake back the other way. We never did - on a couple of brake outs, when we were in a hurry and we may have had only three during the whole time, but the thing changed direction as much as 90 degrees on what was still brake out like that, and then cut back into it. We ended up going back this way 100 degrees. But the thing would be stopped. I never did have the feeling that we're going to turn over. Although, one time we had a couple of wheels off the ground and went sideways. I wasn't too impressed with that.
One time I thought I was going to be under the thing. That was on EVA-3 and we'll talk about that later. But – picking up core tubes, I'd left them standing on the little tripod. I picked them up and ran back to the LM. I didn't bother getting back on the LRV, just put them in the bag. At first they were a little bit too long for the bag and I couldn't get the Velcro down on the bag. But, once we got them inside and tamped it in, the snaps snapped and the Velcro Velcroed. We brought those beauties back as advertised. The solar wind deployed just like in training, perfectly nominal; shoved it into the ground. The cameras worked nominally, even though we got them real dusty and it was hard to see the setting after the EVAs. We wiped them down with a wet cloth inside and changed the film outside. When we changed the film they were extremely dusty and yet the camera never quit.

Not only that, I guess according to the photo guys, we got some dust inside on the reseau. The camera still worked although it left a couple or three streaks across the film. It ruins the PR value of the things, but it sure doesn't hurt the data. But the thing worked. I thought we might have had a hangup.

I did, too.
YOUNG: But, it didn't.

DUKE: Once or twice I watched the film and when I'd squeeze the trigger it'd sit there and it hum and then it'd go.

YOUNG: There was only one time I had to change your camera, to change the red into the white. The rest of the time those things were working and it was great.

DUKE: We had good luck with the cameras, just great.

YOUNG: It sure worked a lot better than that training gear. If it worked like the training gear, we wouldn't have taken very many pictures.

DUKE: I went on AUX water during EVA-1 some time during the Grand Prix. I didn't feel the cooling change at all. During the ingress, I took the pallet up and I just jumped up on the ladder. I didn't feel stable enough to jump up on the ladder with the pallet in my hand. I jumped up to the first ring and John handed it up to me and then I felt stable enough to go on up with that big pallet. You could stick it inside and put it over against John's left-hand stowage area and I still had plenty of room to get in and take all the gear off of it and hand the pallet back out. John looked real stable to me coming up the ladder with the bags in his hand, the rock bags, and the SCBs, and the SRCs. We had no trouble with ingress.
YOUNG

The technique I used, I'd stand at the bottom of the ladder and bend down and spring and I could get up to the second ring of the ladder with either the SRC or an SCB in my hand. That is really the way to fly. You feel like Superman jumping up off the ground like that. The way I would do it is, I'd put a bag on the LEC down at the end of the ladder, take the bag in my hand and leap up the ladder, hand one of the bags to Charlie, and then pull up the LEC and hand the other bag to him. That saved me a trip back down the ladder. It was real easy to pull up the LEC. You just lean against the ladder, do like this, and the thing would come up and then you'd grab it down a little further and you could pull it up in 3- or 4-foot grabs, even though the actual weight of something like the ETB was probably a good 30 pounds with all the cameras and everything in it. It was real easy and I'm glad we went to that LEC because once we got adjusted, we never got any dirt in the cockpit from it. Although we got so much other dirt, I don't know if it made a lot of difference. Let's make sure we got all these items. Yes. I had some difficulty attaching the power cable from the central station, but, after finally fiddling with it and pushing and tugging, it went on. Okay, I guess the recommendation on the LEC is to put the adjustment strap down at the bottom of it instead of at the top. Charlie said we need more sample bags, that's true.
DUKE Our Rover seat belts were great. The adjustments that we had made inflight in the zero-g airplane turned out to be just exactly right. So, I recommend that the Apollo 17 guys have one-half hour of parabolas and get that seat belt adjustment and have them mark it down. That's what we did and we had a little mark on them and it just worked perfect.

YOUNG The TV operations in both checklists — The penetrometer cone fell off. Antenna alignment on the first EVA was no problem on that 180 headings. It was easy to position the Earth in there, but I'm sure glad we had that training that we had with the IESD over there in the stack looking at that thing to get a feel for the problem, because it really was a problem at high Sun to get the Earth in a picture because it's so dim. We'll talk about that later, too. My yo-yo broke.

DUKE Was that on the second EVA or the first EVA?

YOUNG Second one, because I was getting tired and thought I'd use the tongs and put them on the yo-yo. I pulled it out and picked up a rock with it and put it back and it came back about that far. We brought it back, so it should be around here somewhere.

DUKE It's at the house. I forgot to bring all that stuff.
YOUNG We should give it to them and see what's the matter with it.

But I don't think with the soft regolith that you need a yo-yo. You just carry the tongs out there in one hand and stick them in the ground. It's more convenient to do that than it is to pull the yo-yo out. So I don't think we're in trouble there.

SLAYTON What broke?

YOUNG It just came back to about here and then quit.

SLAYTON Oh, I see. The recoil mechanism.

YOUNG When we were opening the battery covers, of course, we had to dust the LCRU (they got dusty all the time), the LCRU did badly when they opened the battery covers. We had to park the LRV such that it was rolled into the Sun a little. That may have given them a thermal problem they didn't know about. We parked it at the right heading, but when we opened the battery covers the dirt just flew up in the air and came right back down on the batteries. We had to dust the batteries. I could see why they got dusty. There's hardly any way to avoid it. That was on the first EVA before we lost any fenders. We were relatively free of dust in the front of the vehicle other than what we accumulated on the front of it as we drove.
DUKE

When I got into the Rover, I mounted the Rover, reached over and grabbed hold of the handle below the camera and jumped in. When I did that my arm would go out and knock the seat belt out of it's little loop and most of the time it ended up over on the console, which was no problem. But, one time it ended up down under my leg and I couldn't reach it. So, John had to get it. I don't know how we could tighten that loop up or something, but it was a recurring problem with me, four or five times, anyway. John never had that problem with his on his side. I think his loop was a little bit smaller than mine. And a little bit higher too, and that was probably the reason.

YOUNG

On three or four different occasions on the first EVA, we pulled the purge valve off my seat; either fastening it or unfastening it from the seat belt pulled the purge valve pin out. I didn't know how it was happening. Charlie never saw how it was happening. We never experienced it before. What we did on the second EVA was to turn the purge valve around so that the plug came out this side. I found during the suit integrity check, when we pressurized the suit prior to egress, I could pull it that way. So, I said "Let's do that and get it out of the way" and that's probably the best way to take care of that problem in real time. The ground was going to
YOUNG (CONT'D) suggest that we tie the purge valve with a piece of string and that would have just been something else to pull loose and get in the way. We really had too much stuff to do. So, I think that was an adequate fix, a real time fix, for that problem. The other thing they said about the purge valve which I really didn't understand, they wanted to bring mine back for analysis. We don't know whose purge valve is whose, so I don't think that was a rational request to bring one back opposed to another one. But they got them both back, I think.

DUKE Yes.

YOUNG It was just catching on something. I don't know what.

DUKE I think it was your seat belt, John. It happened when you dismounted.

YOUNG Yes. It must have happened when we dismounted, because we found it lying beside the Rover.

MATTINGLY That's surprising, those things are hard to pull out, unless you just get them lined up right.

DUKE He did it three times.
YOUNG

I did it three times on EVA-1 and had everybody nervous. I didn't know what was going on. I thought we followed the time line on EVA-1 pretty good. We didn't allow for the extra time it took to do the UV camera setup and alignment. We just didn't have that in there. That put me behind Charlie when he was going out to the central station and also for things like ingress. It was just before ingress when we reset the camera that the son of a gun really was hard to turn in azimuth and I didn't think I was going to be able to turn it.

Cabin repress was nominal. PLSS refurbishment was nominal. We were able to stow my PLSS in the stowage station with the harness on it by moving the harness up and stowing it. I'd say this about our EVA-1 predonning: The first thing that happened to us that really slowed us down on EVA-1 was that Charlie's tool harness fell off, and we both had PLSSs on. It was really tough to get the tool harness up off the floor or off the side and underneath Charlie and put back on him with both PLSSs on. We should be able to belt that tool harness on so it wouldn't fall off until such time as somebody makes a positive motion to get it off. That's really a drag, that tool harness. Not only could we never keep it from falling off, but we could never keep it on once we got it
put on. We could never keep it in the vehicle; we always had to tighten it down. We tightened it down repeatedly inside the vehicle. Once we got outside the vehicle, we'd have to tighten it down for the last time. PLSS refurbishment was just as advertised. We managed to keep the PLSSs level because we were fortunate to have landed fairly level. But one of the toughest things we did was stow the PLSS with the tool harness on it in the Commander's station and get it to lock. There's no way to guide that thing in there. There should be some way to guide it into the stow position. You do not have any idea. It's a blind connector into that pin. It's just by hit and miss that you get it in there and stow it. What would be a minute job, if you could see what you're doing, takes 5 to 10 minutes. It's necessary because you want to get that thing up and out of the way and make sure it's secured. The Apollo 15 crewmen were continually turning around and knocking it off the bulkhead, and that's no good.

The EVA-1 debriefing — I thought that the questions were pretty good, with the exception of the kind of questions where they asked you what rock did you pick up at what station. Nobody can ever remember the answer to that. After you've gone through eight stations, all the rocks look the same. You can't remember which rock you picked up at which station.
PGA doffing was the usual problem of getting the PGAs off. As we said before, we lubricated the zipper when we got the PGA off, and then fastened the zipper, and pulled the seals down tight. It was after EVA-1 that we noticed the wrist rings were getting clogged with dust. There should be some way to cover those wrist rings (the things that snap in and out), the sliders that keep them from getting full of dust because it makes them practically impossible to work. After EVA-1, we experienced a little stickiness with the helmet. Not a great deal, so we didn't pay any attention to it. When we took the suits off, they were all dust covered, up to our knees, even though we kicked our boots off as we came up the ladder. We took the suits off and put them into a jettison bag, pulled the jettison bag up over the legs, and laid them on the couch like everybody else has done. We put a bag down on the floor to stand on, but that did not keep us from getting dust all over the place. One of the problems was that we had dust on the bottom of the PLSSs even though we wiped it off, and dust on the side of the OPSs for some reason. They were lying on the floor. As a result, when we got in our LCGs, we were sort of standing around, like I had one foot on OPS and one foot on the midstep and was sort of leaning back against the shelf on my side. Charlie was sort of standing with his foot on the ETB and one foot on
on the midstep, and we were up out of the dirt. Our hands were black when we started taking each other's wrist rings off. We got our hands dirty and I didn't get the dirt off my hands until after we'd landed. Washed them up good. I don't think Charlie did either. We managed to get dirt on the bottom of the LCGs, on our sleeves, and on our hands that got into the suits. It was just a little dust. I don't know what problem it entailed, but it sure looked like it might become a problem. The only thing I can say is we stayed out of the dirt as best we could. It was all over the floor. Just hardly any way to get off of it. We even had some on the midstep where we'd laid the ETB up there. It was dust covered too from dropping in the dirt because the LEC was too long to keep it off the ground.

Another 8 ounces on the stowage list in the form of a jett bag would be an outstanding addition to the LM stowage.

For the second jettison, we loaded up the buddy SLSS bag. In training, the buddy SLSS bag had been adequate. Unfortunately, nobody had counted on us landing, eating a night's food, getting up the next morning, eating a breakfast, and then trying to stow all those food wrappings in the buddy SLSS bag. We just barely jammed all that stuff in there. It was really overly full. To tie the bag up, we finally
YOUNG (CONT'D) ended up wrapping tape around it. It was really a marginal operation. Plus the other jett bag would give you something to stand on. I don't think the buddy SLSS bag makes a very good jettison bag. It just wasn't big enough for the volume we had to put in it on the second jett.

DUKE On the second jett we had already jettisoned the LiOH canister. We were supposed to have an LiOH canister in that bag.

YOUNG I know, we'd never made that.

DUKE Never made that.

YOUNG The eat and rest period, I think was nominal. Charlie took a seconal for the rest period the second time.

DUKE I had a tough time getting my mind out of gear. I knew I was tired. I had a tough time getting my mind unwound. That pill helped me do that. I don't really think it helped me sleep any better.

SLAYTON Could you eat comfortably without feeling pressed?

DUKE Yes.

MATTINGLY One-sixth g makes a lot of difference. You got a gravity feel. You can stabilize stuff. We could put our bags down upon the console and let them for a while to get the air
MATTINGLY (CONT'D)  

bubbles out of them. There's air bubbles in the LM. I'd say 20 percent of the volume in the food bag was air.

YOUNG  

You could squeeze the air out and drink it bubble free. That personally helped my digestion a lot because I'm not much on eating bubbles.

DUKE  

I thought there was adequate time to eat, 45 minutes or an hour.

YOUNG  

That additional time we put into the Flight Plan really helped. There wasn't any time we were loafing during EVA prep and post, that's for sure.

DUKE  

We sort of combined things. We'd start the PLSS, the O₂ refill, the 10-minute charge. We'd maybe get that going and I'd cut a bag and John would be piddling with that, things like that. We sort of combined things. We ended up with one spoon. I put my spoon where I could be sure to find it and it took me 2 days to find my spoon. We had to eat in series. We only had one spoon for 2 days.

SLAYTON  

It seemed like we over ran most of those EVA postactivities by about 1 hour.

DUKE  

Did we?
YOUNG  Take a look at the checklist, Charlie.

DUKE   I think the debriefing took longer than we had planned.

SLAYTON The first one did. That's why we pushed the other one back.

DUKE   We really weren't hustling.

YOUNG  Body elimination really slows you down. I mean to tell you it does. It's necessary.

DUKE   We had some real-time readups which took some time. The ETB loadup, I did the night before. That took 15 minutes.

YOUNG  That's right. Charlie did the ETB loadups the night before. Something else we were doing that we got out of the way the night before, we serviced the drink bag. That took 5 or 6 minutes, and we sat it aside to get the bubbles out.

DUKE   That was about a 15-minute job. That was pretty close to the ETB loadup time, 15 minutes, which was about right.

YOUNG  We also lubed the zippers during doffing, instead of on donning as we had in our checklist, because it was just more convenient to do. The suit was standing up there right in front of you and all of the connectors were visible. It would sure help to get the zipper lubed and, also, it helped for Charlie to load that bag up.
DUKE It's just a relaxed time to do it. You can double check and make sure you got the right film magazine and everything you need in that bag.

YOUNG It is pretty self-evident what magazines you're going to need. Like, if you don't use up the one from the EVA before, you know for sure you're going to take it right back out with you. So, you just leave it in there.

DUKE They were updating that real time.

YOUNG Yes.

Donning was hard. I'll tell you, pulling that restraint zipper was really rough. After we got the dust in the zipper, closing the zipper and locking it was pretty, pretty bad.

DUKE Give me a new restraint zipper.

YOUNG Restraint zipper and, also, closing the gloves and locking once we got the dust in there was really bad. It didn't hurt wrist mobility, but it sure was hard to get them closed.
10.2 SECOND EVA

DUKE  EVA 2 Prep Activities. PLSS donning and checkout, I think, was nominal.

YOUNG  Yes.

DUKE  We had the updates to the Flight Plan to get us back into the proper checklist sequence for EVA 2 prep and that flowed real smoothly I though. We didn't do the computer stuff. The eat period went okay. We knew we were nominal for EVA 2. Except for the donning problem already talked about the suit seemed to really get tighter. I shouldn't say got tighter, but it held the same. I had about a .15 the first time we did it. The third EVA I had the same thing if I recall.

YOUNG  .15 to .2.

DUKE  Cabin depress went okay. Water boiler startup and everything like that went great.

YOUNG  Certainly had a problem with resetting the UV camera on EVA 2. We had to move it out of the Sun and realine it and reset it.

DUKE  The equipment transfer to ETB went down okay, with the cameras. Jettisoned the buddy SLSS bag with the trash.
YOUNG We had to take special care not to get the buddy SLSS bag near the UV camera, so we dropped it over near the MESA.

DUKE LMP Pan. I forgot which strut I took it off of. No trouble with the camera. About this time I think we looked at the CRE, and it read off scale, HIGH HOT. They made John move it about that point. So we got a little out of sequence with our checklist.

YOUNG We had the realignment of the camera. That's probably what deleted station 7 on our traverse. That's probably what did it.

Were we behind when we started EVA?

DUKE No. I don't think so. I was reading the transcript back in the room there. The reason they took 7 out is because they wanted to add more time at station 10, around the LM. I think we really threw them off on that. They were all zeroed in on that vesicular basalt that turned out to be glass. I guess we really never regrouped from that.

YOUNG They really were looking for that vesicular basalt to support their theory.

SPEAKER There isn't any vesicular basalt up there.
DUKE  Not one piece. I called - this looks like a piece of basalt under near the engine bell. They said - get it, even if you have to get down on your hands and knees to get under there to get that rock. From then on they were boresighted on that basalt. Wasn't nothing but glass.

Equipment prep - We loaded up - no problem there, was there, John?

YOUNG  No. No problem with the load up.

DUKE  Except that I really recommend those SCBs have a positive lock on the top. In fact, I would recommend a positive lock on the top much like is on the back of the hand tool carrier, so you wouldn't have to worry with that Velcro strip at the bottom. That is really a pain, trying to have the other guy bend over, you've got to pull down on the bag and out, and then with one finger try to thread that Velcro strap in through that loop back there on the bag.

YOUNG  I recommend they put some Velcro on the pack where the tool carrier goes too. Remember the time when it fell off inside the command module, that really slowed us down - on me getting down and getting back up to get it hooked up on you, that took about 5 minutes. Remember when your buddy SLSS bag fell off?
Yes.

I mean your tool carrier fell off?

Yes.

We both had PLSSs on and, man, it was just very - it's very difficult to bend over and pick that up.

That was the hardest thing in the whole prep - getting the SCB onto the guy's tool harness. I don't know what the Apollo 17 has to do, but you could cut the weight down on that PLSS harness if you wanted to. No need to carry the tools there any more. The hammer fits right in the pocket.

And it's more accessible to the guy that wants to use it.

All the coring operations were done off the back of the Rover.

You can carry the cores in the bag.

LRV Nav Initialization. We came right back with it. The thing just worked great. The whole traverse. I take that back, half the traverse. Once we left station 8, for some reason the thing didn't update in range. It updated in bearing but it didn't update in range, distance.
YOUNG

We left station 8 and our bearing back to the LM was 007. That was the last bearing that we got back to the LM. The LRV traverse down south across Survey Ridge and over and down again. It was downhill all the way to Stone Mountain. In fact, from the lunar module you could see all the way down to Stone Mountain. You could see the whole traverse route except for behind the ridges. The ridge lines really had a lot of blocks on them. On Survey Ridge we saw this blocky region down there, and I was really glad to get out of there. It not only had a lot of blocks but a lot of craters. We were hard pressed to make any really fast time down that way. In fact we were hard pressed going down to make any good time at all. Driving cross-Sun was no problem. You could see everything. At least you could avoid it.

DUKE

We were pretty well located all the way. You could see Survey Ridge, and we had intermittent hummocky ridges between us and Survey. But as you topped each one you could look down and see Survey.

YOUNG

All the way to Stone.

DUKE

You could all the time see the Cinco crater and Crown crater. So we knew where we were going and the trafficability looked like a piece of cake.
YOUNG  We started up Stone Mountain, and somewhere in there our pitch meter face fell off - on the Rover. And we weren't able to tell exactly what we were doing. Although the needle was still working, I didn't notice that till after we got up on Stone Mountain. Except for the fact that you slowed down to 8 or 9 kilometers an hour while you were going up the mountain we just didn't have a feel for the slope. It was only after we got out to station 4, turned around, and looked back at that hill we just came up, that we got the idea we might have bitten off at least as much as we could chew. That was a steep ridge in places. There were breaks in the ridges. There would be a ridge crest and it would just drop out of sight. On the way back down, even though I was following my tracks, I proceeded very nervously. We just didn't have a feel at all that we were going to be going down a slope like that.

DUKE  At station 4, we parked in a crater because we had the feeling that the Rover was just going to slide off down the hill like it did on Apollo 15.

YOUNG  So we backed around and parked in a crater.

DUKE  There we had mostly the rocks we sampled that were identifiable as South Ray ejecta.
YOUNG Yes.

DUKE And secondary craters. In fact, the Blocky crater was a secondary crater.

YOUNG South Ray is classic, because the blocks were all distributed away from South Ray.

DUKE We had some crystalline and some breccias. Soil samples — we picked up shovel fulls. Every time we sampled a rock we got some soil.

YOUNG It was at station 4 that the penetrometer cone fell off the first time — when you went to get it out, the two-tenths cone.

DUKE I stuck the penetrometer into the cone and pushed as hard as I could. To me, it felt like it seated. I locked it. As I pulled it out though, it was locked just enough to allow the thing to come out of its holder. Once it got out it fell on the ground. It was right next to the Rover, so I could bend over and pick it up.

YOUNG I don't remember seeing any crystalline rocks at 4, Charlie. I thought they were all breccias.
DUKE Maybe it was 5 when we took the first one. Yes, it was 5.

YOUNG A pure one type rock, I didn't see any of those at 4. Even the crystalline rocks could be one rock breccias. Remember like that anorthosite we found at the San Gabriel mountains - where it melted itself against itself.

DUKE They're figuring that out right now.

Once we got the penetrometer working, John helped me get the thing on and locked, it worked as advertised. The reading's going to be spiked. You couldn't apply a steady force on it. You'd start leaning on it and you'd lose your balance. You'd come up off of it, or, it would give. When it would give, it'd give fast enough to allow the little spring, that you push on, to back off. Then I'd push on it again and it'd bottom out. It ought to be apparent. Every time I did it I tried to call it out. I think they'll see some spiked readings on the drum. There was just no way to avoid that. I tried two or three different little techniques, and every time it worked the same way.

The double core we pounded right in. That was an easy operation on the back of the Rover, to assemble and disassemble.
DUKE (CONT'D) Fredo gets a great big case of beer for thinking of that way to stow that rake on the back. We didn't do the padded bag sample.

YOUNG Not at 4. We did at station 11.

DUKE Yes, 11.

YOUNG Travel to station 5 was downhill all of the way with the brake on. Driving downhill, I did it with idle power and sometimes put on the brakes. That's all we had to use. I wasn't going too fast, maybe 4 or 5 kilometers. On a straight stretch might get up to 10. But coming up to a ridge, I'd slow back down again 'cause I had no idea what kind of slope was on the other side of that ridge. You could sure tell that if you let that rascal loose that she'd go down that hill in a big hurry.

When you got the Rover up to about 10 clicks going down a hill, it's just like riding a sled on ice. No matter which way you turn the wheel the thing's just going straight. I mean it'd be sideways, but still be going in a straight line downhill. Lot of mass there.
Station 5 - station 5 was the first place we picked up what I thought was a crystalline rock. It was an angular rock. Was station 5 where we worked in the crater?

We were in the crater, but you also had a grab sample.

It became apparent after we were at station 4 that we weren't going to get what everybody thought was true Descartes, because we kept picking up what looked like South Ray ejecta. The only way we could think of to do it was to sample towards the South Ray side of the secondaries, or find a primary and sample there. It just wasn't clear that any of those things were primaries because of the way those blocks were distributed in them. They're all on the side away from South Ray. Maybe there were a few primaries up there, but we sure didn't see any, did we?

No.

It makes you think that there's a lot of craters on the Moon that must be secondaries. This is the first time that we've had a clear-cut example of it. A lot of those craters on the Moon must be secondaries as opposed to impact craters, because they don't look any different except for the block distribution. As many secondaries as the South Ray must have
made in that region it is sure clear there must be a lot of
craters that are not primary impact craters. I mean a lot.

We sampled around the rim of this 15-meter crater.

We dug into it trying to run across some rocks, but it was
all soft regolith: What we picked up looked like – with the
exception of a couple of rocks which were probably from the
secondary thing that got thrown back in there – were probably
all dirt from Descartes.

I think so.

500 Millimeter. I took that, not here but up at station 4.
I took pans of Baby Ray, South Ray, and the west half of
Stubby. Stubby was a very old subdued, tired looking crater
and it really wasn't much for regolith. I got pictures of
Stubby but there was not lineation, not evidence of outcrop,
no evidence of anything except just old tired looking things.

I got the feeling from looking at Stubby that it was there
after Descartes was because of the way the slope was off the
mountain around Stubby. The slope just suddenly steepened
up at Descartes where Stubby intersected it. That could be
erroneous, but that's the only reasonable conclusion that I
could come to. The rim of Stubby bisected or cut off some of
Stone Mountain.
DUKE Right. We did everything we were supposed to do and moved on to 6, still downhill.

MATTINGLY You never said anything about when you went up there where you could tell when you went from the Cayley up on to Stone Mountain.

DUKE No, couldn't recognize that.

YOUNG Didn't even notice the slope.

MATTINGLY No texture difference?

YOUNG There was a slope difference, but we didn't pick it up. Going uphill you couldn't really tell, there wasn't much of a slope change.

DUKE Going down, you knew when you were off the mountain, because it was a definite break in the slope, but you couldn't see any textural difference at all.

YOUNG Same gray regolith, it wasn't black regolith. It's a gray regolith like it must have been at Fra Mauro.

DUKE Station 6 - we had a fairly decent size crater there, 5 to 10 meters across, with some blocks. If I recall the raking came out pretty good there.

YOUNG The surface was harder there too, remember?
DUKE: Yes.

YOUNG: We skipped station 7 for 8. That was on a block - South Ray. Ray, with some fairly big blocks. We tried to turn over one boulder and couldn't budge it. We did get some samples off one side of it. The rake soil was straightforward, the regular sampling was straightforward. It was here, about halfway along, we lost rear drive and rear steering. We didn't even stop.

We went on to station 8 and then stopped and let the ground think about it for awhile. I got back in and started looking at switches. They called procedures they wanted to do, none of which worked. I got to really checking the switches, and sure enough it was in PMW-1, that was all. The message there is to see if the switch configuration is normal.

DUKE: I must have got it with my seat belt or something.

YOUNG: Your finger or something because that's a guarded switch. It'd sure be easy to get in there, clip with the seat belt and never even know it. Or for that matter, doing anything over there, reaching for the camera, etc.
The only thing I can think of is that little "T" handle that you lock the belt with. When I reached to pull it off that loop, it could have hit that switch and not known it.

The coring — the double core was a piece of cake. At one place it got a little hard, I've forgotten exactly where that was.

Station 10 - the one they let me do. I was really beating on that thing. They were hard to go in the ground but easy to come out - all the cores.

Station 9 - we did quite a bit of sampling there. There was something that slowed us down at station 8. We did something that took quite a while. We traded the bags out.

That took a lot of time. We had an hour at station 8. We traded the bags out and changed the film. That cost us a lot of time. I don't know how you get around it. You have to do that. Only thing I could suggest would be Charlie's idea for the shopping bag wherein you don't have to change the bag out. You just pick up the bag and go sample with it or something. That really took a lot of time to change those bags out, I was really surprised that it took so much time. I don't understand why.
DUKE Well, there's no way to get that Velcro on. That's the problem I had.

YOUNG Yes.

DUKE I couldn't get that little Velcro strap through the loop on the bag.

YOUNG That's a manual dexterity test. Run the Velcro through the loop in a pressure suit glove. It never works the same way twice.

DUKE I'd get the strap through there, pull on it, and it'd be twisted. The part I wanted to Velcro would be outboard and it wouldn't turn over.

YOUNG That's one of those three-handed jobs in 1/6th g. You need a hand to stick it through, one to pull it down, and a hand to stick it through and keep it there when you reach around to pull it down and pull it tight.

DUKE It's hard to do.

We did the vacuum container core sample. That went okay.

YOUNG Yes.

DUKE The surface sample did.
I'm not sure that there's any material on the first one. That's the kind of thing where you sneak up behind a rock, stick it over there, never look at it, and let it rest on the surface. The first assumption you make is that it's resting on the surface. Nobody was ever able to verify that. I could see the imprint where the legs on the sampler had been but I was never sure that the plate inside had actually gotten down on the surface. You don't push it. You just let it sit there. You're taking somebody's word for it.

The second sample, because of the unevenness of the ground, only 20 percent had something on it.

We closed them up and stuck them in the bag.

At station 9, we were able to overturn a rock. We were able to overturn it, chip a rock off the top and a rock off the bottom, and sampled underneath. Underneath that surface, the soil was compacted very much like rocks on earth. You could see the outline of the material compacted down. It looked like it'd been sitting there for quite awhile. The etchings on the rock were all on the surface. However long South Ray has been there is how long that rock has been sitting there.

After we left station 9, the last bearing we had was 007. I forget the clicks. So, I said, shoot, I'll just take up 030
and meander that way generally to make sure that we intercept our path so we don't end up west of the LM. We never did intercept our tracks but there was the lunar module just as we came up over the hill, about 300 meters out. Went right to it. We had pretty good pad built in. We had the traverse tracks of the 1.2 kilometers out to Flag. We really didn't have any trouble. We had a set of tracks we could follow back from either one.

DUKE: There was never any feeling that we were lost.

YOUNG: No.

DUKE: We knew exactly where to go. You could see Smoky Mountain.

YOUNG: Until we came up over that ridge we never saw the LM.

DUKE: Not once we left station 6.

YOUNG: Yes.

DUKE: After we left station 9, there was a crater we passed that was very old, tired, subdued. It was rimless. It was ridged at one end and it was very deep. It looked like a big sink hole.
It had a central crater in it that was elongated that sort of looked like a bend. We did a 360 and Charlie shot a pan while we were going around in a circle.

Station 10. They eliminated the soil mechanics on station 10 because we semi-dug a trench up at station 4 - an exploratory trench up there. So, they eliminated that one.

I did the double core at station 10.

No, Charlie, I did the double core.

You did the double core while I was doing the penetrometer. I did do the penetrometer work there with the two-tenths cone, the five-tenths cone all the way out to the deep core site. Came back and then did two plates. Nothing out of the ordinary, the thing worked great.

When we got back to the LM, I didn't see any trouble with any of the closeouts, did you?

Why don't you tell all about how you -

On EVA-1, I got one of the sample bags - the end of it where it is thick plastic or teflon or whatever it is - stuck in the seal. I couldn't get it locked. But when I opened it back up and saw what was happening, I just moved that bag
DUKE (CONT'D) back in. It didn't look like the seal was damaged and it locked right up.

SRC-2 - we put that vacuum sample in and most of the core tubes, John's whole bag. Really packed it full and closed it up. It closed without any problem.

YOUNG By taking the bags back and dumping them in the SRCs, we could get a lot more bags in. The bag that appeared to be full would generally fill up the SRC. You did that a couple of times. I think that's a good procedure because you'd do a couple of things - you save a bag that you don't need, and you get the SRC full.

Furthermore, you get all that bag material out of there that we never quite licked because seems like when you put it in there with a full bag and you close that hatch, close the lid on it, invariably some piece of the SCB catches inside the seal, and messes up the whole business. We used the same procedure to haul up the ETB and the bags and it seemed to work straightforward and ingress was no problem. I think it was station 8 where we lost the rear fender and that was because I fell over it. I was coming out to help you and I tripped over the thing and it fell off. Avoid those fenders if you can. Every time that wheel came off the ground and
YOUNG (CONT'D) went back in and dug in, it was just like we were watching rain. Dirt came over it, covered up the battery cover, and the instrument panel so bad that you couldn't read the POWER DOWN or POWER UP decals. When we got back to the lunar module, I brushed off not only the camera, but the batteries and the instrument panel as well. And that made the problem of dusting me and Charlie off even worse too. We had a lot of dust on top of our OPFs, had dust all over the place, dust on the helmet, dust around the neckring, what a mess.

DUKE Raining dust.

YOUNG Yeah. The message is don't trip over the fender. It didn't bother us any apparently, but it sure was dusty.

DUKE No trouble with any of the transfer. We loaded all the bags 'up, and jettisoned the pallet. The ETB came up easy, John passed them into me and I'd pass them on up and put them on the ISS and then John got in and closed the hatch and turned off the waters as planned and repressed.

EVA 2 Post Activities. Cabin Repress was nominal, PLSS Refurbish was nominal, Rock Samples Stowage and Weighing was just as advertised in the checklist. We did dry out the PGA every night.
YOUNG: I'm not sure it dried very much.

DUKE: No, it never did get real dry. The next morning we'd get up and it'd still be damp, but it wasn't uncomfortable.

YOUNG: On those evening meals we were eating everything that we could get our hands on. Sure got hungry after a day out there in the toolies.
EVA 3 Prep. There again it was straightforward. I think it was due to training. Man, I'm glad we trained as much as we did on that. Although that was the worst training we did the whole - I mean as far as keeping behind the power curve from start to finish - that's just a miserable way to spend 3 or 4 hours. But it sure paid off. PGA Verification, straight-forward; Cabin Depress straightforward; Egress, straightforward. By that time I think we were maybe 20 minutes ahead when we got out. That's probably why they let us do the EVA longer. It was here when we got the UV camera pointings that we had to move the UV camera and the first time that we moved it to a place that they told us to move it to. Then there was no way to get the - get between the UV camera and the strut to work it so I had to move it back a little. We took some more time to change the azimuth and here again it was still on a slope that went down and it was impossible to get the thing aligned without really kicking it down in the earth on two legs and leaving one leg almost out of the ground. And every time we changed the azimuth - it changed the whole alignment of it. And they wanted to move the battery into the shade at this point, which we did. Okay, and I guess I had so much trouble with that every time that you had to do all the ETB stuff every time.
DUKE  Yes. It was in my checklist, right?

YOUNG  And that's a good reason for having those operations in both checklists. Because if one guy is operating the equipment, then the other guy's operating straightforward, like the ETB which everybody's done. Then if anything goes wrong with the equipment, then the guy who normally does it can sluff off and you still haven't lost anything. Loadup was the same thing. Between station 8 and 9, we lost the first SCB that fell off my back and lodged between the rear fender and the frame. It was full of samples but we didn't lose any. We didn't lose it.

DUKE  Yes, that was really lucky.

YOUNG  We'd have lost half a bag of rocks if that thing hadn't have hung in there. Pure luck.

DUKE  Really got to improve those SCB tie downs. Not only because you could lose the thing and lose the samples, but the way it is right now, it's just hard to do. And it's not secure what you're doing.

YOUNG  I like Charlie's idea of a shopping bag where you just have something with a strap on the side. Matter of fact we used the regular SCBs, if you just had a strap on the side where you could stick your hand in and if the bag was just a little
more rigid so it would stand up instead of lay down all the
time. You could carry that on the surface, set it down because
of bending the suit and do things like independent sampling.

Okay, I think the travel to 11 was just spectacular scenery
the whole way and you always felt like you were right down on
top of North Ray. In fact, I thought we were there when we
crossed that first big rock that ended up to be station 13.
Looked like it was - you could see it way up on the slope.

I thought we were up on the rim of it when we crossed that
first ridge short of station 13. I said, boy, and there's a
lot of boulders up there. As we got up to this ridge, there
was a whole lot of boulders as we climbed up this ridge and I
says, man, we're getting near the ridge, and they said you're
500 meters away. Sure enough we were. We climbed up over the
ridge and it almost looked like a second ring around North Ray.

No, Ken and I talked about this the other day. There was a
ridge line north of Palmetto that came out south of North Ray
and came back around again and where we crossed back over here,
we started climbing again.

Well, it was a ray though, because it was just like Schooner
Crater out at the Nevada test site. We were riding along in
this regolith and North Ray blocks would be sticking out, I
mean big blocks 2 or 3 meters across, the top of them would be sticking out of the regolith as we got over that ridge. And it's just very much like Schooner Crater where we had the big blocks that were all mantled by that powdery regolith.

I think those might have been blocks from Palmetto, John, those might have been because those were really mantled. Really had fillet that looked like they were almost subdued.

But they could have been blocks from North Ray.

Except most North Ray blocks were not that well filleted.

And they weren't as rounded either, if I think about it.

Another unique part about that drive up there was that once we got up past Palmetto, there was a total absence of sharp craters. There were 1-meter to 2-meter sized craters.

There was a real absence of craters and the blocks were gone.

Gone!

Yes, just practically gone much less than 5 percent.

It was really like driving out in west Texas across some sand dunes.

There were some pretty big down slopes going out there.
Yes, out to north of Palmetto.

Yes, and as we climbed up the rim to North Ray it was really a steep slope going right up to the edge of the rim. Of course, the old Rover didn't notice it - just went right up it. But, when we turned around and came back down it we really noticed it. That's where we achieved $V_{\text{max}}$ and we achieved another $V_{\text{max}}$ when we were on the other side of Palmetto. I felt a lot better about achieving $V_{\text{max}}$ down our tracks than I did trying to set any going the other way. We did 17 kilometers coming down that hill for a short period of time. It doesn't turn. It just goes in a straight line no matter what you do to it. And I don't recommend that at all. All I do is slow down after that. You're just on a piece of mass that's going along.

We combined station 11 and 12 and that gave us about an hour up there. We did the 500 millimeter of the interior, of what we could see of the interior of North Ray which was about, I would imagine, halfway down the wall, maybe two-thirds. You could not see the bottom. I wasn't going to get close enough to see in because there was no way you could have gotten out of there if you had fallen in. Well, anyway, I took the 500s there and I was looking back at Stone, I took those. I took some of Smokey, of the ray going up the flank. The Near
Polarimetric Photo they threw out because we had a gnomon failure. And that happened on EVA 2. We didn't mention that.

Charlie pulled it out of the bag and the leg stayed in the bag.

I never thought the gnomon would fail. I really was surprised. I figured what would happen was that it would bounce out of the bag and we'd never see it again.

But we did do the Far Polarimetric Photo and it worked. I haven't seen the pictures but at least the filter worked like it was supposed to and I took all the right settings. And I let them know whether I was going from right to left or left to right. And I took three partial pans up near where we stopped the Rover. I moved North around the rim about 50 to 60 meters and took another series.

I guess we could have probably gotten down to the rim edge. It was about a 10 or 15 degree slope down there and I really wasn't too anxious to go down there and fall in that crater. So we stayed about 50 meters from the edge of that crater.

I bet you there were some big blocks in the bottom of that crater, though. Sure would have liked to have seen that.

Yeah, I would have liked to have seen it.
DUKE Did you ever go directly over it so you could see in the bottom, Ken?

MATTINGLY Yes, there were some big blocks down there.

YOUNG And that is a steep wall crater too, because I'm almost sure that that thing that looks like Talus over on one side has a linear orientation in it. What I'm saying is the -

DUKE The blocks are disjointed but they're layed in there.

YOUNG Yeah, they are layed in there like outcrops.

MATTINGLY That's typical throughout. That crater inside didn't look any different than 10 million other craters around the Moon. They all have that same characteristic. And I don't know if that is a sublayer that's being exposed or not, but my impression was that it's not but that's the way the thing sort of slumps.

YOUNG I don't see how it could slump uniformly like that.

MATTINGLY Well, I tried to trace some of those I could see well with binoculars and you couldn't trace a continuous layer. The things bounced around, but it does at first glance - it looks like they've fallen in strata.

YOUNG These particular ones sure did. Maybe they are a layer that got layed up there that slumped back down together.
MATTINGLY It's still strange that they would end up in some kind of horizontal line.

YOUNG Yes, it's weird.

MATTINGLY But, looking down in North Ray I had absolutely no sensation of any strata.

YOUNG Me either, me either - except for that line of blocks.

MATTINGLY South Ray had material in it that looked to me like it was in place, but North Ray just didn't.

DUKE We couldn't see inside South Ray except the upper part of the southwest wall.

MATTINGLY But, I really didn't spend a lot of time looking in those craters. Because I thought pan camera pictures from right straight overhead have got to do better than I could do.

DUKE Yeah, that's great. I can't wait to see those.

DUKE Well, we saw the house-sized block. There was one there.

YOUNG Couldn't keep Charlie away from it.

DUKE And it was a biggy, but it was just a two-rock breccia. And some of the clasts were meter size. It was predominately black.
I bet there was more than two.

Well, all I could see was two, let me put it that way.

I never really would have looked to see how many.

John saw a shadow cone on one section of it that apparently had broken off.

We got a picture of it.

And we got a north-east-west split and got a sample which I don't whether it is going to show anything.

It's a good east-west split, Charlie.

I took a flight line stereo of the thing.

The trouble is that Charlie couldn't back away enough to get the whole thing in there. Did you pan up and down by any chance.

I don't think so. I don't really remember.

I don't remember you doing that either, but if you backed away too far he would have been over the edge of the down slope.

But we got some sample off it in place and got some of the contact in the breccia, both clasts.
That was a big rock. There were some big white rocks up north of there we got.

There was a huge white rock in the swale between Smokey and North Ray that we didn't get to.

We didn't go to, right?

This was the densest boulder field of the whole EVA.

Right between Smokey and North Ray.

North Ray, but we never got over there. We started going up there and it was just a glistening white rock out there that was very angular - looked like maybe it was 5 meters across. And it looked like one great big piece of crystalline rock to me from a distance. But it could have been a breccia. But it sure was angular and it was a biggie. But, we never did get over there to sample it, which was tragic. Okay, we did all the regular sampling. We had some problem up there. John's bags fell off and my bags fell off. We ended up wearing the bags on our little finger. We were carrying the bags like that and pulling them off. We probably wasted a few minutes independent sampling. Then we got organized and we started sampling together and that was a good move. And the regolith was very, very thin up there. You couldn't even rake the rake
through it. It bent the tines on the rake. It was only about a centimeter or so thick and under that it was hard.

MATTINGLY This is at North Ray?

DUKE Yes, on the rim.

Yes, what we ended up doing was I'd hold the rake and he'd kick some stuff into it and we ended up kicking enough so we could shake out a few samples.

YOUNG We practiced that on the ground. I didn't imagine we'd ever have to do that.

DUKE I didn't either but we sure did - because it bent the tines just like it does in the training exercises down at the Cape.

YOUNG It was at station 13 we achieved \( V_{\text{max}} \) there coming over that rim - 17 kilometers and I sure don't recommend that. It was near the bottom of the slope and we had a straight path with no blocks. I just took my hand off the brake; I didn't add anything. But it must have been an awfully steep slope.

DUKE I think on the whole way I was underestimating slopes and overestimating size of rocks and percentages for some reason.

YOUNG Yes, I think I was too.
I think that when they look at all the traverse pictures that we got on the way they'll see where I said was covered by 60 percent of the surface, it'll probably end up being something like 40 percent. It was covered with cobble size.

13 was really a big boulder. We stopped at the big boulder - when I say big, I mean 4 or 5 meters across. It was a breccia. On the east side of it, it had some very strange holes in it that looked like drill holes to me. They were perfectly circular. They weren't vesicles and it just looked like they were bored out of the thing and in only one side of the rock. In fact it looked like it was drilled out for blasting.

Yes, that's what it looked like to me too.

We got some pictures of that.

Did you run anything inside it and see how deep it was?

No. I started to do that with the pencil but the Rover was sitting over there and I just didn't. But we did get a permanently shadowed sample out from under there. And that was a true, permanently shadowed sample.

Yes, Charlie got way back up under there and no doubt in my mind that it's a permanently shadowed sample. In the meantime, I took the LPM reading.
DUKE Yeah, John was tangled up in the LPM cables.

Scratch, 14, 15, 16, 17.

Ten prime was out northwest of the ALSEP, 20 meters, or so.

And we got some nice crystalline samples there, plus it looked like it was ejected from South Ray material but there were some nice angular rocks we got.

YOUNG Yes. We had the big rock bag on and I scooped up a big rock at North Ray. And I got another big one, maybe 2 big ones at 10 prime. I think they're fully documented.

DUKE The crystal rocks that we found throughout, the whitish ones had a sugary texture to them. And the crystals were big enough to see crystals in them, meaning a couple of millimeters high, some of them. There was just a light - various shades of gray, I guess. There were no salt and pepper texture to the rocks.

YOUNG You know on the bottom of that rock we turned over, I swear that looked like quartz - that white crystal on the bottom of that rock. I hate to say it but it sure looked like it.

DUKE I think so.

YOUNG The same old vitreous luster mashed quartz crystal - either that or white glass, one of the two. You could see right through it.
MATTINGLY Did you get a piece of it?

YOUNG Oh, yeah.

DUKE The rocks really looked a lot like earth rocks.

YOUNG They really did, I agree with you Charlie.

DUKE They didn't look like the typical lunar volcanic rocks.

YOUNG In most every case where you wanted to see a fresh surface you had to bang it to get it.

DUKE In 10 prime we did all of what we did there, and we got a core as I recall.

YOUNG Yeah.

DUKE It went pretty smoothly and we were looking for some basaltic rocks. We never found them, but we did find some crystalline rocks. We scratched the Grand Prix, the LRV offload was nominal, and John drove it on out to the parking site.

DUKE I was surprised. I hit one rock that was really a hard crystalline rock and it broke.

YOUNG You hit some pretty hard there. Charlie, you hit them a couple of times there. When you didn't hit on a fracture surface, it was pretty tough.
DUKE It was tough. Yeah.

SLAYTON Were there lot of fragments flying around.

DUKE No, they just pulverized, really.

YOUNG Really surprised at the size of the chips we got every time. I thought we were going to get little bitty chips and we ended up with pretty good sized rocks.

DUKE Some nice fresh surfaces, too. Sugary looking. I found a crystalline rock for John, for the LPM. It was about baseball size and just fit right into the bag and I was really lucky to do it. It was definitely crystalline rock, it was not a breccia. Had that sugary texture to it. The LPM stuff we sent back, there sure were some funny readings on those things. I don't know what Palmer's going to do with that.

YOUNG I don't know either, that's strange stuff. Almost every place that we had put the LPM was where there was either a crater or an old subdued crater and maybe if those old craters were in primaries, maybe just the fact that you've got a real primary whomping in there would change the magnetic field. I don't know. There was hardly any place that we didn't put the LPM, that wasn't a crater of some kind. Like at the big rock where I put it up, I put it right into the edge of the crater.
YOUNG (CONT'D)

There's just no way out. An old subdued crater. It'll hardly show up.

DUKE

The LRV SETUP was no problem. Went as advertised. The SWC, just like in training. I took that dadgum thing off and tried to let it slowly roll up and it slowly rolled up and was about 2 feet long. So, I pulled it back down again and when I pulled it out again, it partially ripped on the left hand side. And then I tried to let it roll up. I had a little bit better luck with it this time it came up about oh, a foot long. It was about 3 inches or so in diameter, so I just crushed it with my hands and stuck it in the bag and it went right in the bag. We threw it in the ETB for transfer up. Then I didn't have anything else to do then until John got the cosmic rays done and we'll let him talk about that.

YOUNG

Like Charlie said, we didn't have any trouble with the LRV setup. We opened it all up, pulled all the circuit breakers except for the AUX circuit breaker and AUX switch which we pushed in, but, we still had to dust it real good, and set up the LCRU with a blanket folded over it, and all that went real well. There was no problem associated with doing that. The Far UV camera cassette was the next to last thing we did. When we went to get the Cosmic Ray Experiment back, I picked it up and brought it around to the MESA and pulled the last ring.
The strap that was hanging down from the bottom of it, the nylon strap, was very much like the one in training. I grabbed hold of it and gave a little pull and it didn't move. I gave a harder pull and it didn't move, gave a real hard pull and tore out the bottom of the nylon strap. Then Charlie came over and helped me. We got the pliers out and put the pliers on the bottom of it and gave a real hard pull with that. And then it managed to start to come out. As soon as we broke it loose it was free and it came out.

I was holding the top part, the frame, and I was pulling and John was pulling with the pliers on the bottom of it.

If we hadn't had those pliers we probably would still be there. That doesn't mean we wouldn't have brought back the whole thing. We could have brought back the whole thing but it would have been an additional thing we'd had to think about stowing.

But that cover was hot. That was the only thing on the whole EVAs that I touched and held onto that I could feel through those gloves. By the time John got through pulling that thing out of there I could feel the heat on my fingers.

Let's just finish this up. Cosmic Ray Experiment stowage was no problem. Retrieving the Far UV camera cassette was a piece of cake. And ingress, did you see any problems with that?
DUKE No.

YOUNG We had a lot of bags. The last bag we got up was the big rock bag and let me just say one thing about that. Once, we got it inside, we had too many rocks in the big rock-bag and we had to reshuffle some of them by hand. We had to make the big rock bag weight less than 45 pounds.

DUKE It weighed about 50 something and we took two rocks out of it and got it down to 40.

YOUNG The main rock we had in there was that big Muehlberger rock and one other one.

DUKE Watermelon size.

YOUNG EVA 3 Post Activities. The repress was normal. Again we tracked in a lot of dirt with us. Weighing and stowage was normal. I don't remember any problems we had with stowing any of the boxes.

DUKE We left our helmets on and broke out the scales. We started tying down, just like we're supposed to before the jettison time. We weighed them and then we had to wait about 10 minutes until they decided whether we could keep all the rocks.

YOUNG One thing we did that was necessary, we had to get the weight of the ISA down to 45 pounds. I had to reach in and pull out
YOUNG (CONT'D) the Muley rock to get a rock out from underneath it. I think we took two rocks out of that bag, and put 'em in a half-full SCB to make the weight more balanced. I ended up touching a rock with my bare hands. I really didn't plan to do so. There must be some stray hydrocarbon on those rocks that I touched. They were big rocks.

YOUNG We did a suit loop check, depressurized the cabin, and dumped out the bag. I opened a hatch as soon as I could pry it loose, and a lot of the dirt went over the side with it - but certainly, by no means all of the dirt. The power up was nominal, wasn't it Charlie?

DUKE We didn't do the P22, but otherwise, we just breezed right on through the launch prep.

YOUNG One thing that I noticed, the Earth was in the window, and so was the navigation star. Which star was it?

MATTINGLY Altair.

DUKE Achernar.

YOUNG Achernar?

DUKE Yes.

YOUNG That's really a B. And it's right in there. Where was Altair?
DUKE  It was the Achernar.

YOUNG  Achernar.

DUKE  Detent one.

YOUNG  It was in detent one, and the torquing angles were small after the gravity aline. It was really a good alinement, both of them. I was really surprised to be able to see the star. We didn't even turn the lights out in the cockpit. We put the window shades up but we left the lights on in the cockpit and had no trouble seeing the star. And the platform torquing angles were small.

DUKE  The night before when I went to bed, I looked to see how the alinement was going to be and to see if I could see any stars. 1 and 3 were gray, 2 was a pretty good detent, except the radar antenna was there at the time but I could see something over the top. There was something white in both 4 and 6 I don't know if that was reflected Sun or not. I think it was reflected Sun off the steerable antenna in detent 4. I don't know what was in the other one but I thought those two detents were useless.

YOUNG  Two and four?

DUKE  Four and six.
YOUNG  We had a couple data stars in those detents.

DUKE    That's right.

YOUNG   So the next man that picks stars better think about those kind of things.

DUKE    Launch Preparation. We didn't have any problems.

        No, we didn't. Everything went well.

YOUNG   Even though we were completely powered down, as soon as we received the state vector, had the clock, and mission timer started, we were right back in business. We checked the TEPHEM, did the computer check, and we were already to go.

DUKE    We were way ahead. At liftoff minus 35, we held for 20 minutes.

        The next thing was at liftoff minus 15, we had about 20 minutes with nothing to do.

YOUNG   That's right, we sat there with helmets and gloves on.

DUKE    We started a little bit early on the helmets and gloves because of a wrist ring problem.

YOUNG   I'm glad we did, because we had a problem. Every time we put the wrist rings on we didn't know if we were going to get them on, and then once we got them on we didn't know if we could
YOUNG (CONT'D) get them off again. We knew we were going to get 'em off, but it sure wasn't the normal click click, push pull. I think we need some protection against dirt getting into those wrist locks.

MATTINGLY If you'd wrap a piece of tape around -

YOUNG I thought about wrapping tape around it but would the tape stick?

MATTINGLY That gray tape would do it.

YOUNG I'm not sure it would stick in a vacuum very long. I think you need something more than tokenism on that cover.

The systems were powered up, and the launch preparation was nominal. I'll tell you what happened to me on the launch prep. About 3 minutes prior to launch as I was looking out the window and the Sun was bright overhead my left eye started crying. I had the window down all the way. I normally kept the window up. For launch you want the window down. I couldn't see out of my left eye. It became worse and worse, and it was as bad as it got just prior to launch. It was really bad. I closed my left eye and it was tearing badly. I think it was just due to the brightness.

DUKE So it made you like snowblind.
YOUNG Yes.

I just couldn't believe it. It was almost like I had something in my eye. I'm sittin' there and I can't see out of my left eye and we're going to launch in 2 minutes.

DUKE I couldn't believe it either. I looked over at him and he looked like both eyes were closed.

YOUNG Well, there was nothing I could do about it. I sure didn't plan to abort the launch for that. I had my right eye, and I was going to fly it using one eye if I had to. I was going to fly on instruments anyway. You couldn't fly on it out the window on the ground track without really being in good shape. We had at least five guidance systems and four different control modes going for us before I had to use my left eye, so I felt pretty confident. I think it's something you need to think about. Looking out that bright window all the time with a helmet on leaves your eyeballs with no protection.

MATTINGLY Could you get any relief by holding your hand up?

YOUNG Yes, I put my hand over my eye and that relieved it. Charlie couldn't figure out what I was doing.

DUKE I thought you had something in your eye.

QUERY Sunglasses?
YOUNG  You don't want that under the pressure helmet, because you have to look inside the cockpit and you can't get 'em off. That surface was some bright, and we were looking upslope. We were looking up the rim of this crater. I don't know why it didn't bother Charlie over on his side, but it sure was - sure got to me.
MATTINGLY In general because of our altered time line, due to the delay in circularization, the entire time line seemed to get rejuggled. The primary activities and comments, I think we had to address out of all this, are going to be the way you handle that kind of an operation in real time, and what is a reasonable way to do that.

The Operation of the Spacecraft - I think the command module is a real fine one-man spacecraft in orbit. It's a pain in the neck to fly a simulator in one g. You're climbing over and under things, but when you get in orbit it's much more efficient for one man to operate it in space than it is for three men. And one of the mistakes I think we've made in our planning is that we've assumed that with three men in there you could really pursue parallel efforts and it didn't turn out to be that way at all. I had the feeling that throughout the entire solo operation that I was getting more Flight Plan operation done with less fuss and bother than we did in any time when we had the extra people in there.

Navigation, we scrubbed several of the P52s to save time, because the platform drifts were so small that it just didn't justify taking the time with it. And it was during this
period that we looked at the scanning telescope and I kept looking for stars on the back side. I had in mind the Apollo 15 problem of not being able to recognize patterns. And this is where we picked up the fact that when the telescope is out of focus you just don't get enough light to paint a star image. Once you get it back into focus, the star patterns become quite obvious and it looks just like it did in Earth orbit. It's an excellent device. And I think we've already covered the fact that these things change their focus due to vibration or whatever it is that allows the jam nuts to back off. The systems operation actually is no problem. The ground did it all. The thing that we did differently, and I think bears comment is that for all the Flight Plan objects, that were done on the front side of the Moon, are within communications with the ground. We gave the time line responsibilities to the CAPCOM, and that gave me a chance to sit back and do whatever it was I wanted to do. If I wanted to get a drink of water, I could do that. If I wanted to look out the window, I could do that. I didn't have to just sit there and stare at the clock. I could tell there was a big difference; I could relax when I got AOS and I could stop staring at the clock, which is your primary activity any time you're running the responsibility for the Flight Plan and the time line. And those guys on the ground
just did a super job of keeping us on step. They would call and say it's time to turn the pan camera on and I would just float over there and flip it on. That way I could take the Flight Plan and take about 10 minutes out of each rev and look ahead at what was going to happen on the next rev and get an outline in my head of the things that were coming and the sequence of things. I had the proper phase of the experiment checklist out and I had the right film magazines adjacent to the cameras. It was really no problem to stay with the time line. The places it got to be a little bit sticky were when I didn't have that luxury because we had altered the Flight Plan. There were a couple of revs where we finally resorted to taking a blank piece of paper and Henry read up to me the sequence of events for the next 4 hours. I jotted them down and we worked from there and that was actually a lot easier than the times we tried to go through and alter the Flight Plan and delete the item in 99-10 and add some other item. And all the deletions turned out to be taking up an awful lot of your time.

We had the same problem in operating solo that we had before. It really didn't allow adequate time for taking time to go to the bathroom and a few things like that. Inadvertently during the development of the Flight Plan we allowed things to creep...
MATTINGLY
(CONT'D)

into the eat period. They look innocuous when you write eat period down and it shows gamma ray gain step 1 or something, and as long as there is some guy on the front side to give you a call you can afford that. But when you're on the back side and trying to eat, trying to mix your food, trying to keep your eye on the clock and run this, it becomes a messy thing. And we discussed this preflight and agreed that since it had slipped in there we recognized that we weren't going to make a big issue out of it - We'd go ahead and do it this way. I would strongly recommend that eat periods be exactly that - they have got to be sacred. This includes no updates from the ground. We were continually getting Flight Plan updates during the eat periods, which requires you to read them back to the ground and you just can't talk back to the ground and choke off the food bag and do all these other things at once.

I found that the VOX circuit, which I never thought much of in the command module before, really worked great. That freed two hands so you can hold a pencil and a Flight Plan and write and read them back at the same time. I don't know how well it came through on the ground, or how much clipping there might have been but it sounded to me as though the VOX circuit was performing superbly. I just turned it to maximum sensitivity and left it there. I think I ran in VOX almost the entire
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) period. It was not clear to me then why we altered the time for the plane change. The flight planners did an outstanding job real time of giving me an outline of the items that were coming up so that I could have some plan for it. We protected against the yaw gimbal motor by going to the plane change attitude then rolling 90 degrees for redundancy. This attitude is a good redundancy mode for the middle gimbal direction, so if you did lose it you wouldn't go into the gimbal lock region.

SPEAKER You did the plane change then a 90-degree roll?

MATTINGLY Yes, that seemed like a very reasonable thing to do. No problem, a matter of retrimming the gimbals to make sure that after you calculated one angle that you retrimmed it again before you let it off. Both the circ burn and the plane change had a larger attitude excursion than I would have anticipated. They may be nominal. I would like to get the system guys to explain.

SPEAKER Is there a short burn logic?

MATTINGLY Yes, what it tells me is that the gimbal angles we put in for trims really weren't as smooth as they could have been. Perhaps that's the normal response.
The deployment of all the experiments seemed to go nominally. The mass specs, as we'd already stated started not indicating on board that it was retracting fully, but the ground TM showed that it was retracted to a safe distance for the SPS maneuver.

The mapping camera on its first retraction had shown an excessive retraction time. We deleted several of the extension retraction cycles trying to minimize the problem. There was one time when we got off and operating in this open loop fashion where the Flight Plan was being read up somewhere between 5 and 30 minutes ahead of the time that the maneuver operation was to be executed. We ended up going to full calibration and the ground read me in great detail all of the SIM bay switches, and did not remind me of configuring the jets for the SIM bay operation. I had the feeling that there are two ways you can handle real-time Flight Plan changes.

One of them is to tell the flight crew we'd like for you to operate a particular experiment at a certain time. And let the flight crew be responsible for configuring it and doing it all. The other way is to have the ground figure out each switch and each activity that has to be done just like you would the normal Flight Plan and read those up to you one at a time. And then, let them bear the responsibility. I had the feeling that we were always operating in a mixed mode.
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) The ground never had sufficient time to work ahead so they were reading me detailed steps they hadn't had a chance to verify that something wasn't left out. They left you alone in the sense that you had all the data that you needed to do the job when, in fact you really had to go back and scrutinize the procedures that were read up because no one else had had a chance to verify them either. They were sort of waiting for me to cross check it and as you get a little tireder you start thinking, well, they've done it. And this one time I know we caught ourselves off guard.

YOUNG Well, if you are going to call the data up to a single crewman a short time before he has to execute it; he doesn't have time to think it through and make sure you've done the right thing.

MATTINGLY Now, my whole theme on real-time Flight Plans are that we certainly did a lot of it. I guess I'm against revamping and reordering your priorities, burns, and trying to optimize things. It seemed to me that we spend months and months building a Flight Plan to go fly. We try to screen it and make sure that maneuvers don't go into gimbal lock, and that you have sufficient time to get to the new attitude and really thought of all the things that go wrong. Then you go and do
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) all this thinking on the spur of the moment. It seems to me the chance of doing it wrong is so much greater that instead of getting slightly optimum data you probably are going to mess something up. I would feel much more comfortable when we discussed this preflight, that if you ever get behind the time line, we should drop what it was that we missed and press on with the rest of the time line. So that everybody knows where we're going and in which direction and why we do the things you have practiced and know how to do them. And we did not do that and I hope all the data works out. We'll just have to wait and see when it gets back.

YOUNG I agree with you, Ken.

I really feel strong that once a Flight Plan is written down it shouldn't be changed. I just don't think the science people should be allowed to redo the whole thing. I don't know what they were doing it for, but I just don't think we ought to do that. That's asking for trouble.

MATTINGLY To me that's the time when you're likely to extend the mapping camera, while the door is still open and things like that. You get in a hurry and you need to get the camera on and you hit the switch and you forgot all about that door that's covered or something. I felt uncomfortable from that aspect before. I didn't often get far enough ahead that I felt like I could tell you I was doing it all right.
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) We crammed the bistatic radar around and I think many of our problems were caused by regrouping. The ground knew that we were going to cut the mission a day short and tried to get all their major objectives in 1 day less.

SLAYTON It was all supposed to stay the same and they were knocking a day off the end period.

MATTINGLY But we didn't. We rewrote the whole thing. Apparently some science priority team got together and redid the whole business. Because that's the way it was coming up to us. That's the only thing I could think of that was going on down there and that is hazardous. As a matter of fact, on landing day when we were 6 hours behind they didn't do that. They just picked up 6 hours later and took the Flight Plan from that point on. I knew where we were and what we were doing. I went back and I started at the nominal landing time. I went back to see what things we had missed and by the time I went to bed I had picked up and done everything that was to be done on the three revs that we didn't do, except track the IM with the sextant, and that meant maneuvering. But all the rest of the photography and experiments, I went back and picked up. No, there was one exception and that was the photographs of the Moon and
earthshine. And I was in the process of that when ground

called and said knock it off and go to bed. We closed up

shop on that one. But we had picked up everything else. And

I think I was able to do that because I understood where I

was and I knew what was going on and I had the feeling that

the ground was in command of the situation. Okay, I think

that's really enough of that. But that problem persisted

throughout the rest of the orbital mission.

The bistatic radar was a source of continual confusion to us

because we never knew what was coming next. It's kind of
difficult to be right in the middle of doing something else

and all of a sudden have to change your mind to something

else. The crew has a Flight Plan which you can go by, and

the ground changes it just for 2 percent more data of one kind

or another, is asking for trouble.

And I think we proved that on the LM jett day. I don't know

where the mistake was in the LM jett day but there are three

places it could have been. It could have been before it ever
got off the ground if nobody ran through the procedures. I

assume they did. It could have been in running through the

procedures and not having the configuration right when we shut

the thing down. It could have been that running through the
procedures, the communications loop could have gotten messed up, in that somebody has to transcribe the procedures, somebody has to check them over and pass them to the CAPCOM and then he has to read them up to us. Then, Charlie is there standing, in the LM, in his skivvies, copying those things down and I'm copying them down and we may have misread some of the things that they gave us. And then, of course, in our execution of them we could have made a mistake. I really had serious misgivings about doing something that we hadn't practiced. We practice all the things that constitute abort-type situations like Apollo 13. We practice a contingency check-list. But we never practiced the phase of jump around, and grab here and there for LM jett. I was real nervous about being able to do that right.

DUKE

It ended up we didn't get to bed any earlier than if we had jettisoned it right at that day. It caused about two or three times more work the next day. Of course that ought to work, but it's only going to work if somebody on the ground has time enough to go over and run through the complete thing end to end in the simulator and make sure his base is right when he starts and his base is right when he ends. Then, he gets the Procedures written right and there's a lot
of changes that you have to make to do that sort of thing right. We practiced LM jett a lot of times. And it always worked.

SLAYTON In that respect, we should have let you get tired that day and kept going instead of shutting down.

DUKE I think so.

YOUNG I would have sure felt better.

MATTINGLY It turned out that we got to bed later than if we'd gone ahead and jettisoned it. We had more work to do the next day and I never felt like I was on top of what was happening.

DUKE Nobody talked about that much after we pulled all the breakers and while we were waiting on that we were doing the same thing we would have been doing anyway.

MATTINGLY Now you had a plan to store all that stuff in this order. But you can't do it because you have to review each item you have to stow and see how many of these things you need
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) to use tomorrow. And can we get them in places that are
easy to get to.

As far as the SIM bay operation was concerned, the ground
did it all and I just responded to their commands and what
little I know about the experiment operation is what the
ground told me, so I'm not going to comment on any of that.

Dim Light Photography, I'm going to comment on that right
now only to the extent that says how we performed it. The
dim light photography that we did do was accomplished just
exactly like the PI wanted it. Much to my dismay, we did
two solar corona sunrise sequences. I used the tape recorder
countdown for both of those and for the zodiacal light. They
really worked out super. The countdown tape would come up
the sunrise and say turn the camera off at sunrise. There
would be the old Sun, and I think we got all that done.
There's one section in the zodiacal light sequence where it
was changing every 10 seconds. We were taking two exposures,
changing the filter, and changing the exposure setting. I
dropped my hand off the filter or something and lost track
of where it was. I ended up having to skip two exposures.
MATTLINGLY (CONT'D) That's noted in my experiment checklist. I think we'll cover that later. The conclusion of a star chart that shows the pointing targets for each of the dim light sequences I think is a good thing. One time we caught ourselves pointing in a different direction. It turned out that what had happened was that they had changed their mind on what they had wanted to take a picture of. But as a rule, I always felt very comfortable and I knew I was pointing in the right direction because I could verify against the star patterns.

I didn't trust the light shield around the 35-millimeter camera and consequently I darkened the spacecraft completely for all dim light and photo sequences in lunar orbit. Now, we did some on the way home with the dump sequences where we left a couple of lights on in the LEB flashlights that Charlie could use to read the checklist. All the ones I did in lunar orbit I did entirely in a darkened spacecraft. The operation of those things in the dark is really no problem at all. The magazines used were recorded and read down in real time as far as, which magazine, which frames went with each experiment. I have those things noted here in the experiments checklist. I think that really covers
all the comments that are necessary to be said about this zodiacal light, solar corona, galactic light, Gum Nebula.

Attitude excursions during the CMC free periods were recorded. There was one set of pictures that required a free control mode and I missed that and left it in auto, but I knew that as soon as it started. I finished the sequence and I did not see any engine flashes, so I believe the data is correct. That experiment is noted in this checklist also.

Earthshine - I don't think we did that one justice. Much to my surprise, when we first got to the Moon, looking at the Moon with a nearly full Earth, earthshine, you could really see an awful lot of detail. I had always wondered if earthshine photography was worth the effort. Had we done it on day 1, I'd have no question that we'd have learned an awful lot about features that are on the western limb of the Moon, which we'll never get a chance to photograph in sunlight during Apollo. Each day the features became less and less sharp. That was the reason that after PDI day I wanted to run that strip off, because I could already detect the difference in the earthshine sensitivity from the previous night. It was scrubbed and I tried to get it in
the first thing after I woke up the next day. It kept getting pushed back in priorities. When we did get around to it I'm not sure that we really picked up very much at all. That's a shame because there really were some interesting things to be seen back there. You could see the outer rings of Orientale. You could see the Mare Rille between two of the rings. You could see the radial fractures, you could see some of the radial ejecta patterns. It was really a beautiful thing. I would suggest that if Apollo 17 has a chance to look at the Moon with really full Earth that they really should expend a magazine and take a full strip back there.

UV Photography was accomplished primarily translunar and transearth. We did some in lunar orbit. We took some pictures of the Descartes formation in UV. I speeded up the times and centered around the Descartes light material. When I say Descartes, in this case, I'm talking about the crater Descartes and the light material that is just to the north of it.

Skylab Contamination Photography was scrubbed in lunar orbit.

Orbital Science Photography, I took as many of the strips as I could. Just having reviewed them, it appears that the prints I was looking at are accurate. Our exposure settings
were rather poor. We did not expose all of our film. We only had one roll of film that was available for crew option photography. That was magazine Victor. I kept trying to pace myself on that, and save it. I figured that we had 160 exposures to last us 6 days at the Moon. And I kept trying to ration myself instead of taking a whole bunch of pictures the first time I saw something. As it turned out, we ended up at the end shooting it up just to finish it off.

Not only did we spend as much time in lunar orbit, but a lot of the time when we could have been taking photographs out the window we were copying and executing the Flight Plan updates, which is really dead time. That's wasted time in lunar orbit.

I did a lot of work with the binoculars. I compared the binoculars and the monocular by using one against the other - by trying to observe, binoculars by just putting my hand over one of the barrels. Ten-power binoculars are, in my opinion, about the maximum magnification that a man can hand hold. I found that to really see resolution I had to lay one end of it up against the window in order to stabilize the optics, to keep them from bouncing around. I really felt like the binocular size was proper. It would be nice to have a wider view on them, because target acquisition
was a little difficult at times until you learn how to do it. You'd look out and see a feature in your unaided field of view, then you'd want to look at it with the binoculars. The field of view with the binoculars was so small that it was hard to find the sequence of patterns that would lead you into the small area you wanted to look at. Or worse yet, you'd want to see something in there, then you'd look outside and try to put it into the perspective, and again it was kind of difficult because of the small field of view.

The binocular small size meant that you could stick your head up in the corner of the window and look at it. I really don't think you could handle much larger. I found that the Hasselblad with a 250 lens on it was really too big to get between my eyeball and the window and see most of the things I was looking at.

The SIM bay attitude that you fly, window 5 generally, includes the nadir, but not in the middle of the window, it's over in the corner. And for all the things you'd like to do you really feel like you're cramped looking out of window 5. You get a crick in you neck. Window 3 is a good one for looking away from the nadir and up towards the horizon. Got a good look at the northern part of the horizon because
when I was awake we were generally in plus-X forward in SIM bay attitude. I could see up to the north very nicely.

I had very few chances to look to the south of the ground track, because that was always when we were minus-X, and that generally meant that we were in a sleep period. So we didn't see nearly as much to the south of the ground track as we had anticipated.

The overlays that are in the flight data file, used for preparations of the visual targets and overlays that you put on the maps to see what your field of view is from each window, turned out to be surprisingly close. We questioned that they were perhaps too small, that they had assumed an eye positioned too far back from the window.

But in reality I actually had the feeling you had to decrease the overlay for window 5. Window 3 was probably about correct. Window 4 is much larger than is useful.

We took the gegenschein. Took a sequence of photos at the antisolar point, the midway point and the mobile point. Did that twice. If the star charts are right about where to point, we were, in fact, pointing in the right direction. The long exposures should show anything that happens to be out there.
We did a water dump on the transearth coast. John pointed out if you look down-Sun at it you had a lighter spot in the sky. I looked out and saw the same thing. I think if we had taken densitometry photography of that area we'd have found that there was a little bright spot looking directly down the water dump. That may, or may not have any bearing on the gegenschein, but I think it's similar phenomenon and ought to be considered.

One more thing about the binoculars, several times I kept trying to compare binocular and monocular vision and I could never find a discrete test wherein I could say the binocular saw things that you couldn't see with monocular vision. But I always had the feeling that I saw a fuller picture, and that there was more information, and that I saw more things when I looked through binocular vision. Several times through the mission I found that I got my fingers on the lens, or something, and I'd pick it up later and one of them would be in focus and one of the lenses would be out. I felt like the picture was missing. I'd start squinting with one eye, or the other, and find that I had a bad lens. I'd clean it off and all of a sudden everything was better again. Once I finally got the lenses cleaned off, and realized you had to work on it, and once I had adjusted the binocular I really didn't have to mess with the focus again.
Plane Change 1 was essentially a nominal burn. There was no problem with it. Comm was good. In fact the communications throughout the whole period were excellent. Supporting lift-off maneuvers were a piece of cake. We tracked the landing site landmark. We never did try to track the LM itself. I saw a glint of sunlight off of something bright. Sort of like the kind of a reflection you'd see from a wave out over the ocean. One time when I was looking with the binoculars, at the landing area, I believe I saw the glint off of the LM or maybe the ALSEP. And, another time I saw a glint over on the flanks of Stone Mountain. Right after that, Hank said that was in fact where the Rover was. It was nothing I could identify or pinpoint, but it was a flash of sunlight reflected off of something that looked entirely unlike any other features that you see around the Moon. As far as looking for the LM or the Rover or anything like that in 10-power optics I think it's really a waste of time and should never be pursued.

Rest and Eat Periods - rest periods are really okay, but the eat periods were continually being violated with Flight Plan updates of one form or another. It turned out that my favorite experiment in orbital science was the bistatic radar. That meant the ground couldn't talk to me for an hour and a half. I had a chance then to go to the bathroom,
eat dinner, and get an exercise period or look at the Flight Plan. I think you really need those kind of periods every now and then throughout the day.

TPI Backup we talked about in the rendezvous portion. Midcourse backups were completely nominal and right down sequence.

There are a couple of items I noticed in the Flight Plan leading up to the rendezvous point. First of all, we chose several photo targets and visual targets that were too far off the ground track to be appropriate. The photo targets may well turn out to have value taken near the horizon. They're hard to reach from the SIM bay attitude. The visual target, to be useful, really ought to be confined to those things that can be done within probably a 30° cone of the spacecraft nadir. The targets again will be biased toward the side that SIM bay will support. Because of the SIM bay attitude, you generally don't have a chance to look straight down and you can't use the full 2 minutes from plus or minus 45 degrees elevation, even when you fly directly over the target. Generally, you end up getting about a minute or a minute and a quarter, because of the SIM bay acquisition problem. You either see it early and you get to look at it a long time before it gets close enough to see, or, you fly
over it and then you lose some time due to target acquisition, and the target is at best viewing position when you first see it and you may not recognize it unless you're really on top of the patterns that come in with it. I found that one of the things that saved me a great deal of time in doing the visual strips, and in just general operation with the photo targets and so forth around the lunar surface, was the rather large amount of time we spent preflight, learning the ground track and learning the significant features every 10° across it. This really paid off, in that you could just walk over to the window look outside, and you knew where you were. That would give you a good handle on where to pick up the cameras, how to set them, and what you ought to do with it. I think you can waste a lot of time trying to cross check between a map if you don't have that kind of familiarity with it.

A couple of times during the mission we recalled that we had a high O₂ flow. Invariably it turned out that we had the suit circuit return screen clogged up again. I cleaned that thing off every night, and I was forever pulling off just piles of junk. It would take me 4 or 5 passes with the tape to pick off the screen on the main ones. When we went out and looked at the screens on each of the individual hoses there was always a lot of material in it. This was true even
before the LM came back and brought all of its dust and
dirt with it. This was true of just plain old spacecraft
particles, little nuts and just little pieces of debris.

The use of visual targets at the subsolar point is probably
a mistake in use of time, in that you just can't see very
much. One of the things that bothered me a great deal the
first two days in lunar orbit was the intense brilliance of
the sunlight. I generally ended up with rather sore eyes
or just tired eyes at the end of both the first and second
days. I tried to wear the sunglasses but the problem you
run into for looking inside you need to take them off. You
want to pick up a set of binoculars and look at a detail,
now you have to take the sunglasses off. The nuisance of
handling one more thing between your eye and what you're
trying to see convinced me to do it with my naked eyeball and
grin and bear it. I never had anything happen to my visual
acuity as a result of this, but it was a real annoyance
having your eyes get so tired. After a couple days it
seemed to me that my eyes had acclimated to the situation and
it didn't bother them anymore. Someone really needs to think
about the fact that this is going to happen to you. If there
was some way of covering the windows so that you can look
outside and not be fighting the sunlight, and at the same
time use your naked eye inside, I think that would be a big help. And I would delete all visual subjects except of a very specialized nature in the vicinity of 30 degrees either side of the subsolar point. Because the features are so badly washed out and it's just a toll on your eyeballs to look at it.

When I changed the lithium hydroxide canister at 144:50, it was the first time I noticed that we had a swollen canister. It was just slightly sticky. Later in the flight we had one that was extremely difficult to get out and we'll discuss that when we get to that point. But the first one was 144:50 where it was slightly swollen, but that was one I jettisoned in the LM.

The VHF communications with the LM, I think we commented on earlier as being pretty outstanding. I could hear the LM comm right up through landing and through Tl. Part of their comments were going on with the checklist and so forth following Tl.

The tape recorder we had talked about using it for these time sequences. One of the problems that had been raised on previous flights was the idea that the tape recorder seemed to run at nonuniform speeds and things that were recorded on
MATTHEW MATTINGLY
(CON'T'D)

the ground didn't sound right when they got in the air. So, I made the decision to do our tape recording for the time sequences in flight instead of on the ground, then, whatever biases we had due to being inflight would be the same that the recording and the playback would be the same. It turned out that there weren't any differences they could find. The tape recorder seemed to be very stable as long as you Velcroed it down and left it sitting somewhere. But if you picked it up in your hand and shook it, or did anything with it, why you could hear the speed change. This was particularly noticeable when playing music. If you were touching it, just trying to hold it in your hand, it would cause the speed to oscillate. I ran several checks against the clock. In one 15-minute check, it was off just about 1 second, which I thought was pretty repeatable, so I continued to use it. Some time during the mission we found that we could not depress the little red button on the Sony recorder to make a recording. I was going to record some RCS sounds while I was in lunar orbit. I went to do this and was unable to get the button to depress. It had worked during the trans-lunar coast because that's when I made my solar corona and Zodiacal light tapes. During transearth coast I noticed that once again it was working. There must have been or must be some foreign particles floating around inside the tape recorder.

CONFIDENTIAL
The batteries on the tape recorder lasted much longer than I would have anticipated. We have one that seemed to last for only two tapes. And it really sounded terrible, like it needed to be changed. I subsequently played six tapes on one battery. I changed the battery not because it wasn't working, but because it was coming up on one of the low light level passes and I wanted to have a fresh battery in there to make sure I hadn't jeopardized the timing of it somehow. I found that the number of batteries we carried was far more than sufficient. I wouldn't cut any off, but it was certainly enough. I had suspected preflight that there wouldn't be enough. I played all of the tapes in flight at least twice and probably half of them another time around. We used probably half the batteries.

The next item was on the landmark, F2, I think, that I tracked on rendezvous day. I was given a crater in Mare Smythii. The crater was so large that it seemed to me it was an inappropriate target to be tracking for landmark correlation, so, I selected a small feature on the northern rim, which shows up marginally in the sextant photography. I was marking on one small feature on the northern rim of the crater rather than on the center of the crater itself.
12.0 LIFT-OFF, RENDEZVOUS, AND DOCKING

YOUNG Lift-off was nominal. The pitchover was on time and we flew the most beautiful profile I ever saw. Shutdown was on time. There was one thing that we did differently.

DUKE We closed the main shutoff in system A before ascent.

YOUNG Before we turned on the ascent feed, the main shutoff in system A was closed. When we got into orbit, we used system B and crossfeed, which effectively gave us two systems. It worked beautifully. I never had any doubt that this rascal was going to work properly. The control system is just a champ. The insertion was nominal. I forget what the residuals were, but there was nothing to trim.

DUKE Less than 1.

YOUNG Two feet a second and asked for 10 up. We pitched up and locked on to the spacecraft a lot sooner than I thought we would. We were about 150 miles out. They redid that table in the time line. Charlie saw the command and service module in reflected sunlight first. This was right after we pitched up, which must have been 2 or 3 minutes after insertion.

DUKE We inserted 170 miles behind and closing at 492.

YOUNG By the time we were at 150, Charlie saw that star out the window. It turned out to be the command and service module.
I could not see it through the COAS. If I moved to the side of the COAS, after we had radar locked on, he was right in the middle. I was glad to get that data point, because everybody had been asking, can you see him in the reflected sunlight? And I answered, "Yes, I can see him at 150 miles." We kept an eye on him until he went into darkness. That's a good way to be able to check the state vector and make sure you don't have a bent radar.

Once we got locked on the PGNCS needles, the 50/18 needles, the AGS needles, the radar needles were centered. I forget how many marks we ended up with but it was about 25.

It was a lot more marks than we needed. In fact, they said we could proceed if we wanted to.

So we did, 2 minutes early.

Two minutes early. The TPI solution for the PGNCS is the one we burned. I forget what the numbers were, but it was right down the track.

We lost radar lock when we did the burn. It was right at the edge of the limit, and when we lit the engine, we lost radar lock. Until that time, we hadn't lost lock. And of course, all we did was call up P35 and reacquire. When it changed
the W matrix in P35, I either hit the enter button too fast
or hit another button, and the W matrix didn't get changed.
When I called it up again to look at it, it was the same as
it was before TPI. I redid it and that resulted in our
getting a few less marks for the first midcourse. I think
it was 5 as opposed to 7. Five is adequate. All the TPI
solutions agreed perfectly. Our onboard TPIs and the ground
agreed within a couple of feet per second, so we decided to
burn the PGNCS. At the first midcourse in all three axes,
the biggest one was 0.9. We burned the first midcourse on
the PGNCS, and there was no disagreement between us and the
command and service module. On the second midcourse, the
numbers were so small that we shouldn't have burned, but we
went ahead and burned them anyway. I would think that it
wouldn't be that smart, but maybe it was. I did not make a
line of sight correction until we were at 7000 feet. Beauti-
ful targeting. I probably could have waited until I was
closer in than that, but I didn't really feel too good about
it. The braking velocity was 29 feet a second and that's
exactly what it was. Line of sight control was just beautiful
all the way in, and what the needles were saying agreed very
well with what was happening on the lunar module until we
were close in. Then as you noticed, we went out to the north
about 70 or 80 feet and brought it back in. When we were
about 600 feet out, I could see down the side of the service module, so I knew we were out just a little to the side. As opposed to the usual Kamikaze brake that I usually make, we kept it very conservative. We talked about that before the mission. We decided that we would always keep the braking within something that the command and service module could do. This means that, contrary to the braking gates that we use in the LM, you sort of have to lead them. In other words, at the range that you want to be at, you almost have to be at the braking velocity to give the command and service module a fighting chance in case it has to do it. I never had any doubt that we would do it all ourselves because that machine was working so beautifully. We just closed in and it was so good I wanted to do it again. It was really slick. After you finished your maneuver, they wanted us to do the 360-degree yaw. We talked them out of that because I was already in position, and all I had to do was the 360 yaw. We did that first and then you did your pitchover to the attitude where we took the pictures of the bubbles on the command and service module. You did the roll over and then went to the docking attitude. I think that the 16-millimeter camera doesn't really reflect on those bubbles to well, unless somebody studies it very carefully. There were sure a lot of bubbles out there
on the thermal coat and on the surface. Then we went to the
docking attitude and came in and docked.

PGNCS and AGS were in perfect agreement. The nav was beauti-
ful. We'll get the numbers for this at a later time.

The things that I did differently on the command module side,
as it turned out, didn't really have any effect on the ren-
dezvous. Because of the concern for the glitch in the IMU,
we did all the attitude maneuvers for all the attitude controls
in the SCS, and the navigation was being done by the CMC IMU.
They worked those procedures out, we talked about them, and
I wrote down some notes that Stu gave to me. It was a very
straightforward thing. It was very similar to the way we
would handle a no-IMU rendezvous. We had practiced that kind
of thing, and the only thing that was different was when you
needed to know a precise angle, we only had to go to the IMU
and fly to that angle. So you had the precision but you used
the procedures that we had gone through on some of these failed
IMU malfunctions. So it turned out that we could draw on
background experience, and it worked out real nicely. We got
a lot of marks. I had 20 and 22 marks prior to TPI. I really
thought I was going to pick you up at insertion. I think with-
out a better state vector I wasn't going to find them. You'd
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) never find it in the telescope. With the sextant, I think I would have seen you at insertion with the Sun angle, had you been in the field of view. I'm not at all sure I could have tracked it because the auto optics chatter was just enough to make it difficult to track. And I kept searching but I never did find it. There was a little dot near the middle of the sextant, which apparently was part of the sextant optics, and I tracked that guy for a while. I was sure being super because it was always in the center, no matter what I did. This is before you did your tweak. And then I caught it.

YOUNG While we were sitting up before we got into orbit, we heard the VHF radar lockup. Were you locking on us?

MATTINGLY I talked to you on VHF.

YOUNG But we heard the tone; I forget where it was.

MATTINGLY Before we got into orbit?

YOUNG Yes.

MATTINGLY Yes, I locked up on you just prior to the insertion. I gave it a try, not anticipating any success. You were chattering and I figured I'd just do it for drill, and it locked up. I blocked the inputs until I received a comparison with your
MATTINGLY radar. But it had been correct. And you didn't stop talking. You were talking in the middle of my lockup tone.

YOUNG I know it.

MATTINGLY I didn't think it would work, and it worked just super.

YOUNG I was really surprised.

MATTINGLY And the correlation between the VHF and the radar I thought was amazing.

YOUNG Yes, it was really beautiful.

MATTINGLY Everything on my side was just better than I've ever seen it in a simulator. I received a state vector from the ground, and as soon as you moved into the darkness, I picked you up in the sextant. It was a flashing light. I noticed I didn't pick you up in the telescope until I had you in the sextant at 100 miles. I picked your flashing light up in the telescope at 70 miles. And that was the first time I'd been able to recognize it in the telescope as being your beam.

YOUNG That old 400-mile beacon is pretty good.

MATTINGLY With the sextant, it was just beautiful. It's like a star. And at 50 miles, I had the Earth in there along with you and
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) it still showed up nicely, even though the Earth was right in the field of view, which some people had worried about. I had 10 and 13 marks for the midcourse 1.

YOUNG Yours was better than ours.

MATTINGLY Everything was working so well that the marks were just pouring in. And I made a correlation of the boresight between the telescope and the sextant and where you boresighted. In the telescope, you were located at the bottom and about one line at the bottom of the crosshair pattern of the sextant and about one line width to the right. And I thought that was super agreement between those two instruments.

SPEAKER Something less than 0.2 of a degree.

YOUNG Yes, I think down at the bottom is 0.1.

MATTINGLY It really surprised me how well it worked. And everything else we did on the rendezvous itself was nominal. Docking - We got out of sync with ourselves on this business of taking the photo sequence. I think we really did the right sequence, taking you first. I got the impression that both you and the ground were getting very impatient about getting started on docking, and it had been my plan before flight, my stated intention, that 15 minutes before darkness I was going to
MATTINGLY

(start my approach. I would do the photos and all that up until that point. And then it seemed like everybody thought I was being superconservative, but I had 20 minutes before darkness and everybody was getting ginchy that I wasn't making the approach.

YOUNG

I thought we made our approach right away.

MATTINGLY

I guess I wasn't concerned about the approach in the dark after a previous experience. There was no reason to waste gas hurrying. So I didn't. And we got there about 5 minutes before dark. And the only thing I would change by doing it again, I would approach faster. It was very obvious that you could see the LM attitude dead band. I was trying to play it cool and not chase the line of sights. But I'd lose my courage. Every time you get a little bit off, I'd go right over and several times I caught myself moving back and forth, chasing your attitude dead band.

YOUNG

When you approached, I was looking right at you, and you were really lined up well through the COAS. I could see you through the COAS. And as a matter of fact, if they painted a line underneath the window with a mark down it, you wouldn't need that docking adapter. You could dock with the line and make it every time.
MATTINGLY I had that impression. I had the impression that if the target had fallen off the LM, it would have made very little difference in docking. The one thing I'd do differently is I'd approach faster. It'll make your line of sight rates less expensive to control. They aren't going to be big; they're going to be dead band kind of things. The other one was that I got contact and I was anticipating hearing it like everyone had said you would. Apparently, I approached slowly enough that I didn't hear anything. I saw the LM jiggle a little bit, and I don't know if you heard me contact.

YOUNG I didn't hear it either. We didn't feel it either.

DUKE I felt it; it rattled a little bit.

MATTINGLY Nothing happened, so I thought, guess we're going to do something else. I decided I'd thrust at it but nothing happened. I didn't feel any motion and I was just ready to thrust again when the barber pole came up. So I must have just had it laying there, and it just needed a little push to get the capture latches in. And again, I think a faster closure rate would have made more positive docking.

YOUNG You could have pushed the LM backwards.

MATTINGLY But there was no rebound on the part of the LM. And they always talked about if you don't hit it hard enough to capture
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) it, you'll knock it away. But it didn't. It just lay on the nose there, and all I had to do was push it a little bit.

YOUNG As soon as you said barber pole, I shut the PGNCS off and we were there. No thruster, no extra thrust applied, none of this fighting each other.

MATTINGLY I went to free as soon as we contacted. The retract was just like the original one.

YOUNG Very slow until it got there, a hangup on the edge, and all of a sudden the docking lights just appeared.

MATTINGLY Same pattern. For some reason, we didn't take photographs of this. I don't know why. The ground called and said don't take photos.

DUKE We did one thing procedurally at insertion. We had a lot of dust and pebbles floating around in the cockpit with us. We did turn on the cabin fan and left helmets and gloves on until docking, because we had so much dust in there.

YOUNG That didn't clear any dust out because you have to open the inflow valve to get any of that stuff in the suit loop to clean it out.

SPEAKER It just circulates it around. It has a filter behind it.
SPEAKER Does it have a filter behind it? Well, it didn't clean much of the dust out.
MATTINGLY After docking, we went through our transfer items even though we knew we were going to be retaining the LM and going to bed. From my side, the time line entering the LM was a little bit slower than I had anticipated even though I pressurized the cabin prior to rendezvous. Taking things out and finding a place for them just seems to take a little bit longer. Perhaps that was because I'm methodical about it. The first thing we did was pass in the vacuum cleaner. I had checked the vacuum cleaner operation only to the extent that I turned it on and it worked and I turned it off. I didn't try to vacuum clean anything. I didn't try to verify that it really was sucking anything up. There's some question in my mind whether the vacuum cleaner really ever worked properly.

DUKE It did. The screen was covered with dust. It probably was so covered that it stalled out, and that's what failed it.

MATTINGLY In any event, some time later, I went into the tunnel to get something, and the vacuum cleaner was laying there making some funny little noise. I noticed the switch was on, but it didn't sound like it was running, so I turned it off. It didn't interest me enough to see if it was still working. I think it had probably failed then. We tried it later and it wouldn't start after that; it would just make this little
MATTINGLY
(Cont'd)

hum. I suspect it failed at the time I found it the first
time. That was within an hour of the time we started with it.

The tunnel operations were just like you'd expect them to be;
all the latches were made, including latch number 10. This
time, latch number 10 fired properly. We had no anomalies at
all with the docking latches, nor with the probes. One other
comment on latch 10 that I don't think we included before was
that - when we went to undock, latch 10 cocked itself on the
first stroke. It felt like it took about half the effort to
cock that first stroke that all the rest of them took to cock
on either the first or second. So apparently, it had not
fired at all.

LM equipment transfer - when we started bringing that stuff
over, our original plan had been to stow everything in this
EVA stowage or entry stowage case, whichever was more con-
venient at the time we brought it over. Take our time and
do that and then come over and do the LM jettison. We altered
that because of the plan that retained the LM and having to
put your suits on for LM jettison the following day. We just
dropped the whole plan of trying to stow things item at a
time. In general, we just sort of stuffed the stuff on board
and decided to worry about it later. I don't think we really
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) had any other choice considering the fact that we couldn't stow the suits and things.

The command module filled up with LM dust and rocks and things almost immediately. Within an hour, it was very noticeable that there was a coating of dust on all the instrument panels and all the surfaces. You'd see little rocks float by in front of your nose. I was surprised how rapidly that stuff all had diffused in. It came over as soon as we brought the first bag or the first suit, or whatever it was. That stuff was just coming off of everything and it never stopped. The command module cabin fans were on at the time of docking. I turned them on right after docking and before removing any tunnel hatch equipment. They were working properly at that point with the cabin fan filter on. They failed some time EVA morning. The material we brought in we just stashed away.

DUKE We tried to vacuum the suits and some of the bags that were dirty like the big rock bags and found it was almost totally worthless. You could do a little bit, but the best method was to take a damp towel to wipe things down. We were able to get some of the dust off this way. Fortunately, most things that were dusty went over in DCON bags. That was a lifesaver. Once we opened one of the DCON bags just a little bit to see what bag was in there. The dust floated out and
we closed that in a hurry. That was a real mistake. I think Apollo 14 did the same thing. The transfer of the equipment was expeditiously done just according to the Time Line Book from my side. Ken was doing a great job taking care of everything as I passed it over. Had we been on a nominal two-rev-to-jett time line, we'd have been adequately prepared to jettison the LM at the time. I think it's a very loose time line. I think Ken does have time to stow things, at least temporarily, and we don't just throw them in there.

The samples did not need to be vacuumed except one bag before I put it in the DCON bag. That was the big rock bag. Everything else was in good shape. Since we were going to retain the LM, we had to copy up about 10 pages of changes to the checklist. We started with the dock deactivation unstaged in the Contingency Book, drying out the water boiler. We reverted back to the Time Line Book the next day when we got back into the LM. The configuration on the LM side for the rest period was a complete powerdown. I felt like it took us 90 minutes at least for the water boiler to dry out.

I really don't think personally that we saved any time by making that decision to retain the LM. I feel like we could have had an 18-hour day, or whatever it turned out to be and
DUKE (CONT'D) could have jettisoned the LM by keeping our suits on. But that was not the decision. The decision was to keep it. So, we had to take the suits off. John and I both doffed the suits in the LM. I thought it was quite a hazard over there floating through the LM with all that dust and debris. A number of times I got my eyes full of dust and particles. I felt like my right eye was scratched slightly once. I think the mode you want to operate in is get that gear transferred and get out of there as quickly as possible, get that beauty closed up and jettisoned. The ground could tell us exactly when we got it closed out. I would be willing to bet you that it was almost the same time, if not later, than it would have been if we had gone on and jettisoned the LM.

The suit doffing was the same problems that you had. We ended up working up a new technique at least with the A-7LB. Getting it down and pulling your feet out first before you pulled your head out. That worked just great. The next day we got up, IVTed to the LM, and started the powerup before we got suited.

MATTINGLY We started the powerup first.

DUKE I never had any confidence in my set of procedures that we really had everything in the right configuration. We skipped from page to page and book to book. We seemed to have gotten
everything going. The computer came up; the up-link came up okay. We didn't bother with the AGS. It looked like we had a good P30 in there. The state vector was in; the no-DAP light was off. All the gear seemed to be running, the COMM seemed to be up, we didn't fire the jets. We didn't do an RCS check, but looking back over the procedures it looked to me that we had all the necessary breakers in to fire the PGNCS RCS jets. One switch I did miss was the PGNCS mode control; it was in ATT. HOLD rather than in AUTO. The no-DAP light was out, so it should have held its attitude, and the ground should have had no problem getting the RCS burn off to the deorbit burn. However, when we jettisoned the LM, it just gently floated away with a slow roll and pitch, without any jet firings at all. Looking back over the procedures I don't know where the error was, or if there was one, or if we had a mechanical failure. We'll just never know as far as the mechanical failure. I think that we got the switches and the circuit breakers all pushed in. But it was a set of circumstances any way in which we didn't have a chance to review with any great degree of accuracy on board. In that kind of operation, I think you're just setting yourself up for something, which happened.

Suit donning that morning was okay. We had the same amount of problems we normally have.
DUKE (CONT'D) On closeout, the LM was still as dusty and debris covered as ever. We had the same problems with the wrist rings as we had on the lunar surface. We managed to get buttoned up all right and on time for the jett maneuver.

MATTINGLY On the LM jettison, we really got behind at the last minute. I thought we were doing pretty good. When it came time for the suit integrity check, we got behind. We didn't have sufficient time to let the whole thing play out and stabilize.

YOUNG Let the suit flow come down to 0.2.

MATTINGLY We had to rush the integrity check in order to get it done and get off at something reasonable. At that, I think we got off about 30 seconds late. Even with the suits on, the tunnel pyros make a very obvious noise.

YOUNG You said that the LM was maneuvering in pitch and roll?

DUKE As it backed away, it started a slow yaw for the LM. It was LM yaw and a slight pitch up if I recall. But it never fired a jet, not one jet.

MATTINGLY Very slow rates; we must have imparted an extremely small impulse. I don't think there's any question on whether it fired any jets because when you folks rendezvoused, I could see the jets fire in the daylight. The ones that were pointing
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) at me looked like little flashlights going on and off. The others, I could still see some effluent coming out of the exhaust nozzle. I don't think there's any question that it never fired an engine at all in any axis.

DUKE I agree.

MATTINGLY Separation maneuver was a nominal thing. They changed the maneuver from the preflight value, but it was executed nominally. It was small; 2 foot per second. We deleted the shaping maneuver on plane change 2.

DUKE Right after that, Ken, we had to jettison the mass spec boom.

MATTINGLY Yes. The lithium canister that I changed at about 181 hours was stuck. It was number 12 that came out of the V chamber. We had to jiggle it an awful lot. This was on the night of rendezvous. We had to jiggle that thing an awful lot to get that thing out. My concern at the time was tearing the little cloth strip that pulls it out - jamming it and then finding that I was unable to get it in or out and thus would be unable to change the canister in the opposite compartment. Ground told us later that there was no way we could tear that little strap off. The canister did not look much different, but it certainly was swollen good and tight. Somewhere along the
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) line here, we were unable to get the mass spec to come in.
It was before LM jettison. You saw it in the LM window.

DUKE Yes.

MATTINGLY Out the window. They told us to retract it for LM jettison.
I went to retract and they said it stalled out. I had a barber pole. You looked out and could still see it. So, we went to extend once and it went just a little way and stalled again. We cycled it in and out a couple of times, and Charlie was able to tell that the mass spec was neither at full extension nor was it coming in. It was just moving back and forth a little bit. So they gave us a pad to jettison it and that all went quite nominally. The thing that was most significant about the boom jettison was that, when it left the spacecraft, it had practically no rates of any sort except in the translation. Just as stable as it could be. It was moving out rather rapidly. It just looked like a big arrow going out. We should have some pictures of that. But that stuff came off without any trouble. I don't remember even hearing the thump when that thing went. I don't remember a sound or anything that was associated with the mass spec test.

The satellite jettison, we did on time. It was perfectly nominal as far as we could tell. It was done in the dark so we didn't see anything. I don't remember any sounds associated
that either. It did its thing on time and barber pole changed state just as advertised. During all of that time, we were getting Flight Plan updates almost by the minute. The ground had taken over control of the SIM bay and was operating it in a real-time mode with us executing it. We tried to run out the rest of the pan camera and get as much mapping camera coverage as we could prior to TEI. My concern at this point was that at the pace we were going, we might not have a chance to even settle down and give TEI the consideration it ought to have. But the Flight Plan all settled down the rev before TEI. We sat there and did essentially nothing but think about TEI, and set up for it in the last rev. I thought that was a super thing to do. I felt really comfortable; I think we ought to always do TEI that way.

I do too. There were a couple of changes to the cue card for TEI that seemed unnecessary to us.

I sort of went along with all of the changes we were getting. At the time, we were changing some things because we had to because of a changed time line. It seemed to me that we were also changing other things that didn't have to be changed. A good example was the suggestion that the circuit breakers for pitch and yaw, gimbal number 2, be pulled out during TEI burn in order to protect against transfer from primary to the
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) secondary and then a drop out due to the alternate circuit on the secondary. This condition has existed as long as Apollo has. It's been discussed and rehashed as long as Apollo has been around. It seems to me it's a very poor practice to change those kind of procedures in real time unless some material condition is developed that causes you to alter your standard practice procedures.

YOUNG I agree 100 percent.

DUKE The pugs operation. We didn't touch it as per directions from MCC, but before the burn they put the gaging system into the auxiliary position versus the primary. We flew with it in the auxiliary position. You could tell every time that you uncovered one of the point sensors the quantity would jump and the unbalance would jump. It would then settle out. At shutdown, we were looking at something like 3 percent on the fuel and 5 percent on the oxidizer; maybe 3.5 to 5 percent. But there was about a percent difference or so in the unbalance meter. We had just started responding to that when we got shutdown. I think it was going toward the decrease position, but I don't recall. But except for that anomaly I think the thing worked as advertised throughout the burn.

YOUNG I don't think there's any further comment on TEI. The burn time was exact.
DUKE Right on.

YOUNG Within a couple of milliseconds, it seemed like. The residuals were nothing. Didn't even have to trim.

DUKE Yes. All you trimmed were X and Z and they were small. We had 1 foot per second.

MATTINGLY Post-TEI, we did a lot of the photo stuff. It was one of the places where we got interested in what we were looking at. I guess we missed a couple of things. It was one of the problems that used to catch me in training all the time, but the only time it caught me was this one time in flight. When you call up P20 option 5 to get a maneuver to the attitude, you have something like 8 seconds from the time the V18 comes up until you can get an ENTER on it in order to get the rate drive going. This was one of those times where I didn't sit and watch it. And sure enough it required another maneuver. The ground had to call us and tell us we hadn't started P20. I almost missed it the next time because I was still looking out the window. I would suggest that if you ever need a program like that, again, the computer should have some way to call your attention to the fact that there's an activity on your part required. It is not uncommon to have maneuvers to attitude which take 12 to 14 minutes. It's real easy not to be sitting there watching the DSKY for that 8-second
MATTINGLY window during that time. Future programs should provide the computer with the capability to ring a bell or light another light or do something which would attract your attention at the time another activity is required.
14.0 TRANSEARTH COAST

MATTLINGLY I'm looking through to see if there are any notes. Most of the things that we did on transearth coast we did under direct ground control. We went about our business with stowage, EVA preps, entry preps, and all that kind of stuff. But we let the ground run the SIM bay real-time calls, and I felt that that was probably the best way to do it, rather than have us all sit there and watch the clock.

PTC on the way home turned out to be no more difficult than PTC on the way out. With a light vehicle, PTC was another thing that surprised me. We were able to set up PTCs that would end up with the nose describing a 10-degree cone.

System Operation. I don't know of any anomalies we had in systems. You got any on your list, John?

YOUNG Yes, several, as a matter of fact. The cabin fan stopped.

MATTLINGLY The cabin fan. And that went out on the day after TEI.

In fact, I guess it was the morning of EVA prep?

YOUNG Right.

MATTLINGLY All of a sudden, the fan let out a big moan. It sounded like it dropped several steps in frequency and made a big moaning
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) sound. We never turned it on again. We taped up the cabin fan inlet screen which had an awful lot of junk and trash that was being sucked up against it. I cleaned it off once that I remember. Just an awful lot of stuff got up there. We finally ended up cutting out a piece of the map and taping it over the screen to keep stuff from backing out away from the filter. What else do you have on the systems?

YOUNG I redid this list last night. Stop the tape and let me get organized. What was the first one of those that you read?

MATTINGLY We talked about the cabin fan filter. One of the things I see on this list is that the gamma ray boom finally stopped just before entry. We tried retracting it and it didn't come in. They said it was sufficiently retracted so that we could jettison the service module without jettisoning the boom first.

YOUNG The digital event timer.

MATTINGLY Yes, the digital event timer started to act up during rendezvous. I noticed it at TEI that it lost track of the ignition time. Prior to TEI, it was running intermittently, but coincidentally, it happened to run nicely at TEI. After that, it seemed like it was more often not running than it
MATTINGLY was running. Each time it would step, it would count. It sounded like it was making a count every second, but it would lose track somewhere in the tens and units digits. It would just come up with the wrong time.

YOUNG It's clear to me that people who aren't concerned with space flight don't realize how much the crew depends on the digital event timer. We used it for things like timing the 10 minutes the MEED was supposed to be out, which didn't work; timing her down to the reentry reference time, which it didn't work for; and timing up to every burn, which it didn't work for.

MATTINGLY The clock we're talking about is the one on MPC panel 2. As far as I know, the one down in the LEB continued to work.

DUKE It worked for the Skylab. When I used it down there for the Skylab contamination, it worked.

MATTINGLY At the end of the mission, I noticed when you would go to reset on the main panel DET, that you'd hit reset and it would just sit there and continue to cycle. You'd have to hit stop to get it to stop spinning. But it did that only during the latter stages of transearth coast. It didn't do that when it first started acting up. There was no powder-
or anything like that visible in the window such as was reported by Apollo 15. You mentioned another problem there, John.

Battery compartment.

MATTINGLY Battery compartment. Yes. We had just put battery B on charge the morning of the EVA.

DUKE Bat B had just started charging when we got a slight odor like it was burning insulation. I took the battery off charge and looked at the bat compartment and it was up over about 3. So from then on, we started a series of vents. Up until EVA, we initiated a series of little vents to get that pressure back down. We'd vent one and then close the vent, and it would immediately start climbing back up rapidly to about 1.5 and then maybe 0.1 of an hour from there to about 2.7 or 2.8. I personally didn't want to charge any more batteries and fortunately we didn't have to, because the batteries all had good charges on them. So we just left them like that for the reentry and we didn't charge any more. And the explanation we got from MCC was that it was the battery compartment, the type of compartment. Due to the long discharges on LOI and DOI and then subsequent long recharges, the batteries were venting more than normal. The compartment
was tight and that's why the pressure was building up. That sounded pretty plausible to us. The only question I guess we still had was why was the thing still venting so long after those charges.

MATTINGLY The thing I think was significant was that we had a definite odor, an acrid smell that could be attributed to insulation cooking. It smelled to me like things that you smell around batteries. That was down in the LEB. I'd been on the couch and we shifted seats for some reason, and I crawled down and John crawled back on the couch out of the LEB. When I moved down there, I noticed it immediately. But it's the kind of odor that when you're around it for a while, you quickly wipe it out. I think if it built up any slower, you wouldn't even notice it. I think it was distinctly different than the other cockpit odors that we have.

YOUNG I didn't smell it because as usual my nose was all plugged up and so was my head. I just didn't smell it.

DUKE But they were convinced that we had good batteries and sure enough, we did. At entry when we brought them on, they took up the load. Boy, they were just great and worked like champs.
YOUNG Okay. The IMU CDU glitch.

MATTINGLY Okay, IMU. I guess we got our glitches on that starting the day before entry. That would have been EVA day.

YOUNG It was EVA day.

MATTINGLY But it was late in the day. And we had an ISS light and a PGNCS light came on. The first time it came on, I didn't notice the ISS light as it went out. And I think both you and John saw it. All we had was the 3777 alarm remaining on the DSKY. We compared the FDAI with the NOUN 20s, and they seemed to be in agreement. We tried VERB 40 and that didn't make any difference. I think we then had another master alarm with the same sequence of events, where the ISS light came on for just a flicker and then it went out and left us with a PGNCS alarm. We did all kinds of things. The ground gave us some angles to fly through, to try to excite the CDUs. We went through all that and never did come up with anything that could cause the alarm again. I don't think we had another alarm on it until entry morning.

YOUNG That's right.

MATTINGLY We must have had a half dozen on entry morning. On one occasion, the ISS light came on and remained on, although
MATTINGLY everything else continued to operate normally. Then finally, it seemed like one of them went out and John heard a click or clang of some sort in the LEB. We looked around and it looked like the tool E, which had been strapped to one of the handholds on the nav station, might have banged the panel.

YOUNG It banged the panel just above where - implausible as it seems - it was hanging on the right optics handrail. It banged the panel just above where I think the PSA module is for the computer. At the same time when the ISS light went out, it was underneath it.

MATTINGLY I didn't see the tool E hit the panel. But when you kicked it later, we did see where that was. That was underneath the verb-noun list.

YOUNG Yes.
MATTINGLY But it was right next to that rails of the structure that goes between the verb-noun list and the star codes.

YOUNG Yes.

MATTINGLY That's where you'd have to put the light out. At least when you tapped it, the light went out.

YOUNG Yes.

MATTINGLY That was the last ISS light we had. Our feeling on that is the fact that practically every problem we had with manned space flight has been due to some kind of contamination floating around in zero gravity. That's probably what it is. Since they are getting it back, they ought to be able to find it.

DUKE One time the light was on steady though, Ken. I took the tool E and tapped all over the panel, which had no effect on it.

YOUNG The trouble is, that isn't where any of the gear is located.

DUKE I know.

YOUNG It's located in that box behind the closeout bend.
MATTINGLY In general, we had several bags that didn't spill when you put them on the food port. I don't know whether it was coincidental or what, but it seemed like there were more of these bags that had been thermally sealed right across the entrance valve, more in the cocoa packages than in all the others.

YOUNG That's right, all put together.

MATTINGLY Whether that was really the way it was statistically or just --

YOUNG At least four of them.

MATTINGLY It sure catches your attention when you put that hot water all over yourself.

YOUNG Not only were the bags sealed across the entry port, but for almost every cocoa bag that we opened, part of the bag itself was sealed so that you couldn't get any water in it. Remember where the bag was just flattened together and welded together? All it meant was that you get more cocoa per ounce of water.

MATTINGLY I think one of the things that the people that build these bags need to recognize is that you can't make a visual inspection of the bag before you fill it to determine these things.
Because a good bag looks exactly the same way under the vacuum package. They all look like they're sealed together. It's only when you put pressure on it, you find that it won't inflate. Then you know that you have a bag that's sealed over.

One of them that failed did fail right up there near the filler neck where it looked like it was vacuum sealed. When I put the water in there, the water just squirted out to the side.

One of the holes?

Another one failed around the seam. It was where the seam was crinkled. I put a couple of ounces in it and was starting to mix it up, when I squeezed it and it broke through. We also had a failure of a juice bag on the lunar surface. That was a grapefruit one, I think. Besides one we couldn't fill at all, we had three that once we got water in them, they broke.

Any other systems?

I guess one of the things we need to talk about is the chlorine injector. Some time during the EVA, perhaps it was post-EVA, we lost it. It may still be in the cockpit. I had taken
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) the chlorine injector in the little bag that it comes in and snapped it up on the compartment right over it. I kept it there for quick use. Apparently I knocked it off sometime around the EVA. We never did find it again. So we did not chlorinate the water the last two evenings.

DUKE And it was delicious.

YOUNG That's right.

MATTINGLY It was really good. We ought to confess to that anyhow.

YOUNG Yes, I want to discuss this other thing that we had. We had an $O_2$ flow highlight, right after we finished dumping the water out of the cabin. The ground kept asking us if we had sealed the side hatch. There's just no way you can not seal the side hatch. There's just no way. Because the little plug goes in there and that's the end of it. The problem was that the inflow valve was all covered with dust, and of course that makes the flow go up. But that should have been the first thing that occurred to them. But they asked us at least twice and maybe three times if we had sealed that hole up. I was nervous as a cat about opening it up in the first place. I thought that was unnecessary harassment. (Laughter)
YOUNG (CONT'D) The plug is right there, Deke. And it's as big as the end of my finger. You can't miss it.

MATTINGLY Okay. I think that's all the systems things.

YOUNG Yes. The DET, the O₂ flow. What about the umbilical cord?

MATTINGLY Okay. It's really not systems. It's a problem which is not new, but somebody sure needs to remember in space flight that you just shouldn't ask a man to operate in zero-g with a half-inch-diameter umbilical strapped on. One of the beautiful advantages of zero-g is that you can move around, you can hold a position, and you can do things. The amount of effort it takes to resist that torque, which comes in the form of both rotation and translation forces, is a continual nuisance and makes it difficult when you want to get up next to a window and look out of it. You can't just go lay next to the window. You have to get into the position, and then you have to anchor yourself with your feet to your hands. Your hands are the things that you are trying to use. Those are the tools that make your being there worthwhile. It's just a continual nuisance, something that I realize Apollo is going to live with. But it's something that just never ought to be included in the spacecraft design. Communications shouldn't have
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) to go through an umbilical that size. We practice and train every day with a communications umbilical that has a tiny little wire that goes up to your head. You climb in a real spacecraft and you put on something that looks like it could carry half of the United States telephone communications. It's just one of those things that for long-duration flight, I think it's going to become an extremely distracting influence. It's the one that goes to the suit. The one that goes between the crewmen and the bulkhead, and the one that goes between the suit adapter and the comm carrier. I think we've overlooked that comm failure a little bit. Charlie had an intermittent transmitter in his right mike.

DUKE It was intermittent where it connected to the CWG adapter.

 SPEAKER But within the mike circuit?

 DUKE It was in the mike circuit, yes. Because by jiggling it, you could make it work. I got that out and then the right mike was loose. You could take the head of the boom mike and pull it out and expose the wires in there.

 YOUNG When Charlie buttoned up for the first EVA, we started to go through the comm checks, and he wasn't transmitting. I mean he wasn't getting out on either mike. I figured it was all over right there.

 SPEAKER That's really a mess.
MATTINGLY One of the things that we did when we went to the comm carrier originally was to put those zippers in there, so you can have spare electronics and spare heads with the cap itself. They are interchangeable. It seems to me that it would be prudent where so much depends on communications in this business to carry a spare set of electronics. I don't think that would be a particularly big package. We've tried the lightweight headset, which is a terrible misnomer. I think Charlie was the only one who ever made it work anywhere near satisfactorily. The big disadvantage to the lightweight headset is that you have to hold the microphone in front of your mouth. The range of it is not as great as what you get on the comm carrier. The comm carrier conveniently keeps the mike position stable. If you want to use your hands to do something and then talk at the same time, you're forced to wear the comm carrier. This just makes for another nuisance operation. I think that I never did use the lightweight headset except just once, to try it and see how it worked. I think the idea of having everything depend on the comm carrier makes that a justifiable item to throw in a spare for, even though we have two independent electronic sets on both sides. Charlie's failure was in the cable.

DUKE It was in the cable.
MATTLINGLY That may have some common points in it. We do carry a spare CCU cable and we carry a spare suit harness. It seems reasonable to carry the redundancy one step further.

YOUNG You'd sure be out of luck if the comm carrier crumps out on you. You're not going to do your mission right.

MATTLINGLY Navigation. We didn't have anything on navigation. We didn't do any P23s on the way home. We talked about PTC just being nominal.

The Gamma Ray Boom didn't retract any from the last try.

The systems people know about what extension I had. We had no indication.

The Mass Spec we had jettisoned in lunar orbit.

The Mapping Camera's Retraction and Extension times toward the end of the mission were becoming more and more nominal. I think that puzzled everyone. Perhaps the steller lens shield damage might explain that. We finally bent it to a place where it didn't get in the way.

On consumables, it looked like everything worked nominally, and as a matter of fact, towards the end of the mission, we went to half-degree dead band or half-degree-per-second maneuver rates because we had so much propellant.
DUKE  It appeared that EECOM was suspecting some stratification in the H₂ tanks and occasionally had us bring the fans on during the last 2 days. But we hadn't noticed any trouble in the pressure. I don't know how they figured that out. But from the onboard side, the pressures looked good and everything went well throughout the whole flight. The cryo system, the fuel cells, and the DPS were just superb all the way.

MATTINGLY  Let's say something about the fuel cells. We noticed that in contrast to the simulator where the fuel cell flows would rise steadily, the fuel cell flows from the real spacecraft continually pulsed in both hydrogen and oxygen. All three fuel cells did it. They never steadied out to any nominal value but were continually pulsed. Fuel cell 3 had a hydrogen-oxygen flow unbalance throughout the entire mission. It started out reading about an eighth of an inch. The two scales are different normally; the needles for hydrogen and oxygen are opposite each other. Fuel cell 3 throughout the mission was not that way. It seemed to me that toward the end of the mission, the difference became greater. We checked all the pressures and they were nominal.

DUKE  EECOM was satisfied with it so we didn't worry about it. I didn't even notice it until we were into the mission a few days. Then it caught my attention. One thing, Ken, that
we ought to mention, although we were told about it preflight, is the $\text{H}_2$ tank 1 that had a glitchy transducer on the pressure. It would sit there in the green and all of a sudden jump almost off-scale high. It would ride for a little while and jump back down again. It was intermittent, sometimes lasting for a couple of minutes, sometimes lasting just for a few seconds, and sometimes longer than that. No rhyme or reason to it.

MATTINGLY I'd like to put in another pitch for future spacecraft. One of the things that always gets you in trouble is timing water dumps when you're supposed to dump waste water down to 10 percent or when you're supposed to purge the fuel cells for 2 minutes or when you're supposed to stir the cryo fans for a minute. These kinds of tasks are forever the sort of things that last just long enough that you get bored watching them. You go off to do something else, and the first thing you know, you come back and you find that you've never done it by a significant amount. It seems to me that any operation like that should have some built-in system in the spacecraft to give you a call. We used a kitchen timer. I think whenever we used it, we always made the operation come out properly. There ought to be some way to build in to the spacecraft a
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) call system that would alert you. You could set a scale that would tell you that you're down to 15 percent on the waste water, for instance, and by just ringing a bell when you got there, you wouldn't have to monitor it continuously.

YOUNG I think the kitchen timer is really a good idea, at least operationally from our standpoint. You always get interrupted in whatever you're doing during one of these 2-minute tasks. Right in the middle of it, somebody wants you to do something else. It's inevitable, you forget it.

MATTINGLY But that should be something that's built in to the spacecraft, not something that you've got to carry in your PPK.

YOUNG Some timer like that sure would be a handy thing to have for those tasks because there is going to be a bunch of them.

MATTINGLY Okay. Star/Earth Horizons. We didn't ever look at those except for a gee whiz.

DAP Loads. There is nothing to say about them.

IMU alignments. Again, we canceled some of the P52s because the platform was running so smoothly.

YOUNG The only thing I don't understand about the IMU realignment was the last one we did, just prior to entry with a full
YOUNG (CONTD) five alarm. I was looking out the telescope and I didn't see any stars. And there were sure plenty to pick from. I mean I didn't see any Earth, I didn't see any Moon, or any Sun. I didn't understand that for a while. I don't understand why it flunked the star pick a pair test. The sky was full of stars. Maybe somebody can explain that to us. That was a super platform.

MATTINGLY The UV Photography. We did it nominally, with the one exception being the last UV photography we did, which comes up about 2-1/2 hours before entry. It required one CEX frame, and we had stowed all the CEX magazines by mistake. So we have the UV photography at the last frame and that was all we put with it.

The Skylab Contamination Photography. We did one sequence which they called sequence B which complements the lunar orbit stuff. However, we didn't do the lunar orbit stuff. The Skylab sequence B we did accomplish on the way home. This sequence and the dump photography had the Moon in the field of view of the camera which concerned us at the time. It's very difficult to understand how we're going to get meaningful data out of long exposures when you have a bright object like the Moon sitting right in the field of view. I guess all I'm
going to do is comment that the Moon was in the field of view for those photographs. The dump photography procedures worked out pretty well once we got started. We had a lot of trouble with condensation in the cockpit. We noticed condensation under the PGA bag after LOI. We noticed it again after TEI and then all the way home. It seemed like the condensation in the cockpit was building continuously.

YOUNG Yes, it really covered the top hatch and the side hatch.

MATTINGLY The side hatch was really dripping by the time we got around to doing the dump photography. All the windows were clouding up during the dump photography. I think we all had to use tissues to wipe the window off between frames. There just wasn't any way to keep from fogging the window. Whether the fogging shows up on the photography or not, I don't have any idea. The procedure for dumping out the hatch, once we finally got it all worked out, seemed to go okay. The first time I put the water to the side nozzle, I turned the heater on some 10 minutes prior to dumping. The first thing it did was spurt for about a second and then freeze.

YOUNG Yes, I guess that condensation is inevitable because the temperature on the hatch is below the dewpoint. So any water in
YOUNG (CONT'D) the air that's in the vicinity of that hatch is going to act like a water separator and just condense it right down the frame. There's no way out of it. The top hatch, the side hatch, and the windows are better water separators than anything we've got.

SPEAKER But it didn't do this on the way out?

YOUNG No, it didn't do it on the way out. But we didn't have these kinds of temperatures on the side hatch. When you'd grab ahold of the side hatch, that son-of-a-gun would be cold. When you'd grab ahold of the top hatch, that rascal would be cold. We didn't have the LM on the way out, and I don't know why it got so cold on the way back on the side hatch. But it sure did.

MATTINGLY It may have been the attitude we were going to.

DUKE We were in some strange attitudes, John.

YOUNG But it's inevitable with the attitude profile that we had.
MATTINGLY But it also did not clear up when we went in the PTC, which should have stabilized the temperature again. I'll admit that the hatch was cool, but it was not what I'd call cold.

YOUNG It's cold enough to get the water out.

MATTINGLY Obviously, it was, unless it condensed there maybe.

YOUNG We had water on the glycol lines. There is always water on them. It's a fact of nature. There's no way out of that.

MATTINGLY I think the point that's significant is that apparently our water separation capability is marginal to the extent that once you get an excess of moisture in the cockpit, even going back to PTC is not going to clear it up. Whether that's due to lack of circulation or what, it just isn't going to clear out once you got it in there.

YOUNG If you're going to pass saturated air next to something that's colder than what it is, it's got to go out on it. It doesn't ever get to the water separator.

MATTINGLY It was during the dump photography that John noticed the scheme on the dump photography was that you dumped one water bag, one of the contingency water bags full of water, out the side hatch. We would photograph the nozzle and the dump, and then we would run a stereoset of pictures looking down-Sun
MATTINGLY in the direction of the dump itself to watch the rate of
dissipation. When we turned and looked down-Sun, down along
the dump track, we saw the increased luminescence looking
against the dark sky. It looked like it was in the area that
we dumped the water. We might say a few words about the
characteristics of the water coming out of the nozzle. From
what we could see coming out of the cockpit looking out of
the center hatch window, it appeared that the water coming
out and hitting the sunlight looked like you were firing a
sparkler out a very narrow cone, much narrower than I antici-
patated. Charlie, how did that compare with what was coming
out the regular dump nozzle?

DUKE In the waste water dump, this thing would come out to look
like a cone about like that and about 10 feet out from the
spacecraft, it would start diverging. It was almost like a
jet at first, slowly diverging.

MATTINGLY Charlie is describing what he saw from the LM looking at the
waste water dump that we made in lunar orbit.

YOUNG What kind of pictures did you take of that, Charlie? Was it
a 70 or a 16?

DUKE I don't remember. I think it must be 70, because I looked at
all of the 16 last night from the LM and we didn't have it.
MATTINGLY So did I, and I didn't see it on the 70 so far either.

YOUNG Okay, EVA.

MATTINGLY EVA Prep. The whole scene was set by having to go in just prior to launch and put in an extra hour to allow for suit donning on EVA day. Then we started EVA day off by getting up an hour late. Sort of negated all the effort we put into it. But we did make up 45 minutes of that hour.

YOUNG The reason we were up an hour later is that we did part of the EVA prep the night before.

MATTINGLY Yes, we tried to do some of the EVA stuff the night before the EVA day. I would conclude that we really didn't get that much done that night.

YOUNG I think you need a couple of uninterrupted hours the night before. Don't you think so?

MATTINGLY Yes. We didn't spend a couple of hours on it. We spent about an hour on it. I'm not sure it was that productive, because the problem is that you go to start out on EVA prep and you quickly find yourself putting yourself in a configuration that you don't want, in order to eat dinner that night or eat breakfast the next morning or when you have a midcourse coming up. So you end up sort of wasting the time. We did the EVA
MATTINGLY prep the first day down to page 3-2, unstowing from A-2. (CONT'D)

That's one page of the EVA prep. There were several items that we ended up doing the next day. We had to make marks not to forget to come back. So my conclusion was that we could have put 30 minutes more on the second day and then 30 minutes saved on the total time. That's correct. We spent an hour the night before, and it took us an hour instead of 30 minutes to do it because we had to stop and say, can we really afford to do this tonight? A lot of the things, we had to go back and do over. I feel like we really didn't make as much money as I'd hoped we could. The only reason for doing it was we were afraid we were pushing the time for the next morning.

YOUNG But you figure it was a full hour that we cranked in there, that you had enough time on the day you did it. If you had used that hour, which you didn't obviously.

MATTINGLY Yes. I think we could have done it all in the same day. I think Jim Ellis did an excellent job of putting it together. Everything worked out fine; when we got to the other end, I had no concern that we'd overlooked anything at all. I felt completely comfortable.

DUKE I was going to say the same thing. I was just sitting there watching you two guys go at it. It was just real "attaboy"
where Ken had it all laid out, and everything seemed to be there and available.

Young

This is something we don't really get to practice, like everybody else. Maybe you do it two or three times during a training cycle. Ken does it a lot for the stowage temp, but Charlie and I don't get in there. We only did it twice on the training cycle. I thought that was really good, considering.

Duke

I'd like to make a recommendation that even though the Flight Plan says 200 and whatever hours and whatever minutes for the EVA, that you check this thing logically like we did. Slowly go through it, and if it comes out an hour later than that time, then it's going to be an hour later than that time. Because John and I didn't ever get in there to do those kinds of things. I did not feel too comfortable with a hurry-up type procedure. It didn't work that way, but I felt one time that I almost got a panicky feeling that man, we were really going to make this time, but it never did turn out that way and everything got ready. I thought it was great. But due to the fact that we didn't get in there and train except for a couple of times with you, Ken, we really never did the stowage part in the airplane. You don't have a chance in the airplane.
MATTINGLY  There's only one reason for opening the hatch on the time in
the Flight Plan, and that's if you made a commitment to a
network TV, and you ought to start it early enough so that
you can meet the comfortably.

YOUNG  That's not quite true, anymore than it is any other time.

MATTINGLY  We didn't because we didn't have a choice. But I think if
you say you're going to do at 220 hours and 10 minutes (and
NASA has a real bad attitude about not meeting those kinds of
schedules), the onus is on the flight crew to meet it.

SPEAKER  That's not the case, never has been.

MATTINGLY  Okay. On EVA Cabin Depress. There's one thing that we all
saw at about the same time. When you open that side hatch,
no matter how well you think you got the cockpit cleaned up,
there's always a lot of trash in there and it's going to head
for that exit. I saw a little screw come by and I tried to
catch it, and I batted it out of the way. I thought it was
gone. A little later, John says, don't let that screw in
there. I made a dive for it as it went through the valve.
That worried me for the next hour and a half because I didn't
know whether it came out the other side, and I really think
there ought to be some kind of a debris screen that you put
over that equalization valve on the side of the hatch.
YOUNG Yes, because we had a lot of pebbles and rocks that were on
the suit that we didn't get cleaned off and on the LEVAs and
on everything else that we brought back. We were sitting
there and there were at least four or five pebbles and rocks
that came floating by. That stuff can go through your dump
valve and it gets lodged in there so you couldn't close it.
That would be a bad thing. I know that's a big valve and a
big hole, but I assume that there's something that size that
could get through there. Sure would be good to have a screen
over it, I think.

MATTINGLY Seems like you ought to have a screen, or you ought to have
a thorough understanding that the inlet is the minimum cross
section. Anything that gets started in there is going to keep
going. Even then I think a screen is the proper answer, be-
because there's just no way you could get in there and operate
on that thing and clean it out. The only thing I could think
of to do was if it didn't seal, I figured a rock would crush
in the thing, a lot of mechanical advantage. But for some-
thing like those little screws that we saw go by, I never
would have gotten those things crushed. The only thing I
could think of was to open it up, and go ahead and waste some
oxygen, and try to build a flow through it. But that was one
that I just had not considered at all preflight.
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) The Hatch Opening. Let me go back and catch one thing on that hatch opening. In order to cover all bets, we did our own thing with the nitrogen, instead of venting the nitrogen bottle after lift-off. I hung onto it until after rendezvous and we got rid of the LM. I then vented the hatch nitrogen bottle into the cockpit. So we had it available then. Just about the hatch opening time for EVA, I vented it again and there had been no subsequent buildup.

YOUNG I'm really interested to see how the red blood cell mass comes out. I don't know whether it was a factor or not. I don't think the potassium has anything to do with the blood cell mass, but maybe the nitrogen does.

MATTINGLY When we opened the hatch, we had taken the counterbalance off with the hexnut instead of disconnecting the pip pin as we did on 15. We did this so we'd have the hatch open lock available to stabilize the hatch for the MEED experiment. And it all went just super fine; it was real easy. One of the things that I was a little bit surprised at was when we opened the hatch, we got a little impatient and still had a little more pressure in the cabin than I expected and it opened rather rapidly. I had my hand on it so it didn't go far. There was still a little more residual cabin pressure. When the gage gets down under a half a psi, the cabin pressure
gage is difficult to read and with parallax, it probably isn't very accurate down there anyhow. The hatch opened with no friction and the same thing was true when it came time to close the hatch. No friction evident at all.

It really worked nicely. And movement in the cockpit was no problem. I thought the checkout procedures, again, were just just perfectly adequate and gave me a lot of confidence that we had done all the right things in the suit preparation. On the suit integrity checks prior to cabin depress, it took a long time again for the oxygen flow to come down in the suit loop. I finally got it to come down by opening the equalization valve a little bit and dropping the cabin pressure to build up the suit DELTA-P. We had spent what seemed to me like 2 minutes with the $O_2$ flow going during the suit loop integrity check that you people did. You just have to bump it some way to get it up there. It takes a suit integrity check of about 4.5. That's pretty high pressure, and there's a lot of volume in those suits for that little bleed valve to make up. Moving in and out of the hatch and operation around the spacecraft with the OPS on and all, your helmet and visor are really not much of a problem at all at zero-g. It's so much easier than all the things you do in training, and it's very comforting. Charlie, you want to comment on your maneuvers?
In the zero-g airplane and in the simulator, when I got pressurized down, I felt like I was trapped behind the X-struts at the foot of the couch. But in flight, I could just zip right through those and I could bend the suit. It was very good mobility, from my viewpoint. I never felt like I was tangled up in Ken's umbilicals. I never even felt the tether tugging on me and I went out as far as I could. I wasn't about to let go but I still had my feet inside. One thing I wanted to mention, Ken, is the hatch opening. We'd always had this trouble with the temp in valve and the glycol loop. We got it tweaked up before we started depress, and during depress, sure enough, it must have been that water freezing on the glycol lines or something because ECOM started going crazy with these glycol loop temps; we thought sure we were going to have to do some adjustment or something but it stabilized. That would have really been a bear if we had to get down there and fiddle with this 382 panel then. We'd just have had to go with what we had, because it would have been impossible to get down there. That sort of gave us a moment of panic when that thing started acting up. I think it was probably water freezing on the glycol lines. I looked in it and there was a lot of water. All during the EVA, we kept getting ice crystals as big as a penny floating by me.
YOUNG  Right after we opened the hatch, there was a great rush of ice from that region down there. It passed right across me and went right out the hatch. I figured it was coming off the floor but it seemed to be generally coming from that region over there. I'm sure it came from around the glycol lines and around that region where the control panel is.

MATTINGLY  Okay. TV and DAC Installation. That was as simple as you would have expected it to be. We spent very little time adjusting the TVs. John took one look at the monitor and said it was okay the way it was, and we left it alone.

YOUNG  Yes, the ground wanted to change it but they changed their mind on that.

MATTINGLY  I guess this is a good a time as any to talk about the only two EMU comments I have. We had two things before I went out. I found out it was very difficult to move my left wrist. My first thought was that maybe all this stuff about how you lose your strength when you lay around like a marshmallow for 10 days was really true and that I had just gotten super weak. And so I wasn't about to complain about it. Now, I look back on it and I'd like to have someone look at that glove because I think there's something wrong with it. At no time was I able to
comfortably move it. Occasionally I could move it with my wrist, but generally, in order to make my left wrist move very much, I had to use my right hand to push the glove over to where I wanted it. And then I could keep it there.

DUKE It sounds like an Ed Mitchell problem to me, like he had on Apollo 14.

MATTINGLY Yes. It was a nuisance sort of thing.

YOUNG And you really had a hard time getting the mapping camera cassette because of it?

MATTINGLY Yes. The problem is that the glove has two stable points normally, and it's only friction that holds it in the intermediate position. They will stay flopped over towards you or flopped away from you. Every time I tried to put the little wrist tether hook on the mapping cassette, I'd hit that rail around the side of the door, push the glove over to the other side, and I had to keep pulling it out and resetting it.

DUKE Yes. When you said you were having trouble getting the mapping camera cassette, I couldn't figure what it was because you normally were down there and slapped it on there in the water tank.
The other EMU problem had to do with the visors. I went out and the Sun was just bright as all get out. So the first thing I did was to pull down the inner and the gold visors and that was pretty good until I got in the Sun. Then I still wanted to get that bright Sun out of my eyes, so I pulled down the hard covers on the outside, and John had forgotten to tell me that they didn't go back up.

During our last EVA when I got back in, I couldn't get the visor up. I couldn't see what I was doing. I was going in here and there with my eyes closed.

Fortunately, they got that little trapdoor in the front of the visor and I could handle that, but I never got the side blind down and I never got the thing pushed back up.

When you are in the lunar module, you butt your head up against this thing, you pull the trapdoor open, then you put your head back down, and the trapdoor comes back down again.

And that really worked pretty well. It only got in the way when I wanted to try to close the hatch. And on ingress, every time I tried to close the hatch, I knocked that little visor back down in my face. We went around and around with that one. I guess it's worth checking that the visor goes
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) in both directions before you open the hatch. It seems like a natural failure mode with all the dust and dirt and stuff in there.

YOUNG Yes. That is what it was, I am sure.

MATTINGLY And it's just one of those things you ought to be aware of.

The Pan Cassette and all that stuff came out super neat.

The Mapping Cassette did the same thing. Because of the trouble I was having with my left wrist, I didn't carry it in the mode that I normally would have. I was not going to let go of the cassette. I was just going to slip along the rail with it, holding it in my hand, but it was all I could do to hold on with my left hand. As Charlie says, that sure is black. I probably left fingerprints all over those rails.

YOUNG When you passed that last cassette in to me, the first thing I did was reach over there and hook that hook onto your tether instead of the cassette.

MATTINGLY Yes, I was watching that and I had visions of our two tethers hooked together and the cassette floating free.
YOUNG  Yes. I think the message there is just take it slow and easy.

DUKE  I might add here that we had developed a technique, Ken and I, in the airplane where I did not ingress the command module during the film transfers. What I would do was move up on top of the hatch and sit up on the upper part of the hatch with my feet just barely in the hatch, and Ken would come in next to the hatch and he would have plenty of opening even for the large cassette. Between arms, legs, hands, and hooks, there was no way for that thing to float out of there once we got it inside. Something that Apollo 17 ought to look at in their training is to have the LMP sit up on the top of the hatch there around the upper hatch seal. They can hold on to that. You've got plenty of handholds up there, and it worked great.

MATTINGLY  Yes, I thought the transfer was very simple and right. I can say one thing about the visibility when you're out there. You really run into this stark, bright contrast between bright areas where there's direct Sun and complete shadow. When you look around the side of the spacecraft across the shadow line, it just gets flat black. The only light that you're going
MATTINGLY (CONG' D)
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to get down there is either what's coming from the Moon which is probably very small, or what bounces off of your suit as a reflection. And you can see bubbles all along the thermal coating. There was an awful lot of bubbling around the service module coatings. The radiators that we looked at all looked nice and clean. I didn't see any surface contaminants on the radiator panels that I saw. Around the RCS was a lot of surface bubbling, particularly on quad B. It was my impression, however, that there was no higher concentration of bubbles at the nozzle exit or in the immediate vicinity of the jet plume than there was scattered around the rest of the thermal panel there. The housing on the side of the quad, the little box that builds up around the nozzles had bubbles on it, just like the skin underneath; so maybe if there is a heating problem, maybe the heating that started the bubbling is either solar heating or it's a heat soak type of thing rather than jet plumes. I looked at the mapping camera first on the way back. The stellar lens shield had apparently been out and had stayed out from the first extension, and it was partially retracted so that the folding lip of the stellar shield was up against the handrail and had been mashed down
against it, sort of folded the whole stellar shield as the mapping camera retracted. I had been asked to look at the mapping camera and look at the mechanism for retraction and extension and other features, the cables that went to it. It's very difficult to see, because it's down in a shadowed area. I suppose if I had taken the time to position my body differently, I might have gotten more reflected sunlight down in there, but that's a pretty hard shadow and I just didn't take the time to try to set myself off, although I think if you want to look down in the SIM bay, if you'll point your head so it's toward the Sun, I think that gold visor combined with the white suit make a wonderful reflector. I think you can probably see down inside some of those deep shadows pretty well if you just turn around and face the Sun. I just didn't take the time to do it. In retrospect, now I kind of wish maybe I had. I thought that we had seen what was wrong with the mapping camera when I found that stellar shield smashed against the rail.
I went back and looked at the aft end of the SIM bay. The mass spectrometer was gone, of course, and the shield that goes over the top of it was sticking straight up. I suppose that's the nominal position for post boom jettison.

Gamma Ray. I guess at this time we probably had noticed that it wasn't doing all of the right things because the cover was slightly ajar. It was sticking up at about a 15- to 20-degree angle and it was loose. I could wiggle the outer end of it like plus or minus 0.5 inch. It did not appear that the instrument itself was touching the hatch or the cover door. So somewhere the mechanism was holding it open. The instrument appeared to be down inside and it was on the rails. You could see the tapered end of the rails sticking through the instrument. It appeared to me that it was fully retracted, from what I had seen of the instrument preflight. So it was only the door that hadn't closed.

The Alpha/X-Ray Door was closed and it all looked completely normal. I looked at the aft end of the spacecraft, back around where the service module separates from the SLA and that was not as clean a cut as the SIM bay. The SIM bay, where the door came off, was a really clean cut. I looked at all of the surfaces, and I couldn't see one jagged edge sticking out anywhere or any loose metal. Looking back at the SLA/service
module interface cut, there was quite a bit of material to the plus-Y side of what I could see. It has some sharp edges and pieces of metal that were bent out and still hanging on intact. And I'd say they extended out maybe 0.5 inch. Looked like a good area to stay away from. Getting back in, we took the TV pole down. That was no problem. I passed it inside, removed the TV and the DAC, and put the MEED on it.

MEED Installation was no problem. When we got the MEED in place in the hatch, we ran into our first difficulty with the MEED. The MEED has a little Velcro strap which has been used to hold the lock in a locked position, just to keep you from knocking it. When you release it on the ground in one-g, this Velcro strap, which is about 6 inches long, will hang down. When you get in zero-g, this Velcro strap has an internal memory, and it goes right up over the Sun site. I was going to cut it off. I got talked out of wasting time on that and found a place where I could look around it and see the Sun site. The Sun site worked beautifully. You could really see the target. You could see where you were on it, what you needed to do to fix it. This MEED position was very difficult to get out to. I had to get completely out of the hatch in order to see it. And that was partly caused by the fact that with the visor down, I couldn't get my head high enough to look up at it.
YOUNG Did holding your feet help you any?

MATTINGLY The reason I wanted you to hold my feet was that the only other way I had to get out there was to climb up the pole. In training, what I had done was to plant my feet, one on the hatch and one on the couch strut inside, lean back, and look up at it. But I couldn't look up because the visor was down. The only way I could see the Sun site was to get up so that I could look down at it. And the only way to do that was to walk my way up the pole, and I was afraid that my hanging onto the pole was going to cause the hatch to move back and forth and change the pointing angle. And I don't know how much in angular measure that thing was going to move, so I had Charlie hold my feet down and that let me let go of the pole for a minute. And it turned out that when I let go of the pole, it didn't move any from when I was hanging on to it, so after that, I just went ahead and held onto the pole. And initially, the target showed that we were outside in pitch and we maneuvered in minimum impulse to put it in and got it. We had an error of about 2 degrees in pitch and about 3 degrees in yaw. And we didn't take any more time to dress it up after we did that. Opening the MEED was no problem. I pulled the little ring out and twisted it. Charlie backed up the timing with his wristwatch, and Hank backed it up on the ground. So we had two clocks going on the MEED timing. When it came time to
MATTINGLY close it, I had been a little concerned about having to climb up the pole in order to close it again, but that turned out to be a pretty simple thing. I closed the experiment and then I went to lock it, and there apparently was just enough extra inflation with the seal, that I couldn't get the lock to lock and once again the problem I was running into was that I was trying to use my right arm to kind of put a half nelson on the box and hold myself to the pole and squeeze the box closed, while I tried to use my left hand to lock the lock and started running into problems with the glove again. So I'm really not sure, everything working the way I had expected, of how many problems we'd have run into. The end result was that I pulled the MEED down without its being locked and passed it inside where John and Charlie locked it with apparently no trouble at all.

DUKE I thought it was a lot of trouble.

YOUNG It took four hands.

DUKE And I had to push it against the couch strut.

YOUNG If it's a two-hand operation and it takes essentially five arms to do it, that's troublesome.

MATTINGLY I would guess that we gave it an extra UV exposure of 5 to 10 seconds at the most.
DUKE    Yes, and that wasn't direct.

YOUNG   Indirect. I think that was on the order of 3 seconds.

MATTINGLY I don't think we disturbed the data at all.

YOUNG   It may have done something to the data, but I don't know how you'd evaluate it.

MATTINGLY Okay. Comm During EVA. I thought it was super. I could hear you guys and I just didn't have any problems at all with the comm.

YOUNG   In any case, the comm during the EVA was a lot better than it was in the altitude chamber, I thought.

MATTINGLY Yes, there was a lot less noise.

YOUNG   A lot less noise.

MATTINGLY Ingress was simple again. Every time I raised the folding visor, I closed the hatch on it and knocked it back down. I was having a hard time looking at the seals. Finally, John and Charlie checked all of the seals to make sure they were clear, then we pressurized it. Once again, I want to mention how nervous you feel about closing the hatch without some visible indicator that you have really gone over center on those locks. One of the technicians showed me how you could
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) check the clearance and at the very last stroke of travel, you could see a place where the dogs come across. But you sit there and you're counting on that thing holding pressure on you, and the only indication you have that it's latched is the fact that it quit stroking and the little bar falls down, but you don't really see all of the dogs go over center.

YOUNG With the visor down, neither Ken nor Charlie nor I could check that the seal was in fact clear, so it's the kind of thing where you could have the hatch closed and it would be dogged as much as it could, but something might be in the seal and you couldn't check it. This indication that Ken had with the last stroke of travel that shows the dogs over center that the technician showed him is a good way to do it. The only problem was, with the visor down again, he could not make that check and that's a valid check. I think in future spacecraft design, there ought to be positive indication to the crew that the dogs are in fact over center. I guess that's a standard gripe with me and the hatch, and has been ever since I participated in the design of it. I think in future spacecraft design, somebody ought to worry about it.

MATTINGLY Once we got the cabin pressurized, we didn't have any problem on that. It takes awhile. You just have to be patient while you build up the cabin with the purge flow. It takes about
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) 10 minutes to build it up to where the repressed package brings it to where you have 3-1/2 psi that they'd like to have before you open up the purge valve.

DUKE I'd like to say one thing. During EVA, I was always very comfortable. In the suit on the surge tank, the activities that I did never felt like I was overheated and we hardly used any oxygen out of the surge tank, the entire hour.

YOUNG It was still up around 850 or so, I guess. We flew the spacecraft a little in pulse to get the MEED lined up, and I didn't think that was any problem, although you can't handle the hand controller like you normally do because you've got it over in the left hand and it's all in a cattywampus angle to your wrist, but it's still no problem. I don't think flying a spacecraft in that manner for that kind of thing is hard.

MATTINGLY On the subject of the OPS, another thought passing on that is that we give, going outside, an OPS and a purged umbilical. And we give the people inside two relatively low-pressure oxygen bottles to live on. And the crewman outside has a lot more protection with that OPS than the crewman in the suit loop. Because not only does he have more makeup capability with the purge umbilical just to start with, but he's got a backup system with almost unlimited makeup capability. If there's anybody that has a minimum of backup protection, it's
the two crewmen on a suit loop in the spacecraft, where they have nothing but a surge tank and a repress package to work from. Neither of those have a particularly high flow capability. And as long as the umbilical is flown, you'll never get those things pumped back up. It seems to me it's a bit inconsistent in our approach to backup systems.

Yes, but I think everybody's realized that all along, Ken. No question about it. The crewman on the outside is a lot better off than those on the inside, and it makes everybody feel warm.

We write rules that say, if you don't have an OPS, you shouldn't go EVA. You've got more to start with than the crewmen in the cabin.

I agree. I think if worse came to worst, and you wanted to get the pan camera and film but for some reason, you lost OPS, I don't see anything more risky about going without OPS, I really don't.

Okay. We used the OPS to pump the cabin up.
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) And we used the OPS two more times as a way of bleeding the OPS down. We had something like 1600 psi in the OPS after we finished pumping the cabin up the first time. I think it was 1300 when we finished. That evening when we pumped the cabin up, it had built up again to 1500 to 1600. One of the things that we had overlooked on our post-EVA stowage was that I turned right around and stowed the OPS, only to have to go and unstow it for the presleep checklist to get the cabin pumped up again. That was an unnecessary amount of shuffling of materials around. On the post-EVA, we tried to get started toward an entry stowage, and the technique that we used was that I went ahead and got unsuited, and John and Charlie stayed with their suits on and just laid on the couch. I could move around and we decided not to let everybody unsuit, because that was having six people in there plus all the junk, and the only way you can get in out of these boxes is to have one of the crewmen that's fairly mobile and the other two people passing stuff. I guess we spent about 2-1/2 hours on that. At times there, you couldn't see anything except bags and boxes and junk floating around. I looked up from the LEB once and there was just nothing in sight.

DUKE I couldn't see you either.
YOUNG  Yes, that was very interesting. We were getting this thing where it's almost like Gemini as far as the stowage is concerned. You can't take one box out without taking the whole mess of other boxes out. It gets pretty tight.

MATTLINGLY If you would take it methodically, it's only a nuisance. It did bother me when I looked around and saw how much stuff we had floating free that if you ever had any reason to have to do something in a hurry, if you had some hardware problem, you were really going to be thrashing trying to get to some of the corners of the spacecraft because there is just stuff everywhere.

YOUNG  I'd like to say that I thought Ken really had the stowage laid out well. It's just by the numbers, and that's really the only way to do it. In the order that you have to do it to stow it, that's the way he had it laid out. Really, the only thing that we did that was probably inconsistent was that we were working the entry stowage list after we finished the EVA, and we were taking it very methodically box by box until we got down to the PGA stowage, at which time we assumed that all three of the suits belonged in the stowage bag. We pushed them in there, only to find out that they didn't want all three suits in the stowage bag. We wanted one under the right-hand couch. I assumed we could have probably left it
YOUNG (CONT'D) that way since we got them all in there, except that we
didn't have any place to stow the LEVs. Charlie was sleeping
under the right couch, so we ended up taking one suit out and
just sort of letting it float down in the LEB, which was in
the way of everything. But I guess the thing to do is to
remind the crew to sort of have a delta entry stowage after
you finish the EVA.

MATTINGLY We got ahead of ourselves in a couple of cases, such as
putting the OPS and burying it underneath a lot of stuff,
only to have to pull it out to pressurize the cabin that
night and the following night. And we left the TV stowed
which we needed the following day.

YOUNG I guess the way to handle that might be to put asterisks
on the entry stowage list so that it sort of indicates that
there's a delta stowage you're going to have to do after you
finish the EVA or something that you're going to have to
restow those items for, reentry maybe. Something like that.

MATTINGLY I'm not sure that there is a much cleaner way than the way
we did it.

DUKE I thought it was great.

YOUNG I thought it was great, only it was inconvenient to restow
that stuff, that's all.
MATTINGLY One of the things you have to keep in mind is that three crewmen in three couches don't sleep very successfully. I think that you really need to lose that. Because when you sleep, you kind of sprawl out a little, and I think if you tried to put the third person sleeping in the center couch, that he probably wouldn't sleep very well. That means you have to put one person under the couch, and with all of the rock bags stowed under there and all the other things (and by this time, you've filled up another jettison bag full of trash and you got just enough stuff so that that extra suit has to go to somewhere) so you can leave the poor fellow a place to go to sleep.

YOUNG We had three items that were our delta stowage after we woke up the last day. The pressure suit we had to restow, the jettison bag which by this time was enormous, and that black fecal bag which we had to move every time we did anything. What was the last one?

DUKE The goodie bag.

YOUNG The goodie bag, and it was a lot bigger than we'd anticipated too.

DUKE It had the Flight Plan in it.
YOUNG And it had the LM Flight Data File. I'm sure we didn't have a CG exactly.

DUKE It was all in the LEB, and I tied it all down.

MATTINGLY Mass Spec. There was nothing to say except we jettisoned it. We did another Light Flash thing and once again Charlie sandbagged it.

YOUNG Yes, Charlie had me 3 to 1 on the light flashes. I really don't think it was fair.

MATTINGLY Flight Plan Updates. They settled down a little bit by this time. I don't think we had any particular problems with it, since the ground was running most of the calls in real time. That seemed to work pretty well.

DUKE It was great, especially during that suit doff on the EVA post.

MATTINGLY I think you really ought to take advantage of the people on the ground. They've got the time and they've got the manpower to watch clocks and remind you of things and let you go about your business and not be a slave to the clock. I think that frees you to do a lot of things that you'd otherwise have to let go.

YOUNG Especially since our clock wasn't working.
MATTINGLY Okay. This takes us right on up to entry. Maneuvering to the Entry Attitude and all those things. We got up on entry morning, and I felt we had a very leisurely, very comfortable time, even with our ISS lights thrown in. And I thought that was the kind of day it ought to be, nothing extra thrown in there. I think that whole day ought to be preserved, just in its present form.

DUKE John and Ken were in the cockpit making sure we were up to speed on the entry checklist. I was going about the final stowage things, getting the suit tied up under and the sleep restraints and things like that, and I thought that was a good way to do it.

Another comment on the EVA. We mentioned our failures, except one I failed to mention was that my watch blew a crystal on EVA-3 and it stopped running at that point. So the flight watch went belly up and I got it brought it back to let them examine it. But the crystal either blew out or broke, and I don't ever remember hitting it. The face of the watch doesn't look like it's scratched. So I think what happened is the crystal just blew out and we got dust in it, and the thing was just not running and that happened on EVA-3. That's it.
15.0 ENTRY

MATTINGLY We brought the batteries on 15 minutes early.

DUKE EI minus 45.

MATTINGLY This was because of the concern over the battery compartment pressures.

DUKE Yes.

MATTINGLY The entry went completely nominal. Everything worked out right down the checklist. We did take a look at the horizon check time. It was dark and we didn't see anything. Nothing unusual in the separation from the service module. It's a big bang, as you'd expect. One of the few things that I think the simulator didn't reproduce faithfully was the dynamics of the command module, after separation. Apparently, the water boiler imparts a torque that causes you to yaw left and pitch up. This was something I hadn't anticipated. I kept finding every time I put in a minimum impulse, putting in some rates to maneuver back to the entry attitude that it was drifting off in the opposite direction. It seem like the water boiler was the most likely candidate for these torques.

YOUNG That baby is really springy once you get it separated. But the rest of it tells you the water boiler is working.
MATTINGLY The control system flew exactly like the simulator. The entry was exactly like the simulator, I thought. The thing that caught my attention first on entry was that it was a lot brighter inside the cockpit than I had anticipated. I don't know whether this was the time of day we came in that caused the Sun to be coming into the window. Right after entry interface I became a little bit concerned there was so much bright glare on the 8-ball that I might have a hard time focusing on it, and being able to read the 8-ball. It was really bright. It turned out there never was a problem. It didn't get any brighter than it was right then. It was just like having a big floodlight shine down on there. It's rather hard to watch.

YOUNG That's really a bright white light. I told you to turn the lights up bright.

MATTINGLY Be prepared for the ionization. It will be a lot brighter than you expect it to be. I thought you ought to fly the entry on the centrifuge or something so you could have a closed loop system. I thought that not getting a chance to practice that was sort of short changing the CMP. But after flying it I have to retract that. I think the simulation you get in the CMS is just all you could ask for. The thing flew exactly like all our simulations. The EMS was running as well.
MATTINGLY as any entry monitor system I've ever seen in any test or simulation. The EMS profile and the G&N profile were just identical. Think I could have flown either one. The control response was such that it would have been absolutely no problem with flying an EMS entry.

YOUNG Yes.

MATTINGLY We built up to right at 7 g's. All our g sources checked. John was calling out the DSKY read-outs and I was cross checking the EMS and the g meter. I was cross checking the two 8-balls. The first g felt pretty heavy.

YOUNG It's hard to talk at 7 g's.

MATTINGLY I felt like there was absolutely no problem at the 7 g level. I was concerned about how much peripheral scan might go down. I had a scan pattern bigger than I normally have flying an airplane.

YOUNG I was looking out your window.

MATTINGLY The CMS just gives you a real super preparation for that kind of operation.

YOUNG It's really good training.
MATTINGLY Sounds - when we pressurized the RCS unit you heard the squibs go and you heard something that didn't sound as much like a gurgle as the plumbing filled up as I had anticipated. There's definitely a sound there that you know it's going in. Firing the engines is a very comfortable little sound.

YOUNG The propellant usage was nominal. The RCS pressures were coming down very slow. We used hardly any.

MATTINGLY The spacecraft was good and stable. Picked up the aerodynamics just prior to 400,000 feet. I think that's very faithfully reproduced in the simulator. One thing that surprised me a little bit; I picked up some oscillations that I thought were typical of the transonic region. They were right towards the end of the entry. Turns out that the transonic oscillations were much greater and they are unmistakable. When we put the drogues out, I was really surprised at the oscillations that we got there.

YOUNG The automatic system did that.

MATTINGLY The automatic system put them out right on schedule. But we really got some big excursions in attitude. I was watching 30 degrees, plus or minus, on the 8-ball. I don't know if that is typical or not, but it was a great deal more than I anticipated seeing. It wasn't until almost before it was
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) time to release the drogues and go to the mains that we got
damped down to a fairly nominal state. When the drogues
released and the mains came out there was very little space-
craft motion associated with that.

YOUNG I had forgotten it was so erratic. You need to be tied down
good in that couch if there is any doubt.

DUKE Looks like those little beauties are going to get ripped
right off there.

MATTINGLY The CMS has very small oscillations when they simulate the
drogues coming out. I wouldn't change the CMS to put those
in, just commenting to the fact that you're going to see
bigger oscillations for real. Main chutes came out and we
watched the desreefing in two stages. That was no problem.

YOUNG Beautiful.

MATTINGLY I thought it was really uncluttered and very comfortable.
One of the things that made as big an impression on me as any-
thing else was that we've got that altimeter that goes from
100 000 feet to sea level on one rev. I anticipated it being
off by a great deal as we got down low. That thing must have
been right square on. We hit everything. I was calling out
the last couple of hundred feet as we came down and - That
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) thing couldn't have been off 50 feet from the time we said we were going to hit the water until we did.

YOUNG That could be the difference between the Atlantic and Pacific sea levels.

MATTINGLY The comm throughout was crystal clear. We had the recovery guys just with no trouble. We ended it up with a good Navy landing.

YOUNG Really, it was harder than Apollo 10.

DUKE I didn't really expect it to be as hard as it was. When I got my eyeballs recaged we were already in stable 2.

YOUNG There was no way we could have got those parachutes off before we went over.

MATTINGLY We hit and in one continuous motion we just rolled right over. I was prepared for it to be even harder than it turned out to be. I got a chance to watch us roll over. The stable 2 was
no problem. We collected a little water in the rendezvous windows between the outer and inner pane. I think that's probably typical of these birds. It shows up that way in the boilerplate down there in the tank. I think probably that is just the way the bird is put together.

I was just going to say it looks exactly like the boilerplate to me. I was watching the ticktock during the thing.

The Ionization, the orange glow started before RRT - couple of seconds before RRT. At that point I started the camera, which was a little early, the 16-millimeter that is. I started my watch right at RRT and everything went right on schedule.

Visual Sightings - the bus power and everything looked good, so I started looking outside a little bit during the max-G area. What surprised me during the whole thing was the rapidity with which that command module - when it decided to roll, boy, it just took off. You could see the horizon through the ionization sheath, both out window 5 and the rendezvous window 4. There was mylar on window 5 that was flapping back and forth across the window that was there at touchdown. It's
still there. It had come up right at CM/SM sep. I had seen that strip fly by. When we started getting the g's it flopped up over the window, sort of stayed there and wiggled the whole time. Which amazed me.

The communications blackout was just about right on time. John started talking to Houston and to ARIA. Comm was just outstanding there. After the mains came out, I saw a helicopter go over us. I guess that was Recovery One. John was talking to them. The only thing that was off nominal was the steam pressure was 32 seconds late. I started my watch on the time that steam pressure pegged. If we had to call the times based on that, we'd have been late on the 50 000 and the other times.

I think that's good enough for a backup system. I think the fact that it would be late is a known thing. They can't really predict it very close.

I really think the best backup system you have is that cabin pressure, if you don't have the altimeter. The cabin pressure increasing at about 24 000 for the drogues. Also, the eyeball out the window could help if you know the cloud level. I could see the clouds and everything outside.
YOUNG I'd be careful of that.

DUKE The cabin pressure coming through 10 is probably better than the clouds.

MATTINGLY I got fooled on the clouds at 90,000. I looked out my window; that is the first time I had a chance to look out there. I looked out and there were clouds. The sensation was very vivid that the clouds were bubbling. I thought, my God, we're down to 20,000 feet here and we hadn't done anything yet. It really took a long time for me to convince myself that we were really at 90,000.

YOUNG I was looking out my window, I had no doubt that we were way up high.

MATTINGLY You could really fool yourself.

DUKE It's a fascinating view. We had plenty of backups is what I was just trying to say. With both water boilers going during entry, the glycol loops stayed in good shape.
16.0 LANDING AND RECOVERY

YOUNG When we opened the hatch, I bet we increased the cabin temperature 10 to 20 degrees. The only thing on stable 2 that was off nominal was that it may have taken us 4 or 5 minutes to upright. The center bag apparently didn't fully inflate. It's supposed to be the one that inflates first. But the other two bags were certainly inflated. It uprighted just like normal.

DUKE On the postlanding checklist - you can run through that too rapidly and end up without comm. All of a sudden, it hit me that if I pulled these two breakers, we just lost our comm once we upright it. Right after we got on the mains I started rattling off the checklist. I was really talking to myself because all the breakers were over on my side. There's about seven or eight breakers that you have to pull. I was just rattling them off and getting no acknowledgement. Ken said, "Wait a minute, what are you talking about?" I was really going, too. I apologized for that, you guys. I didn't let you know that it was all on my side.

YOUNG I thought you were reading things for me to do and I hadn't done the first one yet.
DUKE I was about five steps ahead of you. One thing I'd like to mention that was just an oversight I guess by the Recovery Division. The hatch opened and Lt. Tashita pitched a bag in and said here's your life vest and NASA's heat sensor. We pulled this thing out of the bag. We broke it out and it was a heat recording drum. It says tape to the instrument panel. Well, we didn't have any tape. Finally, he said there's tape in the bag. We looked in the bag and there's a big roll of tape. It didn't seem feasible to put it on the instrument panel, so I just taped it to my couch. They had caught us by surprise. We had never heard of that.

YOUNG That caused us about 5 minutes. We'd have been out 5 minutes sooner and in the raft ready to be picked up.

MATTINGLY It looked like a clock you put on your buck.

YOUNG As it was, from stable 2 splashdown to the deck was 37 minutes, a super outstanding record.

DUKE Even for an old Air Force guy, I never felt seasick at all the entire 2 days on the carrier. The Navy really treated us great. I had no discomfort at all once we hit the water.

YOUNG We elected not to use the postlanding vent valve because you don't want a hole in the spacecraft.
DUKE We did not do that.

MATTINGLY Those guys out there obviously had really trained heavily. The whole operation was well thought out. But even at that, the frogman that came out to help us get out of the spacecraft really wasn't as familiar with the opening and closing of the hatch as you might anticipate. Maybe he was typical of a frogman approach. He wanted to use brute force to close the hatch. I think the CMP just as a matter of course should help the guy close the hatch. We had apparently knocked the dog partly down when we opened the hatch, before I got the handle back to neutral or something. I may have gotten a partial stroke on it when we opened it. There was just enough of a dog in the way that he couldn't push the hatch closed. I went ahead and recycled the hatch to the open position. Then we closed it. A lot easier than trying to bend all that metal.

YOUNG He was going to do it. He could have. He wasn't very tall but he sure was strong. Good thing you didn't have your hand between him and that hatch.

MATTINGLY We had a beautiful calm sea state. If you had any sea state, you really don't want to spend much time with that hatch open. You want to open it and close it as quickly as you can, but methodically; be sure you do it right.
DUKE That was a Navy comment. I didn't think it was so calm.

YOUNG Except for the waves, Charlie.

DUKE Pretty calm except for the waves.

YOUNG Outstanding pickup. That was really good.
17.0 TRAINING

YOUNG Outstanding training.

MATTINGLY There aren't enough nice words you can say about Nelson Temple and Gerry Stoner for the way they fixed up the CMS cockpit interior. I asked them when we first went to the Cape if they would keep the cockpit in the flight stowage configuration and put as many things in there as possible. It was our opinion when we started that stowing and learning to handle all the little miscellaneous items and knowing where to get them would be the secret in keeping the orbital time line going. I think that was a valid assessment. We received a lot of good training by going into the simulator and seeing it stowed with cameras, boxes, the flight data file, and all the things you want. We made up a good orbit stowage list which is distinct from the launch stowage list, which most people have in the checklist. These men went out there and put that stuff in so that when we went out to train, we didn't have to spend the first 30 minutes getting stuff out and putting it around the cockpit. I really think they did a good job of making the cockpit look like a spacecraft. I felt completely at home. When it came time in lunar orbit to go
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) after things, it was perfectly natural to reach to the right place to get a film magazine. If you wanted to know where the lens was, it was just a natural thing. We really didn't do that much special training to make it so. I think those men really bent over backwards and we always had a piece of gear that worked. CMS availability - I'll bet we didn't lose 5 hours out of the whole Cape training period because of the machines being down.

YOUNG I don't think we did.

MATTINGLY Just super availability. The men that ran the show down there stayed ahead of it. We worked out a schedule and they tried to have some kind of a script available so we didn't waste any time when we got into the machines. In particular, I'd like to say that Bernie Suchocki probably has as good a handle on the software as anyone around the program, and Dave Strunk knows more about flying an Apollo mission and the Apollo hardware than any single individual. Those two men made a very valuable contribution. The visual system, in our case, was up most of the time at least in the rendezvous window and in the optics. Those are really the only two that are worth
spending your time maintaining. The rest of the windows were periodically up or down. They did go to the trouble to try and look ahead at the scheduled session to see if those things would be available. They would come in and talk to us about them if we were not going to be ready and find out whether that was going to affect our training. The CMS we used here in Houston was primarily on systems and just general crew proficiency training.

That's all Skylab now, isn't it?

I think so. You can't say enough nice things about Roger Burke and the work that he did in building up our software. When I got through with Roger's little course, I came back after Apollo 13 and I was concerned about finding enough interesting things to just stay in that CMS for another 100 hours. With Roger on the console, he always kept us thoroughly occupied and completely interested. The man has an imagination and an understanding of the hardware that is beyond comprehension. He really knows his software.

Yes, he's a great guy.

That's all I have to say about the CMS.
Let me say one thing about something you recommended. It became apparent a few weeks prior to launch that we weren't doing enough three-man work. Ken suggested that we get in the simulator and just run a burn or two for half an hour a day and practice three-man teamwork. I recommend that the follow-on crews take time to get in there as much as possible to get team coordination down. Of course, Charlie's and my concern was the lunar surface operation. We got all wrapped around the axle on that. It's a matter of operational judgment as to how much of each you want to do. The fact that we spread the SIM network SIMs out so that we only had to run two a week allowed us more time to work on individual LMS burns. A lot of SIM network SIMs have more to do with exercise of the ground than they do with exercise of the crew. You can run four or five times as many dynamic phases when you're just working together as you get in an average LOI and DOI SIM. I really think that's an important phase. Our IOS men recognize it as being an important phase, too, and I guess we agree with them.

In the LMS here in Houston, we concentrated on systems work.
Bob Force gave us an excellent review. Maury Minnette and
Bob Jones all did a good job for us. It was a good system's review. Operationally, the LMS at the Cape is head and shoulders when it comes to operational training for the mission.

At the Cape we just had outstanding luck with the LMS. It was in good shape all the way. The visuals were usually up. On our landing site, I had such good landmarks out my window they developed a scheme where at pitch over we could start out with a view in my window coming straight at me and I could get a quick reference and then they would switch it over to John's window for the last 6000 feet. I thought that worked great and it helped to give me an input into the visibility, as to where we were at pitch over. The landing site looked exactly like the L&A right down to the size of crater of Lone Star, Dot, and End Crater. The fidelity of the LMS was good. Being a fixed-base simulator, you don't get the motion cues that you do in the vehicle. There's no doubt in your mind in the vehicle, when a jet comes on, which jet is firing, and that you're moving. The engine sounds in the LMS during descent was a very good simulation. It was probably a little bit more pronounced than you got in the vehicle, but you needed something, anyway. All in all, I want to just say an outstanding job for Charlie Floyd, Dave Bragdon, Bob Pierce,
and everybody that was involved in our training. We felt right at home in old Orion when we got there. I never felt so at ease and so at home in any airplane the first time as I did in that lunar module.

We really did. We really felt as if we were there. It was really comforting. We had a lot of flight time in the old LM. It was just as natural as if you had been doing it all your life. Let me say something that I recommend for training the last 2 or 3 weeks. They really threw the book at us on every dynamic phase that we have. I mean we were really having failures. If you had all those failures put together in a real situation, you would be in really bad shape. I think they should throw the book at you on burns, and every so often they should slip in a burn that is completely nominal. Not a 100 percent of the burns are going to be, in the real world, up to date. As far as the actual dynamic phase of the burn, we have never had a manned spacecraft burn or boost phase that wasn't nominal or wouldn't allow you to perform a nominal mission. I think that one out of three or four burns they should have you spring-loaded to take corrective action and not give you anything during that burn, because I
think that's the way it's going to be in the real world. You should never forget how a nominal burn looks. Boy, we were on the verge of forgetting. We were having IMU failures, platform failures, computer failures, and backing it up with the SCS and down modeing on that. I think, close to launch, you want to keep the crew relatively calm. I'm not sure with that much pounded into them that they are going to be that way. The visual systems and the L&A was tremendous. There was no doubt in my mind as to the landing site or where we're going at pitchover. There is a shortcoming in the L&A in that at 20 000 feet in the lunar module, I was able to get my nose up to where the COAS is mounted and stick my head by the window. I could see South Ray Crater and the edge of Stone Mountain. So, I had no doubt that we were targeted right into the landing site. In the real world the visibility got better as we came on down. Passing through 10 000 or 11 000 feet, you could start seeing Flag Crater and Spook. In the actual vehicle, you can look 88 degrees down, but you can't look 90 degrees down the X-axis. With that eye position, you can look down 88 degrees vertically and with a 55-degree pitch angle, which is what you get just before you get to high gate. You can see the whole landing site before you get there. Now, that's a good thing if you had any problem with the landing site recognition, which was always a concern too. This was
sort of a blah landing site, but you're going to recognize where you are. At least you are going to recognize where you're going if you are really targeted off the nominal spot. You don't get to do that in the L&A. It's something we can't do anything about, but the capability is there if a guy is worried about recognizing the landing site in the real vehicle. The other thing they did for us that I thought helped us is if we had had problems with the landing radar, they built a shadow that gave you an absolute altitude cue. You're looking out of zero phase and here comes a shadow which you can see in the photographs. That is the absolute altitude cue. Man, there's no doubt in your mind how far off the ground you are when you see that shadow. The dust, of course, wasn't as bad in the real world as we made it in the simulator. In our case we could see rocks and dirt all the way to the ground. That hasn't been the case in all missions. The software in the LMS was just superb. We have software programs and erasable memory programs. I think the LMS is really valuable for checking out things such as having the right stars for the various platform alignments, are they in the right part of the sky, how much attitude maneuvering does it take to get there, and for working out the timeline. We felt as if we had been doing it all of our lives when we finished that training.
MATTINGLY There's one thing on that whole subject of the CMS training -

YOUNG We never did a normal DOI burn for the whole mission.

MATTINGLY We have done one normal DOI burn since we've been together. That was at the Moon.

DUKE I sure am glad that there is only one allowed.

YOUNG Over 2 years of training with only one nominal DOI burn and that was in the spacecraft.

MATTINGLY I think there should be somebody who puts together a training package for you, that lays out what it is you are going to do in the CMS or the LMS, as the case may be, makes up a script and reviews it to see what is appropriate. As it turns out, I had to write down a list of things to do and I had to keep looking at the things. This is fine in emphasizing the mission phases you want to look at, but it also takes away some of the training factor, I think. I had to go out and say what kinds of malfunctions we wanted to see, and where we wanted to see them. I sort of tried to back out of that because that takes away from the ability to go in and face a cold situation.
YOUNG Close to launch, you're the only man that really has a feel - or you're one of the men that really has a feel for what you missed.

MATTINGLY Well, that may be but you know there are only so many hours in a day, and there are only so many things you can do. I felt like the time that I had to spend in laying out a detailed simulator training script was just one more task that I don't think the flight crew should be doing.

YOUNG That's right. You shouldn't be.

MATTINGLY I think I probably asked for more from the machines and the people than perhaps we have always done. I think they have done a super job on providing the things we did, but the groups are cut back themselves. We're all in the boat where there is just enough time to do the things you have to do. I really think maybe the backup crew could lay out the script for the prime crew because they know what the prime crew needs to do. Maybe you could do it for each other. I think there needs to be more thought to laying out an organized and a planned way to accomplish the training so that you do all the right things.

YOUNG The simulator people do have squares you have to fill.
DUKE  Exactly, they have a master plan to work with.

YOUNG  Yes. They have a master plan and there is a lot of training we had to do to fill all the squares.

MATTINGLY  You can say we should do so many TEIs and LOIs, but there needs to be a spread in there so you do them under certain conditions. Certain failures that are only important during certain times should be looked at. If you do it on a random basis, and the missions become more complex, there really is no way you can keep it all in your head as these things change from day to day. You can't afford to go out there and start every burn at ignition minus 20 minutes, because if you want to look at one discrete thing, there are some things you should look at. You should crank up the burn and start it at ignition minus 5 minutes and go do the burn and then drop it right there. When you go to entry, we finally got a good entry point that was EI minus 30 seconds in that 1 or 5 minutes, and that was a good training point. As you go along, you find that there are some reset points that are more useful to you than others. They aren't always predictable when you make up the original training tapes. When the men come up with the reset points from MPAD they're just guessing at what is going to be a good one.
SLAYTON Well, we're really not, because we've been working on those things for, how many missions, now?

YOUNG You know how it is, Deke for the last couple of weeks you could do everything you have to do and never do the same thing twice.

SLAYTON Yes, that's right.

YOUNG You don't really want to do that the last couple of weeks though.

You want to home in on your mission phases and tackle them one at a time.

MATTINGLY I had a feeling that I couldn't really let go of keeping track of what we had done and what we were going to do. I really feel as if that wasn't the kind of thing I should be doing.

YOUNG We already recommended that the crew look at a couple of things late in the training schedule and they may not even have time.

MATTINGLY I spent a lot of time flying the Flight Plan.

YOUNG I don't think we should work more than 8 hours a day the last 2 weeks but we did it.
MATTLINGLY I guess part of my comments about the Flight Plan go along with the simulator. The orbital Flight Plan flown in the CMS with all the activities in it, is to the CMP exactly the same as the EVA surface is to the lunar surface men. The difference is that we have one simulator and two crews to train. I can't practice my orbital activities and then do the nominal mission proficiency kind of training back to back like you. You can fly the LMS in the morning and then you can go out and do an EVA in the afternoon while the backup crew flip flops with you. We have one simulator to do both. You can't do this thing in piecemeal very well because you have to run real time on the real trajectory. You can't practice it in pieces because the things you're looking for are, do I have sufficient time to maneuver from this attitude to the next one? Does this attitude go through gimbal lock? Does it really get you to the right place? You have to fly those things in real time and they're not very glamorous things to do. But, I think to do justice to any Flight Plan and to go out of there professional, saying I know that I can accomplish this mission and I'm going to do these things. There is no way out except to have flown every one of those revs.

YOUNG Yes, even then we had three or four times where we had to take over to avoid gimbal lock.
MATTINGLY But, the things we did, we did as new things that were thought up in real time, not to the things that I verified in the Flight Plan. I think our mission is too complex and we've got too much wrapped up in it to go off half-cocked.

I don't launch without having flown the Flight Plan from A to Z to know what's in there, or if I can find any way around it. That's the reason I don't think you should do that kind of stuff inflight. We found lots of things when we went through, and it's just too complex to spit it out and write it down the first time and think you have all those answers. I guess all I can do is point out the problem and also that you really need to maximize your utilization of the CMS even if you get another 1000 hours lying on your back. There's just no way to find that you have an excess of time. You've got to use the thing and you got to optimize the amount of hours you spend in it.

YOUNG Yes. I think the message there is that you can keep it nominal to the real-time Flight Plan for the sake of optimizing a couple of data points on somebody's gamma ray curve. It's foolishness as far as I'm concerned. It may be necessary, but it sure is foolishness.
I think the LRV nav simulator was a system's assurance test. It sure convinced us that the thing worked. I'm not sure that's necessary in the future because Gene has already done it. They won't have to do it again. It's a nice piece of gear but the LRV nav system, as you know, works like TACAN, when it's working. You can't beat it.

It was a good verification of the maps and I think you should have that for the flight. Somebody should go through those traverses drawn on those maps and then navigate in the simulator. When we first started out, the map's starting point was different from the landing point starting point.

CMS, LMS simulations - The comm was never worth a darn. We almost had to yell at each other through the hatch. They should do something about the comm. The other thing is a lot of CMS/LMS simulations are probably unnecessary when it involves the CMS being a passive vehicle all the time, don't you think?

Yes.

I think laying around in the passive vehicle is wasting your time.

If you have nothing else to do, that would be all right. As I've been trying to emphasize, the CMS is my equivalent to
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) the EVA training, as well as a proficiency trainer. I can fly a lot of rendezvous and a lot of rescue things. Any time you do a rendezvous, there's always one passive vehicle. The kind of things you should do in the CMS/LMS training are those things which would require coordination between the two vehicles. I don't think you should go out and fly a CSM active rendezvous and have the LMS just sit there as a target. Nor do I think you should do the other way around. You should fly just enough of those together that you get accustomed exchanging data between the two vehicles, so that you know what a nominal rendezvous is going to look like to you, and go through the decisionmaking process. I feel that's another area where the scripts were not adequately prepared. I don't think anyone looked at what was going to be done during the CMS/LMS session to make sure that it was worth both parties participating. I think that is one place someone could look into it and save us a lot of time.

YOUNG Simulated networks simulations - Invariably, if you added the freebees, you got more than you asked for and then some.

MATTINGLY One thing that goes along with what you said about flying a few nominals towards the end. I felt like our last launch SIM was not the right foot to start a mission off on, where
we did so many things that were way out and then we just kind
of backed ourselves in a corner. I would like to have made
our last SIM with Houston one of those nominal things where
everything works like you're going to see it in flight and
you build up your confidence.

Yes, the last launch TLI SIM was pretty near a disaster.
It's too close to the end to be doing that kind of work.

All in all, it's good training, though.

I really think you should slack off a little during the last
of the training. This is in line with stressing the crew
preflight. I think you should be limited as to how much of
that you should impose on the crew. Missions are tough, but
you don't want to bend the guys around the axis just before
they get ready to launch. I was bent there after that last
launch abort SIM. I don't know how everybody else feels.

DCPS - I thought that was valuable for preliminary launch
aborts. But, once we got down to the Cape - I think the
simulator down there is certainly excellent to do it, plus
they get all three men in the pressure suits and you start
realizing the real limitations of doing launch aborts in
pressure suits; and, they are serious.
MATTLINGLY I don't think you can overemphasize the fact that you should fly every launch abort, period, suited.

YOUNG Yes. Sure is miserable though, isn't it.

MATTLINGLY CMPS - I used the CMPS a great deal. I flew every rescue and rendezvous combination known to mankind, I think.

YOUNG Plus entries.

MATTLINGLY Well, that's a separate operation. I thought that I had flown everything they had. I did this all before we left Houston, so that all the time I spent on rendezvous and rescue review was done as just sort of a paper exercise at the end, and that's the way it should be done. I think the McDonnell-Douglas people running that CMPS have a really super operation. They can show you all the characteristics of the different trajectories and step ahead. I can't think of any way that the CM would ever become an active vehicle in a rendezvous, I would have felt terrible going up there without knowing that I could effect a rendezvous from any place in the sky. I have complete confidence that I can rendezvous with that hardware with any malfunction that can happen to the command module and still effect a rescue, and stay within my fuel budget doing it.
YOUNG Except when you start in the low orbit with the TPI from apogee and you rendezvous from below. I didn't think much of that.

MATTINGLY I still think you could do it.

DUKE There he goes behind the hill.

MATTINGLY I think you should skip Gulf egress training.

YOUNG Yes, I agree.

MATTINGLY I think if you have ever been out in the Gulf, there's no reason to ever go out in the Gulf again. As much as I cherish my time, I thought to spend a Saturday going out there was terrible.

YOUNG Do it in the tank on a normal working day, do STABLE I and Stable II in the tank and that's certainly adequate. The Gulf egress training is a waste of time, money, and effort and in particular when you're so dependent on the weather and the sea state. It's not worth the effort.

MATTINGLY I didn't use the planetarium this time, but I used it on 13 and thought it was valuable. I did go out and schedule some sessions in the CMS to get use to finding my way from one star to another in a starball sense.
YOUNG  Yes. I think the planetarium could be deleted from the crew training, if you know the stars. There are much better star simulators in the LMS and CMS, perfect stars, better than you would ever get in a planetarium.

DUKE  I took about half an hour every couple of weeks to look at stars in the simulators and I think that's quite adequate.

MATTINGLY  I guess that is what we have been talking about and that is one area that really should be looked at. I don't mean it as a function. I don't mean that the guys are not doing their jobs. I think that their job description is changing. As the mission gets more complex, we're adding not only more requirements to the crew, but to the people that are responsible for training the crews. They have to be as sophisticated in laying out the mission training as well as all the hardware and everything else. A lot of times I think we leave the simulator people out of the picture and they're sort of technicians that run the machine and the training, but they don't ever get involved in the flight planning. I think they are short-handed and hard pressed, but somehow we have to include them in the total flight planning.
DUKE As far as the LMS goes, I can count on my hand how many times we changed our training plans. I never did a thing, it was all their "square filling" and I thought it was good.

YOUNG I think it was good, too.

MATTINGLY I think you have an entirely different problem.

DUKE We do. We don't have our Flight Plan verified. We have a set of procedures and systems to learn and that's it.

MATTINGLY If you had as many hours in the LMS as I had in the CMS, my CMS hours would have to be proportioned over 290 hours and your LMS would go about 10.

DUKE Yes. About 10 flying hours, you're right. I felt redundant many times, as if, man, I've done this before. But, to back you up Ken, we do not have the problem with the LMS, since we don't have the Flight Plan to verify. All we had to do was look at new procedures and attitudes, and you can do that in one session.

MATTINGLY Systems briefings - Man, I didn't have any this time around. The only system I really hit on as a separate thing was the G&N software.
YOUNG You had it once, but, you never got them logged in your training plan. You were in here on weekends talking to Roger Burke. I count that as training; but, no one else did.

Did you log it?

MATTINGLY Yes, I did.

YOUNG You didn't log it as a system?

MATTINGLY Again, that's one of those things, and it depends on the crew's background as to whether it's profitable or not. Some people would find it useful.

YOUNG The thing that I think we should emphasize here is that it would have been nice to know about such things as SPS and pressure anomalies prior to flight. The way we were working was that we were having a close-in systems' briefings on anomalies. You know when you get close to launch, you're going to take a little different view. We knew about the digital event timer skipping and we knew about things of that nature. But, we sure didn't know about the SPS. I wish we had. Before, Charlie Kline had been there on launch day. That's the kind of thing the crew should be cut in on.

SLAYTON Don Arabian's little poop sheet didn't have that on it? Not that one.
DUKE All in all, except for that one thing, I thought that Arabian's thing plus Dave Ballard's briefings were adequate.

SLAYTON Yes. That one fell through the crack.

YOUNG Orbital geology - That's a life subject in itself. I can't say enough good words about El Baz.

MATTINGLY I can't say enough good things about Dick Laidley. Dick Laidley came in and set up a training plan. His first task was to convince me that when you carry a map and pan camera, there's some reason why you should spend your time looking out the window, and use the man's time at all. I'm really glad that he did because the proof of the pudding came a couple of hours ago when I went over and looked at the photographs again this morning. The things that I saw and recognized with my eyes are not on the photographs. I think if I can record those things that it would all have been worth it. The training was set up, again, solely by Dick Laidley. I think it's a unique thing, as we don't have a system that handles this very well. We had one man, with the unique capability to take his capability as a pilot, and his ability to fly and recognize what he sees from orbit - that made him especially useful. He gets my vote for being the most organized and most thorough person I worked with in any training capacity anywhere. He'd
MATTINGLY
(CONT'D)
set up a trip, run through it, make sure that all the kinks were out of it, he'd fly the things, prepare maps and briefings before you went, and he'd provide for critique. He provided for briefings by local geologists on the area and he proofed the whole thing before he ever wasted 1 minute of crew's time on it. And you just can't say enough for his thorough preparation. At the end, El Baz got back in the loop and Dick didn't know as much about the Moon as he did about general geology. El Baz on the other hand, probably knows about all there is to know about the Moon on a human basis. The problem is that is a single-point failure, if there ever was one, in the Apollo Program. El Baz can't afford to sneeze, cough, or anything, because he's the only person that has expressed any interest in that. Putting it all together, it's frightening to me that one person is in that position. It's fortunate he's the super kind of guy that you can afford to have in that kind of job. I just don't think we should be running a program as expensive as this with only one person carrying the ball for such a large portion of the activity. In this case he got wrapped around the axle on Apollo 15 until very late in the game. By the time he gets through reducing the data on 16 and gets through with all that stuff, he'll probably be late getting back into the Apollo 17 picture.
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) I don't know what you can do about it, except to recognize that fact. Gary knows how many hours we spent on this stuff, but I'm sure we spent maybe about 50 percent more than is recorded.

YOUNG But, Ken, let me tell you something. I think you're the kind of a guy that's really interested in that, and I'm not so sure that the 17 guys are going to be that way.

MATTINGLY Okay, I'll buy that. I'm not sure. That may be a personal thing.

YOUNG He sure is a good man. There's no doubt about that.

MATTINGLY Landmark identification training - We spent a lot of time on that at the end. That's one of the things that you'd like to start working on early, but you can't until the ground track is firm and then you have to wait until you get the maps out and all that sort of thing. It almost by definition comes up in the last month, when everything else is starting to jill. It just seems like it all hits you at one time. I think that the time we spent on it though was really well worthwhile. I was able to operate by looking out the window and seeing things, and knowing where I was without referring to the map. And, I think if you're going to make any useful visual contribution you're going to have to have that kind
MATTINGLY (CONT'D)

of operation. Your time on target is so short that if you waste your time cross-checking your position against a map and looking back and forth, you're not going to get around to doing anything except verifying that the pictures on the map are on the right place. That probably goes along with how much emphasis you want to place on visual recognition. If you don't, I'm not sure that you really need to do those things. They kind of go hand in hand.

SIM bay training - We didn't do any formal SIM bay training, to speak of. And, again, that's because of the background we have, since we were in on the hardware development, on the first SIM package. It was sort of like we started our SIM bay training 2 years ago, and if you picked up the program at a different step, why you'd have to spend some time on it.

YOUNG

I sure thought we were well trained. I don't know how we could have gotten any more, unless we just trained for another month. We were as close to 100-percent trained as you can get. Maybe we let some things go, but, by golly we were in good shape.

DUKE

Lunar surface training one-sixth g and KC135 - We had about two or three sessions on that and it was good. The Rover seatbelt fit was excellent, and it turned out to be perfect,
and then right at the end we had another couple of sessions looking at pallets and things like that and I thought that was good.

I thought it was valuable. I got the idea that the suit would really be very mobile in one-sixth gravity and sure enough it was. I had the idea that there was going to be many times when I was going to be forced to get down close to the ground and pick up something that dropped and sure enough the next minute I dropped the flag staff and a few things like that. I had to pick up rocks and the lunar portable magnetometer reel which was always in the middle of the dirt. Sure enough, based on one-sixth g and the work we did in the KC135, it was no problem. And the one-g walkthroughs, and we had a minimum of those, we had one on the ALSEP and one on the MESA.

I think you should do a minimum on the unsuited work, as little as you can to get the idea of what you're doing, and then plunge into the suited work, for the EVA training.

At most, two ALSEP exercises was enough to learn the procedures, and I think that after that you were wasting your time as far as effectivity goes, because it's all that suit that encumbers you. You don't want to learn enough about it
so that you break the training gear. We had EVA training. After EVA training, exercise, and 13 or 14 ALSEP deployments since last June; and, gosh knows how many EVA-2 and -3, and it's a backbreaker, and you cuss all the time. But, it really paid off. We felt right at home. Everything worked.

We got 350 hours in those pressure suits, according to my records, since the day we started this business. I think it paid off. I think that learning to work in a pressure suit is the most important thing you do in the lunar surface operation, because you've got to learn the limitations of the equipment. And, no doubt there were some serious ones with the pressure suits. You can't move your fingers very well. One thing that was different in one-sixth g was that I ended up on the first EVA leaving a hole in my wrist with a wrist ring. I had some wristlets that I had taken up there with me, but unfortunately, they were in my lower pocket and they were all full of dust. So, I borrowed one of Charlie's and used that on the other two EVAs, but it just kept getting worse. I just tried to ignore that, but I should have worn
YOUNG (CONT'D) a wristlet. I didn't anticipate and because of the fact that you had to bring the pressure suit up like that (gesture) to do $V_{\text{max}}$ and you're doing some motion that I hadn't anticipated in the one-sixth gravity, with the controller. I guess that's just a fact of life. I should have worn wristlets.

DUKE The geology field trips were outstanding. The monthly trips that we did from the time we started on the crew was just right. In 2 or 3 days, you would come up to speed. I thought they were excellent.

YOUNG Also, it helps you to get a teamwork pattern and I think that's real important. You are not very effective unless you're working as a team up there. I thought Charlie and I did a lot of teamwork when we were working together in our own peculiar ways. And, I thought it worked out real well.

It's really important. Otherwise you're just going to be spinning your wheels on the Moon and that is not where they want you to spin them.
Once you got there, there really wasn't going to be the geology to see that you see on the field trips to the San Gabriels or the Sierras. But the Moon has its peculiar geology and there really are things to look for. It's mostly in descriptive terms on a broad and a narrow scale. By broad, I mean describing mountains, such as Stone Mountain in general describing rocks in detail and estimating. Getting your eyes tuned to estimations of slopes and percentages and sizes and things and the only way you get that is on a field trip.

I know how important that is and it makes the geology guys feel good.

I thought we did a better job up there than we would have without it.

That Moon is really looking at a geology field trip through 6 feet of dirt and it's kind of tough.

The LRU training was outstanding, once we got that seat cushion put in there where we were elevated up to the same
position that you were on the Moon. I had the feeling when I was up a little higher than I was on the seat, but not much, just a little bit.

I felt I was maybe riding a little higher on the Moon than I was in the trainer with the yellow seat cushion. The qual unit we had for a week to look at off-nominal deployments was very useful. We had a nominal deployment, it's good to see those things.

As you know, we had to fix the walking hinges, the wheels, and the pins. It's good it wasn't more serious than that.

But the saddle came right off.

Yes. The saddle came right off. Of course, we were pretty flat too, when we landed.

The CSD Chamber - We did one too many on that.

Yes.

Two would be adequate.

And, I hassled with those guys, trying to get this thing brought around to our way of thinking. I think that's just too much work for the good you get out of it. It's unfortunate. What we're ending up doing is spending all day long to run an
altitude chamber test during which we'd actually be running equipment for 40 minutes, with the prebreathing; the pressure drops; the added test that they were running (which didn't have anything to do with what we were doing); the way the ingress and egress; the chamber; and all. We would like to start right out with the prep and post in there, and going to the EVA and working the gear. With the uncomfortable and unfortunate suspension of that rig - the backpack in the chamber - compared to the amount of good you get out of it, you're really spinning your wheels for a whole day. Since the equipment does work so good, I'm not sure that's worth it.

I think there's some good in the two on the PLSS; not in the LM cabin part, but in the other part of the chamber, where you have the PLSSs on and you're exercising the PLSS modes.

I think it is important to know how to do the PLSS water recharge. You could do that over there in the lab where the guys are showing you exactly what's going on. You want to make sure you get your water serviced right or you are not going to do much EVA. But they can certainly do that adequately in the lab, both here and on the flight unit down at the Cape, later on if you're concerned about it, which we certainly were. When we first started, my concern was that we never knew if we had the water serviced properly. So,
we made a special effort to make sure we did. I don't think you need to do that in the altitude chamber.

I don't think you need to do the Buddy SLSS in the altitude chamber, either.

No, I don't either.

And that took 1 hour to get that thing on and off because of those connectors they had in there. It's just not worth the effort.

Contingency EV training, EVT training.

We did one in the WIF which I thought was a lot of fun.

But one time when we all got in the command module there, we had suits and bodies and hoses and I had a feeling that if something had happened, nobody could have gotten in there with us.

It's kind of crowded that's something. I was lying on the bottom of the pile when they closed the hatch. I had the feeling that if anything happened, it was a bad scene.

Closed the hatch and lost comm or whatever we did that day.
MATTINGLY It's not clear how much value you'd get out that training, even if you had to do a real EVT. It's so much harder to do things in the water tank than it is in real world. But, it does kind of help to keep you from being overly ambitious in your ideas about what it is you might be able to do.

YOUNG I do think you need preparation for EVT, but you could do it in one g.

MATTINGLY That's a one-g thing.

YOUNG Yes, because you want to make sure you got the thing on, and hooked up right.

MATTINGLY I'm not sure that, if a guy has never looked at the EV transfer pad or something, he shouldn't do that once. But I'm not sure there's any reason to do it twice. All the things we did there I can see them coming up. If you ever had to do one I could see you coming up wanting to know why we didn't do one. Like if you go the outside route with the OPS, you can't talk a fellow through the things and I think you really need that visual image stuck back in your head somewhere that says "Oh, yeah, I remember now, I gotta go back in this corner" because there's no way you can get to the fellow to tell him what he should do.
Well, there's some things that we hung up on in the WIF, crawling across the vehicle with all that line on you. It might would have been valuable to have done that if you are going to have those lines hooked onto you, to make sure that you remember how bad it was. You may not get hung up on them in zero g, but, I don't see any reason why you wouldn't, you know. Twenty minutes of OPS - You know that's a little last ditch thing. You should do that once.

I think it's worth an afternoon of your time. You should do it earlier in your training, perhaps, than we did. By the time we got around to doing it, it was getting down to the point where we were pressing to do other things that were more important.

EVA prep and post was outstanding.

We had about three times on each prep and post and really felt at home by the time we left there.

We were able to easily regroup toward sleeping first. Of course, the procedures called up were just right down the wire, and they were good. But, the fact that we had run our prep and post so many times just sort of made them seem natural.
MATTINGLY Yes. I'd like to throw in a comment on the same subject, Jim. Ellis set up that prep and post training for the inflight EVA. Again, I think it went well, primarily because I had done it many times. It's a pain in the neck to do because it's not an interesting thing, stowage.

YOUNG Especially in one g.

MATTINGLY But it really paid off.

YOUNG It's painful.

MATTINGLY Yeah. I'd like to comment on that chamber thing, too. We ran the umbilical in there and I think it is important that you run the umbilical system in the CSD chamber before you run the altitude chamber at the Cape. And exercise the same system such that you have some idea of what a nominal system performance is like and because there's such limited instrumentation that no one except the guys that's using the gear is really likely to know what's going on. And I thought doing that once was a very worthwhile thing.

YOUNG Mockups and stowage training.

DUKE Great big plus for Jerry Stoner and Joe Dougherty. Those guys with the our EVA, MESA pallets, and Rovers. We never had any problems.
We sure didn't when we finally got all the gear together.

As usual they are still on Delta right down to the last time we did it.

I didn't see a thing on the lunar surface that looked different than the training gear.

Yeah, that in itself is a miracle.

Photography and camera training was adequate.

I naturally had zero confidence in the camera gear going up there, but it worked like a champ. Those guys had given us little hints that would help on the 16, especially, and we checked every mag and it just worked great.

I think Dick Thompson really did a lot to help, to put all that stuff together. Before, I had never had anyone sit down and go through the malfunction with the camera and take pictures and critique what you did with them and all those things. I think having Dick available to look at all that camera stuff was a big help. He took the time to review each photo we took, and what we could have done better about it, particularly the ones we took in geology training and then sat down and make sure we talked about all of the malfunctions. We went through all the procedures. I thought that was a super thing to do.
The training Hasselblads were getting a little bad towards the end. It was frustrating. The camera briefings were all good. We had a good deal about how is should operate. The training gear was getting a little rusty by the time we finished with it. And, it left some frustrating moments, and I guess that’s what led to my lack of confidence. But the flight gear was really good.

You know, where we really let it fall down in the crack was on those bags.

Lunar surface experiment's training. We had briefings from all the PIs and had them witness the deployment of their experiments and at the end everybody was happy. I understood how the equipment was supposed to perform and I thought that was good.

If I had to do it over again, I'd put all those cables up in the air so they would not get in the way of the crewmen. I sure didn't think of it. I know that everybody said you had to step over the cables very carefully and I thought I was doing it, but I sure wasn't.

Lunar landing, LLTV, LLTVS, LMS - Up until the mission, I would have thought that the LLTV might have been pushing it too far. But, after I flew the thing all the way to the
ground, I spent the last 200 feet with my head out of the window. LLTV is mandatory as far as I am concerned. It's really a nice feeling to have flown a vehicle that responded just like the regular lunar module did. I had mixed feelings about it because I thought it was a pretty risky way to train, but, I really think it's essential. It really helps you get prepared for that last 200 or 300 feet, and the LMS, of course, supplemented it with the L&A. It sure is a good gear.

YOUNG

The planning of training and training program - I thought it was excellent.

MATTINGLY

There is nobody that looks after all the command module experiments. There's nobody that lays them out. There's nobody that puts them together in any kind of a reviewed fashion to see what it is we are trying to do, except the flight crew. There is no one to point out who we should talk to. There's no one to set it up and yet you have to do everything through the backdoor. For instance, take an experiment checklist that's 1-1/2-inch thick of experiments. There's nobody that's
screens how those things are done, how they should be done, what it is you're trying to do, how you should take them, when they should be done. We've pulled every bit of that stuff out like pulling teeth.

But you made that book up, didn't you?

I am one of the few people that knows what's in that book.

I was continually surprised.

I should be given that book with a set of procedures to learn. Instead, I'm one of the few people that knows what is in there and why it's there.

That's the only way to make it work, Ken.

But, I don't think the flight crew has the time to do that stuff. I feel like I put so much more in this thing than you should do.

I know you did.
MATTINGLY  I started on this thing 1-1/2 years and that's the only reason I got there, because I sat down and I talked to everyone of those PIs and every one that had an idea. I had to call them in and I had to look them up and find out what they were trying to do, try to put it in the context of where our spacecraft was going to be and what we could do and how we do it.

YOUNG  What you're saying is that there's probably no single point of contact from S&AD working on it.

MATTINGLY  The things we got weren't useful. They weren't usable. The requirements would come in and they'd be ding-dong. You look at it and you would say, "Well, this is not going to do anything because I know what the guy wants to do."

All they're doing is reading from a mission requirements document, which doesn't do a doggone thing for you. The whole area of orbital activities has totally been lost. No one is looking after it, except the flight crew. Perhaps the proper approach is to drop it. But I would never recommend that another crew spend the time that I spent on it, and if I were doing it over again, I would not spend the time on it.

SLAYTON  The problem is that they all assume that all you have to do is turn them on and off at the proper time and that's it.
MATTHEWLY The SIM bay takes practically no training and no effort. We did that. We covered that part of it with minimal effort. It's all that other stuff that takes so much of your time and there isn't anybody to do it.

SPEAKER Well, what happens to the ALFRED, Skylab contamination, all those?

MATTHEWLY That dim light photography takes such an inordinate amount of your time, learning to do that stuff. There's nobody to screen some stupid procedure. Somewhere I've got a copy of the original procedures we got. They are humanly impossible to do. You're handed this stuff, and told, "Here, go do it." Well, I'm the poor cat that's responsible. I have to sign off the yellow sheet and say I'll fly this airplane and I'll make it work and there is no way. No one's looked at it and the final crowning insult is that you go back and you have to argue with some ding-a-ling who doesn't know a thing about it, about whether this is a reasonable thing to do or not. S&AD and every bit of this has been a filter in the middle that has been a time delay. They should bring a set of experiments that have been thought out and practiced. There's no excuse for anyone ever bringing me an experiment that they haven't sat down and done themselves, and I don't think we got a single one that was brought to us that way.
SLAYTON Sure, you're right.

MATTINGLY I will say that the guys on the ALFMED put more effort into their experiment and did more work and did more to make our familiarity with it useful than anyone else. But, they are the only ones that volunteered to come forward and work on it. The rest of the stuff we had to go pull out tooth and nail. And in many cases, I think we had a lot better handle on what could be done and should be done. They come in with something that takes a lot of your time. I probably spent 15 hours in the CMS alone on low-light level photography, learning the techniques because you're sitting here changing shutter speeds, changing the aperture. You're sitting there in the dark doing it because we have inadequate gear to properly do the thing. You've got to practice how to do all that stuff in the dark. Some of the stuff I finally had to end up having to write and talk into a voice tape, which I could then turn on and play back to me. There's another thing I had to build. You know operating on the surface that way, if they want you to do something like that on the surface, some surface guy goes up and works out all the things, makes it up and let's you try it. You kind of work out the rough edges. In this world, the command module experiments which I think should be done, that's the reason I did it, because
MATTLINGLY (CONT'D) I think we can contribute a lot of good stuff. But I just
don't think the flightcrew should have to be the experiment
interface and all that stuff. I think he should be handed
stuff to learn and to do.

SLAYTON You're right. But, as long as you're willing to do it and
get it done, it isn't going to get done any other way. The
only way you can get it done the way you say it should be
done is to throw it right back in their lap, and say, "Give
me a package, or forget it."

MATTLINGLY You may be right.

YOUNG If it hadn't been somebody as conscientious and methodical
as you are, the stuff wouldn't have gotten done, Ken.

MATTLINGLY Well, there is no question in my mind that we wouldn't have
done it.

SLAYTON I wish you had bitched about it before the flight instead of
after. We'd probably wouldn't have flown it.

MATTLINGLY I'd do it because I think we've got an orbital platform up
there that should be used. I think we can learn things. I
wish I had had the authority to do the experiments that were
worth doing and not the ones that aren't. We threw off a lot
of good experiments --
YOUNG  You never get that opportunity.

MATTINGLY  No, you never do. You have to get the ding-a-ling ones, too.

I guess I wouldn't mind if I thought someone had ever put these into the priorities and weighed one against another for the time involved. That never got done, never.

SLAYTON  Nobody knows what time is involved until you get into the nitty gritty like you did with that one. That's the time you should blow the whistle on it.

MATTINGLY  But, there's no guy to go back to. There's no one that is responsible for all the experiments. You only talk to the guy that is responsible for this experiment. I want to throw this one off; this is a stupid thing to do.

SLAYTON  There are people that are responsible for all the experiments. There're three of them. One is Tony Calio, one if Jim McDivitt, and one is D. K. Slayton. Between the three of us, we're responsible for all of them.

MATTINGLY  I shouldn't bring my nitty-gritty problems to you guys.

SLAYTON  That's what we get paid for.

MATTINGLY  There should be other people that I can interface with.
SLAYTON There are people that are responsible, if they are doing their job. You should be raising hell about it, which you're doing now, but I think it's kind of after the fact.

Maybe it will help Apollo 17. But, I think we could have helped 16 if you would have screamed about it earlier.

YOUNG We have a quiet period of time there going to the Moon. I thought we were going to sit around and take it easy, but Ken's over there making up his tape so he can do his dim-light photography. And he had to do it. It took about 1 hour to do that going to the Moon. And, of course that's the only way he could have run the dim light in lunar orbit, near as I can figure. Because I don't know how you work in the dark with a clock.

MATTINGLY Let me add one other constructive thing to this, it's not just complaining. If you're going to this kind of stuff, once again, there needs to be someone who takes all these things out and finds out where they go into the Flight Plan and says now, here's an area that you need to practice. This sequence is important and you should go do that. And lay out a little training package for you. That's something else where there was no such thing. All this stuff just adds up to a lot of extra time you've got to spend.
YOUNG In specific instances, if the mission had been nominal, it was a week before flight that Ken had to delete some stuff from rev 72 and 73 because they were physically impossible to cram into the time to do them. That probably is too late in to be doing that. But when you slip the launch a month you're going to run into that problem because the stars move and the Sun comes up at a different time, or something.

SLAYTON You slip a month but you don't gain a month. It takes about 6 weeks to recover.

MATTINGLY And, we couldn't have picked a worse time to slip that month.

YOUNG Well, you would have been worse if it had been later.

SLAYTON You've got a point there. My only point is that if you weren't so conscientious, we wouldn't have that problem. Some other guys would say to hell with it.

YOUNG I knew you were having a problem, but I didn't know how to attack it either. Maybe if you hadn't been worried about that you would have been worried about something else that you didn't need to worry about.

MATTINGLY That could well be possible.

YOUNG Charlie was always worried about everything.
18.0 COMMAND MODULE SYSTEMS OPERATIONS

18.1 GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION - PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED.

18.2 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYSTEM

MATTINGLY Let me make a remark on thrust vector alignment. It is my impression on the circ burn and on the plane change that there was more attitude excursion than I anticipated. Maybe I was just supersensitive to excursions.

YOUNG Maybe that's what the short burn logic does for us.

18.3 SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM - PREVIOUSLY COVERED

18.4 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM - PREVIOUSLY COVERED

DUKE One of the pitch or one of the yaws, we had a little tough time hearing it on checkout.

YOUNG RCS?

MATTINGLY Back in the command module when you checkout the minus pitch, the farthest away engines are really hard to hear.
18.5 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM

DUKE We commented on that fuel cell on transearth coast - the
cycling the flows back and forth, which was something the
simulator does not do.

YOUNG DC monitor group, AC monitor group, AC inverters, main bus
ties - all worked as advertised.

DUKE Nonessential bus switch; never got out of MAIN A.

YOUNG G&N power switch, cryogenic system, cabin lighting and
controls, split bus operations, gimbal motor transients.

DUKE Before lift-off they're better if monitored on the fuel
cells. After lift-off they show up better on the batteries.

18.6 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

MATTINGLY The cabin ran at 5 psi when we started, which is a little
lower than some of the others have been running. At the
end of the mission, it was running down at 4.8 on the cabin
pressure gage. Which says that's - both regulators were low
or maybe the gage was reading low.

YOUNG I'm not sure there wasn't a bias in the gage, because when
we pumped the cabin up to 5.7, it looked to me like it was
reading ...
MATTINGLY We never popped the relief valve. If it were biased, it was reading lower than it should be. Once I got it up to 5.9 on the gage and didn't pop the relief valve, so it doesn't sound like a linear shift. It's kind of interesting that the cabin runs that low since you got two regulators and both of them are set higher than that.

YOUNG Cabin atmosphere. Amazing how much methane that cabin can handle, although at times, we overpowered it.

DUKE Only momentarily.

YOUNG Call 2 hours momentarily? I guess it was momentarily.

DUKE I thought the water system, once we got the separator on there, was excellent. The hot water was really nice and hot and the food tasted real good with that hot water in there, stayed warm for 15 minutes or so. The cold water was real cold, especially when you got up in the morning to take a drink.

MATTINGLY Or, if you went ahead and ran it out, it got colder as you drank it. I understand that.

YOUNG I think the only thing we noticed on the suit circuit is that it takes a long time for the suit volume to build up
on the suit pressure test. You got to wait on it for the
suit flow to come back to nominal value. In fact, on the
EVA checkout, you ran a cabin pressure down in order to get
the suit flow down.

YOUNG (CONT'D)

MATTINGLY The purge flow is under the cabin so that was one of the
things that you can get a box with. That purge flow will
to up faster than that little regulator can pump the suit
up. So you're falling behind — you never catch up.

YOUNG That may be a problem that the Apollo 15 guys had when they
couldn't pass their suit integrity check.

MATTINGLY It could have been. It fits the sequence.

YOUNG That's what it was on their sequence. Ken thought of it
right away. He dropped the cabin pressure, and the suit
flow came right down.

Waste management system, urine and fecal disposal problems.
Let's have at it.

MATTINGLY Why not — it's a spacecraft problem as much as a medical
problem. Take them separately because they are somewhat
distinct problems. Fecal disposal. We used the black
Skylab bag first. And we had it completely filled. I guess
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) I really can't say that I ever smelled any odors unless you went and put your head right next to the bag; I vented it using the waste management hose and the waste management vent. Everytime we did a urine dump, I'd put a couple of minutes of vent on the thing to try and suck the gases out of the bag.

YOUNG We had long periods of time where we weren't allowed to vent the bag.

MATTINGLY That's right. We would go for 12 or 24 hours at times without getting to do that. The bag always had the appearance to me that it was puffed up, except for the times when I would actually go and vent it. Unless I was right next to the bag - my head within 2 feet of it, I didn't smell the odor from it. But if you got within 2 feet of, I think it did.

YOUNG Charlie slept within 2 feet of it the whole night long.

DUKE By my feet.

YOUNG On an operational mission you shouldn't have to keep that kind of stuff in the cockpit with you unless you can vent it to vacuum. You ought to be able to vent it to vacuum
whenever you want to, to get the smell out of the cockpit.
The rest of the time you ought to jettison it. You ought
to jettison it at the most convenient time that comes up.
I just don't think that guys ought to be wandering around
with a bag full of feces in the cockpit.

WATTINGLY Our concern was that with cabin depressurization, that the
bag would blow up.

YOUNG Boy, would that have been a mess!

WATTINGLY I vented the bag to make sure that the big bag didn't burst.
That had nothing to do with the little bags. As far as I
know, none of them burst. I didn't open the bag to find
out either.

DUKE Fortunately, you can't really get an airtight seal on those
fecal bags.

YOUNG No you can't, no way.

DUKE That probably saved us. They had 5 psi when we started; I'm
sure they went down. We filled up that black bag.

WATTINGLY Then we put some more in the side compartment - three more.

DUKE Three. I did two entry morning and you did one the night before.
MATTINGLY I guess the rationale for using the supplementary bag first was a holdover from the desire to be able to throw it away, which we weren't allowed to do for other reasons, but I really think that's what you should do.

YOUNG You should have been in the LM when we got rid of it.

MATTINGLY I really think so. And you ought to plan to get rid of the next batch when you do the EVA. I just don't think you ought to carry that stuff around, if you can avoid it. I think it's a health problem if you ever get some of that stuff loose in there.

YOUNG I do too. I don't know what data is going to come out of this, I bet none. For an operational mission you shouldn't do it. Skylab maybe a different problem, but even in that, it's going to give them trouble.

DUKE We had three types of bags.

MATTINGLY The two bags are really more similar than I thought they would be.
DUKE The first time I had to go was right after waking up on the first day, after the first sleep period. Ken broke out one of those Skylab bags, and I tried that the first time. I thought it worked pretty good. I took the stickum off the little ellipsoid opening, and used the stickum and the Velcro strap around the legs. I didn't feel like it was tight enough with just the Velcro strap, so I undid it and pulled the stickum off. Once you performed the task, the clean up was still as horrendous as ever. I later found out that it really didn't help that any. It's a learning curve on this just like anything else. Shutting the bag off was probably a little bit more secure feeling with that Velcro across my legs than with the other bag. I felt the positioning of the bag was easier due to the hard opening than with the Gemini bag.

YOUNG I made some study of this problem in depth, starting back in the Gemini Program. I still don't see any use for that finger in the bag.

DUKE That was one thing I was going to add. You want to get that finger out of there.
YOUNG Get the finger out of there to keep the feces from hanging up, which it does every time the finger's in the way. All that's going to do is give you a bigger cleanup problem than you already got.

MATTINGLY I tried doing it the way they suggested - pulling the finger thing out first and then use it afterwards. All that does is smear. Absolutely no advantage to it. It looks to me like you could simplify the bag and remove one more potential weak spot in it by just deleting that whole thing.

DUKE Our technique was to abandon the LEB to whoever had to go, get naked, and go. That was about a 30 to 45 minute task.

YOUNG You got to take off all your clothes because we don't have two-piece underwear, which I think the Skylab guys are smart enough to have done.

MATTINGLY In comparing the Skylab proposed bag with the standard bag, it seemed to me that the finger thing was better than the one we have now only because it was easier to pull out. If you deleted the whole thing, both of them would be better bags. I though the belt on the Skylab bag was a luxury that we don't need. I didn't think it did anything for you. You've got to have some sticky back around the seal.
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) You've got to have that. As long as you've done that, then putting that Velcro on there was just window dressing, I thought.

YOUNG What it does - it gives you a much bigger package to dispose.

MATTINGLY And it has the disadvantage that the hard part that goes in your crotch there gives you something that's very hard to wrap up into a small package when you go to stuff it in an overbag to stow it later. Given a choice, I'd rather not have all that hard stuff in there to have to stuff into the bag later on. Just work a little more carefully and try to get a seal on the plastic bag to begin with. I thought it also made it easier to seal. Concerning the hard stuff, I was never able to get a good seal because of the rigidity of that plastic or whatever that stuff is. When you fold it up and put the two surfaces together, along the axis of the fold, there was always an air passage. You could never seal that completely just because of the material properties. The thin plastic bag didn't have that thing. I felt like you could get pretty close to a gas-tight seal with the original bag.

YOUNG You don't have the time or the ability in zero gravity to mix the dye in that thing. There's no way you can get those things all together.
MATTINGLY  I understand in their desire to make that bag so that it
doesn't inadvertently break the germicide, or whatever that
little blue package is. For me, one of the most difficult
things was to put that thing in there and break that little
bag inside. I was always afraid that instead of breaking
that little bag, I was going to break the outer bag. You
really have to push on that thing. Like Charlie said, you've
got to just take the heel of your hand and just really smash
it. I always had visions of the big outer bag coming open
when I did that. I really had a hard time mustering the
courage. There ought to be a better way of doing that.
Seems like you ought to put it in one of these packages where
the outer coating does like these pills do where it sort of
eats itself away like pills do in your stomach.

YOUNG    It would be more convenient, too, if was packaged down in the
bottom of the bag where it's supposed to be. Every time
you put it down in the bottom of the bag the first thing
it does is float back out.

MATTINGLY  Instead of something you add afterwards - it ought to be
something that's in there with a coating that will come off
when it's exposed to something in the fecal matter. It would
just take care of itself. You shouldn't have to add a pill

...
or a germicide or anything like that to the bag when you get through with it.

The other thing that appears to me that no one had considered is the large amount of tissue that is required cleaning yourself up. These fecal bags are big enough to hold a volus [?], but somebody forgot about all the tissues you're going to stuff in there. You're not very efficient with them because you just take one swipe, and, if you got a loose stool, it takes lots and lots of swipes. When you get all that in there, then you go to put it in that overwrap bag. We had a couple of them that were really a tight fit. You either need to provide a different disposal or you just have to allow for it. There is no reason to make those bags real tiny.

I'd like to reiterate my comment about the URA. At least the way ours operated, it needed more vacuum to pull the fluid in - to keep from collecting a bubble around the rim. Your best technique was to get close to the honeycomb. That would minimize the amount of splatter you would get most of the things inside. When I got through, and put the cap on it, there was always a ring of fluid that would - surface tension would pull back up around the side and get on the cap,
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) and when you opened it up, out came a bubble. I don't think that this is unusual. This has been commented on before. You have to be prepared that when you open the cap, you've got to have a tissue handy right then and there to get hold of it and do something with the thing. I felt like it was a much cleaner technique all the way around to use the bag with the roll-on cuff. Given a choice of all those devices we had, even if I could use it at any time, that the bag with the roll-on cuff was a much cleaner thing to do. You need lots of cuffs and lots of spare valves.

DUKE Yes, we only had one spare valve.

MATTINGLY You ought to have more than one spare valve.

YOUNG You're absolutely right. On an operational mission, you don't want to wake the other guys up if you have to make a head run at night. You got the bag with you and you can use it right there. If you're going down into the LEB at night you're going to have three guys up watching you go. There's no way you can get down in the LEB without waking up everybody.

DUKE Well, with the SIM bay, once you jettison that door, you're on the bag anyway.
The actual performance of the system was nominal. We didn't have any blockages, although one time we changed out a filter - a short filter.

That was because we were getting ready to dump. We didn't see anything come over the side. We changed the filter, but it turned out we must have had the bag empty anyhow.

It's one of those big white urine bags with a Beta cover around them. Those things are difficult to tell when they're emptying because the overwrap bag is semirigid. You can't see the interior bag to know when it's all out. You kind of have to watch outside and see when it quits dumping.

I thought the real-time test that we performed on telling whether or not the doctors could tell how much urine was dumping was really begging the issue. It indicated that they had little operational knowledge of what the heck goes on when you dump. The stuff comes out in spurts. It doesn't come out all at once. The line clogs up, and then maybe it breaks loose or something, but we saw it coming out sometimes in spurts. The urine is always dumped that way. The waste water was a continual flow, but urine seems to dump in groups, in a sort of a random manner. We were supposed to tell them when we started and when we ended. That meant you'd have to have somebody down there who could tell when the white bag was empty. And as Ken
YOUNG (CONT'D) says, there's nobody in the world smart enough to know when that thing was empty. That took however long it takes a bag to dump, somebody on it full time. That's got no place in an operational mission. I don't know how you would tell even if you had somebody on it the full time. The procedure is to wait until 5 minutes after you see the dumping stop out your left-hand window before you shut the thing off. It's a subjective thing because even after you finish, and you know the bag is pretty empty, that thing is still over there dumping stuff over the side. Where it gets it from, I don't know. From a line, I guess.

MATTINGLY After we quit dumping, that thing would still continue to vent on the order of 10 minutes, a minimum.

YOUNG I just don't believe that for an operational mission that the guys should be saddled with measuring that kind of thing, testing it, and looking at it and carrying it around. That's a mistake.

MATTINGLY I think it's important thing. Concerning what you do with the other trash that you have onboard the spacecraft, we use the jettison bags for a trashcan. We talked about that being larger than you'd like to handle. The spacecraft launches
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) with an awful lot of paper and bags, particularly the food bags and all that stuff. Number 1, you need to minimize the number of bags, disposable things that you take in a space-craft because you can't open the door and throw it outside.

Number 2 is that you have to make plans to handle all that. We jettisoned, during the course of the mission, all three jettison bags, which were filled just about to their total capacity. That's an awful lot of trash. We didn't eat all the food. If we had eaten all the rest of the food, we would have had even more trash in there. I don't think we have really paid enough attention to this. I don't know what you can do for Apollo except to be aware of it. Future space-craft must provide a better way to handle that kind of trash. You need an intermediate-size bag that's easy to use with a snapping lid. Either that or someone could make a snapping lid to go into the jettison bags so it would be easier to handle.

YOUNG Goodness gracious, don't let them start on that. No money in the world could build that bag.
MATTINGLY That might be.

YOUNG It would be an advantage to have a jett bag that you pulled open, like that, with maybe a bungee in it - so that you put the stuff in, then close the bag and not have everything come back out.

MATTINGLY You need some self-closing thing. CO₂ absorbers - we had one that stuck very tight. Previous to that we had one that was a tight pull, but it wasn't really stuck. The one that did stick - we must have worked on that thing 5 or 10 minutes, pushing it in, pulling it out until finally we were able to break it free. When we got through, we set it side by side with the one that was clean, and there was hardly any visible difference.

YOUNG I didn't think Ken was gonna get it out. I really didn't. I felt we were stuck with a CO₂ cartridge that wouldn't come out. It was that tough. He'd slide it back in and slide it back out, slide it back in, making maybe a quarter of an inch at a time. The cartridge's stowed as ordered in the Flight Plan A6 or A4 - A6, I think.

MATTINGLY I don't remember. Not A6.
YOUNG The second one inboard from the port side.

MATTINGLY I really didn't know that there is a mission rule on that when one of those is stuck. It appears to me a prudent rule is, make sure the other chamber doesn't stick, because if you ever get that thing stuck halfway in, you can't close the door. There's no way to open the door on the other side and you're out of business. I really think you need to be ginger about it, and all the assurances in the world that you can't break that little string are hard to swallow.

YOUNG You're really torquing it, man.

18.7 TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DUKE Everything was fine. From my side, I thought the comm was great.

YOUNG The VOX was good.

MATTINGLY The VOX was excellent.

YOUNG We didn't use the USB emergency keying.

MATTINGLY Some time during the mission, the Sony tape recorder would not record and then later on it did. I think it was because you couldn't depress the red button, and I have no idea why
MATTINGLY or what happened, but I think probably something floating around in it caused the problem.

DUKE There was a failure that we had that we haven't discussed so far and that was the failure that we fixed by taking the NORMAL switch and going to OFF and then back to NORMAL. I don't know what we fixed there.

MATTINGLY I remember we did that a couple of times.

YOUNG Whatever it was, the ground said they'd fix it. They were having trouble with the up-link or the down-link or something.

DUKE Oh, they got themselves out of sync with a series of commands, and I think it was an up data link. We cycled the up TLM switch a couple of times and that fixed it. By going into COMMAND RESET, it didn't fix it, but going down to the NORMAL position and back to OFF fixed it. What that was, I don't know exactly, but they admitted a problem or two.

MATTINGLY One of the things that's been a perennial problem with Apollo - the warning tone in the C&W warning system is not loud enough for some people, and I happened to be one of those people that likes a nice loud warning tone that's unmistakable. I think that our spacecraft was probably a little quieter than some of the others have been that I've heard, and I
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) prefer to have a tone booster on as a way of warning myself. Several times I saw the warning light and only then was I aware of the fact that the tone was on. That happened preflight, and it happened again in flight. I guess the rest of you found that the warning tone was completely adequate.

YOUNG It scared me to death.

MATTINGLY I just didn't hear it.

YOUNG Especially when Charlie purged the fuel cells.

18.8 MECHANICAL

MATTINGLY I have no mechanical comments. Everything worked like it was supposed to.

YOUNG I thought the mechanical worked well. The couch removal was no problem. We had trouble locking the Y-strut for entry.

MATTINGLY Yes, we did, the Y-Y-strut on my side. We had to open it in order to get into 382, and I had a considerable amount of trouble getting the thing back in. When you got it in, I'm not sure what you did to get it to lock - how you got enough room to twist it.

YOUNG I pressed the button real hard while you were twisting it.
MATTINGLY Yes, I was really beginning to wonder if maybe we were going to make your entry without that.

YOUNG Yes.

MATTINGLY I was getting ready to find something to wad in there so it wouldn't rattle so much.
19.0 LUNAR MODULE SYSTEMS OPERATIONS

19.1 PGNS

PGNS, Inertial - beautiful, Optical - tremendous, Rendezvous Radar - outstanding, Landing Radar - the same way. Computer Subsystem - great; G&N Controls and Displays - beautiful. Procedural Data was the only place where we got hung up procedurally. After Charlie put in the P27, we didn't have a CSM vector and the thing was trying to find out where it was. I guess it would be a good idea to remember to remind the guys if they have to do that again, to put in a VERB 66. It'll save them some wondering maybe.

19.2 AGS

The AGS was practically nominal, Modes of the Operation. Initialization and Calibration were outstanding. It took the auto updates and the radar and I think it had an acceptable solution for midcourses and the TPI. We never let it run the engine so I can't comment on that. We never had any of the problems that were associated with Apollo 14 and 15 of the AGS warning lights, it was just perfect.

Burn programs we did not do. The controls and displays were quite adequate. In fact, when we used this pointing, the
507, during P20 lockup on the rendezvous, the AGS needles were centered right on so it knew exactly where the old command module was.

19.3 PROPULSION

Descent system was nominal and we have commented before on the 2 percent difference between the fuel and oxidizer, before touchdown. Ascent, beautiful.

19.4 REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM

Except for the problem with the Reg. failures, the performance was like a champ.

19.5 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM

Everything was as advertised. The batteries were all up from pyros to Battery 6. The DC Monitor was good, the AC Monitor was good.

I think you took battery 3 off the line there, before descent, remember that?

No. That was before descent and I did that to let bat 6 take a little more of the load and heat up a little bit more before we started descent.
YOUNG Oh that's the reason.

DUKE The battery management scheme that was passed up left me uneasy. I prefer, before I took both batteries off the one bus even though they were tied together, to keep at least one battery on the bus. That's just a feeling I have, I don't really think it's necessary. But everything just worked exactly right. All the pyros went off, we could hear most of them when we were not suited. We did not hear the SH tank go at DFS start, but it was working, everything went great. The LM lighting I thought was good. We used the utility lights maybe once or twice in the dark, on the back side passages.

YOUNG I think the lighting on the LM was great. Sometimes you get in the lunar module simulator and you can't see any of the switches and gages. We never had that problem in the lunar module.

19.6 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

DUKE Okay, one thing for the follow-on crew, it's really not a gripe, is that at cabin repress, you ought to warn the CMP before you activate that valve because it really gets your attention, especially when you're going back to close on the thing.

YOUNG Yes, that close-out is like somebody fired off a shotgun.
MATTINGLY Sounds exactly like a pistol shot.

DUKE The LCG cooling is outstanding. We used that whenever we got hot, and in 30 seconds you would be okay.

YOUNG I'm not sure that that maybe a factor in keeping your pump running, because any time you can cool without sweating in the system where you are part electrolyte, you're in pretty good shape. Whereas running air cooling the whole time, you're going to be cool by sweat.

DUKE The glycol pump probably ran a little louder than I'd expected, and it leaked on activation. I guess that's probably because the suit loop wasn't up. But once you get the suit fan going the air noises drown out the glycol pump at that time.

One thing I would like to comment on, in the Suit Circuit, is the cabin gas return valve. When that valve was in AUTO, our suit gas converter to push cabin, cabin gas returned to AUTO, it felt like we were getting a chattering in the suit loop and the flow was pulsing out of the hoses. It just seemed to me that there was something that was opening and closing intermittently in the loop. We went around changing things and figured out what it was. It was the cabin gas return. When we put it to OPEN, the chattering stopped and the pulsing
stopped, and the suit loop sounded nominal to me, like it did in the chamber. Later on, for all our sleep configurations on the surface we had the cabin gas return OPEN. Before EVA-3 I wanted to check that valve and I went back to AUTO on it. It had apparently fixed itself because it did not give us that chattering and pulsing again. So apparently that flapper valve, in AUTO, was hanging up. But it then fixed itself. By the end of the mission we could have stayed in AUTO and it would have worked okay. In order not to perturb the procedures, we decided to let her go in OPEN.

19.7 TELECOMMUNICATIONS

The only thing we already mentioned, is the steerable antenna, would not steer in YAW. It never did come out of the stowed position. We tried it many times in the activation, and during orbital work and on the surface right after we landed, we tried it. Before the EVA I tried it and before lift-off I tried it, and it never worked. So we never did try it after we got in orbit again. I don't think it would have ever worked. We ran the tape recorder partially, but we had it open most of the orbital time and during the descent, due to the power conservation. We operated on down voice/backup most of the time, with biomed off to improve the circuit
margins which gave us a hot mike. It was annoying at times, but we usually remembered it.

I think the ground told us whenever we were on hot mike. We had one case there where we had a stuck mike button on my audio panel. The button on my umbilical was stuck and that gave me a problem or two, but cycling the button fixed it.

On the VHF, either Ken had a garbled VHF-B transmitter, or we had garbled VHF-B. It wasn't unreadable, but it was not as clear as VHF-A. I recommend that you go back and check his transmitter to see if that was it. If not that then it was probably our VHF-B receiver. They had done some work on our VHF a couple of weeks before lift-off. They changed out the whole thing, due to some high "g" relays, or something like that. I don't remember whether it was VHF-B or not, but it was certainly a garbled reception on VHF-B. I thought omni's were outstanding. We had clear ground comm; the uplink was clear all the time.
20.0 LRV OPERATIONS

YOUNG  Okay, we have already discussed the deployment, and the problems we had associated with it, and the setup, mounting and dismounting. A couple of times when you got on, Charlie, your backpack hung up on that rubber rim on the seat so you had to get out and back in again.

DUKE  I could feel it. Some times I overcame that by just bending forward and putting my feet on the floorboard. I had not wanted that floorboard when we had first started, but it turned out that that floorboard was a good deal. I'm glad I had it, because it gave me a good leverage to push that backpack back in against the seat. These LRV operations are all covered in EVA-1 and LRV setup, earlier in the debriefing.

YOUNG  Yes, I thought it was a great deal more controllable than I thought it would be. We'll have to go back and analyze the data and see what kind of slopes it was climbing, cause you really didn't have a feeling for them but it was getting up there. Crew Restrictions, Limitations, and Capabilities, Hand Controller Operations. We didn't experience this lateral PIO that we ran into with the trainer at maximum speeds. It just didn't seem to be there. The reason, I guess, was that the suit was rigid and having a seat belt that cinched me down...
real good probably prevented any feedback into the hand controller and the normal operation of the speed also didn't seem to be a problem. The general tendency was to leave it at $V_{\text{max}}$ or very close to that and to take what you got. The best reference that I had for speed control was to look at the speedometer. I really didn't have a feel for the difference between 7 kilometers and 10 kilometers without looking at the speedometer. There probably wasn't that much difference.

The crew moving within suits - I don't think we moved in the suits at all, to amount to anything.

DUKE Very comfortable riding in the Rover.

YOUNG Beautiful suspension system. If it hadn't been, we probably would have walked a long ways.

DUKE Really outstanding! You could have 3 wheels off the ground at once and the thing would just recover smartly and it was just beautiful.

YOUNG On at least three different occasions, we bounced up in the air and came down on a rock, which we were passing over, and it didn't seem to affect the operation in the slightest.
YOUNG (CONT'D)
The LRV Systems Operations - Nav System - we covered that, and it worked perfectly except for that failure between station 8 and 9. Power batteries were excellent although the ground kept having us turn off Bat-2, because they said it wasn't getting enough cooling.

DUKE
We did get an over temp on that.

YOUNG
We got an over temp caution and warning at station 11.

Steering and traction drive was excellent, except for initial startup and, at the time where we accidently went to PMW 1. I don't know what the problem was on the rear steering not working, when we initially powered everything up. Voice Communications and Antenna Management, TV and TCU - Did we talk about the antenna measurement, Charlie?

DUKE
Yes, how we had to GCA each other in on the thing occasionally. The Earth was almost overhead, about 80 degrees at elevation. They said it was going to be difficult to point and it was. You had to have the other guy GCA you in because you couldn't see the Automatic Gain Control while you were moving the antenna. You had to really arch your back and then you could barely see the Earth out of the top of your visor. Sometimes you were lucky and it came right into view,
but the crescent that we had would just fill up about
10 percent of that center circle. We always had good sig-
nal strength.

It was always greater than 3-1/2 on the signal strength.

Everything went on just as advertised on the TV/TCU. Easier
than I expected.

Electrical Mechanical Connections, you didn't have any
trouble with those?

We already mentioned earlier the power cable from the LCRU on
the Rover.

Dust Generated by the Wheels: We've got plenty of photography
of what happens when you lose a rear fender. And the Grand
Prix says what's going on the rest of the time.

There's plenty of dust on the radiators just from opening the
battery covers. It's very difficult for me to reach across
there to close the battery covers. I would think that the
next time anybody designs a vehicle, they'd put the opening
and closing mechanism on the outboard side, instead of on the
inboard side of the radiator. I was always afraid that I was
going to end up falling right in the middle of the batteries.

Payload Stowage was excellent.
YOUNG  PGA Fit and Operations, I think we've covered that a number of times. Biomedical Instrumentation we've covered.

DUKE  I had one thing I haven't mentioned, is that I got some - I got lesions from those sensors that I was sensitive to. It looks like it's from the tape and the doctors' have seen it, so they are well aware of it.

YOUNG  Liquid Cool Garment - a good piece of gear.

Helmet. We discussed the problem associated with taking it on and off when it's full of orange juice.

LEVA Operation. It was okay, except I didn't mention previously that I got it stuck on the last EVA and couldn't get it off for ingress - undoubtedly due to the dust.

Gloves. The only thing I can say is that if we're ever going to have a manned space operation where a guy is going to do useful work during long periods of time in space, they ought to develop a glove where he can use his fingers. That's all I can say, we aren't there yet.

UCTA Operation.
I used the transfer from the suit to the can and the tank in the LM and it works. At 2-1/2 psi we could effectively empty the UCTA in just a minute or so.

I never used mine, because I was always afraid that if I did I would have a very bad pressure suit odor, and I'm sure I would have.

In fact, right before lift-off that's what happened to me. I got a very warm, left leg.

And for the rest of the time Charlie's pressure suit smelled like an old head.

EMU Maintenance Kit.

Not enough.

We said we needed some more lube in there for the surface operation and the dust.

Drink Bag.

I make recommendations to keep it from leaking.

The Anti-Fog. Worked as advertised. They packed the anti-fog differently for the two EMU maintenance kits. The ones that we had were packed so that it was flat. The ones that Ken
YOUNG (CONT'D) had in the command and service module were packed apparently at 15 psi, or something, because his EMU maintenance kit was three times the size of ours. When we got it out, it was fully 4 inches in depth, and it should be about an inch in depth. And it was because the anti-fog pads had all pressurized. I think both of the EMU maintenance kits ought to be packed the same way. You don't want to break that seal, because if you do the anti-fog dries out and it's no good.

PLSS/PGA Operations, we talked about that. Pressurization and Ventilation we've discussed. Liquid Cooling and Circulation we've discussed. Communications, we discussed the problem of stowing and unstowing the antenna.

DUKE The only time we forgot that was after EVA-2. We felt like the ground would want us to really get back in, and we just flat forgot to put the antennas down. Then I broke one - John's broke off about 2 inches from the top. It was a little jagged, but I taped it up, and we used it the rest of the time. The Comm was just as good on EVA-3 as it was otherwise.

YOUNG Connectors and Controls were adequate.

Whether or not you can reach them is a function of where that old backpack is on your back on the PLSS. That would vary from donning to donning and vary throughout the surface operations.
DUKE The two that you had to reach, like the ice water and the coolant, were always there.

YOUNG Right.

DUKE The ones you couldn't reach were the primary water and the oxygen.

YOUNG We only needed to reach them in an emergency.

DUKE The RCU got dusty due to our dust fender problem. I had a tough time reading mine even though it had the plastic over it. They really did a good job putting that plastic over the top of that thing or we never would have been able to read it.

YOUNG They told us to give a PLSS check, and I couldn't read my RCU numbers because I made a mistake reaching up with my finger and tried to wipe the dust off. Apparently, the dust acts like an abrasive as it just completely clobbered the RCU and I couldn't read what percent oxygen I had from then on. I think they ought to do something about that.

DUKE I dusted mine all the time. It got dusty.

YOUNG I couldn't read mine.
YOUNG: OPS as advertised. Foot Restraints?

DUKE: I would like to see the Velcro taken off the flight floor, because it sure got dusty.

YOUNG: Sure did.

DUKE: Made it terrible to clean.

If you took that Velcro off you could take a damp cloth and swab the floor.

YOUNG: Get all that dust and mud and throw it in a jettison bag.

DUKE: But with the Velcro there, you couldn't do that.

YOUNG: For the short time you'll be in there in zero-g, you could use the tie-downs.

DUKE: That's right.

YOUNG: You're going to be in there suited anyway.

DUKE: In fact you want to float free in zero gravity at least I did. I felt more comfortable floating. And the hoses really restrain you to some degree. The Velcro didn't work. I tried that and I just came right up off the floor.
I guess I agree, Charlie. I don't think you lose anything by getting rid of the Velcro, but you would sure get rid of a lot of dirt.
22.0 FLIGHT EQUIPMENT

22.1 CSM

MATTINGLY We had the event timer problem which we already discussed, but
the one on the MDC-2 cramped on us about halfway through
the mission. And that's really a nuisance - you can work
around it but it's awfully difficult to work some problems
in our DET instead of on a countdown basis. Trying to set
your watches is a difficult thing since it works in 30-minute
increments when the sweep second hand goes around. So you
really need those things. And for future spacecraft, there's
got to be a better way to set those clocks. You should never
have to spend all the time trying to sync a clock to the com-
puter for instance. You go to make a burn; it can take you
a minute or two by the time you reset the DET to count up
when you ought to really is just push some kind of a sync
button and have the thing start counting. And that's just
a terrible nuisance. We're always joking about the fact that
there isn't enough time to set the clock, but it's more than
just a joke. On future birds, that's really got to be an
included item in the design.

Crew Compartment Configuration - I think all you can say is
that the J-configuration with all the stowage in there, really
is a full house by the time you tie down the rock bags on top
of the stowage compartments. It gets to be very frustrating when you find that there's no way you can stow so that you don't have to go back into those compartments. You just have to get used to the idea that you have to untie the rock bags and then go on down in there. When the PGA bag is full, you just can not get to the connectors where the rock bags tie down to the top of A-1 and A-7. The PGA bag gets so full that you can't even get your fingers in there much less the probe that ties them down. One of the bags I tied to the top of the PGA and the other one, I just had to leave it hanging free. The back of the PGA bag is up towards the side hatch which represents a volume of quite a few cubic feet. The best we could tell, this was totally unused. Could be used for more deviated volume or whatever but it's back in an area where it's difficult to get to. You can't put large items down through the couch to get into it but it's one of the few unused volumes in the spacecraft. We used the tunnel a great deal for our stowage place and that's very convenient until it comes time to do a LM oriented maneuver when you have to go into the LM or something. Now you've got to push all that stuff out of the way to find some other place for it. This is particularly true when you go to don suits. The Mirrors I don't think we used for anything except shaving.
DUKE  I did to put my sensors on.

MATTINGLY  Did you?

DUKE  It worked pretty good. I like those mirrors.

MATTINGLY  No sweat there. I think one thing that would help is either a portable mirror or a mirror you could take with you down into the area when you have to defecate. I think there's some application for a mirror for that.

YOUNG  It will help you in cleaning yourself off. You know where to rub. It wouldn't be so hit and miss.

MATTINGLY  Well, at least you wouldn't miss something.

YOUNG  That's the difference between using half a carton of tissue and using the whole pile. You're rubbing blind. I think it's a serious problem. We really thought when we started the mission, we were going to be out of tissues inside the phase.

MATTINGLY  You really go through those things in a hurry.

IV Clothing and Related Equipment - I thought the jacket and trousers worked real well. That pair of long johns, again you ought to use two pieces and I guess Skylab has gone to that we don't have to say anymore about it. That's a much better way to operate.
I guess everybody has their own temperature associated problems but none of the three of us were at any single time wearing the same amount of gear. I wore the top part of it and the lower part of the skivies with the boots on to keep my feet warm. And Charlie, he was running around in his underwear and Ken had the whole business on and I think that worked pretty good. I think with that much clothes you're able to set your own temperature.

Yes. I think in the spacecraft cabin that's probably the way you have to do it. You just can't go around controlling the cabin temperature at will.

You don't have any control, near as I can figure, except you could control the spacecraft cabin to an extent by either turning up the floods or by putting the window covers in.

So we've already talked about the Couches and the Mechanical business - the problem of the "Y" strut. Maybe a procedural problem for all I know, but it was something that caught us by surprise.

Restraints were certainly adequate.

Inflight Tool Set, we only used a couple of tools out of it. It was nice to know they were there. That tool E is certainly an invaluable thing and you really would hate to lose that
MATTLINGLY (CONT'D)

thing. We have another one in the tool kit. I guess I worried the whole flight that we were going to lose that thing, particularly on the day that the LM left. I was afraid John would have it in his pocket. We had a shakedown before he, - before he could get out of the cockpit. Same thing goes for pencils by the way. You can really run yourself out of pencils up there and then you're in trouble - Probably a spare pencil ought to get stuffed away somewhere. I wouldn't carry anymore, but I'd take some of the ones you have onboard and stuff them away for use after you've lost all the ones you started with. We lost a couple out the hatch during EVA.

Data Collection, I'd like to say some words about data collection in general. Data collection on an operational mission ought to be something that takes the minimal amount of crew concentration. I think you ought to put the minimum number of entries into the Flight Plan. And, the ground can watch the DSKY or the ground can copy things before it goes on the DSE. I think that's the way it should be done. One of the problems we had with our tape recorder is that you're never sure when you've got the tape recorder to put the data on. You can be pretty sure if you're on a J mission if you're on the front side of the Moon that they're dumping the tape and you have to go on the radio. Translunar and transearth coast I never knew who had what going because the ground guys always operated it.
MATTINGLY (CONT'D)

In building future hardware if we're going to operate this way, it seems like a darn good thing would be, instead of the tape motion light, at least you ought to have the complement, one that says whether it's recording or rewinding. I think you need access to a taped voice channel all the time. Because it turned out that I wanted to make a lot of comments on things I saw, things I didn't want to forget. Taking the time to write them down, you don't get your job done. And you just really ought to be able to just say the words and then that'll jog your memory when you get home. Data collection in the Flight Plan just isn't the way to go and I finally resorted to calling it out to the ground. Hopefully it can be sorted out but it's gonna take the air-to-ground playback plus some flight plans to - sort out where all the different frames went.

Thermal Control of Spacecraft. Far as I can tell, we didn't have any. Took whatever we had. And, in lunar orbit, that represented a rather large swing of excursions between hot and cold. That's no surprise to anybody.

Camera Equipment, I thought that the camera equipment operated beautifully. I still have some very strong comments about the idea of using a camera like the Hasselblad and having to use a ring sight on the side of it. I have several pictures where
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) I had the target in the ring sight and unfortunately the lens was looking at part of the window frame. And I think through the lens is the only way to prevent that. You have to be careful when you use the 250 because it makes the camera so long. You really need to emphasize making any optical equipment as short as you can when you want to get up next to the window with your head. Just anything like that and the same thing is true of the binoculars. They turned out to be small enough that they were very useful. We felt like we couldn't get enough uniform illumination inside to get good photography. If you can get the Sun shining in the window, that's fine. But that says anytime you want to take a picture of something, like demonstrating how a meal preparation goes, you have to try and time it when the Sun is coming through the window. And it just turns out that on an operational mission you just never have the luxuries to do those kind of things. You really could use a portable light in the cockpit if you want to do photography or anything like that.

SIM Bay Equipment, I don't think there's any comment at all on that.

YOUNG We used to have a portable light.

MATTINGLY I don't remember ever having one. I remember asking for a utility light at one time, way back.
YOUNG  Well, we talked about using it and carrying it down in the LEB with us and everybody said well, you can use a flashlight so they did away with it.

MATTINGLY  The flashlights don't give you enough illumination to take photography.

SLAYTON  We probably ought to have a higher priority on it.

MATTINGLY  I think the Skylab is going to be seeing a lot of times when they'd like to take internal pictures. I don't know how they illuminate Skylab.
YOUNG  Crew compartment configuration.

DUKE  That we just talked about, the Velcro. I thought the launch stowage was excellent. We had a couple of changes that we decided to do to give us a minimum time for getting ready on the lunar surface. That was to put the footstool harnesses on for lift-off and things like that. Minor things that just saved us a few minutes, and all that went great. We used the Restraint Systems for landing and you really were anchored. We had a pair of pliers and a pair of dikes that never were out of stowage.

YOUNG  The emergency APS start system.

DUKE  We never touched those either. And we had a emergency tool B, I guess it was to open the command module hatch that was never touched. The Camera Equipment all worked great, just great.

YOUNG  One thing that we just sort of arbitrarily imposed on Grumman was to put a strap in every compartment behind the equipment that's in there so you can pull on a strap and get the equipment out. I would say if you send one engineer in there and judiciously look at the compartments where the things are
in there tight, those would be the ones you could leave the straps in. I bet there's 3 to 4 pounds of straps in that vehicle which serve no useful purpose if they're looking for weight savings. There's an awful lot of compartments in there and every one has a strap in there that pulls something out and you don't need them. There must be a strap that's as long as this table, that's 10 feet long that pulls the LCG bags out the LCG compartment. You don't need it.
23.1 CSM

MATTINGLY The Launch and Entry Checklist were super, you can't say anything about those things. They work fine. They've been proven over many flights. I sure wouldn't change any of that now.

Cue Cards; I had no complaints about the cue cards, but I have some complaints about the system that gets them done. I didn't really care what the cue cards said, as long as they were basically correct. I always wanted to look up and see the same words. You don't use it as an item that you go through and check each item like you read it out like you would a checklist. But rather, it's a reminder, and your eyes need to be able to get used to looking in the same location for the same cue. But our system somehow gets wrapped around the axle of correcting spelling, correcting typographical errors, introducing typographical errors and reprinting them. We reprinted a whole new set of cards because they changed a Velcro patch on the back of one. Then you got to go through and proofread the whole thing all over again. Finally, a week before the flight we got a whole new set of cue cards, and they didn't fit the spacecraft. They're like 10 percent larger than they're supposed to be. Those are
MATTINGLY big things. They sure are a terrible nuisance when you (CONT'D) ought to be able to put that stuff to bed 3 months before flight. I feel rather personal about those cue cards. Those are mine, and anyone else that wants to deal with the check-list can. But I don't want them to put it in words that mean more to them on the cue card. I want it in my words.

DUKE You actually had somebody change the words on your cue card.

MATTINGLY Yep.

DUKE That's amazing.

MATTINGLY They improved it. And I can't argue that it wasn't in fact a clear statement. But you know that's not the purpose of those things.

YOUNG It's just a reminder for the individual crewmen of the things that get him through the operation.

MATTINGLY On the other hand, I don't mean to be bad mouthing the people that are doing the job because I think they really have gone way out. This guy Wes Jones really puts his heart and soul into doing that stuff. One of the problems there is that Wes Jones lives in Houston and the crew lives at the Cape. Any time you want to deal with something, you go through a rather lengthy chain of command and channels to communicate
MATTINGLY with each other. That's kind of difficult. Although I think everybody in the loop recognizes it and works real hard at trying to help.

Star Charts were fine. I thought they did a good job on those things.

GNC Checklist was good.

Systems Checklist was good. The data was all fine.

The Malfunction Procedures, we didn't do much with those things this time. I had no problems with them.

Time Line Items was a real problem. Let's first talk about the mechanical aspects of the Flight Plan. We ended up with two volumes. I asked them to print it on heavy paper so we wouldn't tear it up while we were handling it. And I think that was a good thing to do. But it also ends up that these two volumes are so large that you can't put a clip around it. When you get in the cockpit, the thing is forever floating closed. You really ought to be able to put one of those little clips on it, even if it means breaking it down into three volumes instead of two or something, so that it stays a more manageable size.
YOUNG Also, from a standpoint of being able to do simultaneous operations of logging, like medical data and food data, there ought to be separate books.

MATTINGLY I think we probably could have helped ourselves in real time if we'd have gone through and just pulled out those kind of things like the menus and the medical logs and taped them together somewhere. I didn't think about it at the time. The Flight Plan is always in demand. Another thing about the Flight Plan is the timeliness of it and the thoroughness that you use in preparing it.

It turns out that we had a lot of problems. I really never had the feeling right up the launch that I had reviewed the Flight Plan to the level of detail that I think the Flight Plan should be understood. The primary cause was the fact that we changed our launch month by 1 month at a time when we had a Preliminary Flight Plan and it was being reviewed and screened. Then we changed and we had to wait while the Flight Plan changed. Then when it finally did come, we had only one version of the Flight Plan and that was final. That was 6 weeks before launch. But it was really a preliminary, and we were changing it as rapidly as we could. Again, it was through no one's carelessness or anything else, it was just that you can't do everything at once. And these guys
MATTINGLY were really doing all they could to catch things that go through and review, make sure they hadn't left something out, correct the numbers in it, but we never got finished. We were still catching those things launch week. On 13, I launched with a Flight Plan that I knew, and I think that's the way you ought to fly. I think I'm paid to know that Flight Plan, and I never was able to get to that level of proficiency with this Flight Plan.

YOUNG Some of the real time changes were corrections, in the Flight Plan. I knew that.

MATTINGLY I don't think so. I don't know how you handle that problem, except that the people that decide when to slip launches should be aware of what they're doing. You're never going to do something that's unsafe, because of this problem. We're going to do the big things — LOIs, TEIs, and landings, and that sort of stuff. It's a much more difficult problem than the landing, because you can change the calendar day of landing, but the EVAs remain the same. The only thing you have to worry about is Sun angle and the approach azimuths. But then, we come into what really drives the Flight Plan and why we had to rejuggle it so much. And it's all the inertially-related items in here. I think dim-light or low-light-level photography and photography of celestial features
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) is the thing that really is the tail wagging the dog. Because, those things change as the Moon moves around in the sky. You might have a sequence of — say a gegenschein sequence on a rev 42 and that would be followed by a near-terminator photographic strip of the Moon at the next sunrise and so forth. Then you come up and the first thing you have to do is move the low-light-level photography to a different rev because of the inertial angles were different and the Moon occults on that rev. So you have to put that photograph on a rev 60 now. So, you take whatever was on rev 60 and it moves back, and the first thing you know you've got a completely out-of-control situation, where everything is juggling and you start all over again to fit this Flight Plan together.

YOUNG Yes. I still think if Tom and those guys had done all that work and got the Flight Plan in shape, then these kinds of changes, boy, are ...

MATTINGLY These problems were caused before flight, and I give those guys a great big "atta boy," for ever settling it down.

YOUNG Okay. But they got it settled down, and then in flight we did something else.

MATTINGLY And then we turned right around and threw it all away.
YOUNG Yes, and I think that's unforgivable.

MATTINGLY And I think that's unforgivable.

YOUNG Particularly after Ken's run through all the many hours of checking the stuff out. We found situations where the spacecraft is going to fly through gimbal lock and not be at the attitude at the time the pictures are suppose to be taken. In real time, nobody's running through all these changes that are coming up on the simulator somewhere and making sure that they have sufficient time to go.

MATTINGLY Think you should fly this kind of a Flight Plan in one or two ways. Either you should not put the density of data collection in it that we have, which may be a valid thing to consider, or, when you miss something, you've got to work on the principle that I've missed something and that's it and I'm going to stay right on the preplanned time line and do what I know I can do, instead of trying to think originally. Because that's where you can really get yourself in a bind. The other problem with the Flight Plan, and it relates to the experiments in the relationship to the Flight Plan, is the flight planners live in a force in Houston and the flight crew, again, lives out at the Cape. The communications link just isn't adequate, and I don't know what you do about it,
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) except I think the flight planners ought to live where the flight crew does.

SLAYTON They do. They are down here full time, and there's no other function to perform.

MATTINGLY But the guys that are writing the Flight Plan are seven strong and they live here. There's only one guy who runs back and forth.

SLAYTON Whether you got seven down there or one wouldn't make any difference. That's the only one you'd ever see anyway. Because that's the way the system's set up. We don't want a whole gang down there.

MATTINGLY I guess I never knew what was ever going on. I kept getting a new set of changes, and I felt like I was always out of the loop. It ended up that I wrote a lot of crew notes and changes on my own that, at first glance, I think it looks pretty unprofessional. But I think it's the only way because I put in little notes like, "If you don't start this maneuver by here, you won't get there in time and you'd better get the map out for the next thing at this point, because you're not going to get another change." Or, where we find a sequence where it just wasn't getting performed properly if you did it this way and we had to go through and change it
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) based on trying it in the simulator. By the time you go fly these things and look at all the things and you run around and you ask questions, there never was a guy at the Cape that had a good enough handle on it that you could just drop the question in his lap. Generally I was the only guy that really understood the problem, and I had to go back and find the guys in Houston that I could talk to, because they were the only ones that could fix it.

SLAYTON That ain't right; something is wrong here.

MATTINGLY You're right, boss.

SLAYTON Let me find out what the problem is. You wouldn't have had that problem either if you would have said something, because here again, that was something we could have fixed in 10 minutes flat.

MATTINGLY I'm not sure it can be fixed.

SLAYTON Sure it can be.

MATTINGLY Tommy and his guys just bent over backwards to really do a super job on this thing, and I feel like they really did. I think they were working from behind and we all were. But, somewhere in there the communication link was driving us up a wall.
SLAYTON    Something wrong; shouldn't have been.

MATTINGLY We just didn't stay in time together. I would end up reviewing three times, I read a Flight Plan cover to cover only to find out I had just read the wrong Flight Plan.

SLAYTON    But, who was changing them?

MATTINGLY It's in a constant flux. And I don't think there's any way to stop that.

SLAYTON    There sure is. As late as we got into this new launchment, I don't know that there would.

MATTINGLY But somewhere there's gotta be a freeze, even if it's wrong. It seems to me that a month before launch, that Flight Plan ought to be frozen.

SLAYTON    It was frozen in another Crew Procedures meeting after that.

MATTINGLY There sure were a lot of changes.

SLAYTON    That's what I'm trying to find out. Who's generating them? Where are they coming from?

MATTINGLY Well, I'll tell you, maybe I don't even understand the whole problem. A lot of the things were things we did after we saw what we had. We had to change it to make it work, and we didn't see those things. I don't think I could have reviewed
the Flight Plan any sooner. I don't think it was a matter that we didn't get hot on the job. But as a result of flying them in the simulator and flying a page, we've learned that there were things that really wasn't the way to do it. And the guys back here were trying to do that, but they don't have unlimited access to the machine time either, and we just never really got ourselves in sync. And I was really concerned that I didn't have a good enough handle on what was here to make sure that I could get that thing executed. As it turned out maybe some of my fears were uncommon. We did make it, but I thought it was a real struggle and I thought I was putting more into it than you really ought to have to. The Experiments Checklist falls into the same category, because it's subject to the same problems. Like poor old Bob Nute and the guys that put that thing together were really stuck in the middle, because they were given ding-a-ling procedures without the authority to go in and change them. They were told, here's what you should accomplish and I'd get the thing. They'd write it down for me; I'd get it and I'd go try to fly it in the simulator, and it wouldn't work and I'd come back and say, "Why are we doing this?" "Why don't we do something else?" And then they'd run back and see if they could chase it down to this communication link, with me at the Cape, talking to these guys on the telephone in Houston. Then
they'd have to go run around and, boy, we just got the Experiments Checklist - what - 2 weeks before flight. But when we got it the last time it was rough. I asked them not to print it until it had been proofread and flown. There was no sense in that, we were just going to have to print it over. So, it's not their fault that the thing came out late. Because I asked them not to do it until we could print something that was right. There ought to be some guy who works out all the details on our Experiments Checklist. Then, if we run something in the simulator and find that this didn't work very well, then I'd try to give it to one of the guys down there to take care of. But by the time I explained all the experiment, went and sat down and take anybody that didn't know what it was about, and explained it to them, hell, I could have saved a lot of time and finally I gave up and I just make the call myself because it took less time than trying to explain it to a third party, who would then go chase it down. And again the guy that does that ought to be living in close proximity to you. And it just got very cumbersome and I don't know if I really have an answer. I want to give Maurice Walters and Ron Weitenhagen the biggest "atta boy" of the mission. When they got down and got into the loop, they kept that Flight Plan up to date the last couple of weeks there on a minute-by-minute basis. And I finally got
some confidence that I knew what the real Flight Plan looked like. We were verifying one Flight Plan in the simulator although they knew it wasn't quite the one we would fly with. But they really jumped on that problem and that problem disappeared in the last couple of weeks. They really were a help.

Rescue Book, that was a good job. Gus Wallace put that together in good shape. Trained me in the CMPs. I'm perfectly happy, I think that's a good job.

23.2 LM

DUKE Contingency Checklist - We used it for the docked deactivation stage. The appropriate pages were clear even though some things could change. It was a good checklist.

YOUNG The Lunar surface checklist though was excellent.

DUKE Outstanding.
Cuff checklist.

Bob and Roger did a great job on that one. It was only a couple of weeks before flight that we finally got the flight ones printed up. We did get a chance to review it leisurely and use it, and it was excellent.

The Cue Cards and Star Charts, I think were excellent. We did need the star charts.

Early in the program we went back to the Apollo 14 cue cards because nobody could understand what Dave had on his - at least I personally couldn't.

They're good, but he had a lot of stuff on there where we'd have trouble getting at.

They were too busy, I guess is what it was. But anyway, after that iteration I don't think anything changed on those cue cards.

Systems Activation Checklist, great.

That was super.
YOUNG: Subsystem items - G&N dictionary was good. Systems data was good. Charlie was in there and found out right away what the double reg. failure on the RCS was.

DUKE: Malfunction procedures were never opened. I thought they were adequate to cover anything. We had a good feel for those.


23.3 CHARTS AND MAPS

MATTINGLY: I'm not sure which one of these they're referring to but there are four lunar orbit charts, the A, B, C, D. They were very good, couldn't ask for anything more. One of the things the guys had a hard time with is: they wanted to hold up printing the ground track on the charts, and holding up putting the charts together, until they had all of the visual targets and all of the photo targets to put on them. As a result we got them late. We finally decided to take what data was available and print it. Any further annotation, we'd pen and ink it. I think that was a good thing to do. I only wish we would have done it earlier in the game and gotten the charts out in time to look at them a little earlier. That's an area you ought to just think about - just print the ground track, just
MATTINGLY  a basic groundtrack, with nothing else on the map. Get it out early and then do the other stuff on an annotation basis. It's hard for the flight planners to get a handle on things like visual and photo targets. You'd like a set of those things 6 months before launch but the way our program feeds back on past experience I doubt that you're ever going to get the right ones more than a month or two in advance. It depends on how much study you do and how much time you have to put into it. I think we need to build in that kind of flexibility.

YOUNG  Sun Compass. We knew how to use it but we didn't have to. You didn't need it. There were so many familiar landmarks around there, we never had any doubt about where we were. Even if the nav hadn't worked, I don't think we would have needed the navigation system at our site. Lunar Orbit Charts.

MATTINGLY  I think that's what I really just talked about.

YOUNG  LM Landing Site Monitor Chart. We didn't use that. I think you only use that in case you don't know where you're landing. I don't think we had that problem.

Ascent Monitor Chart. We didn't need or use.

DUKE  We didn't even break it out.
YOUNG Lunar Surface Maps.

DUKE I'd like to make a comment about the Lunar Surface Maps. When your photography is only good to 20 meters, I think you're wasting your time carrying the photos of the traverse.

YOUNG I agree.

DUKE Really all you need and all you can use, due to the Rover, is, the topo chart with the headings and distances on the back of it, and one chart that you wedge up there on that camera.

YOUNG The rest of them you can't get at.

DUKE The rest of them you can't get out while you're driving and once you stop you don't have time to look at them. We had some tremendous craters that showed up on the topo maps that now that I've just looked at them again in detail, did not show up on the photographs. The photographs were not necessary on the lunar surface map when you have the resolution that we had in our photos.

YOUNG I don't think the Apollo 17 guys will have this problem, except the problem of accessibility of the map when you're on the Moon is going to be still with them. No sense taking a whole
YOUNG (CONT'D) bunch of maps out there if you can only get at one. Look at one while you're enroute. If you're enroute to a place, all you need to know is what your bearing and heading and distance is to go.

MATTINGLY CSM Lunar Landmark Maps were fine.

YOUNG They're adequate. Simulated Obliques in CSM Lunar Landmark Maps.

MATTINGLY I think we ought to save the Government some money and quit making those.

YOUNG You didn't need those, did you?

MATTINGLY No.

YOUNG Simulated obliques are where they take the orbital pictures, or something like the orbital pictures, and rotate them. It must cost a heck of a lot of money to do that.

The Contingency Chart.

MATTINGLY That's just a big scale chart. I think you're probably obligated always to carry that. That's a good one.

YOUNG EVA Traverse Maps.

DUKE I just talked about those.
YOUNG The LM Lunar Surface Maps are maps of the whole landing site area in case you get off nominal and have to redo your EVA on the order of a couple of miles.

DUKE If you land long.

YOUNG In which case you're going to be sitting in there drawing on them, I expect. You probably ought to have those. They're really contingency lunar surface maps is what they are.

MATTINGLY Visual Study Data Package. That's one that Ken Paterson put together this time. He did a super job on it. I thought it was very useful, but I'm not sure that everybody wants to study it to the same level. I'd suggest that before he puts that much effort into it, he better check and make sure. I didn't know he was going to do it. I'm glad he did. But someone else might find that he can save himself a lot of trouble. He ought to check to make sure that the CMP would like to look at it.

23.4 GENERAL FLIGHT PLANNING (FDF)

YOUNG Level of activity and recommended changes.

MATTINGLY There is a lot of question in everybody's mind, including mine, whether we had scheduled too much during lunar orbit. A lot of that depends on the individual. After trying it during
MATTLINGLY (CONT'D) the solo phase I had no problem whatsoever staying with it. The fact that we could even handle all the real time updates in addition to the kind of things we were doing says that it was a reasonable work load. It is really a drag to live for 6 days in the lunar orbit on a minute-by-minute basis without a break. I don't think I would recommend somebody do that unless they really have a personal desire to want to do that kind of thing. I think you have to take the activities in lunar orbit when three guys are onboard and shoot for about a third of what you think you ought to do. I find that it is just slow operating with three men in there. That kind of took me by surprise. It's just one of those things. When you go to reach for a film magazine I'd either have to explain to John where it was and I always was faced with the choice of trying to explain where to go and what to do.

YOUNG Or telling me to get out of the way.

MATTLINGLY Or telling him to get out of the way. Which way is going to be faster, I never came to any good conclusions on what was the right thing to do.

YOUNG Part of the problem might have been that we could have learned where the stowage was in better detail and worked with you more, except I don't think we had the time to do that.
MATTINGLY  No, I think we did all the right things. I don't think we misused our time at any point. I think that it's just one of those things that the whole system has to be aware of - that when there's three guys in the spacecraft, no one is very efficient.

YOUNG  It's kind of like a big Gemini especially when you get all the rocks on there and you get all the suits in there you're just crowded.

MATTINGLY  You got to pull your horns in a little bit and be a little more relaxed about it.

YOUNG  O.K. Level of Details Provided in Onboard Documentation.

MATTINGLY  I thought it was just right.

23.5 PREFLIGHT SUPPORT

YOUNG  Preflight Support, I guess we talked about that.

SLAYTON  Poor, you said.

YOUNG  Up to a point until about the last month. In the IM we didn't have any problems.

DUKE  We had good support.
We didn't make any changes. I mean, we weren't making any changes; all we were doing was going down and landing.

My statement is still correct. We had good support. The training exercises were ready. We never had any delay for suits, the Bendix people were always there with the air.

We're talking about the flight plans.

Anyway we didn't have any problem with the flight plan or the timeline.

It's good to get a good handle on those things early. That's one thing that I would recommend if there is any way, and I don't know if there is or not, is to get all those sightings down and come up with an early timeline on the lunar surface station stops. I don't know if you can do this or not, let the guys get into working station stops early in their training. It was the last month or so before we started getting really into serious working station stops. Until we had done it two or three times, I didn't have a lot of confidence how I would handle it. It worked out okay. It gave us something to do for the last month. You know how we kicked that around and how we eliminated all those stations. We cut back and cut back, and we still ended up cutting out things real time. We
YOUNG (CONT'D) added a bunch of things. It didn't seem to bother us any, if you can get an early hack on what your stations are going to be, and what the activities are going to be. The tendency, of course, is to overlook that surface operation by about 150 percent. I think we cut them back 40 percent, which was a long, hard struggle because they didn't want to give up a thing. I don't know that I blame them. You want the most you can get out of a mission. That may be one of the reasons we came out doing pretty good.

DUKE You single handedly did that John. If it wasn't for you we would have had all that extra stuff.

YOUNG What you need is a couple of beers and then sit down with those guys and get reasonable.
24.0 VISUAL SIGHTINGS

YOUNG I think we discussed almost all of the visual sightings that were unique during the flight.

MATTINGLY There's one or two sights we didn't mention.

YOUNG Mention them.

MATTINGLY One of them was just the "gee whiz" type. On launch morning right out the window was the Moon. That sucker was right-centered in there.

YOUNG What's the other one?

MATTINGLY The other one was that little flash I saw. Maybe somebody saw it on one of those seismometers, on one of the early revs. It's on the DSE because I remember commenting out loud about it. I was sitting there waiting for a solar corona. I had all the cockpit lights out sitting there in the dark. I could see a nice horizon against the corona. There was this bright flash, and it was below the horizon. I looked out the window every dark pass after that looking for another one. I never saw any more. I don't know whether I saw a meteorite hit, or what, but it was a bright flash. It was brighter than any star or planet that was above the horizon.
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) It was definitely below the horizon. Maybe somebody in one of their seismic things might have seen something about that time. I don't know what good it would do us if they did, but it was there.

YOUNG You saw your first light flash.
25.0 PREMISSION PLANNING

MATTINGLY There is one thing to say about Mission Rules. Why do we publish a Mission Rules document one week before launch?

YOUNG That makes you nervous, huh?

MATTINGLY I couldn't believe that I had a change to the Mission Rules on my desk dated a week before flight. All those mission technique books that come out of MPAD come out with dates within two weeks of launch, and it's absolutely impossible to read them.

YOUNG I was looking through my desk and I saw a bunch of questions posed by the Flight Operations Division, dated the 14th of April, like - what we're going to do on battery management for the ascent and descent.

MATTINGLY When the CPCB says, okay, it's time to quit making changes, that's fine. But it doesn't stop people from making changes. There were a lot of changes that I saw. A good example was on how to check the batteries on the sequential thing if you have to cut the Apex cover disconnect. We'd run into this on the simulator. They had been hashing it over and finally they came up with what they would do. So they wrote it down and proposed it. Gary got hold of it and said no,
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) it's too late. We can't submit changes this late. But in fact, had the situation occurred, that's what we would have done in real time. I felt a little uncomfortable knowing that there were some things which the flight control world had researched, and agreed that that's what they would really do if the situation came up. We had stopped that flow if information. I don't know how you get around it, except to be aware that that kind of a problem can happen. You need to maintain a verbal communication on those sort of things.

SLAYTON That's exactly what we're suppose to have here.

MATTINGLY I think everyone has to be aware that it happens that way. I'd get some little tidbit of data that didn't come through the system. It was obtained only because you just happened to be talking to them.

SLAYTON We had better try to close that loop up. Hopefully most of it isn't all that important.

MATTINGLY I hope that's the kind of stuff it is.

YOUNG Spacecraft Changes - I think that Dave Ballard kept us pretty well informed. I think we were well advised as to what those were. Procedures Changes - we didn't have any to amount to anything. We didn't change any in the LM that I know of.

DUKE Not until we launched.
26.0 MISSION CONTROL

YOUNG I think they were pushing the PDI GO-NO-GO a little closer than I would like to have had it to the NO-GO. I don't know what you do about that.

DUKE Go baby, go.

MATTINGLY Don't check the secondary gimbals.

YOUNG Communications - we must have had terrible communications with the ground without the steerable antenna. The LM and I never had any trouble hearing them.

Communications - I thought were real good both from the command and service module to the ground, and back and from the LM to the command and service module, as well as to and from the LM to the ground. Ken said he could hear us all the way on the VHF. On the LM, he could hear us til T-2.

YOUNG T-2. Which would have been real useful to know in case we would have had to use that mode. Thank goodness we didn't.

MATTINGLY Just as clear as you could be.

YOUNG I think there should be some use of the CMC DSKY to obtain antenna pointing angles. When a pointing angle changes, I
think here should be some limitations as to the number that they pass up to you. If it only changes a couple of degrees, I don't really think there's any sense in taking up crew time copying down what it is.
27.0 HUMAN FACTORS

YOUNG Preflight - Preflight Health Stabilization Control Program.
Healthy rascals. It worked, didn't it? Nobody got sick.

MATTINGLY It probably is a good idea to hold down the number of people
you have contact with the last few weeks but for reasons other
than health stabilization.

YOUNG The healthiest thing is that they are well rested, relaxed,
and in a happy frame of mind. I'm just not sure that you get
that by being shut up for 3 weeks. Sure you can restrain
them all you want to, but I really think it's important for
a guy to leave the office occasionally. I know everybody
lives, breathes, and eats the space program, and nobody any
more than I do. That month or so before launch where things
were coming thick and fast, people are always running in and
saying, did you hear we can't service the RCS, or we are unable
to fix this and we are going to have to take it apart and put
it back together again. The crew needs to be in a relaxed
frame of mind. They're better mentally suited to approach the
program if they get to see their wives, sweethearts, or what-
ever at night. I think that is very important. I don't know
how to put a number on it. Charlie and I were very fortunate
in that our wives were there. I think it is important to a
YOUNG (CONT'D) guy. I don't know how it is going to be on Skylab, but I'm sure that's going to cause them some problems there. Maybe necessary, but they are going to be there.

MATTINGLY All the stabilization program does is it takes care of the clinical thing, but it doesn't put the guys in an operational mode.

YOUNG It doesn't keep in a frame of mind that you want to be in.

MATTINGLY You really need to have another outlet.

YOUNG Medical care - I thought there were a couple of occasions where the medical people unnecessarily mentally torqued the pilots all out of proportion to the amount of physical good they were doing. My personal opinion of that is, unless the crewman obviously has a medical problem in which case he might or might not go see the flight surgeon, I don't believe he should be bothered with that kind of mental stress close into launch. I think that is a real problem. If they are concerned about the morale of the guys that are going to fly the mission, how well he feels and how well they are able to do that, we ought to see if we can handle it in a little better manner than it was handled on the Apollo 16 mission. That's all I'm going to say about it.
MATTINGLY: It seems to me that there is a basic conflict of interest in taking care of the crew - trying to make him best suited to go fly his mission and doing research. You put the flight surgeon in the middle. He's trying to be a personal physician to help you. He's also trying to get research data. I think that's an incompatible set of circumstances for anyone to be put in. I don't think any one person is capable of handling both jobs. At some point you have to decide which is your first choice. I think there ought to be a Flight Surgeon, who is unrelated to the research end of this business, just exactly that. He's a Flight Surgeon that we could go and talk to, and if you got something that bothers you, go see him and tell him about it. I personally feel very reluctant to do so. Before flight I didn't have any problems, but if I had, I felt like I really didn't dare go tell anybody that I had a headache, or that I had something that was bothering me. Unless I was sure it was something I couldn't handle, because that opens all kinds of extra problems that you'd just as soon not add to your preflight workload. I'd sure like to see an independent Flight Surgeon, who is just interested in taking care of me, and keeping me, and keeping me healthy.

I also felt like many of the things we did preflight were nothing but harassment. I think timing your urine, carrying
MATTLINGLY (CONT'D)
your bottles around, eating special foods, were again for medical research. You have enough things to do the week before the mission. If you want to grab a hand full of cookies for lunch, I think you ought to be able to do that. Unless it's going to really materially affect the operation of this mission. I think that when you're flying an operational mission you ought to be allowed to do those kind of things. You ought to be able to go on a low residue diet preflight so that you can minimize the number of bowel movements you have on the first couple of days while you're getting acclimatized to your new job.

All of these things, which may have some medical return, just have to be weighed against the total package of how good can I do my job. I looked at it as preflight harassment. I know that the people didn't mean it to be that way.

YOUNG
Time for Exercise, Rest and Sleep. I think we had an adequate amount. We made a point of trying to limit it to 8 hours a day the last couple of weeks. I know we didn't do it, but we were trying to. We made time for exercise, and I think that's really important. I sure recommend that a month prior to launch the crews train this way.
I feel like some of the preflight and postflight medical type things are not necessary for an operational mission. The retinal photography, for example, that was the most painful experience that I ever had in my whole life. I don't think anybody ought to do that to a guy's eyeballs, unless somebody can show that it's essential that you do that. They wouldn't run that procedure on the spacecraft controls. Yet they thought nothing of running it on a flight crew.

The vestibular function thing, where you're standing on rails, is clearly a learning curve. I got better at it all the time. Postflight, I'll admit that my ankles were weak, and my ear was plugged. I couldn't stand up very good, but that didn't seem to make any difference to them. They still wanted me to run the vestibular test. It is a very tiring test. I don't think that the data that you get off of something like that is going to prove anything. I really don't. We already have experience that shows that guys recover from spaceflight. I don't think we ought to fill unnecessary squares.

The physical examination part of the preflight medicals, in every instance, amounted to about a half an hour of the examination over a half day's time. I don't know what we're proving, to put the crew through that stuff close in. I
YOUNG (CONT'D) thought the whole business was a very unpleasant experience. For example, we got five X-rays to tell how a guy's heart is doing preflight and five more postflight. I think that's going a little far on the X-ray business. I'm not qualified to say whether it is or not, but I just think that's too many X-rays for a crewman.

MATTINGLY I'd like to say one thing about it though. If you have to do all the things that we did, I think Chuck Lapinta and the guys that put it together really bent over backwards to make the maximum use of the time we put in.

YOUNG Well, I do too.

MATTINGLY I never ended up wasting any of my time, as far as sitting around.

YOUNG And when we got close into the flight like, we had to do it on weekends. I don't think we ought to have to do that.

DUKE It happened that minus 15 fell on a weekend.

YOUNG Well. Make it F minus 16 or F minus 12.

Okay, I guess we've talked about eating habits and the amount of food consumption from F minus 5 to F minus zero. I don't think we ought to have to worry about that.
SLAYTON  A comment on those meals?

DUKE  I'd rather have Lou's cooking, but it was edible.

YOUNG  It was edible?

I still don't think the crew ought to be constrained to eat that kind of stuff on an operational mission close into launch.

MATTINGLY  One time I didn't get anything to eat for launch. It was a big deal to go and arrange to eat the special and I wasn't where they thought I was going to be, instead of grabbing a candy bar and things out of the machine - you're not supposed to do that. I just don't think that's the way to operate.

YOUNG  It's not low residue food, that's for sure. If it is, there's something that we don't understand about that diet.

DUKE  To me, I think the most important thing here is that that kind of diet changes your eating habits in food intake. That's probably going to materially affect something downstream. And in Ken's case, it did.

27.2 FLIGHT

YOUNG  Flight, Appetite and Food Preference. Boy, there sure was a lot of food on there.
DUKE: I think we did a good job or tried to do a good job of eating - keeping well fed. You were hungry - at least I was hungry when the meals came around, but after eating a couple of the packages I felt full and, if I had to really complete a whole meal, I would feel stuffed because there was just a lot of food.

YOUNG: Yes, I don't think our appetite in flight changed any. I think we were all concerned about keeping hydrated; we kept drinking every chance we got. One of the reasons you get dehydrated, I think, is that on a spacecraft with that low humidity when you sweat a lot you end up waking up in the middle of the night with your mouth being dry and you want to get a drink of water. I think a conscious effort is needed to keep hydrated and I think we were able to do that. I think it's important for that 7-hour lunar surface operation that you be able to get some liquid inside of you because you do sweat a lot during that thing. I think maybe one of the factors that we were better hydrated is the fact that, in our prep and post donning, we used the LCG water cooling instead of air cooling so we had long periods of time where we didn't sweat very much while doing a lot of work in our pressure suit. We would have sweated had we used air cooling alone during the prep and post. Also, that would have gotten us
behind a power curve and caused us a little heat stowage there just the same as it does on Earth. I guess that I'm not convinced that we don't have too many citrus drinks on board. At least once every 3 days I have gas pains that I couldn't believe. And I don't know what caused them. I'm sure it had something to do with the food and it was a source of discomfort to me. I never knew when they were going to come back and I never knew when they were going to go. I didn't say anything about them because I don't think it's any big deal, but it's got something to do with the food. And that sort of kills your taste for eating the stuff. And I can attest for the fact that my fellow crewmembers had gas pains or something like it, too.

MATTINGLY I don't think I had as much trouble as you.

DUKE Me either.

MATTINGLY But it sure wasn't my mode of operation.

YOUNG No, it sure wasn't normal.
Well, we swallowed a lot of air in the drink bags and in the food bags.

Do you think it was due to the food and all those citrus drinks we drank. I just totaled up my citrus drinks - 27 citrus drinks in eleven days at 7 ounces a clip; that's a lot of citrus. That's about like 27 times as much as I drink in any other normal 11-day period.

See, there again is a personal preference, John. I would rather drink the orange juice than drink the coffee. And if I had to drink 27 gallons or whatever you logged up of coffee, I'd be vomiting.

I'm with you - I'm with you.

So they ought to get something else. Maybe we ought to have a Coca-Cola dispenser or something to get you a little variety.

Let me ask you a question - that we talked about in the flight. John has done this very same mission before without the same response. That tells me that you've got to look for something different between Apollo 10 and Apollo 16.
YOUNG We sure didn't have it on Apollo 10.

MATTINGLY And it's not gas in the water because we had that sort of stuff. So, we ought to be looking at something different.

YOUNG We had at least three to four times the gas than on Apollo 10. Our water bags were half full of gas.

MATTINGLY And I thought our gas separator was doing a super job.

YOUNG It was.

MATTINGLY I thought we were in good shape. So I think you've got to focus your attention on things that are different between what we did then and now. The most likely thing is the food somewhere. I thought the food was good. Rita did an astounding job.

YOUNG Yes, Rita said it would be the dried fruits - well we had dried fruits on Apollo 10 and that didn't bother us.

MATTINGLY I didn't eat very many dried fruits because I thought it might aggravate the situation. I left those out.

YOUNG Well, I ate them sometimes and sometimes I didn't.

MATTINGLY The size of the food portions, I thought the portions were fine. You didn't have to start on something if you didn't want it. The main thing is that some of those things, like the tuna
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) salad spreads and all those things that they packed in larger cans; the problem that you got with those things is once you started on one of those you got to finish it some way and the most convenient way is to eat it. But I ate a lot of things I didn't really want just because it seemed to me like a better way of discarding it than it was to try to figure out how to keep the thing from sitting in that trash can and smelling things up. That's particularly true of the tin can kind of things. A food bag you can put a germicide tablet in and put it away with partial meals in it. But, those darn tin cans you're committed to finish it when you open it, I think. You don't have a good way - like you take the peaches you've got to eat all of the syrup and everything that goes with it because otherwise it's going to be flopping around. I don't think we have an adequate way to handle the residue of the tin cans.

YOUNG Right, not on an Apollo flight. I guess they've got a thing they throw it all down on the Skylab.

SLAYTON Yes, they've got a tank.

MATTINGLY Boy, it had never better clog up.

YOUNG I'll tell you one thing. I don't know if the tank is going to be big enough for two 28's and a 56, or whatever.
MATTINGLY I also found out that - I don't know if it's true - but I was

told that those cans are pressurized at 14 psi.

YOUNG No wonder they squirted out.

MATTINGLY No wonder they squirted out when you opened them.

YOUNG We've got pictures of opening the can right up to the tunnel,

beautiful.

MATTINGLY I thought maybe it was because we were running our cabin at

4.8 instead of 5 and maybe it was that. And she said, oh no,
those were 14 psi. No wonder - I wouldn't have opened the
first one if I had known that.

YOUNG Well, when you open a can of peaches the juice leaves the can

and crawls up your arm. Charlie said it was a learning curve

until he tried it.

DUKE We opened two of them - didn't have very much luck with either

of them. You know, Ken, the individual food portions were
good. The total meal though, I thought was too big.

MATTINGLY Yes, I agree with you.

YOUNG We only had two meals a day in the lunar module and we ate
everything except for a couple of wet packs. We ate everything
in there and were hungry too. I think it was probably because
we were working hard.
MATTINGLY I can't get hungry without exercise and there is no way you can get enough exercise in the spacecraft to be very hungry.

DUKE I thought the wet packs were the best.

MATTINGLY What do you mean the wet packs - you mean -

DUKE Turkey and gravy and things like that.

MATTINGLY You really need some way to heat those things. Nothing is as unappetizing to me as a hot dog that was cooked 2 weeks ago and was covered with cold -

DUKE I didn't say the hot dog. I didn't like those.

MATTINGLY The hamburger was in the same boat. There was also something else I got out that was the same thing. It was all cold gravy that had been laying around in the skillet for 2 weeks and I thought it would have been really good if I could have heated it. But in its present form, I only ate it because it was the only solid thing around. But, I felt like it was really unappetizing.

YOUNG Food Preparation and Consumption, program's deviation from program menu and eat periods. We had several of those. There were a couple of times when we actually missed a whole meal because we were so busy, a couple of times in lunar orbit and, of course, Charlie and I missed one on descent because we were
6 hours late. It's just unavoidable; you can't stop when you're in the middle of something. Operationally you're up against it and it didn't seem to bother us any. We just took the next eat period and went on with it. We got them all logged.

Food Preparation and Consumption, Programs with Rehydration (mixing; gas). We never had enough time to allow the things to sit around. I mean, it says on the package 15, 20 minutes. We constituted them and ate them right on the spot. And we never had time and I don't think we were getting the kind of mixing that we should have had because I ate a lot of food that didn't have any hydration in it at all. But you can't stop to worry about that.

MATTINGLY There is something wrong when you have a 30-minute eat period and the first bag you come to is "wait 20 minutes."

YOUNG Yes, you can't do it.

MATTINGLY You're sort of behind.

YOUNG Food Temperature - I think the hot water really made a lot of difference in the taste.

MATTINGLY That's good, it really is.
Effect of Water Flavor and Gas Content of Food. I don't think that has any effect on it. Use of the spoon bowl package - that was okay until such times you got your soup too soupy.

There were two items I have - I don't know what it is but they have an extra amount of surface tension or something. One was that lobster bisque and the other was that tomato soup and they were both very thin and they would crawl right up the side of the package and onto anything they could find. There is a learning curve to that. I found out that your natural reaction - when you open the bag and it starts to squeeze out - your natural reaction is to close it and that's exactly the wrong thing to do because it gives it extra surface to climb on. And as soon as it starts to squeeze out if you pull it apart it'll just climb up to the rim and stop and then you can eat it out with a spoon and it all works fine. But, your first inclination is exactly wrong.

Okay, on those really soupy ones, I cut a hole in the side of the package and sucked it out the side instead of trying it with the spoon because that's a manual dexterity test. Sure you can balance stuff on your spoon and it doesn't get off but that kind of stuff is too time consuming to suit me. Using the spoons as long as you've got something you can put on there is okay. Opening of cans -
DUKE I liked the spoon idea.

YOUNG I liked it too, Charlie, except when the thing was too soupy. I saw you over there with that stuff crawling up your spoon, didn't you notice that?

DUKE At times.

YOUNG It worked okay. The point is it just slowed you down. Opening the cans - don't, especially the Skylab cans packed at 1½ psi.

DUKE Well, tuna salad is okay.

YOUNG Tuna salad?

DUKE Stuff like that. But if it's got any juice in it, don't open it.

MATTINGLY Well, let me say one thing about the cans. You've got a real disposal problem. You got pieces of metal with sharp edges on it floating around the cockpit and no adequate way to dispose of it.

YOUNG Yes, you can't mash them; you can't flatten them.

MATTINGLY You just got to be careful of that stuff.
Consumption From Cans - well, things like pudding and things that didn't leak all over the place weren't any problem.

I had vanilla pudding that I thought was good. Butterscotch was good.

Yes, that's good stuff. It's off the shelf from the ground.

So were the spreads and things like that.

But the liquids were pretty tough.

And this discussion does not include the Skylab food cans. That's a separate subject.

Food Bar Usage During EVA periods - Charlie didn't get around to that.

I was going to but after that orbital shock with the juice bag and the food bar I decided to forego the food bar. All I needed was some beverage. And that's true. You really don't need the food bar. And it gets messy when it gets soggy.

Function of the Germicide Tablet Pouch.

They function okay.

Extent of Use of Germicidal Tablets - we put them in everything except maybe I didn't put them in mine the last 24 hours.
MATTINGLY The germicide tablet is hard to put in one of those tin cans. You have to go wrap the tin can in something now to keep the tablet in there.

YOUNG Undesirable Odors. I don't think we noticed any from food. Quantity of Food Eaten on the Lunar Surface - almost all of it. It's in the log. Quantity of Food Discarded on the Lunar Surface Prior to Lift-Off.

DUKE We didn't discard anything.

YOUNG Skylab Fecal Container.

MATTINGLY We already discussed that.

YOUNG We talked about that. Water, chlorine taste and odor - I didn't notice any chlorine taste.

MATTINGLY Not a bit, and I drank some water right after chlorinating it too.

YOUNG You did?

MATTINGLY Yes. I wanted to see if it was going to have a taste.

YOUNG Iodine Taste and Odor - I don't think I noticed any. Physical Discomfort - I don't think we had much gas in the water and neither did you. I already remarked that, when we packed a bag in the lunar module, we had to sit around till the water
gas got out of it. I estimated the top 20 percent of the bag would be gas which you could vent right out. Gas/Water Separator - we already commented on those. Intensity of Thirst During Mission.

MATTINGLY I felt like having a drink about the same frequency as I do on the ground.

DUKE One thing I did that I never do at home is I'd wake up and I'd want a drink. We had our water bags with us. I usually had one water bag throughout the night - 7 ounces.

YOUNG Same here, and I think that's due to the air cooling system and the dry humidity. It's like sleeping in the desert. You know when you wake up in the middle of the night in the desert you're kind of dry.

MATTINGLY Let's finish that Skylab food. We didn't really ever talk about that.

YOUNG Okay. Why don't you talk about that.

MATTINGLY The drink bags were the little accordion things that unfold and they looked like they were pretty neat little items. They folded up in small packages when you started. And I think we all planned to use those as our water container. We'd have a measured amount and something to use. The little valve on that
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) thing is really nice because you can pull it open with your teeth, drink from it, and when you're through, you can push it closed. It had one drawback in that all three of them leaked. They all leaked around the valve. We had the same failure mode on all three of those bags. Other than that, I thought the bags worked pretty good. If you could fix that valve, I think this is an improvement over the rollup bags. I always had trouble with the rollup drink bags. I never could stop once I started taking a drink. I could never pinch it off enough to keep it from seeping out once you opened up the crew port. This bag looked like it would do that, if it didn't leak. What did we have in those cans? Chicken and rice or something, some such thing in that. I thought that was a giant step backwards.

DUKE Yes, I don't understand why you'd want to bother putting chicken and rice in a can. Why not just put it in the feed bag like you do in the Apollo Program.

SLAYTON They have everything in a can on Skylab.

YOUNG Do they have a trash masher on there? They don't!

MATTINGLY I don't understand carrying a tin can just for the sake of carrying a tin can.
YOUNG It allows them to prepackage longer in advance. That's what it does for them.

MATTINGLY How?

YOUNG Why don't they take it out of the tin cans before they fly it.

SLAYTON You can put the supplies on board 6 months ahead of launch.

MATTINGLY The thing that surprised me is that the bags - and I understand it wasn't just ours - but inside of that tin can is a plastic bag just like the one we have right now. It's not clear to me what the tin can did for us except to provide another waste management problem.

YOUNG Yes, I didn't know what to do with it.

MATTINGLY It's hard to handle, it was hard to throw away. It's a hazard if you get ... 

YOUNG Maybe this really isn't apropos. Maybe the Skylab guys know how to handle the tin cans.
MATTINGLY  Okay. Maybe they do, but these were problems that I had
    with it. Fredo cut himself nice and clean just like a razor
    on one on the ground.

YOUNG  Yeah. They're really sharp.

MATTINGLY  Those are really sharp edges. And I think ...

YOUNG  There is no methyolate in the medical kit, either.

MATTINGLY  And when you get through, what you have is a plastic bag just
    like we have now in a much less useful shape, because there's
    no zipper top. You can't open it out. Now to use your spoon
    to get food out, first you take this plastic out of the tin
    can and you put it on the foodport, hydrate it, just like we
    do our present bag, and then you squeeze it and squish it.
    When you are ready to eat it, there is no good way to handle
    this thing. You have to take your scissors and cut the top
    off of this thing. If you have any fluid in this bag, surface
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) tension is going to pull that stuff right up around the top and every time you stick your spoon in there, you're shaking stuff off it. It just seemed to me like it was a step back-wards from the spoon bowls that we had before. Maybe I don't understand the problem, but that's the way I saw it.

DUKE The soup bags, the plastic bags, that are normally in the cans - you just don't cut the plastic off the fill valve and fill it. They have a little stopper in there and you have to take a sharp edge and peel it, like you do an orange, to get the cap off. Then you work your fingernail under there to get the stopper out so you can put it on the fill port. It is a heck of a lot easier to have the old style where you cut the plastic off and stick it on than this new improved bag. Another thing on these drink bags, the accordion bags are great but it has a stopper in the fill plug and when you pull the stopper out - I ended up opening the fill port and all of that powder came floating right out the valve.
YOUNG    Yes.  I think that's a real problem.

MATTINGLY Yes.

YOUNG    How do you avoid doing that.

MATTINGLY You pull the valve out to close it.

DUKE    No, you push it in to close it, but there's a stopper in it, so you can't get it on the fill port.  When you pull that stopper out, what happened to me is that the valve opened and the stopper came out and I had enough pressure on it so all the orange juice powder or whatever it is just went pshew!  - just like a talcum powder spray in the cockpit and we filled up with orange juice powder.

YOUNG    That orange juice was really out to get you this time.

Charlie says, "here, let me show you what it's doing" and he comes over to me and goes pshew!

MATTINGLY There was another problem with the Skylab food bag in the can. After you got through with all these things, now you go to put your germicide tablet in there and there's no way to seal the bag up when you get through.  Because you had to cut into the bag to get into it.
DUKE  And it leaves a big hole in the top.

YOUNG  Yes. It left a big hole in there and now you still don't know where to put the germicide.

MATTINGLY  You put it in there but it comes out all over.

YOUNG  Maybe they're not ...

DUKE  I really think those guys are going to have a lot of trouble.

YOUNG  I do too. Is there a vacuum on the other side of that air lock?

MATTINGLY  The whole thing looks like it was organized by General Jubilation T. Cornpone, the advance to the rear.

DUKE  That meal was a little disappointing to us because it really gave ...

MATTINGLY  I think we photographed a lot of it. I'm not sure we took enough footage on it to show what we did. We had hoped to photograph a normal meal and that one got cancelled with the ISS flight or something.

YOUNG  We didn't have any chlorine taste in the water. We didn't have any iodine taste, I didn't notice any.

SPEAKER  Was there iodine in the LM water?
YOUNG It's good stuff if there is.

DUKE It didn't taste like it.

MATTINGLY You guys commented on how good the LM water tasted.

YOUNG Good and cold. Physical discomfort - I didn't notice any gas in the water - to amount to anything other than what we've mentioned. Gas/water separator - worked like a champ. We talked about the intensity of thirst. Work, rest, sleep. Difficulty in going to sleep - Charlie, did you have any?

DUKE The first night I felt like I catnapped all night long. After that I was okay. I think that was just getting acclimated.

YOUNG I slept like a log.

DUKE We reported all this sleep stuff.

YOUNG Yes, we reported it all.

DUKE The flight doc's already got that.

MATTINGLY I don't think I slept much the whole mission.

YOUNG You just weren't that tired. He was only 5 beats down on his post flight heart energy test. You never do sleep much.
MATTINGLY I get about 6 hours but generally it's a solid 6 hours. I think, without physical exertion, my body just didn't believe it was time to go to bed. I just sat there and lay wide awake and I tried everything.

DUKE I tell you, a couple of the sleep periods I was tired. I was looking forward to them when we got to them, I did go right to sleep. It was refreshing to have that to look forward to.

YOUNG Disturbances. Charlie has commented on the disturbance - couple of master alarms on the lunar surface and a break lock.

DUKE You've also commented that, any time somebody else moves around with a light on, you're going to wake the other two guys up.

YOUNG Exercise. I think we did our exercise periods.

MATTINGLY We skipped one translunar and skipped one transearth. That's because we had operational things that we were doing. We were probably getting exercise anyway.

Stowing the suits is more exercise than you get from the Exer-genie.

YOUNG That's a pretty interesting exercise.

MATTINGLY We've already talked about the exercise.
YOUNG We weren't sore.

MATTINGLY I got sore on one of those periods.

DUKE Oh, did you?

MATTINGLY Yes.

YOUNG In Flight Oral Hygiene, Mouth Discomfort -

DUKE None.

YOUNG Brushing Frequency, adequate.

DUKE I tried about twice a day but I never did average that.

MATTINGLY The tooth paste is also packed in 14 psi.

YOUNG You open the top and out it comes.

MATTINGLY The first time I opened it we could have brushed the teeth on an elephant.

DUKE Out it comes - and out it comes - and out it comes.

YOUNG Toothbrush Adequacy; it's adequate.

DUKE We didn't use the dental floss.

YOUNG Sunglasses or Other Eye Protective Devices.
MATTINGLY I used the sunglasses.

DUKE Yes, that's mandatory.

YOUNG Yes, I think they're mandatory. The first couple of revs in Moon orbit my eyes hurt and I got a headache from looking out the window; I know that is what it was.

MATTINGLY My eyes were very very tired the first 2 days. I could really feel them being sore. That was the only time I felt like I was ready for the sleep period, not because of sleep but I just wanted to turn my eyes off for a while.

YOUNG You're gonna have to look in the vicinity of the Sun, and right at the subsolar point on the Moon. You really need something to keep your eyeballs from burning out, because it sure is bright.

Visibility of Instruments and Controls Inside the Spacecraft with Sunglasses On.

DUKE You correct that by taking your sunglasses off.

YOUNG Unusual or Unexpected Visual Phenomena or Problems Experienced.

DUKE That's all covered under the ALFRED.

YOUNG We didn't have any rapid accelerations or decelerations that would cause your eyes to uncage except for the splashdown.
The next one up we've already commented on the distance
Judgment versus Aerial Perspective During EVA. Looked to
me just like a desert scene. You think that the mountains
are closer than they really are.

Sure.

Stone Mountain looked a lot closer than it was.

That isn't an unusual thing.

No, but it happens up there just like it does on Earth. I
might comment on the outer visor. When I first got out during
the beginning of the EVA I wanted my visor down even in the
shade. But after we'd been out in the sunlight during the
whole EVA and came back into the shadow, on the closeout,
I wanted my visor up because I didn't feel like I could see
well enough.

After the second day I finally got to where I could leave my
sunglasses off when I was looking outside and that is a much
more desirable mode to operate in if you can. But somehow
you've got to get your eyeballs used to all that intensity.

The Medical Kit, Helmet/Visor Reflections - Yes, there are
helmet/visor reflections but I thought it was at least a
thousand percent better than it was on our training visors.

Didn't you, Charlie?

Yes, even though I had a scratchy one by EVA-3.

Medical Kit - We pulled the strap off the medical kit in the CSM because all the biomedical sensors were on it. There were a couple times there when I didn't think we were going to get it out to change biomedical sensors. It's packed full of medication. I can't believe that anybody would ever use all that medication.

 Plenty of stuff there.

There sure is.

I guess it would be better to package all the biomedical sensors and stuff all in one place instead of throughout the medical kit, just one package.

The thing I thought was missing that belongs in there is some soap. I can't believe that medical kits that are designed to keep you healthy - give you injections to take for everything from heart attacks to gas warfare - and there's not one little bar of soap that you can clean up with.

I though we had soap in there.
MATTINGLY No, I remembered it right after lift-off that that was one of the things the Apollo 15 guys said you ought to have and I had written it on my list of things to do and that's the one that got away from me. But I really don't think my PPK is the place to carry a bar of soap. If the medical world wants to keep me healthy, they ought to give me a bar of soap. You really need it.

SLAYTON I'm not sure it ought to be in the medical kit, though.

MATTINGLY Okay, I shouldn't comment on where it ought to be but the thing that torques me is that here are things to cure me once I get sick and there's nothing here to keep me from getting sick.

YOUNG Yes, there's no way you can get clean either. You ought to be able to wash your hands, for example, when you get through going to the bathroom because you may be right in the middle of an eat period but - you put water on your hands and wipe them off and I never felt that the hygiene was the best in the whole world.

SLAYTON How about the towels, that didn't show up here any place?

YOUNG Well, we had towels. What you do is wet the towel with water and wipe your face off, but that really doesn't get the dirt off.
DUKE And they were too small, not bigger than a dollar - smaller than a dollar.

MATTINGLY I thought they were a waste of time.

DUKE The towels were good - the big ones, you know, with the red, white and blue stripes - were great.

YOUNG Wet wipes, according to something I read, you're only supposed to use one of those a day because of the poison in them. Did you ever read that? (Laughter) I was hoping for the best, Charlie.

MATTINGLY The whole business of hygiene - all I figure we did was disprove all the theories about the importance of personal hygiene because we had absolutely none.

YOUNG Yes, pretty dirty I thought. Even though - at least once or twice a day we'd take a towel, wet it down and wipe ourselves up as best we could.

YOUNG Housekeeping.

DUKE Learning curve.

MATTINGLY Yes, that's very important.

YOUNG Shaving.
DUKE The Wilkerson one we started with - I had a half of shave with it and there was no way to get the blade clean and it just went belly up on me.

MATTINGLY I tried the windup and that worked great until you missed a day. If you miss a day, you've had it because that thing feels like its pulling the whiskers out instead of shaving them off.

YOUNG The Wilkerson worked okay if you'd taken that cream and made a lather out of it.

DUKE Well, you looked pretty bloody, John, the time you used it.

YOUNG I really did. I used it.

MATTINGLY You wouldn't have sold any blades, John.

YOUNG I really didn't get too good, did I? Pretty bad. The day before launch, I used the Wilkerson. It was about 4 or 5 days growth maybe. Really bad.

MATTINGLY I got a data point on the mechanical guy when you got back, it'd been about 3 days since we've shaved. I was shaving and I missed one day and I went back to get it the next day and once it got a head start, that mechanical guy just couldn't hack it from there. He just gave up. We even tried cleaning it out.
DUKE . Yes, I did clean it out.

MATTINGLY We cleaned that all out. You really need a plain old everyday razor. Somehow we ought to be able to find a way to let you have a razor that you can open up like any other safety razor and clean off. That's the big problem you get that thing all cruddled up and that's it. There must be some way to do that without producing a free floating hazard.

YOUNG Dust, Density and Effects on Visual and Respiratory Systems.

DUKE It was dusty when we got back in orbit, we've already commented on all that stuff.

YOUNG I don't think it was any problem.

DUKE I got one piece in my eye - a little something when I was over in the LM that gave me problems, but that was okay; it cleared right up, watered it out.

YOUNG Radiation Dosimeter. Everybody wore their PRDs, except me, who forgot and left it in his pressure suit and sealed it up. But I wore it up until time we got back to suit stowage.

MATTINGLY Yes, I threw my personal dosimeter away when I changed skivvies. We just never thought about it.
YOUNG Radiation Survey Meter. We didn't use it. Personal Hygiene. Adequacy of Wipes, Size and Numbers.

DUKE The one in the food kit is almost worthless.

YOUNG Yes, they assume you don't get any food on you. The Adequacy of Tissue Size and Numbers. We certainly had enough, and I sure thought we weren't, but I'm sure there's some left over.

MATTINGLY There were only two boxes left, and we were into both of them.

DUKE Yes.

MATTINGLY We didn't have any extra.

DUKE I don't think there was any extra, quite frankly.

MATTINGLY All you had to do is have a few more trips to the head, we'd have been out.

YOUNG Yes, I think we would have been.

DUKE I think like John. Those tissue boxes should have a snap on the bottom of them, so you can snap 'em to the LEB and pull tissues out. We were constantly looking for tissue dispensers.

YOUNG At very embarrassing times.
MATTINGLY Yes, it's a two-handed operation to get a tissue out, when you ought to just reach up and pull it out. Cause they got a piece of Velcro there which will hold it, if you just want to set the box there. But it's on a side that if you open it, the Velcro isn't available to set it on.

YOUNG And invariably -

MATTINGLY You can't yank it.

YOUNG When you need one, is when your urine system is leaking all over you, or your food bag is broken, and it's running all over you, and you got to hold it close with one hand, and wipe it up with the other.

MATTINGLY And it takes two hands to get a tissue. So if you didn't get one before you need it, you're in trouble. I really think that's one that they ought to put a snap on the bottom of the bag.

YOUNG Potable Water Used for Personal Hygiene. We'd wet the towels and wipe up. But that sure is not the way to get clean. All that does is smear the dirt around.
MATTINGLY Actually, I thought that went pretty well. I really would recommend that that interview day here in Houston to be continued as 2 days. I thought that was a lot easier work load than trying to cram it all in 1.

YOUNG Yes, I thought the PAO thing was real good and well handled.

MATTINGLY I guess one other thing on that recovery thing is that I thought that extra day on the ship, before we came home, was a good deal. If I would have been given a choice preflight, I would have chosen to come home. But I thought having a day to just relax and unwind with no real requirements, get your physical done, and spend your full time on that and just get it over with, sit down and make up the list we made up. I really thought that was a good plan.

SLAYTON Would you have wanted a tape recorder and a debriefing guide and jumped right into that. We talked about that once and didn't do it.

MATTINGLY I really think that making the list the way we did was probably the right thing to do. And I just had the feeling that
MATTINGLY (CONT'D) I had been working for so long every day, every minute of the day, just to sit and do absolutely nothing was the neatest thing in the world.

YOUNG Yes.

MATTINGLY I really like that.

DUKE We had a tape recorder, Deke. A little portable one, but we decided to write on a paper. It took us a couple hours to get it done.

YOUNG Well, we spent about 3 hours in the afternoon on the ship, and we spent about an hour coming back on the airplane. Maybe 1-1/2 or 2 hours coming back on the airplane. Got 'em all jotted down. We noted a lot of items that we just happened to think of. I'm sure glad we had this list.